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The purpose of this study was to explore the perceived political

sophistication of two selected urban superintendents: one who transformed the

school district into a significantly improved school system and the other who

successfully initiated school improvement measures. It was an attempt to

understand and describe the political thinking, knowledge, skill, and participation

of two unique superintendents. Contemporary educational leadership research has

identified the actions and political skills of community-creating superintendents

(e.g., Johnson, 1996; Owens, 1997). However, they are not anchored in the

political science literature. Nevertheless, there is a vacuum in the educational

community’s understanding of the urban superintendent’s political sophistication.

The current economic, political, and social environment of large cities requires

superintendents to have political expertise.
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Qualitative research methodology was used to investigate the questions of

the study. The study’s approach was multi-site and multi-case. The study analyzed

primary data from interviews with superintendents, school board trustees, city

leaders, and other selected leaders.

The data indicated that urban district-transforming superintendents have a

sophisticated level of political expertise. They interpreted the political dimension

of their position as a political symbol, contextual engagement, communication,

child-centered advocacy, values-driven resource allocation, and pragmatic problem

management. Furthermore, the data indicated that their political expertise has at its

core a value for fairness, a care ethic and an agenda that calls for maximizing

human development through quality education. The superintendents’ political

sophistication roots have their origins in the family’s political culture and

environment. The occupation-experience stage of their political socialization

process was critical in the development of district-transforming superintendents.

They viewed communication as a political skill category. Five distinct kinds of

communication were identified. The data also indicated that political knowledge

use was a political conceptualization category. Eight knowledge types were

identified. The superintendents interpreted political strategy as a thinking/planning

category. Nine strategies were identified. Outside of education, the superintendents

engaged in two kinds of political activities: voting and contributing to election

campaigns. Finally, recommendations were made for training and further research.
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CHAPTER ONE

BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

Introduction

Contemporary political campaigns appear to have selected public school

education as a platform item for ideological discussion. One of the objectives is to

influence the electorate to vote for the candidate with the most acceptable remedy

for public school problems. It has been suggested that this heightened interest in

education reform by politicians was a result of public opinion polls (Gittell &

McKenna, 1999). However, political office candidates take the liberty of

interpreting the public opinion polls and decide what are “the problems” of public

school education and their solutions (Ginsberg, 1989). The political elite introduce

issues and steer the public to a set of pre-selected alternatives. This occurs at the

federal, state, and local levels of political activity. During the 2000 presidential

campaign, the two frontrunners, Republican Governor George W. Bush of Texas

and Democratic Vice President Al Gore, strategically chose public school

education as a topic for partisan debate (Walsh, 1999). Contemporary national

office seekers and holders have explicitly characterized public school education as

a problem in American society and not good for the nation's economic well being

(Sipple, Miskel, Matheney, & Kearney, 1997).

A study of the politics of education in Texas, Maryland, Illinois, California,

Michigan, Minnesota, Georgia, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey by Marilyn Gittell

and Laura McKenna (1999) indicates that education is a key agenda item for each

state's governor. Even though most are influential in steering the direction of

education reform in their states, the governors are less concerned with urban needs

than previous governors. Gittell and McKenna's research suggests a strong

assertion of power among state governors in education. Their study finds that the
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governors advance an educational agenda that rarely includes urban education

initiatives. According to the two researchers, the test of strong leadership in the

past was the ability of a governor to promote the interests of the less advantaged in

their states. The new breed of education governors rejects compensatory education

and the special needs of urban school systems (Gittell & McKenna, 1999, p. 283).

At the city-level of politics, there is an explicit effort by some big city

mayors to take control of failing public school systems (Green & Carl, 2000;

Hunter, 1997; Kirst & Bulkley, 2000; Portz, 2000; Wong, 1998, 2000; Wong,

Dreeben, Lynn, & Sunderman, 1997). An example of this movement is in Chicago.

Kenneth K. Wong et al. (1997) report, “decentralization is no longer the dominant

reform strategy in the Chicago public Schools” (p. 1). The Chicago School Reform

Amendatory Act, which took effect in July 1995, introduced “integrated

governance.” According to the researchers, it is not only the reversal of the trend

toward decentralization of authority over school operations, but it integrates power

and authority. It brings full engagement of the community to public education.

According to John Portz (2000), “this mayoral strategy is a recognition that

educators alone cannot transform urban school systems” (p. 397). Wong (2000)

concludes, “While decentralization may produce successful reform in some

schools, system-wide improvement is not likely to occur unless district-wide

leadership has the political will and the capacity to implement outcome-based

accountability” (p. 97). Even though the importance of community-wide support

for the improvement of public schools is well accepted, a mayoral takeover is not

the only strategy. Richard C. Hunter (1997) a former urban superintendent, reports

that in the past, mayoral views on public education were considered less important

than those of the superintendent or the governor because they did not have direct

control over public education. However, in several cities, this is no longer the case.

It is not uncommon for the media, even periodicals of education, to seek the views
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of urban mayors on public school education. Hunter warns that increasing the

control of politicians could easily damage public education in major cities (1997,

p. 218).

It appears that most contemporary American politicians regard public

school education as a voter-interest topic and as a system in need of repair. At the

three levels of governance, elected officials discuss public school education by

frequently using the term, “reform.” In order to understand what most politicians

mean by education reform, the following question must first be answered: “Who is

the public in public education reform?” The United States Census 2000, other U.S.

Census Bureau reports, and contemporary literature on urban population trends,

urban sprawl, and urban public schools affirm that the majority of urban public

school students belong to families living in poverty and are disproportionately

children of minority groups like Asian, Hispanic, Native American, and African

American (The Brookings Institution Center on Urban and Metropolitan Policy,

2001; Brueckner, 2000; Glaeser & Shapiro, 2001; Grieco & Cassidy, 2001;

Jackson, 1999; Reid, 2001; Ryan, 1999). Mere logic suggests that the students

attending urban schools are the immediate “public” of education reform. It appears

that politicians use the phrase “public school reform” as a euphemism for “high

minority urban schools” (see Chapters 6 and 7 of Edelman, 1964/1967, for

discussion on political language).

Another reason to suggest that the term “education reform” is an

intentional euphemistic synonym for urban public schools is the following

rationale (see pp. 87-88 of Lincoln & Guba, 1985, for discussion on euphemisms

and reality). First, the term "reform" is a word that projects an image to the

citizenry that the public education system is corrupt, dysfunctional, and in need of

correction or improvement. Second, the discussion of education reform is

consistently characterized within an urban context by the media and by politicians.
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Third, is there any conceivable reason to suggest that rural and suburban schools

need improvement?

A convincing argument can be made for rural school improvement

(Brooks, 1997; Lichter, Cornwell, & Eggebeen, 1993). Nevertheless, there is

reason to suggest that the term public education reform, as used by contemporary

politicians, refers primarily to urban public schools. The nine-state study by Gittell

and McKenna (1999) indicates that the governors were committed to supporting

suburban, business, and religious groups’ interests (p. 269). The researchers report

that the agenda of these governors was less likely to address the issues of race,

equity, and need (p. 282). Instead their agenda responded to the demands of

suburban and rural interest groups, religious rights groups, taxpayer organizations,

and business interest groups (p. 283).

The rich and the poor are not evenly divided across the American

landscape. The typical pattern is that suburbs are rich, and the urban cities are

poor. According to Kenneth T. Jackson (1999), political balkanization is more

important in the United States than in comparable nations, because land-use

controls and public services are local responsibilities in the American system of

decentralized authority. So when middle-class families move from cities to

suburbs, they take with them needed tax revenues. Jan K. Brueckner (2000)

believes that in addition to population growth, rising incomes, and the falling

commuting costs, another fiscal force has contributed to the American

suburbanization process—the intent of high-income citizens to form separate

jurisdictions for the provision of public goods like education and public safety (p.

168). Brueckner reasons that suburbanization contributes to the decay of cities by

reducing the demand for aging urban housing, depressing its price and diminishing

the incentive for redevelopment or upgrading (p. 169). Furthermore, the U.S.

system of public finance gives local governments the autonomy to choose
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spending levels, allowing high-income families to insulate themselves fiscally

from their low-income counterparts when moving to the suburbs.

Do suburban public schools need reform since high-income households

typically make up suburban communities? In order to determine whether this

question is an appropriate one to ask about the majority of suburban public

schools, a sample comparison between an urban and a suburban public school

district might provide an answer. The following tabularized data provide insightful

information on a Texas urban public school district and its suburban counterpart.

Both school districts’ demographic profiles, school accountability ratings, and

student performances on the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) tests

are compared (Texas Education Agency, 2002a & 2002b).
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2000-2001 Dallas ISD & Plano ISD Student Profiles

(Plano ISD Data in parentheses; percentages are rounded)

Hispanic African

American

White Asian/Pacific

Islander

Native

American

Limited

English

Proficient

Econom-

ically

Disadvan-

taged

88,115

(4,731)

57,951

(3,491)

12,647

(32,624)

2,239

(6,152)

596

(163)

53,053

(3,537)

 120,165

(4,466)

54.5%

(10%)

35.9%

(7.4%)

7.8%

(69.2%)

1.4%

(13%)

0.4%

(0.3%)

32.8%

(7.5%)

 74.4%

(9.5%)

Total Students: 161,548 (Dallas), 47,161 (Plano)

2001 Dallas ISD & Plano ISD School Accountability Ratings

State Ratings High Schools  Middle Schools  Elementary Schools

Exemplary 6 (8) 3 (6) 7 (24)

Recognized 5 (0) 2 (4) 25 (8)

Acceptable 18 (1) 24 (1) 114 (6)

Low Performance 1 (0) 0 (0) 9 (0)
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Results of the 2001 TAAS Tests For Dallas ISD & Plano ISD

Percentage Passing All Tests (Sum of grades 3-8 & 10)

TAAS

Tests

African

American

Hispanic White Native

American

Asian &

Pacific

Islander

Economically

Disadvantaged

All

tests:

Reading

Writing

& Math

64.3%

(81.5%)

63.1%

(77%)

83.6%

(94.4%)

60.1%

(80%)

78.7%

(96.3%)

61.9%

(73.4)

A comparison review of the school districts’ state demographic and accountability

data suggest that the district most in need of improvement is the urban, not the

suburban. This is an example of the common discrepancies between urban and

suburban public school districts that epitomizes public school education in the

United States. So when politicians talk about education reform, they are really

talking about high-minority urban public schools. It can be argued that most

children who attend suburban or affluent public schools have the skills that lead to

a quality life. But children who attend schools where there are large concentrations

of poor minority children will not have the skills required for obtaining a quality

life.

 The mass media exacerbate the situation for public school leaders,

particularly for the urban superintendent, when they report to the public on the

poor academic performance of students in urban public schools. The television

media display images that reinforce the message that urban public schools are a

problem because of the children who attend them. They are mostly immigrant,

minority, and poor. Contemporary studies by political psychology and human

communication researchers suggest that the media have an important role in
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American politics. The media set agendas, frames issues, and influences public

opinion (Chang & Kraus, 1990; Iyengar, 1991; Milburn & McGrail, 1992; Parenti,

1989; Qualter, 1989; Wong & Jain, 1999).

Michael Parenti (1989) describes the mass media as profit-making

businesses, whose survival is intertwined with the success of established

institutions. He argues that the news media in the United States demonstrate

ideological and class biases. The media present a picture of reality that supports

corporate interests, powerful groups, and established causes. Terence H. Qualter

(1989) suggests that only a limited number of topics are selected for public

concern by the media. The media's agenda generally follows the mainstream,

seldom distracting to elite interests. How viewers and readers think about an issue

is dependent on how it is framed by the media (Iyengar, 1990). "Framing" involves

the use of specific concepts and terms to present choice or decision options and

exerts powerful effects on judgment (ibid., p. 20). The contemporary media's

approach to reporting about urban schools reinforces the public's negative views

toward urban public schools, their leadership, and their students (Brunner, 2000).

The media play an important role in the political takeovers of urban schools by

providing the publicized rationale and influencing the citizens to approve

takeovers (Green & Carl, 2000; Kirst & Bulkley, 2000). According to Robert L.

Green and Bradley R. Carl (2000) an education reform initiative that has been used

in the 1990s has been the takeover of urban school districts. They explain that in a

takeover, some or all of the powers held by the elected local school board and the

superintendent are removed by state legislatures and transferred to a mayor, an

appointed board, or a state legislative body. There have been 21 school districts

targeted for takeover since the first urban school district, Jersey City, was taken

over by the state of New Jersey in 1989. At the present, the large urban public
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school districts of Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, and Washington, D.C. are not

under local autonomous leadership (p. 57).

Mayors and other politicians have asserted greater authority over urban

public schools by cultivating an environment that persuades the voter to support

their position: the current educational system is broken and the existing school

governance structure does not have the ability to stop its decline (Green & Carl,

2000; Kirst & Bulkley, 2000; Portz, 2000). Politicians cite prolonged dismal

performance of urban school districts on academic indicators such as standardized

tests, graduation rates, dropout rates, suspensions, and special education

placement. Their political speeches proclaim to the public that all children are to

be brought to higher standards and that no child is to be left behind. They maintain

that urban school districts have mismanaged their financial resources and are

guilty of bureaucratic waste. There is statistical documentation, ad nauseam, for a

number of cities that implies public school leaders have consistently neglected and

failed to educate poor children. The politicians charge the urban school districts

with the inability to respond to their situation. As accurate and persuasive as this

argument appears to be, there are other explanations or motives for some big-city

politicians' immense interest in gaining control of urban school districts.

One explanation suggests that politicians concern over the state of urban

public schools is primarily motivated by economic factors and political self-

interest. Krist and Bulkley (2000) propose that there are new pressures on urban

governments that can affect governance structures. For instance, there have been

reductions in federal aid that puts pressure on urban governments to compensate

for diminishing federal support (p. 542). Tight city budgets have placed pressure

on mayors to keep taxes to a minimum. Public schools consume a significant

portion of the tax dollar, and in some cities the mayor has no control over property

tax decisions made by urban school leaders. The traditional separation between
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public school education and local government in the urban cities is becoming

blurred and in some cases simply removed. Hunter (1997), a former Baltimore

superintendent, makes the following observation:

Compared to mayors, superintendents clearly enjoy less political

power and control in their communities and in major cities like

Baltimore, New York, and Chicago, everyone knows that if you

want to accomplish something you must gain the mayor's support.

The best way to gain this support is to do something for the mayor:

contribute to the campaign fund; work on the reelection effort;

deliver votes or support from a constituency; or convince the mayor

his or her support of your project will attract political advantage,

positive media publicity, or additional campaign contributions. In

short, you must help keep the mayor in office. When public

education becomes part of this political process, educational policy

decisions become commodities bought, sold, bartered, and bestowed

like patronage positions and building permits. (p. 219)

John Portz (2000) warns that mayoral support for public education, or other

educational incentives, may shift depending on political calculations. Public

schools are linked to the economic environments of their communities and should

be seen as a basic industry in American cities (Aldler, 1997; Blakely, 1997;

Kerchner, 1997; Picus & Bryan, 1997). From an economic perspective, public

school education is big business. Total expenditures for urban public school

districts are usually in the billions of dollars. For example, the total budgeted

expenditures for the Houston Independent School District during the 2000-2001

school year was more than $1.47 billion and for the Dallas Independent School
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District it was more than $1.05 billion (Texas Education Agency, 2002a). The

economic importance of the urban school district to its immediate and suburban

communities is a factor that might attract the attention of a mayor, a governor, or

even interest groups. There are food service contracts, building contracts, and

other resource redistribution channels that the urban school district's leadership

controls. It is reasonable to suggest that politicians who champion the economic

interests of their constituencies would be interested in the levy, redistribution and

allocation of tax dollars (Sears & Funk, 1991).

What other explanation might there be for the politicians' interest in urban

public schools, better known as education reform? Hunter (1997) proposes that the

spread of politician's interest in education reform, which has resulted in mayoral

control of some urban public schools, stems from blaming the educational system's

inability to solve the problems of public education. He suggests that this interest

began with the Reagan administration's release of A Nation at Risk in 1983.

Hunter explains that by blaming the educational system, politicians are able to gain

the support of business leaders, other politicians, the media, and the general public.

By pointing out the shortcomings of urban schools, politicians can avoid providing

the funding needed to improve it (p. 222). He assesses that the principal

beneficiaries of the education reform movement have been the politicians. They

receive positive support for attacking the system while avoiding responsibility for

the operation of the system they attack. Some minority leaders interpret mayoral or

other political takeovers of urban schools as an attempt to deny urban minorities

the right of self-governance in the name of public education reform (Green & Carl,

2000, p.65). The political losers from this movement are the superintendents, other

central school district professionals, and the school boards (Kirst & Bulkley, 2000,

p. 545).
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According to Murray Edelman (1964/67), “the governments which most

often outrage their citizens or force unwelcome changes in their behavior plainly

have the greatest need for assuring symbols” (p. 9). What major changes has the

American government made that has greatly impacted its citizens? Without a

doubt, it has been public school desegregation and the Civil Rights Act. Some

educators have suggested that for the better part of the last two decades, neo-

conservative politicians have worked at dismantling the limited achievements of

civil rights (Gutiérrez, Baquedano-López, & Álvarez, 2000). California, with its

large immigrant and ethnically diverse population, has the distinction of passing

the anti-immigration Proposition 187 in 1994, the anti-affirmative action

Proposition 209 in 1996, and the anti-bilingual education Proposition 227 in 1998.

Arizona, one of the last states to adopt the Martin Luther King Holiday, also has

the distinction of passing the anti-bilingual education Proposition 203 in 2000. The

1996 Hopwood v. State of Texas case also has the distinction of dismantling any

race- and gender-based affirmative action programs (Gutiérrez et al., pp. 220-221).

The political trend to return to pre-civil rights policies has had profound

implications for public school education, particularly for urban school districts.

One way of understanding this politically complex environment in

American society is to interpret the heightened interest in public school education

by politicians as more than political self-interest or economic interest or even as a

desperate effort of maintaining the remnant middle-class population in major

cities, but as a way of using urban public school reform as a political symbol for

the general public, particularly for the high-income citizenry who live in the

suburbs. It is a political response to legitimizing and perpetuating the status quo

(Edelman, 1964/1967, p. 2). Edelman (1964/1967) suggests that one of the

demonstrable functions of symbolizations is that it induces a feeling of well being,

a resolution of tension. Highly publicized administrative activities by politicians
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can convey a sense of well being to the citizen because they suggest that

something is being done while in fact signifying inactivity. This is typically

introduced to the public in the form of repeated well-publicized attention to an

important problem that is never solved (p. 39). This notion of education reform

and the variety of initiatives launched by politicians may merely be political

symbols that are not meant to result in a solution, instead they are meant to distract

the public from the real problem and to communicate that something is being done

about the perceived problem. While political takeovers of urban public school

districts have been endorsed as a protective strategy by some minority group

leaders, these reform attempts have generally originated at a legislative level from

politicians (Green & Carl, 1997, p. 64; Malen, 2001, p. 177). It may be that such

education reform efforts, like more standardized testing, charter schools, and

vouchers are mere political symbols not designed to be real solutions. Paul D.

Houston (2001a), the executive director of the American Association of School

Administrators, makes the following observation about the present-day education

reform movement:

The problem with the education reform movement is that we spend a

lot of time and energy on ideas and actions that will not generate

much return. We do that to avoid confronting issues that might be

painful. This has led to a lot of dirty little secrets in

education—things we all know but don't talk about. (p. 60)

What politicians should be addressing are the economic disparities and social

inequalities that exacerbate the growing gap between the communities that can

provide a privileged education for their children and those that must rely on poorly

staffed and equipped schools with low student achievement expectations (Frantz,
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1998, p. 50; Ryan, 1999, p. 256). What is eventually coming into focus is the

perspective that interprets education reform to be a sociopolitical practice

functioning as a hegemonic device in American society.

Americans neglect their large cities. They are typically characterized as a

refuge for the poor who are at the bottom of the nation's economic class structure.

According to Charles T. Kerchner (1997), the role of large cities in history is

changing in ways that make the neglect of American cities all the more critical. As

the world culturally and economically globalizes, the independent economic and

social function of cities emerges again. Borders between nations are less distinct,

and control over trade and investment is moving to international bodies, either

corporate or governmental. Consideration of large cities as global hubs is

especially important to cities like New York and Los Angeles, as well as to at least

100 other major cities that maintain direct foreign relations (p. 428). These cities

maintain contact with foreign governments, business enterprises, universities, elite

families, and immigrant communities that affect the current of human, physical,

and intellectual capital. For cities that aspire to global status, the process by which

they are built is as important as the role public education has in this process.

Kerchner (1997), among others, suggests that the importance of large

cities, and the idea of making investments in their revitalization, are foreign to

most suburban Americans whose life experience and that of their parents involved

the flight from cities and their problems. The majority of Americans now live in

suburbs, not cities. This has resulted in a huge gulf between poor cities and high-

income suburbs. The fates of large cities and their suburbs are much more

intertwined. Suburban politics and those that hold the levers of urban economics

have combined to create the illusion that flight was the appropriate solution to

urban problems (p. 429).
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Big cities are dependent on the public school system to rebuild their

schools and economies. Most of the middle and professional classes have fled

urban public schools. There is a strong economic incentive for families that are

able to move out of the city. There are few incentives for families with financial

means to stay and rebuild cities (Kerchner, 1997, p. 430).

Kerchner (1997) predicts that attempting to rebuild urban neighborhoods

without a strategy for schooling can have only limited success. For the most part,

in the United States, working-class families who improve their economic condition

flee their communities, and middle-class families do not seek neighborhoods

where the schools are in poor condition. This phenomenon has been referred to as

“White flight.” Contemporary literature on urban issues suggests the problem is as

much one of economic class distinction as racial discrimination (p. 430). For

instance, African American and Hispanic middle-class and professional classes

have migrated to the suburbs too (ibid.)—though moving to the suburbs does not

necessarily mean living in integrated neighborhoods (Pollard & O'Hare, 1999).

The literature concerning educational politics conceptualizes politics to be

intertwined in education (e.g., Blumberg, 1985; Iannaccone, 1967). Arthur

Blumberg (1985) quotes a superintendent to have said the following about the

superintendency, “I see the superintendency, more than ever before, as just totally

immersed in politics” (p. 45). A recent qualitative study of three experienced

female superintendents reveals that “political problems” eventually forced them to

seek employment in a position other than a superintendency (Skrla, Reyes, &

Scheurich, 2000, p. 51). Surprisingly, there are some educators who persist in

thinking that politics has no place in public education (Glass, Björk, & Brunner,

2000). The authors of The 2000 Study of the American School Superintendency

make the following observation, “…they [superintendents] continue to imperil

themselves by disregarding the need to behave in a political fashion…” (p. 25). A
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multiple case study on female superintendents’ leadership behaviors gives an

account of a superintendent who avoided politics and consequently had a

dissentious school board (Amedy, 1999). Other experts have determined that the

modern superintendent must be responsive to political forces besides the school

board (Short & Scribner, 2000). Politics is a big part of the American educational

landscape.

It has been argued that urban public schools are the intended target of the

contemporary politician's campaign on education reform. Some politicians have

sought direct or indirect control of urban public schools for political self-interest

and economic reasons. Consequently, the power inequities in an urban community

can bias public school reform efforts even when there are no intentions to produce

unfair results (Scheurich, 1997). It also has been argued that education reform and

its initiatives are political symbols projected to the public in order to avoid the real

problems of poverty or economic segregation and racial discrimination of urban

citizens. The contemporary American political environment and its relationship to

public education suggest that the urban superintendent cannot avoid engaging in

politics and with the media (Kowalski, 1999, pp. 300, 351-352).

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to explore the perceived political

sophistication of two selected urban superintendents: one who transformed the

school district into a significantly improved school system as defined by state

student academic performance standards and the other who was in the initial stage

of school district transformation. It was an attempt to understand and to describe

the political thinking, knowledge, skill, and participation of two unique

superintendents.
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The current economic, political, and social environment of American cities

demands a “new kind” of superintendent for urban public schools. The urban

superintendent must be able to maneuver with expertise in this complex

environment. The urban superintendent, more so than any other kind of

superintendent, has a calling, a mission. The mission is saving children,

transforming institutions, and creating community (Houston, 2000). The primary

task of the urban superintendent is to educate every child. This means the urban

superintendent must be dedicated to building and establishing a quality school

district for urban children that provides the kind of schooling that leads them to

have economically viable lives. To bring about this attitude of mind and will

within a complicated society requires leadership of the highest order. This is the

mission of the contemporary urban superintendent.

The “new kind” of superintendent for urban public schools must be willing

to confront strong interest groups politically and advocate politically for

investment in urban public schools. The contemporary city context demands that

the “new kind” of urban superintendent not only have the insight of an educator,

an economist-entrepreneur, a social scientist, but the mind of a politician. If the

urban superintendent is to be successful in fulfilling his or her mission, she or he

must demonstrate an elite level of political sophistication. It is important for the

educational community to gain an understanding of the urban superintendent's

political sophistication.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to explore the political sophistication of

selected district-transforming superintendents. The social, educational, economic,

and political environments in and around large cities have created urgency for

determining who will have influence or control over urban public schools. The
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contemporary urban superintendent must participate in politics, if he or she is to

fulfill the mission of saving urban children. The urban public school

superintendent must become more politically sophisticated—have increased

political knowledge and demonstrate effective political skill, if he or she is to

confront and recruit competing interest groups (Björk & Lindle, 2001; Glass,

Björk, & Brunner, 2000; Lutz & Mertz, 1992).

Contemporary educational leadership research has identified the actions

and the political skills of community-creating superintendents (e.g., Johnson,

1996; Owens, 1997; Owens & Ovando, 2000). But, they are not anchored in the

political science literature. Nevertheless, there is a gap in the educational

community's understanding of the urban superintendent's political sophistication,

namely political thinking, knowledge, skill, and participation. It is a critical

component of educational leadership that has not been researched adequately.

Research Questions

Specifically, the study investigated the following research questions:

1. How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the political

dimension of their position?

2. To what extent do district-transforming superintendents perceive their

success to be attributed to political knowledge and skill?

3. How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the way they

use specific political strategies and skills to influence others to adopt

their agenda?

4. How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the way they

involve themselves in political activities outside of education?
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Research Design

The methodology for this research was qualitative and followed a multi-

case design. The orientations of several qualitative research methodologists were

consulted (e.g., Coffey & Atkinson, 1996; Glesne, 1999; LeCompte & Preissle,

1993; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam, 1998; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Nespor,

2000; Patton, 1990; Peshkin, 2001; Poland & Pederson, 1998; Scheurich, 2000;

Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994).

The researcher used this methodology for several reasons. First, the

researcher's ontological position was similar to Yvonna S. Lincoln and Egon S.

Guba's assumption of the nature of reality (1985, p. 87). They assumed that the

nature of reality could be constructed by an actor. This means that an indefinite

number of constructions results in multiple realities. Qualitative researchers are

interested in understanding the meaning people have constructed (Merriam, 1998).

Second, qualitative methodology was oriented toward exploration, discovery, and

inductive logic. The qualitative researcher attempts to make sense of the situation

without imposing preexisting expectations on the phenomenon under observation.

He or she employs an inductive research strategy (Patton, 1990). Third, the

researcher was the primary research instrument for data collection and analysis

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This meant the qualitative researcher made observations,

conducted interviews, and examined documents (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The

implication was that the researcher must be out on the field. It was the nature of

qualitative research to be holistic, empirical, interpretive, and empathic (Stake,

1995, pp. 47-48). Lastly, the product or data analysis of a qualitative study are

words, rich descriptions, and not numbers (Merriam, 1998). Subjectivity in

qualitative research is not viewed as an element that has to be eliminated, instead it

is an essential element in understanding (Stake, 1995).
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As recommended by expert case study researchers (e.g., Stake, 1995; Yin,

1994), a multi-case study design was followed. This kind of inquiry was used

because the research questions were more explanatory and the contextual

conditions of the study were important (Yin, 1994, pp. 6 & 13). The multi-case

study design was used instead of the single case study because replication was the

underlying logic. Each case was distinct; however, a multi-case study will either

predict similar results (literal replication) or produce contrasting results but for

predictable reasons (theoretical replication) (ibid., p. 46). This multi-case study

was evaluative, interpretive, and descriptive in orientation (Merriam, 1998, pp. 38-

39).

A pilot study was conducted with two former superintendents who were

experienced in improving high-minority school districts. During the pilot study,

the interview instruments were tested. The pilot study served to refocus the

interview questions and clarify the interview instruments.

Case study research is not sampling research. The obligation of the case

study researcher is to understand the case or each case uniquely. It was the purpose

of the researcher to maximize what can be learned from the cases selected (Stake,

1994, p. 4). For the study, two cases were purposively and comparatively selected

(LeCompte & Preissle, 1993). The participants’ uniqueness and field contexts

were significant to the study (Patton, 1990). Two urban public school districts and

their superintendents with the following characteristics were selected:

•  Public school districts located in cities described as urban—one city

having a population of more than 100,000 but less than 125,000, and

the other having a population of more than 500,000.

•  Racially diverse urban school districts that have no less than two

student racial groups comprising at least 25% of the districts' average

daily attendance (ADA), and have a non-White student majority.
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•  Urban school districts with contrasting student performance records

based on the State Education Agency's School Accountability Ratings.

•  Urban school districts with superintendents at opposite ends of the

tenure continuum—one with a service record of at least six years and

the other with a service record of no more than three years.

•  Urban school districts with racially different and same gender

superintendents.

The primary data collection consisted of individual interviews (Kvale,

1996; McCracken, 1988; Seidman, 1991). Observation field notes were taken and

relevant documents like school board agendas and meetings, newspaper articles

reporting on the district and the superintendent, and TEA documentation, were

examined. The researcher used an in-depth, phenomenological interviewing

method for conducting interviews with the two urban superintendents (Seidman,

1991). This approach required three separate field interviews with each participant.

The first interview focused on the life history of the selected

superintendents; the second interview concentrated on their professional

experience; and the third interview explored their reflection on the meaning of

their experience. The topic of the study was investigated within the context of the

selected urban superintendents' lives and the lives of those around them.

During additional site visits, other respondents (e.g., school board

members, central office and campus administrators, teacher organization leaders,

community leaders, newspaper editors, and local elected officials) were

interviewed. A network and purposive selection process was used (LeCompte &

Preissle, 1993; Patton, 1990). All interviews were audiotaped, and field notes were

taken. Member checks were conducted for trustworthiness after the first interview

and were continued until the study was complete (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
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Interview transcripts were coded and analyzed using methods suggested by Miles

and Huberman (1994).

Triangulation of data was maintained through the process of analyzing

interview data, observation data, and document data (Miles & Huberman, 1994).

Major concepts, interpretations, and suggestions from various scholars and experts

were borrowed to conceptualize this study. The superintendent's mission as

proposed by Paul D. Houston (2000), transformational leadership as described by

James MacGregor Burns (1978) and expanded by Bernard M. Bass (1996, 1997),

and political sophistication as explained by Robert C. Luskin (1987, 1990, 2000),

Luskin and Joseph C. Ten Barge (1995), and W. Russell Neuman (1986)

influenced the conceptualization of this study. Figure 1 illustrates the integral

conceptual components of this study. This research project took place during the

fall semester of 2001.
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Figure 1. The Study's Conceptual Components
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Definition of Terms

The following terms were defined for the purpose of this study; others were

defined as they appeared in the literature, and those sources were cited.

Urban is defined as having the characteristics of a large city. Lewis (1996)

defines it as human settlements that have acquired great size and high levels of

density through a social and geographical process known as urbanization. A large

city is a municipality that typically has a core population of working class minority

residents (viz., people of color). In most large cities, there is a significant

immigrant population. The typical large American city might have several of the

following problems: land use problems, water shortages, noise and air pollution,

high unemployment rate among the citizens who live in the low-income sector, a

significant working poor and homeless population, commuters from the suburbs,

and poor quality public schools. Generally the sector of the city where the urban

poor reside is referred to as the inner city, the central city, the ghetto or el barrio (a

term used in the Southwest). This sector has more in common with the

contemporary South African township than with the immigrant enclaves of

America's past (Marcuse 1997; Marcuse & van Kempen, 2000). On the other hand,

some large cities have small enclaves of middle-class or elite residents. Some

major cities can be described as city-states or global cities since they are centers

for information, culture, and business. Generally, the cities have experienced

increases of population but some have lost population. Most large cities are

surrounded by suburbs. Other synonyms coined to describe large American cities

are big cities, major cities, global cities, world cities, and mega-cities.

Suburban is defined as having the characteristics of a suburb. The United

States Census Bureau defines Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) as a county or a

group of continuous counties containing a central city or cities with a population of

at least 50,000 and significant economical and social integration. The term
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suburban refers to any areas of an MSA that have developed during the automobile

era (Lewis, 1996, p. 4). A suburb is a municipality that typically has a majority

population of middle-class White high-income residents. The suburb has problems

related to population growth and transportation. Generally the residents are the

commuters to the central city; however, the latest trend is that some suburbs are

becoming employment centers. Typically there is a suburban ring around the

central city, but a suburban area may also be inside the city's boundaries.

Historically the suburbs have been mainly residential communities. Generally, the

suburban public schools have a reputation for being good to excellent schools.

Scholars and popular commentators describe the contemporary suburb as urban

villages, outer cities, new downtowns, post-suburbia, techno-burbs, urban realms,

and edge cities (Lewis, 1996).

Politics is defined as a dimension of social relations characterized by

conflict over goods in the face of pressure to associate for collective action, where

at least one party to the conflict seeks collectively binding decisions and seeks to

sanction decisions by means of power (Warren, 1999, p. 218). Politics is a highly

strategic activity that takes account of interest and opinion (Schattschneider,

1957).

Political Sophistication is defined as a matter of cognition. Political

sophistication is cognitive complexity about politics. Another name for this is

expertise. Political sophistication is political expertise. It is a matter of how much

and how a person thinks about politics, not what. Political sophistication is

organized knowledge and stored information on politics. It is argued that the

components of political sophistication are political interest, political knowledge,

political cognitive ability, and in-depth processing of information (Fiske, Kinder,

& Larter, 1983; Fiske, Lau, & Smith, 1990; Guo & Moy, 1998; Krosnick, 1990;
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Luskin 1987, 1990, 2000; Luskin & Ten Barge, 1995; Neuman, 1986; Zaller,

1990).

Political Knowledge is defined as a central dimension of political

behavior—i.e., knowing what government is and what government does. An

understanding of what government is represents a core of political knowledge that

is accumulated from childhood and presumably grows as a result of education.

Knowledge of what government does reflects attention given to politics and the

mass media and their perception of current events. Familiarity with political issues,

political structures, political groups, and political figures are indicators of political

knowledge (Neuman, 1986, p. 196-197)

Political Strategy is defined as the thinking, planning, directing, and

maneuvering of calculated political actions for the purpose of achieving a specific

political end or goal. A political strategy is a framework for political action. It

provides basic direction. It moves separate political efforts toward a common

integrated purpose.

Political Skill is defined as a distinct type of social skill. Political skill

differs from other types of social skills in that it is specific to interactions aimed at

achieving success and influence for and in organizations. Political skill is an

interpersonal style construct that combines social astuteness with the ability to

relate well and demonstrate appropriate situational behavior in a manner that

inspires confidence, trust, sincerity, and genuineness. The following types of social

skill are related to and influence political skill: social intelligence, emotional

intelligence, ego-resiliency, social self-efficacy, self-monitoring, tacit knowledge,

and practical intelligence (Ferris, Perrewé, Anthony, & Gilmore, 2000; Nestor-

Baker, & Hoy, 2001).

Political Participation is defined as individual political activity or

involvement. Political participation can be at the political spectator level which
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includes activities like voting or wearing a political button. Higher levels of

political participation requires involvement in transitional activities like attending

a political rally or contacting a public official, and in gladiatorial activities like

becoming an active member of a political party, lobbying office holders,

campaigning for candidates, or protesting at government hearings (Milbrath,

1965/1972).

Interest Groups is defined as any association of individuals, formally

organized or not, that attempts to influence public policy. In most cases, group

organizers are more devoted to a particular issue and aggressively seek members

and support (Sabatier, 1992; Thomas & Hrebenar, 1992). Interest groups are also

called special interest groups or pressure groups.

Transformational Leader/Leadership is defined as an agent of change. A

transformational leader has a compelling vision of how the organization should

look in the future. That vision guides the leader's behavior and decisions, and

serves as a reference point for all activities within the organization. All efforts are

viewed through the needs of the students. A transformational leader strives to

achieve a true consensus in aligning individual and organizational interests. This

kind of leader is concerned about developing followers into leaders (Bass, 1996,

1997; Bass & Avolio, 1993; Burns, 1978; Yammarino, 1994).

Limitations of the Study

This study was conducted in fall 2001. The researcher gathered data from

two practicing urban public school superintendents in Texas. The data may not be

generalizable to all urban public school district superintendents in Texas or the

nation. Differences in citizen and student demographics could be a limitation to the

study.
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Limitations of this study include the bias of the researcher, the effect of the

observer in the environment and on the actions of the participants, and the role of

perception and memory to recall history. It was assumed the participants offered

genuine answers and displayed authentic behavior throughout the research study.

Even though the presence of the researcher may alter normal behavior and

responses, triangulated data should have minimized the impact of this occurrence.

A conceptual limitation was the researcher’s cognizance of American

society and politics. The researcher's conceptual biases are the following:

(1) Since capitalism is the American way of organizing an economy, a

positive class compromise, if it is attainable, may result in the most

advantageous context for the improvement of the material interests and

the quality of life for ordinary people, particularly the lower classes.

(2) Public school education affects the quality and stability of American

society because it can develop, stunt, or decrease human, social, and

political capital among its ordinary citizens.

Delimitations

This study did not explore the political sophistication of rural and suburban

superintendents. Also it did not investigate the political sophistication of women

superintendents.

Significance of the Study

This study explored and described the political sophistication of urban

superintendents. The two cases selected provided a rich description. This research

provided insightful information on the “new kind” of superintendent leadership

needed for the urban public school district. Among the superintendency ranks,
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there are few called to lead major city school systems. It will benefit the

educational community to learn how urban district-transforming superintendents

think about politics and work in their complex political environment.

The study provided valuable insight into the kind or depth of political

thinking, political knowledge, political skill, and political participation required for

the urban superintendency. The findings and conclusions contributed to the

existing body of theoretical and practical knowledge in educational leadership and

political behavior. The study will benefit present superintendents, graduate

students who aspire to the superintendency, and educational leadership programs.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

The purpose of this multi-case study was to understand the perceived

political sophistication of selected urban superintendents. Preparation for the study

included an investigation of the related literature. Quantitative and qualitative

studies from the fields of educational leadership, educational policy and politics,

organizational behavior, public administration, and political science were

explored. This chapter is organized into seven sections: (1) the emergence of the

urban superintendent in public education, (2) politics and the urban

superintendency, (3) micropolitics, (4) the functions of the urban superintendent,

(5) political leadership, (6) political sophistication, and (7) conclusion. The review

of literature in these areas provided information and background for the study.

The Emergence of the Urban Superintendent in Public Education

Thomas M. Gilland (1935) and Theodore L. Reller (1935), whose studies

described the emergence of the public school superintendent, attributed changes in

the governance of public schools to the increase in community population.

According to Daniel E. Griffiths (1966), American education existed for about 200

years before the first public school superintendent was appointed. In Paul

Monroe’s work, Founding of the American School System (1940), New York was

noted as the state making the most progress in establishing public schools during

1780-1830. The state initiated a common school fund, began the organization of a

centralized state school system and created the office of state superintendent,

which was abolished in 1821 but re-established in 1854. By the mid 1800s, all
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northern states and several southern states had state public school officers

(Cambell, Fleming, Newell, & Bennion, 1987).

Monroe (1940) accounted how in 1837 the city council members of

Buffalo, New York were made ex officio members of the school board and

appointed the superintendent (p. 272). Later, the superintendent was elected by

popular vote. In the 1850s, Boston, Cincinnati, Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, New

York, and San Francisco also appointed superintendents (Reller, 1935). William E.

Eaton (1990) made the following distinction, “the very first superintendents [state

and city] were appointed before the Civil War, but the real increase came after

1870” (p. 13). However, Ellwood P. Cubberley (1922) mentioned that there were

only 29 persons who held the title of superintendent in 1870 (p. 58).

Griffiths (1966) made the following observation during this period of the

emergence of the superintendency:

The pattern of development becomes quite clear. [Public] Schools

were first under the authority of local government. When the work

became too onerous, committees or boards were appointed to

manage the affairs of the schools. Along with the population increase

came a numerical increase in schools and an increase in the

complexity of school problems—the later added to by the influx of

immigrants. As a result, those committees appointed to school affairs

began to specialize in their duties and began to assign specific duties

to specific members of these committees…The system of lay

supervision was not to prevail, however, and all cities eventually

concluded that their systems must give way to a new order…Thus

the stage was set for a change: the appointment of a superintendent

of schools to supplant the activities of lay boards. However, the long
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history of lay control was not to be easily replaced. In fact, the

effects of the early period have lasted to this day…. (pp. 6-8)

As communities became urban in the years following the War of 1812 and

the Civil War, the office of the superintendent was created to run the growing

school systems. According to Gilland (1935), 30 city superintendents were

appointed between 1837 and 1888 (p. 15). Thereafter, in large cities, the number of

city superintendents grew. The city school districts were the first to have

superintendents.

Carl Candoli (1995) identified two major events that were critical in the

development of the superintendency in the United States. The first was the 1874

Michigan Supreme Court decision on the Kalamazoo case, which gave local

school boards the right to tax property owners for support of secondary and

elementary education. This court decision endorsed the establishment of public

high schools across the nation, eventually requiring the appointment of

superintendents to head the consolidated school systems. The second major event

was the invention of the motor vehicle, which eventually contributed to the

expansion of multi-campus school systems, which in turn increased the need for

superintendents. Candoli noted that the growth in the position of superintendent

paralleled the expansion of the public schools and inevitably sprang from the

development of local school boards (p. 336).

According to the economic historian Albert W. Niemi, Jr. (1980), public

education was an important force affecting improvements in the citizenry’s

standard of living. It became available to most Americans during the nineteenth

century, but education beyond the elementary level had not become common until

about the mid-twentieth century (p. 174). By the beginning of the twentieth

century, immigration, the urbanization of American small towns, public school
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growth, the modernization of agriculture and industrialism had a direct impact on

the increased appointments of superintendents to urban school districts. The

contemporary superintendency emerged from the struggle of superintendents to

become professionals during the early part of the twentieth century.

Superintendents wrestled with big-city school boards, where political spoil

systems dominated school operations and policy (Candoli, 1995). The early urban

superintendency encountered in its emergence period the political friction similarly

experienced by the modern superintendent. Experts in the field have suggested that

conflict is the natural state of the superintendency (Blumberg, 1985; Hoyle &

Skrla, 1999).

Politics and the Urban Superintendency

A review of literature from past decades concerning politics and the

superintendent suggests that politics was an essential dimension of the

superintendency.

George S. Counts (1928) wrote, “the experience of Chicago, reinforced by

the experience of scores of cities throughout the nation, proves that the question of

the control of [public] education in the great industrial center can no longer be

ignored” (p. 361). In his analysis of the Chicago public school system and city

politics, Counts assesses that the situation calls for educational statesmanship of a

high order. Counts suggests that unless the profession can develop a superior type

of social leadership at least equal in intelligence, courage, and power to the

leadership in other fields of interest with which it must contend, the profession will

be unable to incorporate in the systems of public education the findings of

educational science. Without this kind of leadership, the public school will never

be able to free itself of selfish interests.
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In 1933, a study by the National Education Association of the United States

made the following interpretations from a survey of superintendents. The activity

of politicians ranked high as an impediment to the leadership of superintendents.

The research findings suggested that an effective superintendent needed to have

skill in dealing with individuals and groups in society. In addition, the

superintendent had to be honest, tactful, political, and shrewd. Another

impediment identified was the pressure from large taxpayers who were against

increasing costs of education and against a progressive public school system (p.

162).

In 1949, Henry Hill surveyed superintendents from 46 cities in the United

States with a population of 200,000 or more. Hill describes the big-city public

school leadership as a “dormitory leadership.” It was a leadership that slept outside

the city. It made its money in the downtown area of the city and then went home to

rest, play, and forget. Hill suggested that in some cities the superintendency had

already become more political than professional (p. 25). The superintendent must

have the ability to deal successfully with the public and with business, cultural,

and educational groups. He remarks on the difficulty of satisfying political groups,

economic groups, social groups, and tax groups who approached superintendents

and school boards with their demands for changes, for new services, or for reduced

services in the public schools. Lastly, Hill warns of the damage that the local

newspaper can do to public school superintendents by slanting the news against

them and their policies (p. 28).

In a 1952 study by the American Association of School Administrators

(AASA), the superintendency was described as being born from a tension that

resulted in continual modification of the position. The superintendent had become

the focal point of severe and conflicting demands upon the public school system.

The superintendent of a large school system was expected to keep in touch with
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many interest groups and to be an active member of several. In these groups were

the politicians and other leaders of the community who exercised powerful

influence.

Thomas H. Eliot (1959) suggested that the mounting concern over the aims

and achievements of American public schools emphasizes the need for continuing

analysis of how the schools are run and who runs them (p. 1032). He made the

following commentary on politics, public education, and the superintendency:

But are we permitted to speak of the “politics” of education?…Yet

because school districts are governmental units and the voters have

ultimate responsibility, school board members and school

superintendents are engaged in political activity whether they like it

or not. The standard professional terminology for this—a semantic

triumph—is “community relations”; a successful superintendent,

particularly, must be skilled in community relations. Why not say

frankly that he [or she] must be a good politician?…if politics has

been anathema to educators, the governing of the public schools has

seemed inconsequential to political scientists. (pp. 1035-1036)

In agreement with Eliot, Laurence Iannaccone (1967) stated, “…politics

have not been and will not be kept out of education” (p. 8). Any educator who

wishes to keep politics out of education, created two potential dangers: (1) an

implicit rejection of the American democratic system (2) an unrealistic approach to

the subject. Iannaccone defines political as, “ that segment of social life involving

the activities and relationships of individuals, groups, and associations resulted in,

or intended to result in, decisions by any governmental policy-making body” (p.

4).
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Iannaccone (1967) advocates the idea that all public school districts are

steeped in politics, but he clarifies that the public school districts’ politics were not

the “party politics” central to mainstream American democracy. He suggests that

the bulk of educators cling to the “myth that education is not politics” (p. 6).

Iannaccone notes two beliefs that were central to his concern for politics of

education. First, educational policies were the result of political activity, and

second, political activities apart from the two-party system may become more

dangerous for education than gravitating closer to that system.

Iannaccone (1967) proposes the idea of examining the educationist’s belief

system, particularly if politics are interpreted by the educator to mean corruption or

dirty politics (p. 7). A corollary of the myth suggests that elected representatives in

government cannot be trusted by educators and the welfare of children would merit

separate elections and agencies. The author offers the following explanation for the

myth's existence within the profession:

…the myth may imply a tactic on the part of the profession for

freeing itself from the customary framework of American politics so

as to acquire a special advantage in the control and financing of

education…results in an attempt to reduce the effect of party politics

on education and to enhance the effect of the profession’s own

political activities…one consequence of special elections in school

districts has been small “voter turn out.” So long as “friends” of

education constitute the majority voting, this may easily result in the

district’s support for education’s program. But is also means that a

relatively small proportion of a given community’s voters does in

fact, act for the school district. It means that a relatively small
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proportion of one’s opponents can also capture the election, acting

for the school district. (op. cit.)

Iannaconne (1967) suggests that school board elections be included with

the other representative elections and in accordance with the two-party system. His

work alludes to the importance of exploring the political sophistication and

political behavior of superintendents.

Lastly, Gary Yee and Larry Cuban (1996) cite political instability in the

community as a factor that could account for the short employment tenures of

urban superintendents. Their conclusion complements Thomas E. Glass's (1992)

assessment of the modern superintendents’ greatest challenge—encroachment into

the superintendent’s authority by an involved citizenry and school board. The

superintendent’s traditional role as expert was challenged by parents and school

board members because schools were not meeting community expectations. The

disenchantment with public schools was greatly pronounced in large cities, where

increasing numbers of disadvantaged students dropped out. In these urban school

systems, superintendent firings were sensational front-page news. Most alarming,

a national survey of nearly 2000 superintendents, conducted by Bruce S. Cooper,

Lance D. Fusarelli, and Vincent A. Carella (2000), indicates that there is a crisis in

attracting educators to the profession. One of the reasons given by young educators

reluctant to seek the superintendency is a growing pressure and personal attacks

from the media, and political, religious, and business special interest groups.

Micropolitics

The radical changes in American society since the mid-1950s have

required urban superintendents to perform complex tasks. The societal and

political contexts have forced the urban superintendency to evolve into a different
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kind of leadership position. Since American society has become increasingly

diverse, urban superintendents are faced with the challenge of leading a school

system within a complicated political environment (See Chapter 2 of Kowalski,

1999). Betty Malen (1995) defined the context in the following manner:

…schools are mini political systems, nested in multi-level

governmental structures, charged with salient public service

responsibilities and dependent on diverse constituencies. Confronted

with complex, competing demands, chronic resource shortages,

unclear technologies, uncertain supports and value-laden issues,

schools face difficult, divisive allocative choices. (p. 148)

In the research literature, this view of schools is known as “micropolitics of

education.” Joseph J. Blase (1991) defined micropolitics as the ways in which

people use power to influence others and protect themselves, how people compete

to obtain what they want, how people cooperate, and what people have feelings

about. Jay D. Scribner, Pedro Reyes, and Lance D. Fusarelli (1995) have simply

explained that micropolitics is essentially about “…who plays the game, why and

how it is played (the rules of the game), and who wins and loses as a result of the

contest” (p. 207). Yet, another researcher has suggested that the term micropolitics

represents the networks of individuals and groups within and surrounding schools,

who compete for scarce resources, even power. It encompasses the school's daily

interactions, negotiations, and bargains with internal and external communities.

The actors include teachers, principals, central office staff, school board members,

parents, and students (Lindle, 1999, p. 171).

Urban superintendents are unavoidably engaged in political work.

According to Hoyle and Skrla (1999), the ability to understand fully the ways in
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which micropolitics operates in schools is one of the primary attributes for

superintendent success. They contend that it is not a question of whether or not a

superintendent will play politics; instead, the question is how well and how

ethically he or she will play it (p. 410). Researchers Lars Björk and Jane C. Lindle

(2001), in their discussion of superintendents and interest groups, have indicated

that school leaders may not be sufficiently prepared for their political roles.

There are several studies that have identified or explored the micropolitical

behaviors of school principals and central office administrators (e.g., Ashby, 1996;

Ballenger, 1996; Britton, 1993; Chu, 1998; Detorie, 1993; Hammond, 1993;

Herrick, 1993; Howard-Miller, 1993; Johnson, 1994; Wallace, 1993). Yet, there

appears to be insufficient contemporary research that adequately explored the

political sophistication and the political behavior of public school superintendents

at the micro or macro levels of politics.

The Functions of the Urban Superintendent

The literature review produced several concepts for understanding the

functions or roles of the superintendent. The concepts gathered from the

researchers have a degree of similarity or a shade of difference in the

conceptualization of these roles. We are reminded of James MacGregor Burns

(1977) commentary on leadership: “Distinctions emerge between leader and

follower, the leader must comprehend many roles and the follower fewer…” (p.

272).

Griffiths (1966) described the development of the superintendency as three

stages, each with the superintendent’s general role. He outlined it in the following

way:
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•  1837-1910: During this period the superintendent was essentially

instruction-oriented.

•  1910-1945: During this period the superintendent was essentially a

businessman more interested in the budget than in instruction.

•  1945-[1966]: The superintendent has now entered a period wherein his

position is viewed as that of a professional school administrator (p. 2).

However, Raymond E. Callahan (1962) explored the origin and

development of the incorporation of business values and practices in educational

administration, namely the superintendency. His study indicated that there was a

commercial-industrial influence that came from business. He argued that the

business influence was exerted upon education through the print medium, speeches

at educational meetings, school board actions (businessmen as members),

professional journalists, businessmen, and the educators themselves. Callahan

wrote that Ellwood P. Cubberley contributed to the conception of the

superintendent as an executive. Cubberley did this by using such terms as

“executive power,” “executive skill,” and referred to the superintendent as the

chief executive of the school system. Callahan remarked that by 1925 the term was

used in administrative journals and books in this way (p. 219). Callahan traced the

business ideology in educational administration to Frederick W. Taylor’s (1911)

Principles of Scientific Management. Taylor’s first formal statement of his

production or efficiency system was made mainly to engineers in 1895 (p. 22). As

early as 1911, educators began responding to the demand to apply scientific

management to the work of the school (p. 54).

William E. Eaton (1990) suggested that there were three models of the

superintendent available during the formative period (1875-1900):
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(1) The school inspector regularly visited all schools in their

jurisdiction and offered pedagogical advice. They did not

manage money or facilities. They did not hire teachers.

(2) The business manager obtained contracts, supervised

construction, and oversaw the fiscal authority of the board.

(3) The combination of the school inspector and business manager.

(p. 13)

The author eventually concluded that the combined model of instructional

supervisor and business manager held constant. The new superintendent would be

judged as educator and business manager (p. 15). In an interesting modern twist to

the role of the superintendent as business manager, a qualitative study by Eugene

T. W. Sanders, Karen Paterson-Stewart, Judy Jackson May, Robert Ludwig, Joyce

Plummer, and Marcia Salazar (1998) analyzed an urban school board’s decision

regarding the potential employment of a business firm instead of a traditional

superintendent. Ultimately, the urban school board disapproved the business firm

because of at least three reasons. The first reason was a result of the board’s

inquiry regarding the certification of the superintendent that was to be recruited

and employed by the firm. The chain of command went firm-hired superintendent

to firm to urban school board. The board can only hire a state certified

superintendent. The second reason for denial was a lack of minority representation

in the firm. The urban school district had a minority student population of 49

percent. The last reason the urban school board rejected the firm was due to the

public perception that a large sum of money ($400,000) was to be paid to a

business firm from another state.
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The researchers found that the school board was initially attracted to the

firm by its objective and methodical approach. The major variable that made a

business firm a serious consideration for the urban district was the perception that

the district would be managed like a business. The researchers suggested that

urban public school organizations were being driven by a consumer-based

orientation (Sanders et al., p. 7).

Rene R. Carter and William G. Cunningham (1997) mentioned in their

study, The American School Superintendent: Leading in an Age of Pressure, that

the American superintendent has gone through four major stages since its

inception:

(1) The Clerical Role—assisted the school board with daily school

activities;

(2) The Master Educator—provided direction on curricular and

instructional matters;

(3) The Expert Manager—emphasis on hierarchical bureaucracy and

scientific management. This was the era of the four Bs—bonds,

buses, budgets, and buildings.

(4) The Chief Executive Officer for The Board—the superintendent

serves as the professional advisor to the school board, leader of

reforms, manager of resources, and communicator to the public

(pp. 23-24).

They prophetically warned that if superintendents do not become political players,

then they will be dominated by others, left powerless and at the mercy of the

political system (p. 63).
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Larry Cuban (1976) categorized all the written data from several

educational journals and superintendent proceedings in ten-year increments from

1870-1950. He was able to identify three functions that a superintendent

performed at one time or another. Cuban did not label these three categories as

functions or roles. He called them “dominant conceptions of leadership” (p. 114).

Cuban’s dominant conceptions of leadership were: teacher-scholar, administrative

chief, and negotiator-statesman (pp. 14-19). He perceived the superintendent's

political role as that of “negotiator-statesmen,” which requires the superintendent

to shape policies, allocate resources, build coalitions, and resolve conflict.

Arthur Blumberg (1985) studied 25 superintendents from different size

districts. His study resulted in the book entitled, The School Superintendent:

Living with Conflict. Blumberg identified three primary roles of the

superintendent: leader, politician, and teacher.

Related findings were also recorded by Theodore J. Kowalski (1995). He

documented the study of 17 urban superintendents and explored the conditions

surrounding them. Kowalski reported three primary roles that emerged from the

research: skilled politician, effective manager, and scholar.

A University of Texas doctoral dissertation, “The Roles of the

Superintendent in Creating A Community Climate for Educational Improvement,”

written by Jane C. Owen (1997), revealed that the superintendent performed three

roles when working with the local community: political leader, educational leader,

and managerial leader (p. viii). Owen suggested that the superintendent's political

leadership role was implemented through three primary acts: building coalitions,

negotiating agreements, and forcing concessions (p. 163). The political leadership

role was most visible to the stakeholders. The researcher studied two cases: a

public school district with a predominately African American student enrollment

and an urban school district with a predominately Hispanic student enrollment.
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On the other hand, this multi-case study by Owen (1997) attempted to

understand the political role of the superintendent's effort to create a community

climate for educational improvement, but the study did not discuss the

superintendent's political sophistication or political knowledge. This dissertation

served as the foundation for a book entitled Superintendent's Guide to Creating

Community, authored by Owen and Ovando (2000).

Political Leadership: The Urban Superintendent as Politician

Barbara L. Jackson (1995) concluded that “Superintendents have never

been totally apolitical. What has changed is the way in which they have exercised

that part of their role in response to changing conditions” (p. 7). Under the present

social, political, and economic climate, political leadership in education has

become acceptable and necessary. If in the United States it is expected that public

school superintendents be political leaders, then it is appropriate that a political

standard should be applied to their education, professional development, and

practice. Scholars in the field of educational administration have supported the

value of superintendent preparation programs to include training in this leadership

domain (e.g., Hoyle, 2001; Johnson, 1996; Kowalski, 1999; Norton, Webb,

Dlugosh, & Sybouts, 1996).

Before “political leadership” is defined, the term “leadership” should be

explained. For instance, organizational leadership expert Gary Yukl (1998)

conceptualized leadership in the following manner:

Leadership is viewed broadly as the process wherein an individual

member of a group or organization influences the interpretation of

events, the choice of objectives and strategies, the organization of

work activities, the motivation of people to achieve objectives, the
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maintenance of cooperative relationships, the development of skills

and confidence by members, and the enlistment of support and

cooperation from people outside the group or organization.

Leadership is a specialized role and a social influence process.

Rational and emotional processes are treated as essential aspects of

leadership. (p. 5)

According to psychologists Robert Hogan, Gordon J. Curphy, and Joyce Hogan

(1994), leadership is defined as persuasion, not domination. They suggest that

leadership only occurs when others are willing to adopt, for a period of time, the

goals of a group as their own. In their view, leadership is primarily concerned with

building cohesive and goal-oriented teams. These scientists maintain that there is a

causal and definitional link between leadership and team performance. The

political scientist Robert C. Tucker (1995) defines leadership as a process of

interaction in which some individuals exert, or attempt to exert, a determining

influence on others. In accordance to the Platonic tradition of politics, Tucker

proposes that a leader is one who gives direction to a group's activities.

Subsequently, he suggests that a “political leader” is someone who gives direction

or meaningfully participates in the giving of direction, to activities of a political

community (p. 15). Tucker explains and divides the basic functions or tasks of

“political leadership” into these three phases (which are also applicable to the

micro political level):

First, [political] leadership has a diagnostic function. Leaders are

expected to define the situation authoritatively for the group. Second,

they must prescribe a course of group action, or of action on the

group's behalf, that will meet the situation as defined. They must
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formulate a plan of action designed to resolve the problem in a

manner that will serve group purposes. These, of course, may in

practice be the purposes of some particular element of the group that

equates its own aims with those of the group as a whole. Third,

leadership has a mobilizing function. Leaders must gain the group's

support, or predominant support, for the definition of the group

situation that they have advanced and for the plan of action that they

have prescribed. We may describe these functions as diagnostic,

policy formulating, and policy implementing. (pp. 18-19)

However, another view of leadership is James MacGregor Burns’s (1978)

theory of transformational leadership. Burns offers a two-fold definition of

transforming leadership: 1) transforming leadership is relationship of mutual

stimulation and elevation that converts followers into leaders and may convert

leaders into moral agents; and 2) transforming leadership occurs when one or more

persons engage with others in such a way that leaders and followers raise one

another to higher levels of motivation and morality (pp. 4 & 20). Although various

strains or expansions of this theory have circulated, the transformational leader as

an agent or catalyst of change is the one constant throughout all the definitions

(e.g., Avolio, 1994; Bass, 1996; Bass & Avolio, 1996; Cuoto, 1997; Rada, 1999;

Yukl, 1998).

Transformational leadership experts have described this kind of leadership

or leader in several ways (e.g., Bass, 1996; Bass, 1997; Rada, 1999; Sergiovanni &

Carver, 1980; Yammarino, 1994). First, a transformational leader has a compelling

vision of how the organization should look in the future and that vision guides the

leader’s behavior and decisions, and serves as a reference point for all

organizational activities. Second, transformational leaders behave in ways that
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motivate and inspire those around them by providing meaning and challenge to

their work. Third, the leader creates clearly communicated expectations and

demonstrates commitment to goals and the shared vision. Next, the

transformational leader strives to achieve a true consensus by aligning individual

and organization interests and invests in the leadership development of followers.

Fifth, a transformational leader uses the political system to exert influence on

others in order to take action on behalf of the organization’s interests and goals.

Lastly, the transformational leader demonstrates high standards of ethical and

moral conduct.

Janiece T. Buck (1989) conducted a qualitative study on the

transformational leadership behaviors of 48 exemplary superintendents. Her

findings support the transformational leadership descriptors made by the experts.

Buck's study provides a profile that categorized the superintendents' behaviors into

two themes, vision and influence. Burns expresses the following about leadership,

particularly political leadership: “Ultimately the legitimacy of political

leadership…stems from the capacity of the leader to establish an authentic

relationship with the genuine needs of followers, as the leader can influence them

in a free society” (1977, p. 275). The proponents of the transformational leadership

model have made linkages to other leadership models. The transformational

leadership model has demonstrated that there are ethical, political and charismatic

qualities to explore.

In a related study, two British professors, Steve Leach and David Wilson

(2000) expanded the behavioral models or tasks of mayoral political leadership.

Three political leadership tasks—agenda setting, task accomplishment, network

building and maintenance—were identified in a study of elected mayors by

Americans John P. Kotter and Paul R. Lawrence (1974). Leach and Wilson

extended the political leadership tasks to include the following: 1) developing
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strategic and policy direction; 2) ensuring program implementation; 3) maintaining

cohesiveness among the political network (internal); 4) representing the authority

in the external world (external) (2000, pp. 14-17). Political leadership, as a

leadership domain of the superintendency, will primarily manifest itself at the

local level—within the public school organization and throughout the local

community at large. Unfortunately, much of the political science literature

addresses political leadership from the national or macro perspective.

Not surprisingly, there have been several attempts to identify the political

skills and political activity of superintendents by researchers from the fields of

educational administration and educational policy. For instance, David J. Kirby

(1970) wrote a dissertation entitled, “The Political Behavior of Big City School

Superintendents.” Even though this quantitative study appears to be outdated, there

were several important findings and suggestions. The author tried to assess the

degree to which a sample of big-city school superintendents was politically active,

in both the broad and narrow sense of the term. The study examined the local

political behavior of 77 public school superintendents located in northern cities

with populations of 50,000 or more. He suggests that an understanding of local

politics was as important to the superintendent as was an understanding of state

and national politics (p. 151). There was an overwhelmingly widespread political

avoidance where partisan political commitment on the part of the superintendent

was required. This was the practice when the partisan cause was not directly

related to education or schools. In only four out of 178 instances was a

superintendent reported to have publicly supported the mayor or the opponent in

mayoral campaigns. Kirby claims that most superintendents avoid giving help to

school board candidates and every superintendent indicated that they never

publicly endorsed a candidate for the school board. The researcher suggests that

the norm of political avoidance was a strong influence on superintendent behavior
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in these areas. However, Kirby explains that superintendents were much more

politically active when the issue at stake directly concerned education or the

school system. Big-city superintendents often met with many of their city's civic,

social, government leaders, and the media. Superintendents appeared to be quite

selective in the political arenas they chose to enter, and in the ways they

participated once they had entered a particular arena (p. 155). In addition, Kirby

suggests that mobile superintendents’ broader experiences may have provided

them with a variety of political insights and training through firsthand experiences

with problems and processes of decision-making (pp. 83-92).

Kirby's study primarily identifies some of the political behaviors and

activities of big-city superintendents. However, it fails to elaborate on how a

superintendent thinks about politics, how political skills are cultivated, and how

political knowledge is learned or how it is used.

 Another researcher, Robert N. Pigg (1975), conducted a survey study of

the political behavior or activity of local school superintendents at the state level as

perceived by the superintendents and the legislators in the state of Missouri. Pigg

reached the following conclusion:

Educators must compete with other lobbyists at the state level for

education's share of the available resources. The superintendent, as

the organizational head and educational leader, must bear a large

share of the responsibility in seeking these resources. He must be

politically sophisticated and much will depend on how his role is

perceived by both himself and the state legislator. Politics is the

democratic process of making decisions. The school superintendent,

with this in mind, should engage in politics and provide effective

leadership in this area. (p. 70)
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Pigg's study reveals significant differences in perceptions between the two groups.

The legislators perceived the superintendents to be politically passive and

ineffective, even though they were in agreement with the superintendents’

knowledge of the educational field, their use of the political process, keeping well-

informed about political issues, and their ability to use the tools of communication.

There were perceptual differences related to the superintendents’ influence on

others, their influence on the community, and in their support of candidates for

political office who favor educational legislation. The superintendents perceived

themselves as accomplishing these items while the state legislators did not

perceive the superintendents to be successful (p. 73).

Pigg's quantitative study was an effort to study the perceived political

activity or leadership of the superintendent at the macro level. It was one of the

early attempts to gauge how leaders outside of education perceive the school

superintendent. Because of the study's methodology, a deeper understanding of the

superintendent's political sophistication and behavior could not be explored.

The literature review produced another related work. Richard A. Weber

(1982) investigated the political role behavior of 30 suburban and rural

superintendents. He interviewed each participant with the intention of identifying

the superintendents' political role behavior in the following four domains: 1)

public relations, 2) school board and community government elections, 3) tax

levy/bond referendums attempts and budget reduction processes, and 4) contacts

with influential individuals in the community. Weber reached several important

conclusions based on the findings from the superintendents’ interviews.

First, there was an emerging awareness among school superintendents that

educational governance was no longer a unilateral, professional activity. The

superintendents acknowledged verbally and in behavior that school district
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governance affects the community in such a way that constant changes were

needed to respond to public demands and interests. Because of this, many

superintendents used overt and covert political strategies to influence the

community on educational issues. The political behavior trend was toward using

planned strategies to influence the community into supporting the vital role of the

public schools in the community. The superintendents manifested lobbying

behavior in their communities. Superintendents seem to have adopted the attitude

that their jobs and their educational agenda depends on their abilities to persuade,

promote, and interact with community power structures effectively. Furthermore,

Weber's research revealed that superintendents did create networks and channels

for diffusing conflict directed at the school system and themselves (pp. 279-282).

A second conclusion suggested that the political role behavior by

superintendents evolved both as a result of and a reaction to the social movements

in society. Superintendents made frequent contacts in their community for the

purpose of building personal support and to promote the district as a positive force

in the community. They had become increasingly proactive in acquisition of

resources and conflict management skills (p. 286). Most superintendents saw the

political behavior model as the one having the greatest advantage to gain resources

for the schools in a special interest society. The only exception to this model as the

appropriate one for superintendents was in the activities of the school board and

local governmental elections. Not surprisingly, a few urged potential candidates in

private.

A third conclusion identified four types of politically behaving

superintendents (pp. 290-293). The first was characterized as “apolitical.” These

school leaders suggested that skills in compromise, persuasion, and promotion for

influencing purposes to the community were the antithesis of professional

educational leadership. The second type of superintendent is characterized as the
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“reluctant actor” in the local political arena. They preferred not to be described as

political and seemed resistant to learning the skills of compromise, influencing,

and campaigning as positive role behaviors. Even these superintendents

understood the importance for these types of behaviors and eventually included

them into their behavior style. The third type of superintendent was characterized

as an individual having a short tenure in the district and displaying a behavior that

could be called “actively bullish” toward the community. This kind of school

leader clearly recognized the need to develop a community support base. This

newer superintendent introduced himself or herself into situations by manipulating

circumstances in order to meet influential people in the community and opinion

leaders. Eventually, these relationships formed the nucleus of his or her

community support network. The final type of politically behaving superintendent

was that of one who was integrated into the community. Weber labeled this type as

the “networking superintendent”. This type of superintendent had evolved with the

power structures in the community and was considered a key influential. He or she

preferred to seek common understanding within a group of other influential people

who seemed to be able to control municipal affairs. The superintendent type that

was described as “actively bullish” tended to evolve into the networking type as

the superintendent became placed-bound. As this evolution of behavior took place,

this type of school leader became refined, subtle and selective in the strategies

used to influence the community. This progression in behavior appeared connected

to the confidence they placed on their community support network.

Weber (1982) provided many insightful conclusions concerning the

political role behavior of some suburban and rural superintendents in Minnesota.

Even though political skills, tactics and strategies were identified, the study did not

provide an adequate understanding of the superintendents’ political knowledge.

However, Weber expanded Kirby's research and filled many of the missing gaps.
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Unfortunately, Weber did not include big-city superintendents and failed to

mention how successful the sample superintendents were at providing an equitable

education for all their students.

 In another research effort, Gail E. Looney (1988) conducted a case study

of a 1973 school bond election and the political strategy and tactics used by the

superintendent to obtain voter approval. The key findings suggested that the

superintendent used information control mechanisms to rally support and target

opposition groups. The superintendent involved as many key groups as possible in

the decision-making process so as to give the general perception that the decision

had been made at the grassroots level and at the same time opposition groups were

neutralized by their inclusion. Most surprisingly, the primary weakness in the

study was the case itself. The researcher expected the interviewed-participants to

recall events and experiences after fourteen years. Perhaps more could have been

learned if an appropriate case was selected. Another weakness was the omission of

literature on political communication and the media. There was no mention of the

superintendent's political sophistication or knowledge.

In Leading to Change: The Challenge of the New Superintendency (1996),

the author Susan Moore Johnson documents the accounts of 12 superintendents in

their first two years at a public school district. The model of effective school

leadership that emerged from her study was that of collaboration—superintendents

work with their constituents to improve public education. Johnson dedicated two

chapters or 65 pages to political leadership. She asserts that politics was central to

the work of today’s superintendents and they cannot succeed as educational

leaders without being active political leaders. The superintendents must build

coalitions, negotiate agreements, and force concessions (p. 153). Johnson identifies

three contexts in which district-level school politics could be framed: partisan

politics, participatory politics, and patronage politics (p. 159). She determines
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partisan politics to be situations in which several political groups or parties

compete over education issues. On the other hand, Johnson defines participatory

politics as periods when group memberships was more fluid and alliances were ad

hoc. The complex interactions of interest groups and individuals are featured. But

she describes patronage politics as contexts in which programs, jobs, or funds are

allocated or withheld on the basis of personal affiliations. Johnson supports her

premise of political leadership as a prerequisite for superintendent success with the

following commentary:

The political demands of the superintendency are many, requiring

new superintendents to draw upon a wide range of analytic, strategic,

and interpersonal skills. Superintendents must first consider the

political features of their districts in light of their own strengths and

shortcomings. They must ascertain the character of local politics,

identifying the competing interests, sizing up the players, and

making connections. They must attend to the particular political

demands of school boards, local governments, and teacher unions,

discovering how to lead people who are not subject to their authority

but have far-reaching influence on the schools. (pp. 185-186)

Johnson emphasizes the importance of the superintendents’ political knowledge

and sophistication but did not address how the superintendents’ developed their

political skills or how they expanded and deepened their political knowledge. Her

study does not explore the contemporary superintendents’ understanding of

politics and their perception of the position’s political dimension.

The 2000 Study of the American School Superintendency by Thomas

Glass, Lars Björk, and C. Cryss Brunner confirm that superintendents recognized
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that school board members are aligned with factions and community interests.

They reveal that more than 90% of superintendents in urban school districts with

enrollments of more than 25,000 students identify interest groups exerting political

pressure on board policy and operations. Nearly 60% of all superintendents

confirmed the presence of active community pressure groups. Superintendents

reported that these groups use tactics that can split boards. The researchers caution

that superintendents will continue to imperil themselves by disregarding the need

to behave in a political fashion and by not adopting different leadership styles to fit

changing circumstances (p. 25). The survey study by Glass, Björk, and Brunner

(2000) reports that while educational administration programs emphasize

managerial and professional dimensions of superintendents’ work, the political

aspects of the job are neglected. Unfortunately the researchers found that

superintendents preferred to enact roles as professional advisors to boards of

education. There was an acknowledgement by the superintendents to acquire

political skills and to work effectively in emerging contexts of schools and

communities (pp. 26-27). The level of political participation and political

sophistication of superintendents were not reported. However, their political party

affiliation was identified.

More than 30 years ago, Donald J. McCarty and Charles E. Ramsey (1971)

offered a typology that assumed that superintendents would adapt their leadership

role to fit the community power type. They approached the understanding of

superintendent-school board relations through an analysis of local community

political structures. The theorists presumed that the board and community

alignment would shape the superintendent's role.

The scholars hypothesized four different community power structures

(McCarty & Ramsey, 1971, pp. 17-22). The first is a dominated community power

structure that produces a dominated school board that requires the superintendent
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to assume a functionary role. McCarty and Ramsey define dominated communities

by an elite power model. Only a few individuals exert political influence and elite

status is achieved by economic dominance or by historical dominance of a

particular racial, religious, or ethnic group (pp. 27-75). The second is a factional

community that shows somewhat of an equal power distribution among several

groups. In this community, the school boards are factional and the superintendent

must function as a political strategist among the competing interest groups (pp. 79-

122). A third type of community is pluralistic. It also represents multiple interests,

but in pluralistic communities emergent issues fuel the divisions in the community.

This type requires a status congruent school board, one that is issue-oriented and

attentive to the community's concerns without being schismatic. In this kind of

community, the superintendent can act as professional advisor or expert (pp. 127-

158). The fourth type of community power structure is the inert community.

McCarty and Ramsey describe it as conservative and inactive. The school board

sanctions the superintendent’s recommendations as long as they do not disturb the

status quo. In this model, the superintendent may assume the role of decision

maker as long as he or she respects the boundaries of the underlying community

values (pp. 163-193).

Even though the McCarty and Ramsey (1971) study is seemingly outdated

and the accuracy of the community political structure identification is

questionable, it may be worth revisiting for the purpose of generating ideas on the

possible linkages between the superintendent's political behavior and the

community's political dynamics. Weber (1982) concludes that the data from his

study suggest superintendents do interact and modify their behavior based on the

unique community norms, but different communities only alter how

superintendents express political role behavior rather than adopt different

behavioral styles. Weber summarizes that superintendents behaved politically in
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every community to some degree, regardless of community type. They modified

their political role behavior to compliment the community prescriptions perceived.

On the other hand, Björk and Lindle (2001) apply the superintendent study results

of Glass, Björk, and Brunner (2000) to the McCarty and Ramsey model (1971).

They discovered that the present-day superintendents’ responses follow nearly the

same patterns as the McCarty-Ramsey model proposed.

Scholars from the fields of education, political science, and other related

disciplines have expanded the scope of the politics of education and have made

arguments that support the exploration and the improvement of public school

leaders’ political expertise. Robert C. Luskin (1990), an expert on the political

sophistication of mass publics, made the following assertion: “The more politics

impinges on one’s work–the more political, governmental, or conditioned by

government policies it is–the more politically sophisticated it may be necessary,

profitable, or professionally advantageous to be” (p. 336). Even though there have

been several efforts to identify and define the political activities and skills of some

superintendents, there is a void in the field's understanding of the superintendents’

political sophistication. Before this construct is explored, an explanation of

political sophistication is essential.

Political Sophistication

Numerous scholars have defined and operationalized political

sophistication in distinct ways. In theories of mass politics and democracy,

political sophistication has been a central issue. The relationship of sophistication

to citizenry voting behavior has been fundamental to the two theories (Neuman,

1986). W. Russell Neuman (1981, 1986), the research team of June Woong Rhee

and Joseph N. Cappella (1997), and researchers Zhongshi Guo and Patricia Moy

(1998) identified a variety of terms that political scientists, psychologists, and
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other experts have used to express the concept of political sophistication. Some, if

not most, of the terms may be used synonymously even though the terms represent

minor conceptual differences. The designated terms are political sophistication

(Guo, & Moy, 1998; Herrera, 1996/1997, Luskin, 1987; Neuman, 1986; Rhee, &

Cappella, 1997), political expertise (Fiske, Kinder, & Larter, 1983; Fiske, Lau, &

Smith, 1990; Krosnick, 1990), political awareness (Zaller, 1990), political schema

(Kuklinski, Luskin, & Bolland, 1991), political alertness (Himmelstrand, 1960),

political cognition (Himmelstrand, 1960; Milbrath, 1965/1972), political

engagement (Campbell, Converse, Miller, & Stokes, 1960), political involvement

(Berelson, Lazarsfeld, & McPhee, 1954; Campbell et al., 1960), political

attentiveness (Key, 1961), political salience (Czudnowski, 1968), political

knowledge (Glenn, 1972), political information (Lane, & Sears, 1964), conceptual

sophistication (McClosky, 1967), cognitive sophistication (Pierce, & Hagner,

1980), political thinking (Barber, 1973), political comprehension (Converse,

1964), political information processing (Graber, 1984), political competence

(Almond, & Verba, 1963), political rationality (Shapiro, 1969), and voter

sophistication (Carmines, & Stimson, 1980). Nueman (1986) proposes that the

research literature yielded no agreed-upon definition or approach to measurement.

He suggests that the concept is not adequately defined and theories are vague and

partial. Contrary to this interpretation, another scholar has determined that the

name on which the literature seems to be settling is “political sophistication”

(Luskin, 1990, p. 332).

 It appears that it is the nature of a representative democracy that only a

portion of the citizenry can fully participate in politics. Yet, the level and quality

of those that do participate varies. Luskin (1990) advanced the argument that

variations in citizens’ political activities and decisions reflect variations in

cognition. It is presumed that some citizens know and have thought more about
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politics than others. In other words, their “political belief systems” are much more

developed or sophisticated (Converse, 1964).

Neuman (1981), as well as other scholars, traced the origins of the

contemporary discussion on political sophistication to Philip E. Converse’s chapter

entitled, “The Nature of Belief Systems in Mass Publics” (1964). Converse

elaborated on the levels of political conceptualization, an idea introduced by

Campbell et al. (1960). The researchers identified the styles of political thinking

among political elites and the general voting populace.

On the other hand, Neuman identifies three theories on the origin of

political sophistication or political involvement (1986, pp. 115-117). They are

class culture, economic interest, and cognitive ability. The class culture theory of

political involvement refers to class-differentiated value systems. Certain models

of political involvement are socially reinforced or determined according to class

level. The economic interest theory of political sophistication views it as a matter

of higher economic status citizens interested in politics and alert to governmental

policies because political decisions could affect their economic well-being. The

third, cognitive ability theory of political sophistication, established educational

achievement and political sophistication as the result of cognitive ability.

However, Neuman acknowledges that the pattern of causation is complex and a

causal path might run from education to IQ. He proposes that it is a two-way

causal process. Nueman reasons that the theories are not exclusive and are likely to

be at work simultaneously. He maintains that education is the dominant causal

factor and has a strong influence on the subcomponents of political sophistication,

namely occupational status and income (p. 119). Eventually, Neuman (1986)

summarizes his position regarding political sophistication like this:
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There is clear evidence [quantitative research] that political

sophistication is an enduring and fundamental variable of political

life. It has roots in both early political socialization and exposure to

formal education, and it is maintained through subtle reinforcing

mechanisms involving interpersonal psychology, group participation,

and involvement in economic life. Formal education is an especially

important causal variable, but it need not function as a gatekeeper. It

represents but one of several alternative paths to political

involvement and sophistication. (p. 131)

He succinctly explains the term political sophistication as an overarching concept,

extending over the three concepts of political salience or interest, political

knowledge, and political conceptualization. Neuman's comprehension of political

sophistication includes the importance of developing a combination of cognitive

skills and knowledge through experience (p. 194).

 On the other hand, Robert C. Luskin (1987) offers a slightly different

understanding of political sophistication. He writes the following: “What, then, is

political sophistication? Let me attempt to distill and clarify the

Campbellian/Conversian variable we all claim to be talking about. Sophistication

in this sense is a matter of cognition” (p. 857).

According to Luskin (1987, 1990), a person is politically sophisticated to

the degree to which his or her political cognitions are numerous and are

profoundly organized. Luskin (1987) reminded his colleagues:

Political cognitions, alas, are not directly apprehensible. We cannot

actually count them; we cannot calculate them; we cannot compute

their dispersion among topics; we cannot calculate their mean
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connectedness. We can only infer them, and their properties, from

what a person says or does [emphasis added]. (p. 864)

Furthermore, he explains that the “sophistication” in political sophistication has

nothing to do with astuteness, instead sophistication is a matter of “how much and

how a person thinks politics,” not what. Luskin emphasizes, “It is a person's actual

degree of sophistication, not merely whether or not it exceeds some high and

necessarily arbitrary threshold, that matters” (1990, p. 332). Eventually, he

advanced an interpretation on this property of political sophistication:

I have been using phrases like “highly sophisticated,” but how highly

is “highly?” Equivalently, in the literature calling this variable

‘information,’ what is ‘full information’? Is it omniscience—what

God knows? That would make high sophistication/full information

easy to define but hard to operationalize. Or it could be some very

high level short of omniscience, but in that case we should have to

draw an arbitrary line, making high sophistication/full information

easy to operationalize but hard to define…Where to locate the

threshold of the ideal is hard to know. (Luskin, 2000, p. 10)

Theories and quantitative research efforts have suggested that the more

politically sophisticated are more interested in politics; more participatory in

political activities; better at recognizing and pursuing political interests; more

easily persuaded by reasoned argument and less easily by symbolic display; and

more attentive to policy issues (Luskin, 1990).

In addition, Luskin makes this important distinction, “sophistication is not

the same as rationality” (1987, p. 864). The researcher reached into the psychology
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literature and introduced two synonymous terms for defining political

sophistication: cognitive complexity about politics (Tetlock, 1983) and political

expertise (Fiske, Kinder, & Larter, 1983).

Ultimately, Luskin concluded that it is intelligence, coupled with

motivational variables like political interest and politicizing occupations (not

education, like Neuman appeared to favor), that leads individuals to become more

or less politically sophisticated (Luskin 1987, 1990; Luskin, & Ten Barge, 1995).

Luskin and Ten Barge reasoned that intelligence is a matter of ability;

sophistication a matter of knowledge; and education a matter of schooling (1995,

p. 2).

The social psychologist Jon Krosnick (1990) remarks that there is little

evidence that political scientists are making use of psychologists’ findings on

expertise. Of course, Robert C. Luskin is one of the few who has borrowed from

their work. Social psychologists Susan T. Fiske, Donald R. Kinder, and W.

Michael Larter (1983) conducted an experiment that examined knowledge-based

strategies in political cognition, as a function of expertise. Their research appears

to be related to work on cognitive skill acquisition and automatic processing (p.

397). The researchers discovered that information processing depended on the

participants’ level of political sophistication. Political experts inferred and recalled

to a greater extent than did novices.

In a special issue of Social Cognition, several researchers (e.g., Fiske, Lau,

& Smith, 1990; Krosnick, 1990; Zaller, 1990) presented research findings on the

structure of political knowledge, also known in the social psychology field as

“political expertise.” The scholars conceptual and operational approaches to

political sophistication varied, yet their findings settled on a central

theme—individuals higher in political sophistication had more complete and more
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precise knowledge about politics, government, and civics than those with lower

political sophistication.

It appears that a measure of conceptual agreement has been reached by

some political scientists and psychologists regarding this concept or variable called

“political sophistication.” Nevertheless, there are two researchers who have

suggest an entirely different interpretation of the public's performance on measures

of political sophistication. Stacy B. Gordon and Gary M. Segura (1997) suggest

the public's performance on measures of political sophistication does not fully

demonstrate their political capabilities. Lack of sophistication may not indicate an

inherent weakness of mass publics, instead it may be a product of the systems and

the choices structured by those systems. The researchers provided this alternative

perspective: “Capable people in environments where information is available may

choose to be uninformed if that information is expensive and difficult to

accumulate, or if the use of that information is of limited utility” (p. 129). They

explain that the measures of political sophistication are not completely driven by

innate political ability. Also the measures are not specific indicators of the

cognitive capacity needed for processing and using political information.

Subsequently, they are products of capabilities and decisions. Gordon and Segura

conclude that the political and constitutional arrangements of a society specifically

affect the willingness of the citizenry to accumulate accurate and abstract political

information (p. 144).

In summary, political sophistication is a psychological phenomenon that

has been introduced by a variety of names. Numerous scholars have identified the

concept and have assigned slightly different meanings to it. The studies conducted

by political scientists and psychologists are overwhelming quantitative and the

research subject or research participant is the mass public. Even though the studies

are of the voting citizenry, they are written as if the study is about an individual.
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After all, individuals are taken collectively to make up the public. The literature

review has revealed a debate over education or intelligence as the variable that has

the most effect on political sophistication. Another significant finding has been the

emergence of two schools or camps of political sophistication with a slight degree

of diversity in each (see Guo & Moy, 1998). One camp interpreted political

sophistication to be unidimensional with variables or concepts like interest,

knowledge, and cognitive ability as a single underlying construct. The second

camp interpreted political sophistication to be multidimensional with distinct

variables or concepts that make specific unique impacts. Luskin (1987) made the

following assessment concerning the state of political sophistication research:

We know very little about why people become as politically

sophisticated or unsophisticated as they do. We know almost as little

about the differences their level of sophistication makes to their

political behavior, although what we do know redounds to

sophistication’s importance. (p. 889)

Conclusion

The political function or role of the superintendency is firmly rooted in the

history of American public education and has been documented by educational

leadership researchers. The educational leadership literature has identified a

variety of political strategies and skills used by superintendents. But how a

superintendent thinks about politics remains a mystery. An understanding of the

urban superintendent's political sophistication is lacking in the educational

leadership literature. Although assurances for improved political behavior have

been made by experts in the field, they have not been adequately linked to the

learning experiences of the superintendent. At best, political knowledge is a casual
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allusion in some superintendent studies. Even the most recent research on the

American superintendency has not sufficiently explored the political behavior of

urban superintendents. There is value in conducting a multi-case study of urban

superintendents’ political sophistication, particularly of those who have

transformed, or in the process of transforming, their school organization.

Educators who aspire to the urban superintendency will have the mission of

educating urban children and building a quality public school system for them. If

future superintendents are to complete this mission successfully, then it is critical

that they possess a wide range of political skills, an expert level of political

knowledge, and operate at the political elite level, in short—become more

politically sophisticated.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Introduction

This study begins with the researcher’s foundational question, “How are

district-transforming superintendents politically sophisticated?” There are several

dimensions to this complex question. First, since an urban superintendent is in a

highly politicized environment, it is important to investigate how a district-

transforming superintendent thinks about politics, how often and when. Next, it is

equally important to explore the kind of political knowledge that is contextually

vital to the superintendent's success. Another aspect of the foundational research

question is to understand how the superintendent uses political skill to influence

others to adopt his or her educational agenda for the school district. Since there is

little known about the urban superintendent's involvement in political activities

outside the school district organization, it is important to examine this aspect of the

position.

Paul D. Houston (2001b), the executive director of the American

Association of School Administrators (AASA), makes the following observation

about the lack of understanding for the work of the superintendent:

Not only do we not understand the work, but we also lack a good fix

on the context of the work. Most studies of the superintendency are

quantitative and focus on numerical issues. What is needed is more

understanding gleaned from case studies and ethnographic studies so

we can begin to understand this culture known as the

superintendency. (p. 46)
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Following Houston’s advice for maximizing the understanding of the work of the

superintendent within its context, qualitative methods were used in this study. In

addition, there were several reasons for selecting the qualitative research

methodology.

First, the researcher’s ontological position was similar to Yvonna S.

Lincoln and Egon G. Guba's assumption of the nature of reality (Lincoln & Guba,

1985, p. 87). They assumed that the nature of reality can be constructed by an

actor. This meant that an indefinite number of constructions resulted in multiple

realities. The qualitative researcher assumed that the world was not an objective

thing, but a function of personal interaction and perception. Qualitative researchers

are interested in understanding the meaning people have constructed (Merriam,

1998, pp. 17-21).

Second, qualitative methodology was oriented toward exploration,

discovery, and inductive logic. The qualitative researcher attempted to make sense

of the situation without imposing preexisting expectations on the phenomenon

under observation. He or she employed an inductive research strategy. It was

assumed that meaning was hidden in the lives of the research participants (Patton,

1990).

Third, the qualitative researcher was the primary research instrument for

data collection and analysis (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This meant the researcher

made observations, conducts interviews, and examined documents (Miles &

Huberman, 1994). The researcher must be out on the field. The nature of

qualitative research was to be holistic, empirical, interpretive, and empathic

(Stake, 1995, pp. 47-48). The qualitative researcher cannot be removed from the

phenomenon.
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Lastly, subjectivity in qualitative research was not viewed as an element

that must be eliminated, instead it was an essential element in understanding

(Stake, 1995). Reality was a subjective phenomenon that required interpretation

not measurement. The product or data analysis of a qualitative study are words and

rich descriptions, not numbers (Merriam, 1998).

The research orientations of several qualitative methodologists were

consulted (e.g., Coffey & Atkinson, 1996; Glesne, 1999; LeCompte & Preissle,

1993; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Merriam, 1998; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Nespor,

2000; Patton, 1990; Peshkin, 2001; Poland & Pederson, 1998; Scheurich, 2000;

Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994); however, a multi-case study design was followed like

expert case study researchers recommended (e.g., Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994).

This kind of inquiry was selected because the research questions were more

explanatory and the contextual conditions of this study were important (Yin, 1994,

pp. 6 & 13). Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggested that the case study was the best

reporting form over the scientific or technical report (p. 41). According to Robert

E. Stake (1995), the goal of the case study research was not generalization but

uniqueness. The qualitative case study seeks a deeper understanding of the case.

The multi-case study design was used instead of the single case study because

replication was the underlying logic. Each case was distinct; however, a multi-case

study will either predict literal replication or produce contrasting results but for

predictable theoretical replication (Yin, 1994, p. 46). This multi-case study was

evaluative, interpretive, and descriptive in orientation (Merriam, 1998, pp. 38-39).

This design consisted of two cases studied in detail. It permitted contextual

observations and interviews of the selected superintendents. There was something

to describe and interpret. Ultimately, the significance of this study was to expand

the current understanding of the political dimension of the district-transforming

superintendent and to contribute to the literature on educational leadership.
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A Conceptual Framework: Exploring the Political

Sophistication of District-Transforming Superintendents

Luskin illustrated that lawyers, physicians, entrepreneurs, and most

administrators were occupations of high political impingement (1990, p. 341).

Richard Herrera (1997) affirmed what political scientists regarded as accurate, that

political elites were more sophisticated politically than the average voter (p. 620).

These intriguing statements have led a curious educator to ask the following

questions: How politically sophisticated are superintendents? Can they really be

considered members of the political elite? Better yet, how politically sophisticated

are urban superintendents, especially those that have transformed their school

districts from a low performance level to an improved or recognized status?

In order to explore, describe, and interpret this dimension of the

superintendency, the quantitatively derived interpretations of Robert C. Luskin and

W. Russell Neuman were borrowed as a conceptual framework. Luskin makes the

argument for the cognitive participation in politics. His perspective is the most

abstract, one-dimensional and made use of research from cognitive psychology

(1987, pp. 861-862). According to Luskin, it was intelligence not education that

made the difference in the measure of political sophistication (Luskin & Ten

Barge, 1995). He reasons that not all educated people were politically

sophisticated, nor vice versa. He suggested that political sophistication was

political expertise. In other words, highly organized and expansive political

knowledge was implied. The psychology literature suggests that expertise was

gained through exposure, practice, involvement and direct experience (see Fiske,

Kinder, & Larter, 1983; Fiske, Lau, & Smith, 1990). On the other hand, Neuman

strongly emphasizes that education or formal schooling was the key casual and

prominent factor of political sophistication (1986, p. 114). Yet, he admits that
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there may be alternative paths to political sophistication than formal

education—like high levels of income, social group activities, and politically

active parental environment. Neuman’s interpretation of political sophistication is

multidimensional. He provides conceptual mappings of political sophistication

from the fields of psychology, sociology, and political science (1986, p. 193).

Neuman suggests that political sophistication had three components: salience,

knowledge, and conceptualization (pp. 194-218). This definition implies

developing a mix of cognitive skills and knowledge, through experience and time.

Of course, the effects of political sophistication determined the linkage between

political opinion or decision and political behavior. Neuman identifies these

factors or variables as having their unique influence on political sophistication:

parental-political environment, education, ethnicity, income level, social group

activities, partisanship, achievement motivation, occupation, and political

socialization (1986, p. 194). He describes political salience as political interest,

political attentiveness, political involvement, and political efficacy. Political

knowledge was the mediating component between the salience of politics and

political conceptualization. Political knowledge was familiarity with the structure

and function of government. Familiarity with political issues was central in

political knowledge. How political parties, politicians, social groups, and elites

align on prominent issues concerned political knowledge. Of course, knowledge

did not indicate the capacity to use it intelligently. The last component of political

sophistication was political conceptualization. It meant, how individuals

understand social phenomena and how they organize their beliefs is a challenge to

research. It was an exploration of an individual’s political thinking and

organization of political information. It was how a person used political

knowledge and political vocabulary. It involved making interpretations of political

issues and understanding political processes and movements.
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 Political sophistication was a concept that appeared too abstract to study.

Certainly there was a debate brewing among the experts in their quest to determine

the predominant casual factors or variables of the citizenry's political

sophistication. There was a disagreement even over the meaning and measurement

of political sophistication. Although this concept has been investigated with the

voting public, this study aimed to understand political sophistication from the

individual’s perspective. Figure 2 illustrates a framework for exploring the

political sophistication of district-transforming superintendents. Lastly, the

qualitative research methodology appeared to be the most reasonable way of

exploring what individuals are thinking and how they think about it.
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Figure 2. A Framework for Exploring Political Sophistication

Influences on Political Sophistication                                          Components of Political Sophistication

Time        critical period  �����                

                           Political Socialization     Expertise
�������������������������������      *Exposure

     *Practice
     *Direct

Early        Adolescent          Adult       Experience

    

  

                                                                                      

                                           Education
Elem.-Middle School-High School-University-Graduate School

               Family
Ethnicity/Culture
Political Environment

              Occupation
Politically Impinged
Achievement Motivation
Income Level

Social Groups

    Political Behavior
       (Participation)

       *Voting

       *Campaign
         Contribution
        (Overt/Covert)

       Communication
        (political skill)

   *outside of education

   Political Salience

    Political Interest

          Political Knowledge

          Local/State/National
          Power Structure
          Interest Groups/Leaders
          Political Elites
          Community Histories
          Cultural Awareness

Political Conceptualization

Political Knowledge Use
Political Issues/Policies
Thinking/Planning of Political
Strategies
Political Analysis (political skill)
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Research Questions

This study was guided by the following research questions:

1. How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the political

dimension of their position?

2. To what extent do district-transforming superintendents perceive their

success to be attributed to political knowledge and skill?

3. How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the way they

use specific political strategies and skills to influence others to adopt

their agenda?

4. How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the way they

involve themselves in political activities outside of education?

Site and Participant Selection

Case study research is not sampling research (Yin, 1994). However, the

case selection process requires the researcher to describe the relevant phenomenon

or population for investigation, using criteria based on conceptual considerations,

empirical characteristics, or some other considerations (LeCompte & Preissle,

1993). According to Margaret D. LeCompte and Judith Preissle (1993), the

selected phenomena typically include people, events, traits and responses of

people, artifacts, and other objects, time segments, and settings (p. 57). The

qualitative researcher has the obligation of understanding the uniqueness of the

case or each case (Stake, 1994, p. 4). It was the purpose of the researcher to

maximize what can be learned from the cases selected. Participants who

represented “information-rich cases” and are “rich examples of the phenomenon of

interest” were purposively and comparably selected (Lecompte & Preissle, 1993,

p. 78; Patton, 1990, p. 171). The participants' uniqueness and field contexts were
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significant to the study. Two urban school districts and their superintendents with

the following characteristics were selected for the study:

•  Public school districts located in cities described as urban—one city

having a population of more than 100,000 but less than 125,000, and the

other having a population of more than 500,000.

•  Racially diverse urban school districts that have no less than two student

racial groups comprising at least 25% of the districts' average daily

attendance (ADA), and have a non-White student majority.

•  Urban school districts with contrasting student performance records

based on the State Education Agency's School Accountability Ratings.

•  Urban school districts with superintendents at opposite ends of the

tenure continuum—one with a service record of at least six years and

the other with a service record of no more than three years.

•  Urban school districts with racially different and same gender

superintendents.

There were two urban school districts with superintendents that met the case

selection characteristics and were considered the most appropriate and relevant for

the purpose and design of the study.

Besides the two urban superintendents, other respondents were interviewed

in order to explore their perceptions of the superintendents’ political activity and

interest. A network and purposive strategy were used to select them (LeCompte &

Preissle, 1993; Patton, 1990). LeCompte and Preissle define network selection as

“a strategy in which each successive participant or group is named by a preceding

group or individual” (p. 73). The respondents included the mayor, city manager,

city council representatives, school board members, business leaders, community

leaders, teacher organization leaders, parent organization leaders, print media

editors, other interest group leaders, central office and campus administrators.
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Instrumentation

The qualitative researcher was the primary instrument for data collection

and analysis (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Only the human instrument is capable of

grasping and evaluating the meaning of the differential interaction between

research participant, researcher, and the variety of realities (p. 39). According to

Robert K. Yin (1994), the demands of a case study on a researcher's intellect, ego,

and emotions were more than those of any other research strategy (p. 55). He

regards case study research as one of the hardest types of research to conduct.

Since the researcher was the instrument, trustworthiness or validity in qualitative

methods greatly depended on the skill, competence, and proficiency of the

researcher (Patton, 1990). Yin (1994) advises that the case study researcher should

have certain skills. He suggests that research was about questions and not

necessarily about answers. Therefore, the researcher should have the ability to ask

good questions. A case study researcher is expected to be a good listener. This

means being able to assimilate large amounts of new information without bias. The

good listener hears the terminology of the respondent and captures the mood and

affective components, and attempts to understand the context from which the

respondent perceives the world. This implies that even silence has meaning and

should be interpreted (Poland & Pederson, 1998). On the other hand, Alan Peshkin

(2001) cautions that the qualitative researcher should possess an uncommonly

imaginative eye and ear directed to what is not occurring within the research

setting that the researcher concludes could or should occur there. Yin recommends

that the researcher should be flexible and adaptive to new changes on the field

during the research. The unexpected changes should be seen as opportunities for

new understanding, not as threats.
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The case study researcher should have a firm grasp of the theoretical issues

in the study because judgments have to be made. Finally, Yin (1994) counsels that

the case study researcher should be unbiased by preconceived notions. The

researcher should not use the case study to support a preconceived position (pp.

56-59). Yin’s recommendation warns against intellectual dishonesty. It is

conceptually synonymous to a hermeneutical term from the field of theology,

known as “eisegesis” (Dictionary of Biblical Interpretation, 1998). Eisegesis is a

term used to describe an approach to interpreting a biblical passage by “reading

into” the text a meaning that was not at all evident by the passage or the context in

which it appeared. It is a way of distorting the meaning of a biblical text in order to

substantiate preconceived ideas and biases. Eisegesis is a form of intellectual

dishonesty. Throughout the research project, the researcher resisted the temptation

of taking an eisegetical approach to case study interpretation. According to Stake

(1995), “all researchers have a great privilege and obligation: the privilege to pay

attention to what they consider worthy of attention and the obligation to make

conclusions drawn from those choices meaningful to colleagues and clients” (p.

49).

Three different interview instruments were designed to explore the topic of

political sophistication within the context of the selected urban superintendents’

life history and present professional experience, and to reflect on the meaning of

their experience. Each interview instrument had a series of open-ended questions

indexed to the research questions. An interview instrument was developed for the

other respondents. It was designed to examine the respondents’ perceptions of the

superintendents’ political knowledge, skill, and participation. The interview

questions were indexed to the research questions.
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Preparation for the Study

To prepare a researcher to do a high-quality case study, Yin (1994)

prescribes training sessions, a case study protocol, and a pilot study. These

procedures are particularly desirable if the study is based on a multi-case design.

The researcher prepares for the study by completing five doctoral-level research

courses, which include three qualitative research courses. A case study (interview)

protocol and a pilot study are developed and conducted. Since the literature review

in qualitative inquiry is an on-going process, the researcher continually strengthens

the thematic bodies of information that emerges from the interviews (Glesne,

1999).

Case Study (Interview) Protocol

The protocol contained the interview instrument as well as the procedures

and rules that were required by the interview instrument. Yin (1994) suggests that

the protocol was a key tactic in increasing the reliability of case study research and

was intended to guide the researcher in conducting the case study (p. 63).

The interview protocol was formalized in a document. Each interview

respondent was given a copy. The protocol was divided into four sections: Purpose

of the Study; Research Procedures; Assurance of Confidentiality; and Interview

Questions. The Purpose of the Study section explained the reason for the research.

The Research Procedures section introduced the use of a tape recorder during the

interview. In addition, the respondent was thanked for their participation and

cooperation. The Assurance of Confidentiality section informed the respondent of

anonymity. The names and locations of all individuals mentioned were not used.

The respondent was informed that the researcher's transcriber was the only other

person to listen to the audiotapes, and the tapes were destroyed after transcription.

The Interview Questions section listed the questions that were asked during the
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interview, and the respondent was informed that other related questions might be

asked. The interview questions were considered as guides for generating responses

relevant to the purpose of the study.

Pilot Study

A final preparation for data collection involved the completion of a pilot

study. It assisted the researcher in refining the data collection plans. The pilot case

was formatively used by helping the researcher refocus the interview questions and

by providing conceptual clarification for the research design (Yin, 1994, p. 74). A

pilot study was conducted with two former superintendents. The selected former

superintendents were experienced in improving high-minority public school

districts and one had been a superintendent in a major city. Most importantly, one

had been involved in the desegregation of a northern city’s public school system

and had held professorships in three major universities. During their careers, the

pilot study participants had served as deputy commissioners in a state education

agency. One had been a state university system’s associate vice chancellor for

academic affairs. Presently, one pilot study participant is a state commissioner of

education. The other is a respected author of numerous books and articles, and an

expert on public education, educational administration, and management. The

purpose of the pilot study was to refine data collection plans, determine the clarity

of the interview questions, improve the researcher’s interviewing techniques, and

uncover other areas relevant to the study. The researcher completed the pilot study

in September 2001.

Site Materials

All relevant research documents and materials to conduct the on-site

interviews were assembled into packets for respondent distribution. A packet
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consisted of participant consent form, a copy of the interview protocol (includes

interview instrument), a second copy of the interview instrument for the

researcher, and an interview respondent information form containing the interview

time and respondent's phone number, and the address and directions to the

interview site. A blank 90-minute audiotape was included in each packet.

At each site the researcher took a cassette tape recorder with an electrical

cord and extra batteries, an omni-directional microphone, several high-quality 90-

minute audiotapes, and folders. In addition, office supplies and a map of the city

were taken.

Other Preparations

A preliminary telephone call was made to the two selected urban

superintendents, and a formal letter was written requesting permission to conduct

the study in their school districts. A document granting permission was requested

from the school districts. Potential respondents were contacted because of their

position in the community or school district. The purpose of the study was

explained, and they were invited to participate in the study. A packet was given to

every participant. Other community leaders were invited as they were significantly

mentioned in several of the respondents’ interviews. Also, the researcher solicited

recommendations for potential study participants. Participant interviews were

scheduled for approximately one hour. Interview dates were confirmed at least two

days before the scheduled interview.

Data Collection Procedures

According to LeCompte and Preissle (1993), a hallmark of qualitative

research is eclecticism. The complexity and variability of human life in its natural

habitat requires researchers to collect rich and diverse data on whatever they study
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(p. 158). Qualitative methods consist of three kinds of research data collection:

open-ended interviews, direct contextual observations, and written documents

(Patton, 1990). What people say is a major source of qualitative data. The data

recorded from interviews consist of direct quotes from respondents about their

experiences, knowledge, opinions, and feelings. The interview instrument was

comprised of open-ended questions. It was anticipated that these kinds of

questions would elicit responses that allowed the researcher to understand the

point of view and world of the respondent (Patton, 1990, p. 24).

The two research sites were visited numerous times during the 2001 fall

semester.

The Case Study

Site A was visited for nine days, and Site B was visited for 22 days. Site B

was visited more frequently because of its proximity to the researcher. At each

site, three days were spent observing the superintendent and taking field notes.

During this “shadowing period,” the researcher was allowed to witness the

selected superintendents in action. The rest of the site visits were designated for

other study participant interviews. Due to conflicting schedules, telephone

interview conferences were held with four case study A participants and with one

case study B participant. Newspaper articles, school board minutes, and other

media information pertaining to the political behavior of the urban superintendent

were reviewed. The researcher kept a reflection journal for each case study (Rubin

& Rubin, 1995).

Superintendent Interviews

According to James A. Holstein and Jaber F. Gubrium (1997),

“interviewing provides a way of generating empirical data about the social world
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by asking people to talk about their lives. In this respect interviews are special

forms of conversations…the interview conversation is a pipeline for transmitting

knowledge” (p. 113). An interview is a conversation that has a structure and a

specific purpose. It is an ancient form of obtaining knowledge. The qualitative

interview is theme driven. Its purpose is to describe and understand the core

themes the participants’ experience (Kvale, 1996). The participants symbolize

their experiences through language (Seidman, 1991). By conducting the interview,

the researcher attempts to understand the perceived world of the research

participant and their relation to it. Steinar Kvale (1996) considers the research

interview as an interpersonal situation in which communication is not only by

words, but by tone of voice, expressions, and gestures in the natural flow of a

conversation (p. 125).

In this study, the interviewing method used with the two selected urban

superintendents was a model promoted by Irving E. Seidman (1991) and other

researchers, known as “in-depth, phenomenological interviewing.” He defined it as

a combination of life history interviewing and focused, in-depth interviewing

informed by assumptions drawn from phenomenology (p. 9). It involved

conducting a series of three separate interviews with each participant. Seidman

suggests that people's behavior becomes meaningful and understandable when

placed in the context of their lives and the lives of those around them. He explains

that the first interview established the context of the participants' experience. The

second allowed the study’s participants to reconstruct the details of their

experience within the context in which it occurred. The third interview encouraged

the participants to reflect on the meaning of their experience.

In the first interview, the researcher’s assignment was to position the

participant’s experience in context by asking him or her to share as much as

possible about him or herself in light of the study’s topic up to the present time.
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For instance, the participants were asked to reconstruct their early experiences in

their families, in school, with friends, in their neighborhood, and at work. Since

the study focused on the political sophistication of urban superintendents, there

was an effort to understand the participant’s past experiences surrounding politics

and political behavior. Questions that began with “how” encouraged participants to

reconstruct a range of events in their past experiences that place politics, political

thinking and behavior in the context of their lives (Seidman, 1991).

Seidman explains that the purpose of the second interview is to concentrate

on the tangible details of the participants' present experience in the topic area of

the study. The researcher elicited details from the selected superintendents

regarding their understanding of the political dimension of their position. In the

study, the researcher asked the selected participants about their preparation for the

superintendency.

In the third interview, the focus was on the participants’ perception or

meaning of their experience. It addressed the intellectual and emotional aspects

between the participants’ work and life. Seidman clarifies that making meaning or

sense required that participants look at how factors in their lives interacted to bring

them to their present situation. It was important to remember through all three

interviews that the research participants were making meaning.

The interviews were conducted in a 45-minute format, and the researcher

followed the three-interview structure. After research permission was granted from

the two selected urban school districts, the researcher scheduled the three

interviews and observation days with the selected urban superintendents. All

superintendent interviews were held at the two research sites.
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Other Interview Respondents

Elected, formal, and perceived community leaders were interviewed. This

included the mayor, the city manager, city council representatives, business

leaders, school board members, teacher organization leaders, parent group leaders,

religious leaders, civil rights organization leaders, newspaper editors, and other

interest group leaders. The purpose of the interviews was to explore their

perceptions of the urban superintendents’ political behavior.

Respondents were purposively selected because of their leadership position

in the community; however, others were selected through a networking approach

as defined by LeCompte and Preissle (1993). The networking approach was a

respondent selection strategy in which each successive participant or group was

named by a preceding group or individual (pp. 73-74). After a few interviews,

names of individuals and leaders of organizations that opposed or supported the

urban superintendent’s mission or educational agenda for the school district were

identified and selected for interviews.

Observations

According to Patton (1990), what people say is a major source of

qualitative data, but there are limitations to how much can be learned. To

understand the complexities of many situations and events, direct participation in

and observation of the phenomenon of interest may be the best research method (p.

25).

 Yin (1994) discusses the value and weaknesses of direct and participant

observations. A strength of observations is that it covers events in real time and is

contextual, meaning that the observation covers the context of the event. Another

strength is that the observation presents opportunities to view and understand the

interpersonal behavior and motives of the participant.
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On the other hand, Yin (1994) suggests there are some weaknesses.

Observations are time-consuming and there is event selectivity on part of the

researcher. Another weakness is the reflexivity involved in observing an event.

The event or situation may proceed differently because it is being observed.

Another key weakness is the bias exercised by the researcher’s manipulation of

events (p. 80). However, in the qualitative research methodology the weakness can

have minimal effect if there is research trustworthiness and triangulation of

research data.

During the site visits, the researcher had the opportunity to observe directly

the urban superintendents in their work and community contexts. The researcher’s

attention focused on the urban superintendents’ political behavior as they

interacted with community leaders, interest groups, and educators. The researcher

conducted short informal discussions with the superintendents after the observed

events.

Document Review

Stake (1995) suggests that gathering document data follows the same line

of reasoning as observing or interviewing. The usefulness of documents should be

estimated in advance and time allocated for review. He advises that documents can

substitute for records of activity the researcher could not observe (p. 68). Yin

(1994) warns that documents must be carefully used and should not be accepted as

literal recording of events that have taken place. For case studies, the most

appropriate use of documents is to corroborate and augment evidence from other

sources (p. 81). Inferences can be made from the documents, but they should be

treated as clues for further investigation.

In agreement with Yin, Paul Atkinson and Amanda Coffey (1997) suggest

that it is important to realize that documentary reality does not consist of
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descriptions of the social world that can be used directly as evidence about it. They

urge the researcher to examine the characteristic language used in the text. One

way of looking at documents is to view them through their rhetorical features.

Rhetoric is basically about how texts (spoken and written) persuade the readers

and hearers. Furthermore, it is important to think about documents in relation to

authorship and to their readership (p. 61). Researchers should pay attention to the

implied readers, and to the implied claims of authorship.

Documents relevant to any aspect of the urban superintendents’ mission, or

educational agenda for the school district, were studied. This included the print

media’s perception of the school district before the arrival of the superintendent

and up to the present. These documents were school board minutes, superintendent

communiques, school district reports, state education agency documents and

newspaper articles. Other electronic media like Internet web sites were searched

and reviewed.

Analysis of the Data

Denzin and Lincoln (2000) observe that qualitative researchers use a

variety of strategies and methods to collect data and analyze a variety of empirical

materials. Data analysis is the complex process of making meaning out of data. It

involves consolidating, reducing, and interpreting what the study participants have

said and done, and what the researcher has seen and read (Merriam, 1998). The

process of analysis should not be seen as a distinct stage of research. It is not the

last phase of the study. Instead, it is a reflexive and cyclical activity that should

inform data collection, writing and further data collection (Coffey & Atkinson,

1996). Yin (1994) defines data analysis as an effort to examine, categorize,

tabulate or recombine the evidence to address the initial question of the study (p.
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102). Stake (1995) simply describes data analysis as a matter of giving meaning to

first impressions as well as to final compilations.

This study’s data were analyzed using methods suggested by Matthew B.

Miles and A. Michael Huberman (1994). Miles and Huberman, along with case

study analysts like Yin, favor codified research questions, standardized data

collection procedures, and systematic devices for analysis. Miles and Huberman

define qualitative analysis as “consisting of three concurrent flows of activity: data

reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification” (p. 10).

Data reduction was described as selecting, focusing, simplifying,

abstracting, and transforming the data that appeared in field notes and

transcriptions. As data collection proceeded, numerous episodes of data reduction

occurred which included activities like writing summaries, coding, identifying

themes, and writing memos. This continued after site visits, until a final report was

completed. Data reduction was a part of analysis. The researcher sorted, focused,

and organized data in such a way that conclusions were drawn.

Miles and Huberman identify the second major flow of analysis activity as

data display. In their estimation, better displays are a major avenue of valid

qualitative analysis. By display, they mean an organized and compressed assembly

of information that facilitates conclusion drawing and action. Matrices, graphs, and

charts are examples of data displays. All are designed to organize information into

a compact form so that the researcher can reach conclusions.

The third part of analysis activity is conclusion drawing and verification.

Miles and Huberman maintain that from the start of data collection, the qualitative

researcher or analyst is making decisions about what things mean. The researcher

is noting regularities, patterns, explanations, and configurations. However, Miles

and Huberman insist that the competent researcher hold these conclusions lightly,
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maintaining openness and skepticism. They point out that the final conclusions

may not appear until data collection is complete.

In their view, the three types of analysis activity and the activity of data

collection form an interactive, cyclical process. The researcher moves among these

three activities during data collection and then vacillates among reduction, display,

and conclusion/verification for the rest of the study. Miles and Huberman suggest

that data analysis is a continuous repetitious function of qualitative research (p.

12).

Any research methodology ultimately needs credibility to be useful. Corine

Glesne (1999) makes this observation about data collection, “triangulated findings

contribute to credibility” (p. 152). Triangulation is generally considered a process

of using a variety of perceptions to clarify meaning and to verify the repeatability

of an interpretation or observation. The researcher conducted member checks on

the transcribed interview audio recordings (Merriam, 1998). Other data were used,

such as observation field notes, for interpretation consistency. Triangulation of

data was maintained through the process of analyzing interview data, observation

data, and document data as described by Miles and Huberman’s (1994) interactive

model. This allowed the researcher to draw conceptual conclusions from a

multiple of data collection methods.

Trustworthiness

Lincoln and Guba describe four criteria for establishing trustworthiness of

a qualitative study (1985). The first is credibility. This relates to the integrity or

internal validity of the study. Triangulation, prolonged engagement, and

respondent verification or member checks are some techniques recommended by

the researchers. In the study, triangulation was achieved through multiple

interviews, direct observations, and by document review.
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The second criterion is transferability, which refers to the degree of

generalizability. This is possible when the data gathered are rich in detail. In the

study, field notes and interviews designed to elicit meaningful conversation were

attempted.

Another criteria is dependability, which refers to the objectivity and

replicability of the study. The researcher met these criteria by maintaining a

neutral stance during the duration of the study. Field notes on direct observations

and transcriptions of interview recordings were accurately transcribed. The

interview instrument questions were indexed to the research questions.

The last criterion for establishing trustworthiness is confirmability. It

denotes the absence of researcher bias. The researcher maintained respondent

verification or member check on the transcribed interviews on a continuous basis

after the first site visit. A reflective journal was kept for each site visit.

Conclusion

A multi-case study of two urban superintendents was conducted during the

fall semester of 2001. The purpose of the qualitative study was to explore the

perceived political sophistication of two selected urban superintendents: one who

transformed the school district into one with significant student achievement as

defined by state standards and the other who initiated school district

transformation measures. An attempt was made to understand, from the

superintendents’ perspective and the perspective of the communities’ leadership,

how urban superintendents think—about politics, their political knowledge and

skill, and their political involvement in the community. The superintendents were

purposively and comparably selected. The data collection process included

triangulation. Multiple interviews, direct observations, and document reviews were
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conducted at the research sites. All data collected were analyzed with Miles and

Huberman’s (1994) interactive model.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS

Introduction

The purpose of this multicase study was to explore the perceived political

sophistication of two selected urban superintendents: one who transformed the

school district into a significantly improved school system as defined by state

student performance standards and the other who is in the initial stage of school

district transformation. Consequently, the study was an effort to understand the

political thinking, knowledge, behavior, and skill of two unique educational

leaders. In addition, community leaders’ perceptions of the superintendents’

political behavior were investigated. Two urban public school districts participated

in the research project. For this study, two cases were purposively and

comparatively selected. The selected urban superintendents and their school

districts met the following criteria:

1) Public school districts in cities described as urban—one city having

a population over 100,000 but less than 125,000 and the other

having a population over 500,000;

2) Racially diverse urban school districts that have no less than two

student racial groups that comprise at least 25% of the districts

average daily attendance (ADA), and have a non-White student

majority;

3) Urban school districts with contrasting student performance records

based on the State Education Agency’s School Accountability

Ratings;
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4) Urban school districts with superintendents at opposite ends of the

tenure continuum—one with a service record of at least six years

and the other for no more than three years;

5) Urban school districts with racially different and same gender

superintendents. 

The public school districts that met the case selection criteria provided the most

appropriate and promising contexts for exploring the political sophistication of

district-transforming superintendents.

Case Study: A

The following sources were consulted for compiling the case study’s

profile information: interview transcriptions, authorized web sites, state education

records, census records, city records, and school district records.

City A

District A was located in a city with just over 114,000 citizens. City A was

the most populous city in the county and was the county seat. Even though the

2000 U.S. Census revealed that the city's population had declined, it had

experienced recent growth. The city's population composition was about 46%

White American, 46% African American, and a small percentage of Hispanic,

Asian, and Native Americans. Nearly 41% of the city’s population was in the 25 to

50 age bracket, and youngsters ages 18 and under were slightly more than 27% of

the total population.

During 1982, the local economy had begun to spiral into a deep recession.

Thousands of jobs in the chemical, petroleum, shipbuilding, and oil drilling

industries, which had formed City A’s economic foundation, had been lost. The

recession had reached its peak in 1987 and the city’s economy had begun a steady
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recovery. The local economy continued to be fueled by the petrochemical industry

but the manufacturing industries had contributed less to increased employment.

City A followed the national economic trend, a shift from manufacturing to

service oriented jobs. This was evident by the increased jobs created in the

services and government sectors. The completion of local, state, and federal prison

facilities during the early 1990s and the expansion of the government postal

service, had created new employment opportunities and had expanded small

business markets. Area chemical refineries had undertaken construction projects

that had created construction jobs and had increased employment at the new

facilities. In turn, all this activity had prompted new housing and school

construction. Even though there was an improved economy for City A and the

area, there was a staggering unemployment rate of 7.9% in 2000. However, city

and chamber of commerce documents did not report the unemployment rate

according to race.

City A had a council-manager form of government. Elections were held

annually, the mayor and city council members each served two-year terms. The

city was divided into four wards, each with a representative on the council. In

addition, two council members were elected at-large. All powers of the city were

vested in the council, which enacted local legislation, adopted budgets and

determined policies. The council was responsible for appointing the city attorney,

the city clerk and magistrates, and the city manager. City A’s 2000-2001 fiscal

year budget was about $146 million. The city's strategic directions for 2001 were

to build and diversify the economic base, revitalize neighborhoods, improve the

visual appearance of the city, and maintain financial stability.

The mayor and two council members were African Americans (two males

and one female). The mayor was the first African American elected to the position.

He has been mayor since 1994 and has been on the city council since 1983. The
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remaining two had affiliations with District A. One was a former board trustee and

a lawyer, the other was employed by the district. One of the African American

council members was a member of the church where District A board trustee

served as minister. The remaining four council members were White Americans

(two females and two males). The females were a retired medical doctor and a

realtor. The males were a realtor and a lawyer. However one of them was a

member of a small but influential Greek community. He was related to a board

trustee. The city manager was a White American from a northern state.

Besides the public school system, City A had other educational institutions

for its citizens. There were two public charter schools: one was for elementary age

students and the other functioned as an alternative school for high school age

students. Both opened in 2000. One was rated as low performing by the state in

2001 and the other was under state review. In addition, there were 24 private and

parochial schools and 19 pre-kindergarten and kindergarten schools. There were

six business-industrial-technical schools for adults and a public university with

several campuses. A federal court order opened the doors of the university to the

Black college age population in 1956.

City A had a history of racial oppression and strife. Unfortunately, prior to

1996 District A had epitomized the power structure and practices of former city

leaders and organizations. As a result of court ordered public school desegregation

and other civil rights legislation, the population of nearby smaller towns grew

because of the exodus of White citizens from the city. A committee member of the

state board of education, who represented the area, described it as “White Flight”

(INT B150-157).
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Public School District A

The state’s public school system consisted of more than 1100 public school

districts and charter schools. In the fall of 2001, District A was a city public school

system with an enrollment of nearly 21,000 students. It was one of the 50 largest

public elementary and secondary school districts in the state. The student

population was comprised of 65% African American, 24% White American, 9%

Hispanic American and a very small percentage of Asian and Native Americans.

About 61% of the students were identified as economically disadvantaged—this

meant they received free or reduced lunch. About 5% of the students were reported

as limited English proficient. This meant they were English language learners and

most likely, although not exclusively, the children of recent immigrants. The

student attendance rate was 95% and the school dropout rate was 1.8%. Nearly

50% of the student population was enrolled in elementary schools.

District A consisted of three high schools (grades 9-12), seven middle

schools (grades 6-8), 19 elementary schools (grades K-5), and eight other

education centers—including an alternative center, head start (PK) and adult

education. District A was the only public school district in the community since its

merger with another district about 20 years ago.

The state required public school students in grades three through eight and

grade ten to take the state’s assessment of academic skills. The exam covered

reading, writing, and math objectives. Of the students who received special

education and bilingual education services, some were exempted from the

assessment. Their results were not counted toward the school’s and district’s

academic performance and accountability rating.

During the 2000-2001 school year the state rated a school or a district

exemplary status if at least 90% of all students and each student group taking the

exam passed each subject area and the previous year’s dropout rate for all students
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and each student group was 1% or less. A score of 70 was the assessment’s

minimal passing mark. A school or district received a recognized status if the

passing percentage was at least 80% passing and the dropout rate was 3% or less.

Surprisingly, an acceptable status was at least 50% passing, with a dropout rate of

5.5% or less. Not surprisingly, an academically unacceptable or low-performing

status was below 50% passing on any subject area for all students or any student

group, with a dropout rate above 5.5% for any student group. According to the

state’s 2001 accountability manual, “African American, Hispanic, White, and

Economically Disadvantaged” were student groups. The state manual did not

mention Asian Americans, Pacific Islanders, or Native Americans in the student

group list even though the state assessment identified them.

  During the 2000-2001 school year, School District A achieved

“recognized” accountability rating status. At the elementary level, the number of

schools and ratings were: two exemplary, ten recognized, and seven acceptable. At

the middle school level, the number of schools and ratings were: one recognized

and six acceptable. All three of the high schools were rated acceptable. About 96%

of the students in the assessment’s grade targets were tested.

District A employed over 1700 certified personnel and 1200 non-certified

personnel. The turnover rate was 13% for teachers. The teacher force was made up

of 81% female and 19% male. The district’s teachers were 60% White American,

37% African American, 2% Hispanic American, 1% Asian and Native American.

It operated a budget of about $123 million dollars and exercised a property tax rate

of $1.54 per $100 valuation. Introduced by Superintendent A in 1996, District A

provided an incentive salary bonus for campus employees based on student

performance on the state academic examinations, student attendance, and campus

staff attendance. Everyone who worked on the improved campus—including

administrators, teachers, nurses and janitors—were eligible to receive the incentive
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bonus for reaching certain levels in the three areas. According to a survey by the

state associations of school boards and school administrators, only 46 public

school districts provided a performance-based bonus for their employees. Of those

districts, only 26 awarded the salary bonus to other campus employees in addition

to teachers. Furthermore, District A provided a slightly higher bonus for qualifying

campuses that had a student enrollment of at least 75% on free or reduced lunch.

According to the chamber of commerce, District A was the leading area

employer. All seven members of the district's school board, the superintendent,

and the district's director of communications and publication were members of the

chamber of commerce. The latter district employee was the chamber’s chairman

for education and member of the 2002 executive committee and board of directors.

The school board for District A had seven members, two women and five

males, and represent single-member districts in the city. The two women were

former local school Parent and Teacher Association (PTA) presidents. One was the

president of the board of trustees and had served as trustee for seven years. The

other, a realtor, was still the president of the metropolitan area PTA council and

was elected to the board in 1999. She was related to a member of the city council.

The board of trustees was comprised of three White Americans and four African

Americans. The two female trustees were White. The White male was a dentist

and had served on the board for ten years. African Americans were the majority on

the school board. This was a first in the history of District A.

Among the African American board trustees, there was a businessman, a

corrections officer, a postmaster, and a minister. One had served as trustee for 14

years and had been president on seven different occasions. Another member had

served on the board for three years while the minister had served for six years. A

final member of the majority had served for seven years but had the distinction of

representing two different areas. The first area was overwhelmingly populated by
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African Americans, while the present area was primarily comprised of Anglos.

Remarkably, four of the school board trustees had served during the tenure of

previous superintendents and the trustees’ children attended or had graduated from

schools in District A.

The school board trustees of District A appeared to genuinely respect each

other and shared a commitment to working as a team. They focused on the

education of children and made it their covenant, their modus operandi. A school

board trustee made the following commentary:

And now this is my sixth year on the board and now we have found this

great pact and we have this great team. Now, so, the educational process is

more visible now, because we have focused more in education than boards

previously way back. They used to have more arguments than anything

else. In recent years, we have focused entirely on education, which means

we don’t come to board meetings with a separate agenda. We come with

one. Not only do we agree on everything, but we come with one to be sure

that the educational process is up and most on our minds. I think because

we are here for our children, basically, and if we don’t create the

environment for our kids to learn, then I think we’re not doing our duty.

Consequently, we all focus and study and read our agendas, and do what

we ought to do. (INT WH29-39)

Furthermore, the president of the school board presented the school board’s

decision- making rationale in the following interview passage:

Education of children and how it will affect the children? What is best for

the children? What is best for their education? It took us a long time to get
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to that point, but once we could ask that question and focus on that, the rest

of the questions and answers and solutions were very easy. And, if

whatever problem we were trying to solve that didn’t relate to education

and it didn’t relate to children, then we quit talking about it. We just dealt

with education. (INT H13-19)

The school board trustees depicted their relations with Superintendent A in the

following way: “I consider him a friend” (INT G87); “I respect him” (INT N25);

“I trust his judgement” (INT N26); “I got more respect for him than any other man

I have worked for” (INT H133-134); “Well, brother to brother in terms of

relationship” (INT T21); “Our relationship is real good” (INT WH59-60); “He has

gained my confidence” (INT R31); and “It’s like you can sit down and talk to him

like a friend” (INT W59).

The school board for District A was named “Urban Board of the Year” by

a national organization of African American educators and “Outstanding School

Board of the Year” by the state’s association of school administrators. Another

state organization that promotes and celebrates volunteer and business partnerships

recognized District A and the local petrochemical facilities and refinery as the

“Outstanding Large School-Business Partnership” in the state. However, six years

ago District A was a very troubled school district.

District A had been entrenched in racial conflict and leadership

indifference. The conflict had begun to brew after the district had attempted to

follow court-ordered desegregation and integration rulings. Eventually, the

situation had reached the boiling point during the mid-1990s. A senior board

trustee disclosed the following, “Fourteen years ago, in 1988, they were having

problems throughout the community. Most of the problems were race-related in
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terms of the district” (INT T11-12). Furthermore, the state’s school performance

review for school year 1994-1995 revealed a destructive school board:

An overwhelming conclusion drawn from the community input and other

on-site activities is that the [District A] board of trustees has not been

effective in leading the district. [State] Education Agency monitors,

assigned by the Commissioner of Education, remain in the district after

more than 2 years. Micro-management practices by the board were cited by

individuals; board members admitted to overextending their bounds on

certain issues. District history reflects that the ethnic make-up of the board

has significant impacts on how [District A] is governed. Too often, board

decisions appear to be based on racial and cultural issues rather than doing

what’s best for [District A] children. To address these concerns and to

obtain support for a bond election, the Covenant was adopted by the board

as district policy. This agreement between [District A], the board and the

public was intended to improve the quality of education in [District A] and

regain the trust of the community. Despite good intentions the Covenant

has now become the focus of much of the infighting.

Another board trustee gave an account regarding a former superintendent’s attitude

toward the minority trustees and the board in general:

He used to always tell us, if I had four votes, I don’t care what the other

three do and he actually said that. It was really strange you know, and that

really irritated me and I says there’s got to be a better way. Because he just

played four board members and didn’t care what the other three thought.

(INT W23-27)
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Consequently, the students in District A had performed poorly on state

assessments. Decades of educational neglect had become evident. Former District

A educational leaders had neglected the education of all the community’s children.

The school district’s approach to racial integration had polarized the community.

Eventually the stormy conflict had warranted state intervention. State education

agency monitors had been assigned to District A during the early-1990s. District A

and the entire community had reached a crossroad. Eventually an organized group

of African American ministers, the chamber of commerce, the community-at large

and the new superintendent banded together to manage a solution that would be

perceived as fair and acceptable to the community. A senior African American

school board trustee expressed the following perspective on the issue:

I think this district has come of age, to the point we realize now that the

most important thing is education. We went through a trial period where

every time you turn around there were folks on integration. Where the kids

were going, which school they were going to and so forth and so on. So,

eventually we come to handle that and we decided that integration is not

the most important thing. It’s important. But the bottom-line is what good

is having integration if those kids are not getting educated. (INTT 94-101)

The president of the chamber of commerce described the situation in the following

passage:

They [District A] were losing population and there was a perception that

the schools were bad or under-performing and the board was not getting

along with each other. Again, this was before he [Superintendent A] and I
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got here. We kind of came after this. But the chamber was very active in

trying to solve this. The district had an impact on the economic

development. The kind of schools you have, the reputation the schools

have, it effects the economic development. There was a bond issue that was

passed. So, the chamber business people working with certain other

leaders, including the ministers, formed a coalition to try to bring about

some changes. Dr. [Superintendent A] was more into change. The other

changes had to do with some fiscal responsibility. Some had to do with

planning for the school district to incorporate the entire community. It had

to do with fairness, in solving all those issues. Of course, his

[Superintendent A] task was to try to do that, put that plan together. I think

the results speak for themselves. (INTR 64-77)

Apparently, the voters of City A had approved a school bond program and there

was heated community debate over the distribution of the resources. This occurred

before Superintendent A was hired as the district’s leader. On the other hand, it

appeared that integration was no longer the primary goal of the African American

leadership. In short, a fair distribution of resources and a volunteer school-transfer

policy became district initiatives under Superintendent A’s leadership, which were

acceptable to the community and its interest groups. 

The most current issue in District A was the campaign for the proposed

bond program. The school bond program had been set at $427.8 million, but it was

chiseled down to $150 million. According to the president of the local chamber of

commerce, local businesses paid about 80% of the property taxes, while residents

paid about 20%. The school bond election is tentatively scheduled for September

2002.
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Superintendent A

In the summer of 1996, the school board trustees of the troubled District A

named a new superintendent. He was the district’s first African American

superintendent. He began a partnership with a community that was fragmented and

a board that typically voted along racial lines. Almost six years later, an officer of

the local National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)

said the following about Superintendent A:

A successful superintendent is one who first puts his emphasis on

education who sees that all children have the materials that they need and

not say, ‘I’ll get them later,’ or makes excuses. Sees that teachers and

administrators are treated fairly in their efforts to teach school. You have to

be a superman across the board. You have to satisfy a whole lot of people,

plus go back into the community, keep the businessman, the politicians and

everybody else happy. You have a full whole agenda. He [Superintendent

A] has demonstrated that. You have to be very successful to have that

many people satisfied and supporting you. (INT B24-40)

 

The president of the local chamber of commerce reflected on the efforts of District

A and the superintendent:

Dr. [Superintendent A] really was the first African American

superintendent hired, the first minority hired. So it was a significant step

that this community made. They were losing population and there was a

perception that the schools were bad, or under performing and the board

was not getting along with each other. Again, this was before he or I got

here. We kind of came after this. But the Chamber was very active in
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trying to solve this. The district had an impact on the economic

development. The kinds of schools you have, the reputation the schools

have, it affects the economic development. There was a bond issue that was

passed. So the Chamber business people working with certain other

leaders, including ministers, formed a coalition to try to bring about some

changes. Dr. [Superintendent A] was more into change. The other changes

had to do with other fiscal responsibility. Some had to do with planning for

the school district to incorporate the entire community. It had to do with

fairness, in solving all those issues. Of course, his task was to try to do that,

put a plan together. I think the results speak for themselves. (INT R62-77)

Another perspective was expressed by the local newspaper’s opinions editor: “Do

you know what this guy did? He’s worth his salary…if you look at what he did

and what he has done for the city and how much he has saved, he’s not overpaid

one cent!” (INT T265-269). There was certainty among many of the city’s diverse

leaders—Superintendent A added value to the city’s public school system and led

in its transformation.

To gain a deeper understanding of the transformational leader’s

development and political sophistication, a concentrated effort was made to

explore the superintendent’s early and contemporary influences. Throughout the

interview process, Superintendent A was encouraged to reflect on his experiences.

Family Political Culture. Superintendent A was born during the late 1940s

and was one of five children. His father was a high school graduate and had

attended college. He was a mechanic by trade and employed as a utility worker for

a local company. His mother worked as a maid. Superintendent A remarked:
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What I remember most about those early years, is that our parents wanted

us to have a better life. Especially my dad, he pushed for us to get an

education. He understood, but I didn’t understand at that time about the

importance of education. That was instilled in me at that point, at home by

my parents, at a very early age, about the importance of education. (INT1

10-20)

The family lived during the state’s segregation era. Until Superintendent A left his

home for college, he had never been outside of his native small town, except for

the one summer week he spent with an aunt. She lived in a nearby city. He

remarked, “I have never been anywhere until I went to college” (INT1 78-79). Yet,

in his native small town, he lived in a separate, segregated community. He made

the following reflection:

I lived in [town], a segregated [town] that is why you only lived within the

boundaries. . . That was a separate world over there until I got to 11th grade

and school integration. . . you get a chance to see the other side of [town].

Up until that point you had to stay in your neighborhood and stay in your

perimeters at that particular time, that is the way it was growing up in the

south. (INT1 180-186)

As a youngster, he was impressed by the television coverage of the integration of

Central High School in Little Rock. This event sparked his awareness and interest

in the civil rights movement. He explained:

You are in little [town] and you are sitting, seeing that sight in Little Rock,

Arkansas—What is all this? And yet, you have an interest in that, you have

the civil rights movement in the sixties, and an interest in that. I always had
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an interest in all those kinds of things, that is how to uplift and improve and

get better. (INT1 141-145)

Superintendent A gave an interesting response to a question regarding family

discussions centered around politics:

Interviewer: Do you remember when you were a child or teenager having

any kind of political conversations with your mom, dad or any other family

member?

Participant: No more than civil rights issues, Martin Luther King and

what was going on. And how African Americans were being treated. How

things need to get better, what Blacks need to do to uplift themselves. Yes,

we had those kinds of discussions when we were kids coming along. They

weren’t superficial. We had those kinds of discussions. (INT1 146-153)

Even though the opportunity for civic involvement was limited for Superintendent

A’s family and other African Americans, his parents actively participated in the

organizational life of the African American community. He emphasized their

community involvement:

My mom belonged to the PTA, they both served as officers of the PTA and

that kind of thing. [Town] at that time did not have civic groups. If they

had civic groups, it had to be with the church. You could say something

along the line of being involved in the little leagues…so that was the

political structure of the Black community in [town] at that time. (INT1 94-

99)
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Superintendent A regarded his mother as being politically sophisticated. He

described his mother’s political thinking in the following manner:

Sometimes I’m amazed that my mother has a political mind, than I have

given her credit for. She is 76 and I’m giving her more credit now and is

more politically astute now…She is really on top of it. Like Afghanistan

and social security, are they going to drop social security, so part of that

funds the war? In drawing these conclusions of what is happening in the

world and how it is going to impact me personally. I was really proud of

mama for drawing those conclusions. This is a lady who worked as a maid,

not politically astute and knows what it takes to survive and all those type

of things. She knows about Medicaid, Medicare. She knows all about the

things that impact her life, where you get aid for health problems and so

forth. She has a tremendous amount of knowledge about those kind of

things. When she is selecting a president or voting for somebody, she is

really issue oriented, knows more than I have ever given her credit for. She

has always been that way. I just never paid as close attention to it as I am

now about how politically astute she is about the things around her and

how those things will impact her life. (INT1 161-175).

Several conclusions were drawn from the interviews with Superintendent

A. First, parents were role models for political involvement. Second, parent-child

conversations on education, societal problems and politics were influential. The

conversations seemingly made strong impressions on an individual’s political

belief system. Third, individuals with limited formal education but with ample

social capital and organizational leadership experiences apparently became more
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politically sophisticated. Fourth, societal and institutional configurations limited,

framed or expanded individuals’ environmental awareness and understanding of

society. Fifth, individuals who suffered injustice and oppression held a unique

understanding of fairness and equity issues. Finally, certain strong emotional

images transmitted by the television media had long-term influence or catalytic

effect on certain individuals—for example, civil rights protest images.

Education. Superintendent A attended segregated schools until his junior

year in high school. During his elementary school years, Superintendent A

received a set of encyclopedias from an uncle. This gift contributed to his interest

in history. In fifth grade, he was elected president of his class and was patrol leader

in the boy scouts. It was during his middle school years that he began to think

about becoming a teacher or a lawyer. Not surprisingly, he desired to attend

college. He made the following reflection:

I guess I liked teaching and coaching and that type of thing at an early age.

I would like to think that probably at about eighth grade, I formulated an

attitude that I wanted to be a teacher, a coach, a lawyer or something along

that line, and that I wanted to go to college. At that time, your dream was to

be a football player. To go to college and become a football player, this

type of thing. (INT1 20-25)

When asked, “Who were the individuals in the community who might have

influenced your political behavior?” His first response was the football coach from

the segregated middle school; “…definitely was the football coach. He was a

history major, and therefore, that is why I got interested in history and

government…he taught history…I admired Mr. [name]” (INT1 242-244).

When his hometown school district began to integrate the public schools,
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Superintendent A attended the White high school during his junior and senior

years. He was elected vice-president of the student body. By this time, he was a

talented high school football player. His athletic ability earned him a football

scholarship to a university in South Texas. His educational experience in high

school and college marked a significant adjustment period in his life. He made the

following remarks concerning his collegiate experience:

For example, when I go to college, keep in mind there are only 23 African

Americans in a college that has about 7000 to 8000 students. You can see

how isolated you are. You are in a different world. You have been growing

up your first sixteen years in an all Black world. (INT1 188-192)

Most importantly, his experience at the integrated high school and at the university

introduced him to race relations and cross-cultural perspectives. Superintendent A

illustrated this point through his experience as a college athlete:

My roommate was African American, but everybody in the dorm was

White or Hispanic, that was the kind of relationship that we had…you

become a family, a team. As a result, this is the relationship, where you

understand White culture, Black culture, because you are doing things

together. You play together, you wake up together. So I’m in a whole

different world than what I knew the first sixteen years of my life. Outside

of that college, it was the same world that I lived in [town] because of what

I found out at the end of my senior year. The head coach would have all the

White seniors move out and they had to get apartments. He didn’t require

this of the Black football players, because he knew there was no place for

us to stay outside, in the community. So he would allow us to stay in the
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dormitories, even our senior year. . . While I was on that college campus

you were in a different world. (INT1 197-213)

During his last college year, he was elected vice president of the student body.

Remarkably, it took him only three years to graduate from the university. He was a

government and history major and had contemplated a career in law.

At the college level, there were two individuals that Superintendent A

credits for influencing his political behavior. One was the college football coach.

He described him as “a motivator of motivators” (INT1 251). Superintendent A

remarked, “he instilled in us his will to win and made us greater than we were

close to being” (INT1 252-253). He made the following reflection about his

college football coach:

He didn’t go by the book, but his methods to getting you to do, what you

needed to do to win, was fantastic! . . He was the greatest individual we

ever came in contact with…He communicated his business, I’m going to

make you a man! I’m going to make you whatever! And people accepted

that, yes, we had fear of him. We had respect and we also felt he had our

best interest at heart. And that is why we would follow him. I remember

some games, and we won those games simply because of our belief in our

coach. He took us to a whole other level that no one else was willing to go

to. Coach [name] would have a great impact on me. (INT1 245-267)

Another individual at the college that influenced Superintendent A was a professor

of education. He described him as “a philosopher” (INT1 269). He provided the

following impression of the professor:
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He really opened your eyes and made you think. He is the first guy that

made you think objectively, to look at something globally, and to look at

the big picture. And how it is going to affect and impact whatever else you

are trying to do (INT1 280-284).

When Superintendent A was asked what course, of all the courses he took at the

undergraduate and graduate level, was the most influential. He responded, “I

probably say, there was a philosophy course that we had in undergrad. To this day,

I always refer to it” (INT2 429-430).

After graduation, the football coach who had recruited him to play college

ball also recruited him to coach in a West Texas school district. Eventually,

Superintendent A made the commitment to stay in education. He earned his master

of education degree from a regional university and his doctorate in education from

a traditional African American university. It was evident that Superintendent A

regarded his graduate school experience to be critical in his development as an

educational leader. It helped him link theory to his experiences. He made the

following the reflection on his graduate school experience:

Interviewer: How did you see that experience? You know, the master’s

in education, the doctorate? Was that as helpful as the other experiences

you have had?

Participant: Yeah, they were, because they helped me to formalize.

Formalize or put into scientific terms these beliefs that I had in regards to

how people wear them, how you affect organizations, how you motivate

persons…your masters and doctorate help you do that. They help you

analyze these things…but to really understand it, to make application of it,
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to analyze it, you need education to do that, and that is what my masters

and my doctorate helped do. (INT2 417-424)

The superintendent for District A provided intriguing responses to many of the

interview questions related to his formal education experiences.

Career Path. After graduating from college, Superintendent A spent 19

years in the same West Texas school district. He had worked through the ranks,

from teaching at the elementary level, to positions as assistant principal, and then

principal at the middle and high school levels. In recognition of his work,

Superintendent A had received “Principal of Year” awards from national and state

education organizations. Most astonishingly, the career path of Superintendent A

was probably more about emergent leadership, professional networking, and

opportunity than about following a planned course to the superintendency, usually

called the traditional career path in public education circles. For instance,

Superintendent A explained his superintendent career path in the following way:

Interviewer: Can you tell us what made you pursue the superintendency

as a career?

Participant: I guess that when I got started coaching, it was the ultimate

thing I wanted to do. I was out of the [university] at 21 years old because I

graduated from college in three years. So you are looking for something to

do. I decided to get a masters in administration and then hopefully become

a vice principal of a high school. That was as far as I could see. From that it

evolved into moving up to this particular level. I was probably 21 or 22,

but I did not see myself at a level of a superintendent. I probably would
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have been surprised if I had gotten to the principalship, and be thrilled with

that. It just evolved into being a superintendent. (INT2 10-20)

Superintendent A went from being a high school principal to the

superintendency. This is speculation, but he must have had access or exposure to a

professional networking system that ultimately recruited him and nominated him

to his first superintendency. Fortunately, Superintendent A’s work in the West

Texas school district had resulted in his selection as superintendent of a troubled

district in Southeast Texas. The district had been taken over by the state after

losing its accreditation and faced an investigation from the FBI.

Under his leadership the district had its accreditation restored and the state

relinquished control. Superintendent A had served seven years in that district. An

official from City A’s NAACP said the following, “I was there at [former district],

there was a packed house, they didn’t want him to leave!” (INT B58-60).

Superintendent A summarized his first superintendency like this:

I think that would be the thing I was most proud of even to this point now.

We had to go over there and put some things in place, change the thinking

of people and get them focused in order to provide an educational system

that did those children a lot of good. (INT1 T58-60)

In recent years, Superintendent A has earned recognition as an effective

consensus builder and a change agent for troubled school districts. He clarified his

organizational philosophy in the following passage:

I want us to be the best, not the second best, but the best. And if we are

going to be the best, you are going to have to work harder, stay longer, and
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you are going to have an innovative approach to resolve the problems. You

are going to have to be positive and you can’t complain. Complaining

means that all you have done is made an excuse for failure. So a successful

organization is one that is finding solutions to the problems and not

complaining about problems…Now, the objective is to teach the child. You

find a way to see that the child learns, and don’t complain about his

parents, or that they come from a single parent home, or that the kid is not

motivated…Find a way to do it, what ever it is that we need to do. We are

going to fail along the way, but we are going to have a lot more successes

than we have failures…So, that is my concept, find a way to win. Find a

way to be successful and don’t quit. (INT2 347-411)

Superintendent A was asked to identify the experience or experiences from his

childhood to the superintendency that influenced him the most in his

conceptualization of politics, he responded by linking all his experiences together,

“I think they are all together [influential], the accumulation of all the experiences”

(INT1 364-365).

Three years ago, Superintendent A was named the superintendent of the

year by the state’s administrator and school board associations. He has served as

superintendent for District A for six years. In addition to his duties as

superintendent, he held memberships in several local, state, and national

educational organizations and was chairman of several committees and boards.

The inquiry into the life and career of Superintendent A supported

Neuman’s conclusions (1989) about the beginnings of an individual’s political

sophistication. He reasoned that early political socialization and exposure to

formal education were its roots and it was maintained through reinforcing

mechanisms involving group participation. Similarly, the findings strongly alluded
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to Luskin’s (1987, 1990) position that intelligence coupled with motivational

variables like political interest and politicizing occupations lead individuals to

become politically sophisticated. Most importantly, the research findings

substantiated early political socialization, political experience, political

knowledge, and political skill as critical complex categories of transformational

leaders’ political sophistication.

Study Participants

There were 20 community leaders that were interviewed for this study.

Superintendent A was interviewed on three different occasions and observed at

work for three days. However in an attempt to gather data from a representative

sample of the community’s leadership, individuals in elected or appointed

leadership positions were interviewed. A network and purposive selection process

was used (see LeCompte & Preissle, 1993; Patton, 1990). The researcher reasoned

that this would provide the most appropriate data from diverse segments of the

population. The interview respondents were the following individuals:

1) District Leadership- superintendent, deputy superintendent for

curriculum and instruction (president of the Area Alliance of Black

School Educators and had served with the superintendent at former

district), school board trustees (all seven, board includes the

president of the Metropolitan Parent and Teacher Association

Council and a Baptist minister);

2) Teacher and Administrator Organization Leadership- president of

regional state teachers association and officer of local teachers

association (elementary special education teacher), president of the

state elementary principals and supervisors association (principal of

a state recognized elementary);
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3) Other Public Education Leadership- state board of education

committee member (representative of local area, small

businessman, and charter school/home school advocate), director of

a local charter school (former elementary teacher);

4) Business Leadership- president of the local chamber of commerce

(former executive level administrator in federal law enforcement

and penitentiary system);

5) Civil Rights Organization Leadership- president and a member of

the local NAACP (the member is a local judge and former school

board trustee, the president is a member of the chamber of

commerce executive committee and board of directors), president

of the local League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC)

(case director for the local mental health and mental retardation

center);

6) Elected City Leadership- mayor (corporate account executive), one

city council member (retired medical doctor and former medical

director for an insurance company);

7) Media Leadership- opinions editor of the local mainstream

newspaper.

Demographically, the study participant group consisted of 7 females and 13 males.

The group included 11 African Americans, 8 Whites and 1 Hispanic.

Unfortunately, the city manager was not able to participate. The publisher/editor of

a small alternative newspaper, an ardent critic of District A and its superintendent,

chose not to participate in the study.
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Research Question #1:

How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the political

dimension of their position?

Superintendent A

Superintendent A interpreted politics to be “a means to an end.” He

explained his view in the following way:

I do take politics as being the means in which a community or an

organization up-lifts itself. That is the method and the means in which you

use to up-lift your organization or your followers or your people or what

ever it is. (INT1 399-401)

On the other hand, he was careful not to describe himself, or even to be

interpreted, as a self-serving politician or status seeker. He described himself in the

following manner:

I am not political, but then again, I have been elected president of the

principal’s association…I have been involved, when you start talking about

professional organizations…Because I really don’t consider myself to be a

real political superintendent, the one that goes out here and polishes apples

with the mayor and polishes apples with the political elite, that type of

thing. . . A lot of times it [politics] is taken in a negative way. ‘Well, he got

his job because of politics, somebody got in there and whatever.’ (INT1

304-398)
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The superintendent of District A understood the political dimension of his position

entirely as a pragmatic approach to cultivating diverse community support for the

district’s vision, goals, and objectives. Superintendent A viewed politics as a

practical and necessary tool for addressing problems or issues in a way which

takes account of the present conditions and realizes the ultimate purpose of the

organization. For instance, he made the following reflections:

I’m more of a person who stays in the trenches and sees that the

organization functions and works the way it is suppose to be. But on the

times that I do, I do have too! I have to work with the power structure to

get these things accomplished and done…I think that any political structure

that you have, should be for the purpose of up-lifting the organization or

the constituents or the people involved in that organization. And it is that

structure, or that organization, or that mechanism to get that

accomplished…Here is how I see politics. Politicking is a maneuver, it is a

means to do something. I scratch your back and you are going to scratch

my back. Or I’m going to do this for you and you are going to do this for

me, later on. That is what I perceive as politicking or I consider just trying

to get things accomplished, because in order to get things accomplished,

you have to have a strong community, community support. And you have

to encourage our vision. It is something that you nurture and others

come along…and you support them as they carry out with it. So that is

politicking, and I call it nurturing and trying to work with people and get

things accomplished…You have to create circumstances for visions or

things to happen…I think a lot of my efforts and energy are put into

encouraging and supporting other people to assist [in reaching district’s

vision] and do just what they like to do…He [superintendent] is suppose to
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be able to bring people together, so they can understand the vision and

share the vision. Work toward a common objective and goals. (INT1 313-

315, 401-405; INT2 32-38, 42-48, 55-57; INT3 329-331)

This finding described the actions and philosophy of a transformational leader as

explained by leadership experts and scholars (Bass, 1996, Burns, 1978;

Yammarino, 1994). Even though Superintendent A conceptualized his political

thinking and engagement as a pragmatic approach for accomplishing a specific

end, a connection to his pedagogical philosophy surfaced. His pedagogical

approach included a genuine concern for all students, also known as an ethic of

care (for a discussion on an ethic of care see Wagstaff & Fusarelli, 1999, p. 27).

He valued students. His role model was a fifth grade teacher from the segregated

Black elementary school he had attended. Superintendent A revealed the following

about his former teacher and himself:

I remember I had a fifth grade teacher tell us what time he was going to

come by and visit our homes. That really impacted me…first of all, our

house was an old ragged house and you didn’t want your teacher to come

by in the first place. But the fact that he showed up, that tells your parents

that he cares. It so happens I was a good student. I was doing a good job

and there were some papers that he showed them. That really kind of stuck

with me because he knew how to deal with me and my parents. I guess that

is what I felt you are suppose to do…One of the things I really feel good

about myself is that when I went into the education profession, I really

wanted to help kids and help people. I would do things that I felt were

necessary, that a lot of people won’t do. For example, I made home visits

when I taught school and I home visited all of my kids. When I was
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coaching, I called everyone of my kids the night before to make sure they

would be in and get plenty of sleep. Parents really appreciated that. I just

thought I was doing what was normal. I later found out that people don’t do

those kind of things. I thought it was a normal thing to do and go visit

parents and talk to them, whether the kid was doing good or bad, just to

find out about the kid and his home life. So I would know something about

the kid other than school. If I knew the kids were in plays, I would go to

school activities and those type of things and find out how the kids were

doing. This is when I was a classroom teacher. So that same philosophy

just trailed me all the way through [his career]. (INT2 374-382,

315-328)

In another valuable finding, the superintendent of District A understood the

political dimension of the superintendency to have a facilitating role in the

resolution management of local generational problems. For example, “poverty,”

“parents who are trying to make a living,” “school safety,” and “violence” were

problems urban superintendents would encounter and should recruit community

support for appropriate responses (INT3 40-52).

However, Superintendent A suggested that urban superintendents need “a

sense of fairness” and understand their impartiality cannot be compromised. He

cautioned that overt partisan politics was an arena to avoid. He alluded to the idea

of the school superintendent as the public’s superintendent—for all people. He

expressed his perspective in the following interview discussion:

Interviewer: If you were to create an individual for the job of urban
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Superintendent, or even a superintendency that had a diverse ethnic

constituency, how would you describe this individual? What kind of skills

or abilities would this person need?

Participant: First of all, they have to have a sense of fairness. Because

you got a group that thinks they’ve been treated unfairly in the first place.

This person has to have a true, I think, sense of fairness…[regarding

partisan politics] So then, you engage in partisan politics, then you cease

being the superintendent for everybody and you are only the superintendent

for this group over here. (INT3 57-63, 370-372)

A school board trustee reflected on the superintendent’s “sense of fairness” and

gave this account:

He didn’t care who you were, if you are wrong, you are wrong! If you

drove a limousine and smoked a big cigar or earned a lot of money, you are

wrong, you are wrong. He is no different from the rest of us. He is no

different than the people in the projects. It’s a rule. You don’t treat

anybody different. Once you start that, you are showing favoritism and that

makes people mad. He didn’t show me favoritism, I’m a board member—I

can’t do that. I don’t understand that, but I challenge him and he stick to his

guns. So I admire that. (INTT 165-172)

Superintendent A positioned “fairness,” an ethical and democratic value, in his

conceptualization of the superintendency’s political dimension. According to the

president of the school board, the superintendent had to deal with perceptions and

“he had to make equity mean equity” (INTH 253). This finding depicted the moral
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and ethical character of the transformational leader as described by Sergiovanni

and Carver (1980). Furthermore, the superintendent’s approach to politics was

pragmatic but certainly not of the Machiavellian tradition.

Superintendent A revealed that sophisticated analytic abilities, skills, and

knowledge were required for resolving dissentious district and community

conflicts. They were fundamental elements in the superintendent’s political

expertise. The political expertise elements were interpreted and translated into the

following terms: multicultural awareness, cross-cultural and contextual

communication, purposive information (message) framing and targeting, purposive

engagement, knowledge and understanding of the local political power structure.

Superintendent A was asked to respond with his interpretation of the

following statement made to describe him, “he is political and he is successful.”

He suggested the following:

He had been able to work with various groups to bring them together, to

move them into a common direction. He has been able to work with

African Americans and been able to work with Whites, has been able to

work with Hispanics. He’s been able to work with the businesses. He’s

been able to get everybody on the same page and do what they need to do.

(INT3 313-317)

The superintendent had a knowledge and understanding of diverse ethnic cultures.

Subsequently, he perceived himself to have positive race-relations. Multicultural

awareness was a required element for politically successful superintendents.

Of course, this implied cross-cultural and contextual communication was
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necessary, another knowledge and skill requirement for the politically successful

superintendent. Superintendent A made the following commentary related to this

point:

I think it is more communication than it is politics…merge yourself in a

community. I think you need to look at things that are important to the

community…I think one thing I do realize about the power structure is that

they are concerned about results. They want results and they want to know

how these results will benefit them. I think I have been effectively

communicating about the effect of a school district and what it would mean

to them if they would support it. (INT3 364-365, 348-349; INT1 315-319)

Imbedded in these statements was the idea of purposively framing and targeting

information (message).

The superintendent for District A practiced purposive engagement with

local political elites and interest groups. He made the following reflections:

So as I was saying, work with various churches…show up to their

functions and support their causes and so forth. And they’ll have a

tendency to be supportive of you and your programs…I had to work with

the mayor…I had to work with this group…We were going to be involved

in the Martin Luther King [celebration] and River Festival to get something

done…But certainly as a superintendent, you know you are going to be out

in the community and participate in the things…that are important. I need

to go when something is important to the city, like last night I went to the

chamber [banquet]…If I want them to support us, then we need to be
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supportive of all the other things to get the support of what we are looking

for as well. (INT3 349-352; INT1 324-326; INT2

328-335)

This kind of engagement among the community’s leadership and power elite was

credited with increasing the superintendent’s political capital.

Another aspect of the superintendent’s political expertise was his

knowledge of the local political power structure and its use. He understood what

the local political power structure wanted from the public school system and he

knew how to contextualize his messages to them. When asked about the kind of

local political knowledge a superintendent would need, Superintendent A

responded in this manner:

I think you need to know how systems work. I think you need to know how

the Chamber works. I think you need to know how church organizations

work and I think you learn that as you come to a community. And see even

what preachers and leaders in the ministry around here think, who are the

businessmen that come to the forefront. So, I think it is something you

learn, who are the key players that you need to visit with and involve in

your program. (INT3 215-220)

Superintendent A understood that knowledge of the local political power structure

required special attention to public opinion or perception. This was revealed in his

discussion of partisan politics:

Whatever my affiliations are, they are private. They’re not to be out there

for the public consumption or whatever. I do not want to be viewed as
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being partisan one way or the other. I want to be viewed as being very

objective, very fair. You’ve heard me talk about those characteristics. And

that is why I say, and to avoid being in political campaigns and political

this. People can only view you one way or another when it comes to their

political scope. Because at this point, I think if you avoid those kind of

things then you become everybody’s superintendent, rather than being

partisan and then you become only a superintendent for that

group. (INT3 371-379)

Superintendent A made references to the two major political parties when he said,

“people can only view you one way or another when it comes to their political

scope.” Another reference was made to the public’s limited political sophistication

and their affinity to support views along party lines. He was aware of the

ideological biases of the mass public and of opponents who might sabotage his

work by rallying partisan loyalty.

Yet, the most interesting allusion was this: if the superintendent engages in

overt partisan politics then it will severely limit his effectiveness for gathering

support from elected officials and candidates who for the most part keep a close

watch on the opinions of the voting citizenry. The superintendent’s understanding

of public perception or opinion and the political power structure were important

elements in his political expertise. The latter was specifically related to Kirby’s

(1970) suggestion that knowledge of local politics was critical to the work of the

superintendent.

District-transforming Superintendent A perceived the political dimension

of his position in the following ways: 1) Politics was a pragmatic approach to

cultivating diverse community support for the district’s vision, goals, and

objectives; 2) It was linked to his pedagogical philosophy and ethic of genuine
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care and value for students; 3) It had a facilitating role in the resolution

management of local generational problems; 4) Fairness, an ethical and democratic

value, was a component of political expertise; and 5) Political expertise included

multicultural awareness, interpersonal communication, cross-cultural

communication, contextual communication, purposive information framing and

targeting, purposive engagement, knowledge and understanding of the local

political power structure, and an understanding of public opinion and perception.

Even though Superintendent A was reluctant to define this dimension of the

superintendency as political, the findings for the research question were in

agreement with the scholars and researchers who identified it as “politician” (Eliot,

1959; Blumberg, 1995), “skilled-politician” (Kowalski, 1995) and “political

leader” (Owen, 1997).

Other Case Study A Participants

Two implicit questions in this research project were, “Do community

leaders perceive Superintendent A to act politically?” and “In what ways do they

perceive him to be politically sophisticated?” It was necessary to explore the

community leaders’ perspectives in order to have a contextual understanding of the

district-transforming superintendent’s political dimension.

Among the three White school board trustees, the perception was that

Superintendent A was political. However, two were hesitant to call him political.

They associated partisan politics and self-serving favoritism with politics, but their

description of the superintendent’s activities described political behavior.

Perspectives were given that described the superintendent in the following ways:

I think he is a genius in politicking the community…he works well with

the city council, county commissioners…and other government entities
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(INTN 34-36)…Of course, the word politics, you play the game. You do

what you do to get things done your way. But Dr. [Superintendent A] is not

a one-side person. I don’t think he plays games with anyone. He goes by

the facts, he is not a stubborn man. It's not his way or no way…I think it’s

important for someone in their capacity to lobby, for education, call their

state senators, their legislators (INTG 122-125, 277-278)…Okay, political

in terms of, he is very astute. He is very, an innate understanding of people,

personalities. The way things should be, the way things are. He would

never describe himself as political. He is not an activist…he is

only involved in [District A] (INTH 150-153).

Among the four African American school board trustees, three described the

superintendent as political while one viewed him as a chief executive officer

(CEO). However, he described activities that were political. For instance, the

trustees made the following comments:

Well, I don't consider him to be political. I consider him as a

superintendent who realized that the community owns the school

district…I think he realizes that as superintendent he is involved with the

NAACP; he is involved with the Chamber of Commerce; he is involved

with different groups like LULAC in addition to other organizations (INTT

37-42)…I don’t know if I find him to be more political. I find him to be

more astute. That’s simply because his approach to it is so different

politically. Yes, I think the superintendent has to walk more in political

shoes than the trustees (INTWH 114-117)…The present superintendent

is more political in the sense that unfortunately, they have to listen to the

public. They are not elected, but they have to know what the views of the
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patrons in the district they are in…There are a lot of political issues that

surround a school district (INTR 47-50, 70)…I think he is more political

because he knows how to, really, he knows how to touch everyone. He

knows how to communicate with any group. It doesn't matter who it is. He

can communicate with them (INTW 77-80).

The teacher organization leader, the state principal organization leader, and

a deputy superintendent, viewed Superintendent A as political or as a politician.

They voiced their perceptions in the following statements:

You have to be a politician like Dr. [Superintendent A] in order to

understand all of your surroundings…He’s involved in every way, I would

say, because he wants to know how is that going to affect our community.

He does. He’s very political (INTC 204-205, 287-288)…I see him as very

political, very political…He understands how the system works…one of

his jobs is to look out for the whole entire district. He is like the shepherd

in charge of all these sheep and he’s got to do everything he can to benefit

his district. The more politically active he is—he can be out there and see

what’s coming (INTS 69, 218-221)…He’s political…Any superintendent

that is going to be successful, you better be political because they will eat

your lunch if you are not…He knows how to make things happen. (INTG

145-156)

Other public education leaders—the charter school director and state board

committee member—viewed the superintendent as political. They made the

following remarks:
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Let me just say, with the superintendent we have, he’s come here with an

image that he’s a reformer. He’s, he has a record and in the political arena

he is known for that (INTL 139-141)…I would say the current

superintendent is very political and active…(INTB 117-118).

The president of the Chamber of Commerce made reference to the political

nature of the position and the politically charged environment the superintendent

faces:

In some respects, he may be less political…He has been all about

business…He is results oriented (INTR 51-59)…There is an element of our

society that wants bad schools to be fixed and not have excuses. But

bureaucracy and things, and then having an accountability system, so you

can measure whether they are being successful. That’s just the environment

that the new superintendent has to accept…You have shrinking budgets,

parent with high expectations, balance between academics and sports and a

society that I think is not real clear on that (INTR 150-158).

The leaders of the League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC)

and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)

perceived Superintendent A to be active in politics. The presidents of the

organizations advanced the following thoughts:

Dr. [Superintendent A] is vastly more political…So compared to the

former superintendent, I think Dr.[Superintendent A] is a lot more

politically wise and uses that to a great extent (INTF 46-49)…All
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superintendents must be political, know who the people of the community

are, to have people to support them (INTBB 3-4).

Similarly, the elected city leadership perceived the superintendent of

District A to act politically but only on behalf of public education interests. The

mayor of City A and a member of the city council provided the following

comments:

He is pretty active in politics as it relates to education. I’m sure he has his

private views, but he keeps to the task at hand as a superintendent of a

school district (INTM 43-45)…I don’t see him out in the community

unless it is something involving the schools (INTS 53-54).

An important perspective concerning the superintendent of District A was

offered by the opinions editor of the city’s mainstream newspaper. The editor

considered the superintendent to be political; however, he explained his

perspective in the following passage:

And again, even though his job isn’t overtly political. The reality of it is,

you have to be accepted and understood by the community. People need to

know what you are doing. Sure you don’t run for office, but the trustees

who are your supervisors do and if everybody is on the same page, things

work a lot better. That sort of thing, I see a lot in this job. There will be a

city manager or a school superintendent who is fired and leaves. What

people will wind up saying, you know, he or she was a good person. He

knew his job. He knew the technical aspects of his job, but he wasn’t a

people person. He didn’t relate to people and what they may be saying is,
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he wasn’t a political person. As good as that person was, he wasn’t

communicating with his constituents (INTT 105-115).

It was clear from the interviews of the community’s diverse leadership

groups that they considered the superintendent as a political actor and one who

demonstrated certain political behaviors. They alluded to the challenging political

environment that the modern superintendent must work in, even though he was not

an elected official. Yet, it was suggested that he was a politician who was not to

engage in partisan politics or for self-serving interests, rather he was to work for

the interests of the school district. This finding was in agreement with Owen’s

(1997) conclusion that one of the roles the superintendent performed in an effort to

create a community climate for school district improvement was political leader.

Similarly, this finding substantiated Kowalski’s (1995) identification of a primary

urban superintendent role, the superintendent as skilled politician.

Nevertheless, another question begged to be explored, “In what ways did

the community’s leadership perceived the superintendent of District A to be

political?” Among the White school board trustees there were several responses.

The following were terms and descriptions used to define the superintendent’s

political behavior:

He takes everyone’s ideas and he compiles them together and he comes up

with the best possible solution…He believes in listening to the patrons of

[District A], the taxpayers. He wants to do what’s right (INTG 127-

134)…He has been able to bring together all the different socio-economic

groups of the community together to center, sort of speak, and to be

supportive of the programs of the district…he is extremely visible and

active all over the community. Whenever he makes himself available,
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people will get out and take advantage of that. He has a lot of visibility in

the community outside his office (INTN 36-39, 127-135)…He supports

any politician that’s elected. Not financially, not with his name, but in

terms of respect and gives credit for what they have done for our district.

But he doesn’t align himself with politicians…The biggest challenge of a

superintendent is dealing with the personalities that make up the trustees. . .

He needs to stay as neutral as he can, so that people respect him…he needs

to be focused on [District A] and if he wants somebody out charging, he

needs to let one of the trustees do that. (INTH 157-159, 309-311, 408-415).

The White school board trustees interpreted the superintendent’s political behavior

to reveal the following characteristics: acting as a unifying agent, a consensus

builder, inclusive of all views during dialogues, visible in community functions

and events, accessible to public, and non-partisan political engagement.

The four African American trustees described the superintendent’s political

behavior in the following way:

The bottom line, it is all political, but the board members got to protect the

superintendent, because his job is to focus on education…Politically, I see

him as neutral…I think he tends to go out into the community being that

way…Trying to get support for a bill that we need that is going to benefit

the school system. Politically, I can see him get involved in that way. Not

directly, but indirectly through us (INTT 113-114, 247-248, 279-281)…I

would say, he is the person who bargains for the district, and tries to make

the best bargain that he can for the district in the political field. And make

sure that the politics does not cover or mark the educational process to a

point where the politicalness of it is more visible than the educational part
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of it. I think Dr. [Superintendent A] does a good job in bringing them both

to the table and separating them so you can see clearly through the lens of

the politics and also the lens of education…that’s why he is so good at

what he do (INTWH 123-131)…He knows how to go and get support from

the public…He understands that there are political issues out there and you

will have to get the support of a community entwined in a political

system…He well knows that pretty well everything around the school

district is political…His communication skills are primarily his gift.  He

understands the political process and he only gets involved, that I know of,

when there are issues concerning public education. (INTR 72-75, 80-81,

89-90, 143-144)…If anything is going on in the city, you will definitely see

Dr. [Superintendent A] there. So, I would definitely have to say that he is

political (INTW 197-198).

The African American school board trustees interpreted the superintendent’s

political behavior to be the following: visible at community functions, political

neutrality (non-partisan politics), bargains for district in political arenas,

communicates to all constituents, and understands the local political power

structure. All the board members have alluded to the idea that the superintendent is

the local political symbol for the local public school district.

Among the local school district’s deputy superintendent, local teacher

organization leader, and the local administrator-organization leader, several

descriptions were made of the superintendent’s political behavior. The phrases

used were, “people person” (INTC 203), “great communicator” (INTC 201),

“works the system” (INTS 73), and “mover and shaker” (INTG 156). The

following account was given regarding the superintendent’s political activity:
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We had a bond issue come up and it was obvious that he wanted the bond

issue and it was important to him…He actually even sent out buses to

neighborhoods that he knew. Maybe he was just being a nice guy, but he

sent buses to the North end of [City A], which were the people that were

going to vote for the things that he wanted. And he bused those people to

their voting polls and they voted and it passed…But I mean, he knows how

to work the system. (INTS 73-81)

The teacher and administrator organization leadership regarded communication

skills, human relation skills, and knowledge of the local political process in the

category of political behavior or activities of the superintendent. They alluded to

political networking as another aspect of his political behavior.

The other local public education leadership identified “candidate

recruiting” (INTB 117-119) and the “ability to change perceptions” (INTB 319-

320) as political behaviors demonstrated by the superintendent of District A.

The president of the Chamber of Commerce expressed the following

observation of the superintendent’s political behavior:

He stays focused on the school district and sets a high standard and gets

people to buy into that…He speaks calmly. He is able to win over a group

of people he is talking to. When he talks, he definitely gives a feeling of

being in charge and knowing what he’s talking about, a straight shooter.

(INTR 88-89, 168-170)

The Chamber of Commerce president described the charismatic quality in the

superintendent’s transformational leadership approach. The ability to communicate

with the purpose to persuade was regarded as a political ability.
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The civil rights organization leadership described several of the

superintendent’s political behaviors. For instance, the president of LULAC made

the following reflection:

He attends lots of functions where politicians are and people who have

influence are…He makes good contacts…He has a great knowledge of

public relations…He puts himself out there in the public eye and lets

people know that he’s available…He knows all the politicians. He knows

the ones that can make things happen and keeps good relations with them.

(INTF 52-53, 66-67, 163-165)

The NAACP local leadership made the following assessment of the

superintendent’s political behavior: “His ability to get along with the different

entities is what has been impressive to me. Dr. [Superintendent A] is visible in the

community at functions. He is accessible” (INTBB 2-3, 17-19). The local civil

rights organization leadership identified public relations and purposive

engagement as the superintendent’s political behavior. Also they have alluded to

his cross-cultural communication skills.

The city leadership identified several political behaviors or activities. The

mayor expressed the following: “One of the most impressive things I’ve seen,

whatever the issue in the community, he works hard at getting in-put from the

community about it…It has been a development of partnerships” (INTM 22-23).

Also he mentioned that the superintendent “brings all in the decision-making

process…builds coalitions…good listener” (INTM 48-50). In addition, a city

council member alluded to the superintendent’s transformational leadership

approach by stating: “He has a lot of charisma. He can be very charming, very

persuasive. He has all the information about whatever the problem is. The
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dissension seems to melt away because he has done his homework…He tests the

waters” (INTS 39-40, 46-51).

The local newspaper opinions editor reflected on an experience with the

district and the superintendent: “They made it a point of asking for a meeting with

the editorial board to explain to the newspaper exactly what they were doing. They

wanted to make it very clear. They weren’t going to pull an end-around on

anybody” (INTT 141-144). This episode described the effort that superintendent

made to communicate with the public. Also this was an example on how to frame

or target your message not only to the reading public but also to the print media. It

alluded to the political strategic concept known as political timing.

Superintendent A integrated himself into the community’s social-political

structure and emerged as an important influential leader. He earned the

community’s trust and respect. Weber (1982) identified this type of superintendent

as a “networking superintendent.”

Summary

Superintendent A appeared to understand the political dimension of his

transformational leadership role in terms of communication and pragmatic

problem solving. On the other hand, the community’s diverse of leadership groups

perceived the superintendent of District A to be political. Even the few who were

hesitant to describe him as political gave accounts of his activities that were clearly

political. The superintendent identified fairness and a genuine concern for students

as the democratic and ethical values that underpinned his work. His politics sprang

from these two guiding values.

The superintendent revealed, and the community leadership groups

substantiated it, that certain skills, ability, and knowledge were critical for the

urban superintendent’s effectiveness and success. Culture awareness, interpersonal
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communication, cross-cultural communication, contextual communication,

purposive information framing and targeting, purposive engagement, and

knowledge of the local political power structure were revealed through the

interviews and observations held with the superintendent. However, the interviews

with the community leaders disclosed that the superintendent brought a

charismatic quality to this leadership dimension. The idea of covert and overt

political behavior was an intriguing and emerging theme.

Research Question #2:

To what extent do district-transforming superintendents perceive their

success to be attributed to political knowledge and skill?

Superintendent A

Success was defined by Superintendent A as “having an exemplary school

district” (INT2 284-285). However, this district goal was an objective in his

broader mission or agenda. Superintendent A understood the political dimension of

his position primarily as a pragmatic function or approach. He attributed the

success in leading District A to improvement as a product of his communication

skill rather than his knowledge. He provided the following perspective about his

success, political knowledge and skill:

I think it has to do with communicating with people, try to communicate

your philosophy, your ideas. You try to implement their thoughts and

ideas, bring it all together. I think the ability to do that, you may call it a

political ability. I just call it communication…being able to communicate

and work with various groups of people to come to a common vision and
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work for that common cause. I think there is something, a part for

everybody. (INT3 289-296)

The superintendent’s ability to communicate effectively among all his constituents

was critical for the progress of District A. He summarized his work, “it is all a

matter of trying to work and communicate and motivate and instill a vision to

people to carry out what needs to be carried out” (INT3 299-300). Yet, what did he

reveal about the way he communicated?

When the superintendent arrived at District A, he decided that he was

going to listen to everyone first—not react to what was being said and especially

not share any plans or ideas, just listen. It was his way of learning and

understanding, firsthand, what the issues were and the different perspectives held

by the diverse interest groups in the community. It was his way of retrieving

relevant political knowledge. He reflected on his first days in the district:

One of the things that I did when I got here was to listen. I didn’t tell them

about any plans or anything I wanted to do, but just hear all they were mad

about or upset about. Then we had three town hall meetings in various

parts of town. Very well attended, everybody was there. And boy! They

blasted the school system from top to bottom, a totally unhappy and

dissatisfied community. But I am listening to everything that they are

saying. I’m not reacting to it, or telling them this or that. I’m just hearing

what their issues are. And after that, then I started working down to what

are the common things that they are all mad about…After I was able to

narrow it down to those ten things, then I started talking to various groups

and people…We were able to look at some of those issues and give

everybody something. The key factor is that everybody realized they were
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listened to…When they saw us really doing what they had suggested

doing, then the system became more in touch with them and more real to

them…They became the owners of the system…There are a lot of things

that go on in this district that I don’t necessarily agree with. But it is what

the public wants to do, and if doesn’t work, they will see that it doesn’t. A

lot of times, there are things I probably wouldn’t have tried are very

successful, but I wouldn’t have done it. It is good to give people the

opportunity to be a part of the program. (INT2 78-107)

It was evident from the superintendent’s account that he listened for understanding

and he was inclusive in his approach. He held consensus-building meetings with

various groups and individuals. This activity implied meaningful dialogues were

being held between the superintendent and diverse community organizations and

leaders. It was a democratic approach to deciding what needed to occur in District

A. This finding affirmed one of Cuban’s (1976) dominant conceptions of

superintendent leadership—“negotiator-statesman.”

In addition, the superintendent led the district to sponsor an annual

community wide “Urban Education Summit.” This was a conference that invited

and engaged local leaders and groups, parents, and interested parties to discuss

issues related to public schools and community welfare. It was another way of

generating and exchanging ideas, concerns, and information.

Another way the superintendent used his communication skill was to

motivate the organization. He described his task in this manner, “to take your

people and motivate them and excite them, and get them to do what they should be

doing” (INT3 155-157).

Superintendent A described his relationship with the local media as

“good.” He assessed his relationship with the local media in the following way:
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I would say that as a superintendent, it is probably good. It probably really

is. When you got a city of [City A] size and you got three TV stations and

about four or five radio stations and you got a daily newspaper. Then a big

focus they are going to keep their attention on is [District A]. So, you are

constantly under the microscope. I don’t think there is anything you can do

that is not known throughout the city when it happens. It may stink, but for

the most part there has been a whole lot of things they have broadcast that

make you cringe. But, there have been some things I think they have been

objective with the way they have presented to the public. I would say it is a

good relationship and I would say for the most part it has been fair to

[District A]. (INT2 236-246)

The superintendent was knowledgeable of media management strategies. He even

called for special meetings with the local newspaper editorial staff to explain a

district decision. The superintendent explained how he instructed the district

personnel to engage with the media.

We do like for our personnel to deal with the media through the

communication department [of District A]…The main thing that you can

try to do there is just make your people, media savvy…I try to show

them—give the media as honest and as appropriate information as possible

at that particular time. The other thing is to be sure that people understand,

whatever you do, is open to public records. Anything you don’t want the

public to know, you need to be careful how you go about doing things. If

you need to write a memo, be sure it’s proper and correct because it can

wind up with the public. Those I think are the only means that we

basically use to try to control what is said and done. (INT2 254-271)
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In regards to other political skills, the superintendent suggested that the

educational leader should possess a variety of skills and know under what

conditions and contexts to use them. He alluded to experience and political timing,

but most importantly Superintendent A revealed the complexities of contextual

leadership. He made the following reflection:

I think you have to have the skills to work with different organizations,

different people, accomplish goals and tasks. And sometimes that means

compromising, sometimes that means working collaboratively…having

people to understand your vision, to share your vision as far as

accomplishing things that are necessary to get things done. So, I think in

that sense you have to come to some kind of meeting of the minds to get all

of the things in place to make public education successful. (INT3 203-210)

Superintendent A was knowledgeable of political negotiation strategies like

compromising and collaborating as necessary for success. He recommended that

knowledge of local political power structure or system and of local political actors

was significant for developing a strategic plan for accomplishing district goals.

The superintendent suggested that recruiting the most capable and credible

supporters for his educational agenda setting was critical for success. It required

first-hand knowledge. Superintendent A revealed the following thoughts about his

perspective:

You need to understand the political structure in anything like this…I think

you need to know how systems work…who are the key players that you

need to visit with and involve in your program…When you come to a
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community like this, you got to be very careful because you don’t know

who…could be a catalyst that turns somebody else off…That is why you

have to learn a lot of these things yourself, before you find out who are the

persons that can help you carry out your agenda. (INT2 483-484; INT3

216-235)

This finding described what George S. Counts (1928) called “educational

statesmanship of a high order.”

Superintendent A indicated that knowledge of public perception was

important in making decisions for the school district. He implied that community

controversy could be avoided by allowing interest group representation and voice.

The superintendent revealed that knowledge of certain groups’ interests was

perspectives he considered when making decisions. He provided the following

reflection:

But certainly, you do have those types of situations that come up that’s

political. You have to do this in order to appease certain groups. And you

know you can’t get away from that. For example, sometimes if I’m going

to do something, I need to be sure I got a White, I got a Black, I got a

Hispanic, I got a male, I got a female. That is political, because we’re

putting situations there to make sure that all groups are represented and so

forth and so on. So, those things do come up and they’re merely political.

That’s all there is to it. I think you are going to have to do that to bring

everybody along with the program. Here is an interest, I know Hispanics

would have an interest in, here is something I know African Americans

would have an interest in, here is a program that I know whatever. I think

those might be some political decisions that might have to be made as well
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as effective decisions too, that need to be made to get some things

accomplished. But yeah, those things have to be made. (INT3 250-262)

The superintendent’s knowledge and understanding of public perception or

opinion influenced him to avoid partisan politics and even from seeking church

membership. Superintendent A did not want the public and interest groups to

perceive him as favoring one group over another and being biased. For example, in

the African American enclave of City A, ministers from several denominations

had political and reputational capital within the sector. If the superintendent joined

an African American congregation, this might have given the impression that the

pastor had special influence or access to the superintendent. A school board trustee

made the following observation about the superintendent: “He’s extremely visible

in the community. As a person that has, for example, not ever joined a church, he

goes to churches all over town, rather than affiliating himself to a particular church

or denomination” (INTN 127-129). His knowledge and understanding of public

perception and public image projection were used to avoid needless controversy

and to experience success in uniting the community’s interest groups. This finding

corroborated Nestor-Baker and Hoy’s (2001) suggestion that the superintendency

is intensely concerned with the management of perception.

Other Case Study A Participants

Besides interviewing the superintendent, another way to investigate this

question was to interview a diverse group of community leaders. The White

members of the school district’s board of trustees made several observations. First,

they regarded Superintendent A’s knowledge of diverse cultures as an important

part to his success in guiding the district. The school board president expressed the

following thoughts:
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It goes back to what I said. I think it’s something he was born with. He and

I are about the same age. We graduated from high school in ’66. He was in

high school when integration first occurred. Which was the same thing for

me, too. So, I think you have to understand that to understand why he

works so well in this district…He has a very clear understanding of both

communities and their differences and their expectations. And he’s worked

with large Hispanic populations in college…You know, there are just

certain things that you do. To me those are understandings that you either

come to the table with us or you don’t. It’s not something you learn. You

just know what’s right, you just know that. I don’t know, except it takes

from growing up or what your mama taught you. I don’t know. He’s got an

unbelievable grasp on multiple different cultures on what’s right and what

needs to happen. And yet, he treats all with respect and all with

understanding. I don’t call it political. It’s not political in the terms of

running races. But politics in terms of being astute and just understanding

what’s the right thing to do and knowing the expectations. (INTH 167-188)

Part of the superintendent’s success was attributed to multicultural awareness and

an ability to communicate cross-culturally. Other White trustees suggested his

success was linked to knowledge gained from understanding the needs of interest

groups, ethnic enclaves, and students. He used an inclusive and democratic

approach to meeting them. He communicated with people at all levels in society

and he especially communicated with the school board. Even though there was

opposition to many of his plans, Superintendent A demonstrated willingness to

dialogue and work with the opponents. The White board members expressed the

following perspective:
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A successful superintendent is one that can communicate with the

board…You need to be touchable and need not be elevated to such a high

position that people are afraid to come to you and speak to you (INVG

235-2326, 242-244)…He just has a real gift for this, he is extremely

persuasive and positive in everything he does…He really does his

homework, sort of speak, and has a knack for bringing everybody to the

table and bringing them together on those issues…He knows all the

players. He knows who to call on to help and at the same token, he is not

opposed to going out and try to bring over people who don’t see things the

way that he or the school district would like to see…He knows what is

going on in the community well enough to where he can bring that

knowledge to bear support to the district. (INTN 46-59)

The superintendent’s communication skills, coupled with his knowledge of the

community’s needs, were instrumental in unifying the community. A board

member made the following commentary:

This goes back to what Dr. [Superintendent A] does. A successful

superintendent has to bring together the board and the policies of the

district…if we talk about him politically, he has to bring all the elements of

the community together at the same time. (INTN 85-85, 93-94)

Another White board member mentioned that Superintendent A had “people

skills” (INTH 364). The school board president said, “he met with every

group…he found a place for everyone of these people…he got everyone of those

people to buy in to the school district by getting them involved on the team”
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(INTH 349-356). He held town hall meetings and forums for school district

discussions.

The superintendent had knowledge of public perception and used it in

making certain decisions. He alertly addressed stereotypical perceptions. The

following account demonstrated his awareness of public perception and how it

influenced his plan of action:

It’s real hard because in our community, the political problems that we

have continue to be racial problems. So when you talk about political

astuteness, part of it is understanding what different races think about

things. And I'll never forget, when he first came here. He is in his office.

You know, he’s got that big glass window that overlooks the lawn. We

were having a terrible problem with the maintenance department. They

didn’t want to, you know, instead of mowing the grass every week; they

wanted to do it every third week. It just, it was a simple maintenance

problem, that’s all it was…He looked out his window and said, ‘These

guys are going to have to mow the grass, regularly. Because the

community is thinking, there is a Black superintendent behind that wall and

he is going to let the whole neighborhood run down’…That’s not exactly

the way he said it, but you understand. His perception of what other people

would think of him…I guess part of his astuteness was dealing with

stereotypes…He knows I’m an arts activist…He knew we needed one. He

knew that was going to make me very happy and my community very

happy. So that’s in the budget, we have a fine arts supervisor…so he’s

dealt with stereotypes, he’s dealt with desires of different people…he don’t

let them become issues. (INTH 194-224)
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The superintendent’s awareness of public perception and knowledge of his

constituents’ interests enabled him to politically forecast potential concerns.

In another account, a board trustee reflected on the plan of action the

superintendent and the board took when property-owning senior citizens had the

perception that their property taxes would increase if the district’s lease purchase

was passed by the voters (INTG 210-231). The superintendent held meetings

specifically for the senior citizens. The district fed them lunch and took them on

tours of the schools that needed repairs. The district won at the polls.

The superintendent’s awareness of public perception and of the media’s

reporting practice on controversial issues and the district’s history of racial strife

most likely influenced him to use a consensus teaching strategy when engaging

with groups, from the school board trustees to the local teacher’s organization

leaders. He taught groups how to disagree and to support the group’s decision. An

African American school board trustee made the following reflection regarding

their behavior during the televised school board meetings:

I have people tell me, “Why do we always agree with the superintendent,

particularly on the television?” I say, well that’s not necessarily so. What

we decided to do was to never give the media the opportunity to try to

bring devisiveness to the board by picking us off one on one, that kind of

thing. So, I talk to him behind the door all the time…but when I step

outside the door, I leave it back in the room. I think to me that creates the

environment that the educational process can go forward without the

bickering. (INTW 370-377)

A leader of the local teacher’s organization reflected on her impressions of the

superintendent’s practice:
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Actually when we have our disagreements, and Dr. [Superintendent A] is

really big on this. When we are in the meetings in his office and we are

sitting around the big round table, we can fuss and we can argue. We can

voice our opinion…but he’s really big, once we’ve discussed it and hashed

it out, you know. And we’ve done everything that we think we can do, it’s

alright to argue in that room around the big round table. That’s fine, argue,

argue around the table. But when we go out that door, we represent

[District A] and we all need to support [District A]. I had problems with

that at first. But now that I’m on the state board for [Teacher’s

Organization], and we argue and fuss about things. And I don’t always

agree with all the policies that [State Teacher’s Organization] has, however

I do represent [State Teacher’s Organization] and I do believe that it’s the

best way for teachers to go in [State]. So I’m going to go out and I’m going

to support all the programs, even the ones I’m not so crazy about. I can see

where Dr. [Superintendent A] is coming from now. (INTS 170-183)

The African American board trustees identified the superintendent’s

knowledge of the local and state political system as contributing to the success he

has experienced at District A. One board member said the following:

He is very familiar with whatever comes out of [state capital]…He has

knowledge of the system and what’s going on out there…He is on top of

the process which means our board is a well informed board because of his

ability to tap into the sources or resources. (INTWH 215-221)
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Of course, this board member also alluded to the superintendent’s ability to

network with significant individuals for the purpose of retrieving relative

information. Another gave an account of the superintendent’s knowledge of

influential individuals and community groups:

We had a $14 million bond issue that was not going to be passed unless he

[Superintendent A] reached out to all phases of the community. He went to

the concerned citizens. He went to the Chamber of Commerce. He went to

the mayor. He went to every aspect of the city to find out what they felt

about it before he even brought it to the board to propose it. (INTR 75-80)

Another significant ability or skill that the African American board trustees

regarded as significant in the superintendent’s success in unifying the trustees of

District A was communication, or most accurately defined by the term

interpersonal communication. The board members described the skill in the

following manner:

A successful superintendent is one that comes into a community, with

seven board members and become a team…Some of the problems that I’ve

had in the past is that we had superintendents that don’t talk to board

members…He [Superintendent A] has a one to one relationship with the

school board…He knows how to approach me and he knows how to

approach other board members in terms of different situations. I think that

is the key, how you communicate with your board, one to one and

collectively (INTT 134-135, 151-152, 304-308)…They know he is real and

he’s truthful. And he has the people at heart. He’s a people person, diverse
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all across the board (INTWH 259-260)…He has the approach that there is

nothing to hide…His communication skill primarily is his

gift. He sits down face to face, one to one, a group to one, and what have

you and just puts his views on the table…Individually, he has worked with

me to understand that we are about policy (INTR 85-91, 130)…This guy

[Superintendent A] is able to explain everything that he says. And I’m

talking, it don’t matter if it’s five people or five hundred. (INTW 189-190)

According to the African American trustees, the superintendent was a “good

negotiator” (INTWH 144). The president of the school board trustees remarked,

“he does an incredible job at packaging things, so that all of us feel like we had to

give up something, but we got something in return” (INTH 391-392).

The deputy superintendent for the district, the teacher and administrator

organization leadership perceived the superintendent to be successful in leading

the district from their previous condition to the present. They identified his

communication skill and his democratic and inclusive approach to problem-

solving as significant aspects of his leadership. They used the following terms and

phrases to define his skill— “people skills” (INTG 161), “public relation skills”

(INTG 165), “open communication” (INTC 134), “open-door policy” (INTS 112-

113), “willing to listen” (INTG 255), “reads people well” (INTS 97-98), “knows

how to talk to groups of different people” (INTS 101-102), and “able to convince

you” (INTS 98).

According to the accounts given by the educational leaders, the

superintendent demonstrated communication expertise. He maintained constant

communication with the board members when there were thorny issues to manage

(INTC 131-133). The superintendent’s open-door policy to the public made him

accessible. His policy was a good strategy for countering the perception that the
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superintendent only listened to the elite few in the community (INTS 112-113). On

one occasion the researcher observed a parent and his child meet with the

superintendent to discuss a school-related problem. A leader of the local teachers’

organization said the following about the superintendent’s success and inclusive

approach to solving the community’s concerns with the school district:

Dr. [Superintendent A] came in before his term actually started and started

meeting with groups of parents and had open forums. He asked the parents,

‘What do you want from you school district? What do you think I can do

for you?’ And he went to a lot of different neighborhoods and talked to a

lot of different groups of people. And he molded what he was going to do

to make groups of people happy…In my opinion, Dr. [Superintendent A]

has been very successful…it actually benefited the community

tremendously. We’ve got our third high school, which everyone said our

two high schools were too big and too crowded. He got that. He built new

elementary schools. We’ve gone back to neighborhood schools…He’s

done those things…So he’s really, he’s been very successful. (INTS

143-164)

A local campus administrator made the following reflection on the

superintendent’s approach to gathering knowledge from various influential interest

groups and his willingness to compromise with administrators and to allow

differences:

He holds meetings with business people so he can get a handle on what

they’re thinking. So, he’s not afraid to get out there and meet and talk and

find out which way the wind is blowing…I’ve been successful with Dr.
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[Superintendent A] in some of the things I’ve not agreed with, when he

understood why I didn’t agree with it. He was willing to listen and then

make enough of a tweak in it for me to do what I needed to do without

totally dismantling what I was saying. So, that’s wise. You have to listen to

your people…the folks at the grassroots, you have to listen to what they

are saying because sometimes there are these little things that will really

mess something up…Because everybody has to work together.

(INTG 177-179, 253-265)

The state board of education committee member viewed the

superintendent’s initial task as unifying the school district and changing its

negative reputation. He provided the following reflection:

I think that the primary reason that [Superintendent A] was brought in the

[City A] area, one there was some encouragement I’m sure from the [state

education] agency. He is to try and salvage and bring together some unity

in this district (INTB 294-298)…I don’t know that things have improved

academically in [District A]. I would suspect not. Has perceptions

changed? Absolutely. So, on a political issue, has Dr. [Superintendent A]

been able to change perceptions? Absolutely. (INTB 318-320)

Even though there was a small faction of critics of District A and the

superintendent, they did not deny that there was a sense of unity among the

community leadership and the district. The state board of education committee

member implied that the superintendent was the change agent. He was able to

change the district’s negative reputation to a positive one. The account alluded to
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the superintendent’s knowledge of the community leaders’ views and the opinions

of the community-at-large.

In a discussion of the superintendent’s political abilities, the president of

the Chamber of Commerce gave the following account that implied the

superintendent had communication skills that could be categorized by the terms,

public relations, political campaigning or political marketing:

He has a reputation in the state and in the community now as being an

innovative superintendent, a leading superintendent. There is sort of an

aura about him…You get that by being able to sell yourself, sell your

results. So, he’s been able to do that…He’s created some forums where

there is a dialogue. We’re meeting with him next week, for example, our

government affairs committee, made up of about 25 business leaders.

We’re going to sit down with him next week because he knows, he has a

central bond issue that he’s going to bring to the public for approval.

Discussion starts next Tuesday…I’m sure all superintendents know that or

do that, but he’s just very good at it and sophisticated. He’s a straight

shooter, gives good information. (INTR 89-110)

 The president of the local chapter of LULAC indicated that the

superintendent organized meetings and conferences designed to gather information

and concerns from the community (INTF 118-119). He expressed the following

about the superintendent, “I think he is doing a good job…any problem that might

come up he’s willing to discuss with whoever might be concerned about it and

address those problems right away” (INTF 124-127). The leaders of the local

NAACP described Superintendent A as a “people person.” In addition, they

assessed him to be a person who had “a broad concern for people, all people,” and
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“to be fair and to balance the books” (INTB 1-5). Their statements suggested that

the superintendent had a democratic and personal approach to engaging with the

community that was an allusion to his interpersonal communication skill.

 According to the mayor, the superintendent created mechanisms where

everyone could share in the benefit from the progress made by the district (INTM

52-54). There was a strategic effort by the superintendent to be inclusive and

democratic in his effort to reconcile the groups around education and unite them.

He transformed them into a coalition for the education of all the community’s

children. The mayor described the superintendent’s value to City A in the

following manner: “When you have a successful school district, communities build

around schools, they grow up around schools. Everyone inside education is very

important. How you maintain it, how you carry it out is critically part of your

city’s future success” (INTM 89-94). This finding was in agreement with

Looney’s (1988) suggestion that the involvement of key groups, even

opposition groups, during the decision-making process neutralized their opposition

particularly when their suggestions were integrated into the process.

The city councilperson defined a successful superintendent as “one who

addresses the problems of the district and moves forward. I think the bottom line is

educating the children…” (INTS 25-27). She regarded Superintendent A as a

unifying agent. She implied that the superintendent understood the concerns of all

parties and was able to move them to a concentric approach to making district

decisions. She remarked the following about the superintendent’s work:

Nothing was ever accomplished until Dr. [Superintendent A] came. He

brought the whole community together. The board seems to be behind him

100%. They have been able to accomplish quite a bit. The Test scores are
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up…he has given results, results that are positive…The dissension seems

to melt away because he has done his homework. (INTS 19-51)

The opinions editor of the local newspaper offered the following definition

for a successful superintendent: “I think its got to be measured in the academic

success of the district” (INTT 180). He assessed the superintendent’s work in this

way:

I want to say that he has benefited from good news, but that’s because he

has created the good news. He created the good conditions that help him

right now manage and work in a daily environment that’s a lot more

positive and therefore a lot easier for everybody to get along with. (INTT

171-174)

The editor described the district’s former condition: “They [District A] were sort

of sliding downhill…Once a district or city or whatever reaches that point, it just

keeps sliding, sliding, until it’s just really in bad shape. He [Superintendent A]

stopped it. He did a turnaround” (INTT 239-243).

Summary

Superintendent A defined success as providing an exemplary public school

system for the citizens of City A. According to the case study participants,

Superintendent A’s knowledge of the local political power structure, influential

actors, and interest groups was essential to his success in the district. The

superintendent established relationships with various groups and their leaders in

order to learn of their concerns and interests. Most importantly, he knew how to

use this knowledge for developing a strategic plan that would gain support for the
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district’s initiatives and projects. Another component of his political knowledge

was his understanding of public perception and its potential for creating

controversy. He used this knowledge to make proactive decisions in order to

extinguish potential problems for District A. Furthermore, he held meetings in

multiple settings in order to understand the “thinking” and opinions of interest

groups and their leaders. He even reached out to opponents of his education

agenda for understanding and reasonable support. Superintendent A was able to

politically forecast potential issues and community concerns. He alluded to the

importance of having a deep knowledge of a variety of political strategies.

The skill or ability that the superintendent regarded as essential to his

success at District A was communication. The findings suggested that

Superintendent A was an expert at interpersonal communication. Furthermore, he

demonstrated his expertise by using this skill effectively in various contextual

settings and for a variety of end-goals. Superintendent A used his communication

skill in a variety of contexts from individual meetings to small interest group

dialogues and community forums. His communication skill was effectively used to

guide the community to unity and to develop viable solutions.

In addition, Superintendent A used his communication skill to motivate the

organization and to instill the district’s vision for educating all children. His

communication skill was described by the community leaders as “people skills,”

“public relations,” “open communication,” and “reads people well.” Others

described Superintendent A as “persuasive,” “charismatic,” and “charming.”

Several particularly noted his ability to listen, even to contrasting views. The

superintendent not only listened for information, but also for understanding. This

allowed the superintendent to conduct several kinds of communication: contextual

communication, making the message understandable and meaningful to the target

audience; and cross-cultural and cross-class level communication. His ability to
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listen and synthesize information enabled him to identify common themes among

diverse interest groups and parents. Out of the many local groups, he was able to

form a coalition for educating all children. Superintendent A used a democratic

and inclusive approach to resolving the schismatic problems in District A and he

was perceived to rely on multi-faceted communication skills and multicultural

awareness. The findings indicated that Superintendent A was highly skilled in

interpersonal communication.

The superintendent’s communication skill allowed him to be successful at

bargaining and compromising for the school district’s interests. His skill was

important in his campaign to gain the voters’ approval of school bonds. There

were indications by the superintendent and the community leaders that his

communication skill made a significant impact in his ability to successfully

execute political timing, message framing and targeting.

Research Question #3:

How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the way they use

specific political strategies and skills to influence others to adopt their

agenda?

Superintendent A

The superintendent of District A suggested that his agenda or mission was

to lead public schools in educating children in a way that maximizes their

development, ultimately resulting in an improved society. Superintendent A

expressed his view in the following interview passage:

You educate them [children] to make society, a better society. And the best
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vehicle for that is public education…If we are the overseers of public

education, we got to assume responsibility for it. I can not point fingers at

someone else, blame parents, blame the community, blame the legislators,

blame everybody else…So, it is up to me to find solutions and the things

that are necessary to make this organization successful. And public school

educators need to understand that. If it is not functioning, it is because of

us. If it is not successful, it is because of us…But it is still my opinion, the

best vehicle for society and change, and to have an effective society is

through the public education system. Because that way we are all equal and

have equal opportunities to accomplish whatever it is that we choose to

accomplish in life. (INT3 175-196)

According to McCarty and Ramsey (1971), a factional political power

structure required a school superintendent to function as a political strategist

among the competing interest groups. The research findings identified City A and

Superintendent A to fit this political scheme. In this case study, the two main

interest groups were divided among racial lines. This was one way of

conceptualizing the political context of District A.

There were seven political strategies used by the superintendent to

influence the community and its leaders to adopt or support his agenda. These

strategies were not necessarily independent political approaches but often

overlapped each other and used simultaneously. The first strategy was consensus

building among the diverse and influential interest groups for specific solutions to

district-community concerns. This implied the ability to persuade, negotiate, and

compromise. Obviously, political communication skill was required.

Superintendent A provided the following comments:
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Once you recognize, here are the things that are the problem. You got your

NAACP, they got their built-in leaders. You got the LULAC, they got their

built-in leaders. You got the Chamber, they got their built-in leadership.

You got the CUAC, they got their built-in leadership. As you start running

your thoughts, you got Exxon Mobil, your big corporations and built-in

leadership. So you start working with those various groups to see, look

here, here are some things. And here is what I think you can do to resolve

this conflict that we have, and as a result of that, that’s how you have

people to buy in and want to make it happen. (INT2 113-119)

The last two significant oppositions that the superintendent and District A faced

were from the local teacher organization group and a proponent group of home

schooling and charter schools (INT2 128-134). According to Superintendent A, the

teacher organization situation was resolved when new leadership was elected and

the community rose against the home and charter schools group. However, a small

remnant group was still present. In the latter situation, the superintendent implied

that pro-district interest groups extinguished this movement. This situation might

have called for a covert political strategy to defend the district’s work and

initiatives. On the other hand, the superintendent cited school board harmony and

support as indicators that district programming and initiatives were supported by

the community (INT2 137-141).

Another political strategy used by the superintendent was taking an

inclusive and democratic approach to encouraging community support and

ownership of the public school district. The superintendent made the following

explanation:
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We have the attitude that the community owns the school, it’s their school,

their money, their whatever. So they need to be satisfied with this product.

So, I’ll try to find out what the dissatisfaction is and what the conflict is. If

I can change what we are doing, without compromising the integrity of the

school district and the quality of education, I will gladly do so. . . In fact,

one of the things that I do, is tell the staff they got to say, ‘This is our

school, this is our building,’ rather than saying, ‘This is my school, my

building,’ because they need to understand it is owned by the public. And

the public will have some say in what you do or not do. (INT2 280-289)

This political strategy developed social capital for District A and for a variety of

interest groups in the community, but more importantly, it allowed for traditionally

neglected groups to have a meaningful place and voice in the city’s public

education system. The superintendent alluded to establishing supportive

partnerships between District A and interest groups. The superintendent cultivated

relationships of mutual trust and support for the district. Superintendent A was the

public school district’s political symbol. He represented public education in the

political arena. The superintendent further explained:

I think you need to look at things that are important to the community.

Again as I was saying,…We show up to their functions and support their

causes and so forth. And they have a tendency to be supportive of you, as a

matter of fact, and your programs…So, I spend a lot of time going to, like

tonight, there are two or three functions that I have to go. So you try to

make as many of those as you possibly can, because you have to be

physical. And you have to be there, where people can have, be accessible

to you and those type of things. (INT3 350-357)
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A third political strategy the superintendent used was to initiate and

establish a networking system. The superintendent joined specific professional

organizations, chaired several committees, and was a member of state legislative

committees. This activity allowed him access to influential local and state

educational and elected leaders. It also gave him exposure to information

important to the local school district. It provided a channel to express views

favorable to the district’s initiatives. It was an effort to maximize his influence. He

reflected on the purpose of his activity:

…by networking with other superintendents from memberships in various

professional organizations…serving on several state level committees, like

legislative committees that help formalize and know the legislative agenda

that impacts superintendents and impacts education…knowing what is

happening and knowing what is going on, through mail-outs, through the

readings, through our legislators and contact with them. For them to share

information with us about what we need to be doing as far as the school

system is concerned. Just like last time, I lobbied very strongly for health

insurance…Those types of issues because I know that is something that

strongly concerns our people. I also asked them to look at school finances.

(INT2 189-201)

A fourth political strategy used by Superintendent A was media

management but for maximum effectiveness, it required another

strategy—political timing, and a sophisticated communication skill—message

framing. He made the following comments about his engagement with the media:
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Keep in mind, the more open you are—I think that’s why the media

doesn’t attack us as much, because we are pretty open. They care to stop to

see what is going on. We try to play that part. It is important for the

community to feel good about their schools. If there is a conflict out there,

we will try to resolve it…We do like for our school personnel to deal with

the media through the communications department…so we would like, for

screening as much as possible, for the media to go through the

communication’s office…The other thing is to be sure that people

understand, whatever you do, is subject to open records. (INT2 277-280;

254-266)

The superintendent alluded to inviting the media into the organization for stories

and maintaining an open relationship that allows for information to be given to the

media. There was an effort to monitor the kind of information given to the media

by having organizational procedures in place to address media questions. The

superintendent was concerned with accuracy and of course, with the district’s

image. The opinions editor of the local mainstream newspaper previously reflected

a time when the superintendent and the district staff made a presentation to the

editorial board concerning their effort to obtain voter approval for school bonds.

Along these efforts, the superintendent made special presentations to interest

groups for endorsements regarding district projects.

A case can be made for suggesting that Superintendent A had attempted to

influence the timing of events in such a way as to maximize the political benefits

to the organization by deciding when to increase public and special group attention

on certain district projects like a school bond election (see Gibson, 1999, for

discussion on political timing). This was accomplished through strategic

presentations to interest groups and the media. The superintendent guided the
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district to establish a mechanism or process for message framing to occur. Special

presentations were made, particularly to the print media, concerning the bond

issue.

A fifth political strategy detected from the superintendent’s interviews was

his use of political marketing. The political timing strategy and message framing

skills were linked to political marketing. Conceptually, the three were critical

components of political marketing. Political marketing required a campaign

approach and salesmanship (see Scammel, 1999, for further discussion on political

marketing). The effectiveness of the strategy depended on the superintendent’s

political capital and the district’s reputational capital earned from the general

public and the local political elites and interest groups. The Chamber of Commerce

president, the officials from the NAACP and LULAC, several school board

trustees and other participants reflected on the superintendent’s ability to promote

the district’s accomplishments. The superintendent gave several accounts of his

presence at interest group activities. He encouraged and allowed schools to

participate in special interest group events. This finding supported the

interpretation made by Weber (1982), superintendents adopted lobbying behavior

in their communities and relied on their abilities to persuade, promote and interact

with the community power structures effectively.

The final political strategy was paradoxical and the most important

particularly for an urban superintendent who must engage in the city’s political

arena with no real authority. This political strategy was the superintendent’s

consistent public projection of an apolitical image. Apolitical was defined to mean

non-partisan and non-self-interest politics. This strategy was important for several

reasons.

Since names of political parties were avoided, there appeared to be a non-

partisan and politically sterile arena. This encouraged support from all political
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parties and their leaders. It created a risk-free environment for elected officials,

their supporters and interest groups. A second reason was that it encouraged unity

among elected officials. They rallied around public education. A third reason, it

allowed the superintendent to engage freely with all elected officials and

supporters from any political party and ideology as long as they were interested in

the well being of the community’s public education system. The superintendent

walked on this political tightrope—he must consistently practice overt non-

partisan behavior and use non-partisan rhetoric. The superintendent was not to

draw public attention to partisan politics. Lastly, the underpinning reason was the

fear of the voting citizenry’s perception and their propensity to vote along partisan

lines was eliminated. Superintendent A expressed his view in the following

interview account:

You will never see me endorse candidates. That is what I’m saying, I’m so

non-political, at least I’d like to think in ways in which I care about the job.

I think it is more communication than it is politics. I won’t endorse people,

I will not. If I contribute, I try to contribute to both candidates, if I do. You

try to stay out of it, because if you get involved, you have already alienated

half of the population…So then, you engage in partisan politics, then you

cease being superintendent for everybody and you are only the

superintendent for this group over here. Whatever my political affiliations

are, they are private…I do not want to be viewed as partisan in one way or

another. I want to be viewed as very objective, very fair…People can view

you one way or another when it comes to their political scope.

(INT3 363-378)
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The finding, avoidance of partisan political commitment, was similar to a

conclusion reached by Kirby (1970) in the study of big city superintendents.

Another kind of political strategy was covert in description. It was

designed to minimize the political and partisan image of public education and

consequently the work of the Superintendent while he engaged in a very political

environment. There was evidence to suggest that Superintendent A could have

used members of his staff as lobbyists, or as information sources, in strategic city

organizations. For instance, the director of communications and publications for

District A was a member of the Chamber of Commerce board of directors and the

district’s marketing education coordinator was a member of the city council. The

mayor of City A made the following remarks concerning partisan politics and the

superintendency:

Everyone has a right to vote who they please and express what they

believe, but then, there is a greater focus. What is my job? What do I need

to do to make this job successful? Focus on this first, you don’t want your

politics to get in the way of your effectiveness…but at the same time you

need to support the philosophy that might make your district a better place.

(INTM 63-77)

The finding substantiated Iannaccone’s (1967) assertion that the profession

preserved a negative view toward partisan politics as a tactic for reducing the

effect of party politics on education and enhancing the effect of the profession’s

own political activities.
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Other Case Study A Participants

Several of the research participants gave accounts of the political skills and

strategies used by the superintendent in his effort to influence local interest groups,

elected officials, and the general community to support his education agenda. A

city council member described Superintendent A as charming, charismatic,

persuasive, and well informed. A school board trustee suggested that the

superintendent’s gift was his communication skill. Another trustee described the

superintendent as persuasive because his ideas were well bounded. A leader of the

local teacher’s organization made the following observation about the

superintendent: “he tells you what you need to know to convince you…he knows

how to talk to groups of different people” (INTS 98-102). Similarly, the president

of the Chamber of Commerce said the following about the superintendent’s

communication skill:

He speaks calmly. He is able to win over a group of people that he’s

talking to. When he talks he definitely gives a feeling of being in charge

and knowing what he’s talking about, straight shooter. This personal

marketing of himself, to take on a project or a problem. My guess is not all

of us can do that well. (INTR 168-172)

Another superintendent skill that the community’s leaders identified was

his ability to analyze problems and solutions within the context of the district’s

goals and its mission to educate all children. A school board trustee explained the

skill in the following passage:

To a great extent, I think that’s part of the superintendent’s role. Dr.

[Superintendent A] is good at this, in putting things in perspective in terms
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of what’s good for the whole district, the whole community. And not just,

what is it going to do for me and what I am going to get for this, that kind

of attitude. Usually, his arguments are founded in what is right for the

district and for the people or whatever, rather than individual issues sort of

speak, individual interests. (INTN 118-123)

The board trustee implied that the superintendent was able to construct reasonable

and convincing arguments for making decisions aligned with the district’s mission

and goals.

The mayor, two board trustees, the president of the Chamber of Commerce,

and the district’s deputy superintendent gave interview accounts that described the

superintendent using the political strategy of consensus building to influence the

community. For example, the mayor made the following assessment of the

superintendent’s effort to unify the factions in the community and reach a

consensus on a viable solution:

Whatever the issue in the community is, he [Superintendent A] works hard

at getting in-put from the community about it. He has an exchange of ideas

and concerns on how to go about to get the matter resolved. It has been a

development of partnerships in our community…It has enabled people to

focus on the problem, the challenges, rather than each other. (INTM 21-29)

A second political strategy the community leaders described was the

superintendent’s inclusive and democratic approach to gaining community support

for the public school system and his education agenda. This approach was critical

for the superintendent. This approach earned political capital for the

superintendent. Eventually, as District A made progressive changes and its
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educational program improved, the superintendent and the school district’s

leadership gained reputational capital. The community’s parents, general public,

interest groups, and elected officials began to trust and support the public school

district and the superintendent’s education agenda. A city councilperson noted, “he

has given results, results that are positive” (INTS 42-43). A board trustee

expressed the following view:

Locally, the superintendent must have a visible presence, if the district is

going to have credibility and success with the community. Whether it is

through the support of programs, tax rate hikes or bond issues, whatever.

You can’t go into a tax rate hike or a bond issue not having done all the

preparatory work in the years before that. You can’t throw a bond issue out

and expect people to support you if you haven’t done the things that they

like over a long period of time. (INTN 142-147)

A leader of the local teacher’s organization issued the following reflection:

He’s [Superintendent A] involved in the community…He also has an open

door policy in his office…it’s well known in the community, if I’ve got a

problem, I can call Dr. [Superintendent A] and get an appointment. And

you can talk to him. Where in the past, I’m not so sure that parents were

able to do that…They know they can go and talk to Dr. [Superintendent A]

and they know him by name. Where in the past, I’m not so sure they knew

who the superintendent was. (INTS 110-121)

Another school board trustee made this assessment of the superintendent and his

effort to influence the community to support his educational initiatives:
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He is very community oriented. He believes in listening to the patrons of

[District A], the taxpayers. He wants to do what is right. And at the same

time, he wants to go and educate, even our senior citizens. If they need to

be educated on why we are spending ‘x’ amount of dollars on this or that?

That’s a very important thing politically…He will hold as many meetings

as possible to educate people. (INTG 133-141)

 The research participants described a political strategy termed, political

marketing. It appeared to be linked to the political timing strategy and to the skill

of message framing. Political marketing seemed to be the over-arching strategy

with support from political timing, the more implicit strategy.

An example of political timing and message framing was the local

newspaper opinions editor’s account of the superintendent and district leaders’

meeting with the editorial board to explain the rationale and details of a school

bond issue. They wanted the newspaper to make a positive and informational

report to the readership and they wanted to present a credible and honest image to

the voters. Another example of these two strategies was the superintendent-led

presentations, or bond campaigns, to interest groups regarding support for school

bonds. These presentations required strategic planning and salesmanship. Most

importantly, the meetings were held in a timely manner.

A school board trustee made the following commentary about the

superintendent and the strategy of political marketing:

He [Superintendent A] knows how to go and get the support of the

public…For instance, we had a fourteen million dollar bond issue that was

not going to be passed unless he reached out to all phases of the

community…He went CUAC, concerned citizens. He went to the Chamber
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of Commerce. He went to the mayor. He went to every aspect of the city to

find out what they felt about it before he even brought it to the board.

(INTR 72-80)

The superintendent managed the school bond project like a political campaign. He

took the message to those that he needed to convince and to win their support.

Lastly, the research participants, particularly the school board trustees,

described an apolitical image projecting strategy used by the superintendent. The

school board president said the following about the superintendent:

He supports any politician that’s elected. Not financially, not with his

name, but in terms of respect and gives credit for what they have done for

our district. But he doesn’t align himself with politicians. He steers clear

from them. I have no idea if he is Republican or Democrat. He

maintains—I’m a superintendent, I’m not a so and so, or a such and such.

He didn’t get involved in any of the political campaigns. (INTH 157-162)

Summary

The Superintendent A indicated that his agenda or mission was to lead

public schools in educating children in such a way that maximizes their

development which would eventually result in an improved society. The

interviews with the superintendent and the community’s diverse leadership groups

revealed several political strategies and skills used by the superintendent to

influence the school district’s constituents to adopt his education agenda and other

relevant propositions. For instance, the superintendent’s communication skill was

essential in executing his strategic plans. His ability to persuade, negotiate, bargain
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and compromise significantly contributed to the effectiveness of his strategies,

specifically to political marketing and consensus building.

The data revealed that Superintendent A was skilled at contextualizing

messages, problems, and solutions in order to communicate for meaning, not only

information, with diverse groups. In addition, a respondent identified a significant

superintendent skill. It was the ability to analyze problems and solutions within the

context of the district’s goals and its mission to educate all children.

The political strategies recounted by the superintendent and described by

the other research participants were: 1) consensus building strategy; 2) inclusive-

democratic strategy; 3) political marketing strategy—with political timing strategy

and message framing skill as critical components; 4) media management

strategy—with political timing strategy and message framing skill as essential

components; 5) networking strategy; and 6) apolitical image projecting strategy. In

reference to the last strategy, there were several allusions made by the research

participants regarding the superintendent’s capacity to use a covert political

strategy.

The political strategies and skills were not independently used, rather they

overlapped and blended into an effective, directional and influential force. The

political strategies were aimed simultaneously into the public arena by the

superintendent in an effort to maximize and widen his influence on the voting

public, parents, interest groups, district leaders and personnel.
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Research Question #4:

How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the way they involve

themselves in political activities outside of education?

Superintendent A

The superintendent of District A purposively projected an apolitical, non-

partisan public image to the community. He made the following remark

concerning partisan politics and candidate endorsements: “I try to stay out of it,

because if you get involved, you have already alienated half the population” (INT3

367-368). In other words, there were political costs or reprisals for political

partisan engagement. There was a concentrated effort by the superintendent to

omit partisan rhetoric and references to his political party affiliation. The

superintendent expressed his rationale for taking this position:

Whatever my political affiliations are, they are private. They are not to be

out there for public consumption or whatever. I do not want to be viewed

as partisan one way or another. I want to be viewed as very objective, very

fair…I avoid being in a political campaign…People can view you one way

or another when it comes to their political scope. Because if you avoid

those kinds of things then you become everybody’s superintendent, rather

than being partisan. And then you become only a superintendent for that

group. (INT3 372-380)

Superintendent A alluded to the citizenry’s propensity to vote along party lines and

to make decisions or pass judgements solely based on political party identification.

Another way to interpret his statements was to consider his sense of

fairness, his concern with equity, and his democratic approach to leading the
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district as reasons for taking this apolitical stance. Nevertheless, this position

yielded the best opportunity and advantage for winning bipartisan support and

gaining access to bipartisan leadership. Yet, Superintendent A mentioned that if he

made financial contributions to candidates, then both candidates would receive

contributions (INT3 363-378).

The superintendent engaged in political activities like lobbying and

campaigning at the local and state level only when there were specific policy

issues, like school finance and teachers’ health insurance, affecting District A and

public education. His political activity, apart from his duty as a public education

leader, was seemingly silent. This finding was similar to Kirby’s (1970)

interpretation of the superintendent’s avoidance of the partisan political arena

except for issues directly related to public education.

Superintendent A described his ideology as moderate. However, his wide-

range of personal and social experiences with poverty, segregation, integration and

his present income level have apparently influenced his understanding of public

policy issues. He provided the following explanation:

I consider myself moderate. I don’t think I need to be conservative because

of the way things are and I know groups and people that suffer. That is not

good and certainly you don’t need to make things the way they are. I don’t

see myself as a liberal because I think there needs to be some order to the

change that happens to take place. I do believe that there should be some

change and there needs to be some improvements…I guess it depends

where you are in life to help you determine whether you want to be liberal,

conservative, moderate or whatever. My mother could care less about

paying income tax and those kinds of things. Because with her income, she

is not concerned about that. I am concerned about where you are in life. So,
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income tax affects me, it doesn’t affect my mother. My mother knows all

the things about Medicaid, and Medicare, social security, all those things

far more than I do.  I can talk to her and learn a lot from her. But that does

not impact me as much. It’s where you are that determines how you see

things politically at that particular point. So that has a great deal of impact.

But since I’ve been there, I do have a lot of empathy for poverty and the

poor and the issues and so forth. What I know is that by paying income

taxes to deal with and relieve those kinds of issues, then I don’t have a

problem. I’m just like anybody else, when you get to the income bracket

that I am, and for me to get five hundred dollars, I probably need to make

eight hundred. You start looking at it and say, a tax cut would be nice…I

can see both sides of that issue and how to balance it. (INT1 330-359)

Other Case Study A Participants

 Even though most of the research participants did not have knowledge of

the superintendent’s political party affiliation, only two participants made

contrasting assumptions regarding his political party affiliation. One assigned him

Republican Party membership while the other suspected he was a Democrat. The

city’s diverse leadership groups agreed that the superintendent would best serve

District A if he avoided partisan politics and took a neutral stance. He was not

expected to participate in politics apart from educational issues. Most importantly

several leaders made insightful distinctions about this level of superintendent

political activity. The following school board members expressed their view about

the topic:

I’ve never seen his name on any kind of leaflets or brochures as listed as a

supporter of a candidate…But as far as publicly declaring a party and
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publicly supporting one candidate over the other in public. I don’t think

that’s a good idea. There are too many people out there who hold political

type hostilities against other people (INTG 268-269, 281-285)…We’ve had

governor’s here, but they are invited as governors. They are not invited

here when they are running for office …He [Superintendent A] needs to

stay as neutral as he can, so that people respect him and work with him

(INTH 163-165, 408-408)…Politically, I see him as being neutral. He is

not a Republican and he is not a Democrat…You can’t go out and say you

are a Republican as superintendent and be out in the public and work for

Republicans…Just like, for example, like [Candidate] ran for senator or

something like that. I asked him why don’t you endorse [Candidate]. He

says, that is the worst thing I can do. [Candidate] is a Democrat and

Republicans aren’t going to like that. They are going to start looking at me,

that I’m a Democrat. They are going to think that my judgment is based on

the Democratic concept. We can’t have that. The bottom line, he is a

Democrat. He is not as active as I am. I don’t expect him to, because it can

create chaos, confusion to some people. Some people are loyal Democrats

and some are loyal Republicans. Just because he is a Democrat, some

people may strike him and go against him, period. They ain’t going to like

him, period. That happens, whether you are Black or White. (INTT 247-

266)

All of the school board trustees were convinced that the superintendent should be

involved with the political system at the micro and macro levels by networking

with elected local and state officials for the purposes of lobbying for policies

favorable to District A and having access to the latest information. This

expectation was expressed by a school board trustee:
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Dr. [Superintendent A] has to know what’s going on in [State Capital] to

[Nation’s Capital] to wherever. And what side is in support of education

and what side is not. What people he need to talk to and those he do not

need to talk to. (INTW 426-429)

A school board trustee, the minister, made several insightful suggestions. He

provided these comments: “you have to balance it, so that politics would never

overshadow the educational process…now, if you decide that you wanna’ become

more political, than a superintendent is supposed to be. Then you better go run for

office” (INTW 415-416, 424-425). The expectation was evident, apart from voting

in elections, the superintendent was not to pursue political activities outside of

education.

The elementary principal was in agreement with the school board trustees.

The superintendent was to avoid partisan politics but participate as a lobbyist for

the best interests of public education and District A. The president of the Chamber

of Commerce remarked that the superintendent worked closely with “immediate

groups.” He made a bold recommendation for the covert political involvement of

superintendents in the recruitment of school board trustees. He issued the

following suggestion:

I think the superintendent ought to be concerned with the quality of the

candidates running for the board or the, doesn’t matter. I don’t know that

he has a rule on this or not, but getting good people to run for office I think

would be something that would be in his vested interest. But he would have

to do that very quietly and behind the scenes, maybe through someone else.

For example, if he saw somebody that you thought would make a good
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member of that board, maybe you aren’t the person to ask that question. If

they would be willing to serve and run and make that commitment. I don’t

assume that maybe superintendents do that behind the scenes. I would

think it would be in their interest to have people involved in the school

board and the governance of the school board that are motivated and have

some background and understanding. That’s regardless of race, gender,

sex, religion, that’s not important to me, as opposed to having a

representative board that understands the big issues that the board needs to

attack. (INTR 264-277)

Interestingly, the committee member of the state board of education, who

represents the area, commented that the superintendent had recruited a candidate to

run against him during the last election. In addition, two school board trustees

mentioned that the trustees are the ones to confront politically charged issues for

the superintendent. They alluded to the superintendent’s covert political behavior

in the following commentary:

Everybody that knows him [Superintendent A], knows he’s against charter

schools, that’s no secret. But he does not have to make it his issue, his

campaign, his determination to get up there and lead the charge. That’s not

where he needs to be. He needs to be focused on [District A] and if he

wants somebody out charging, he needs to let one of the trustees do that

because we are the politicians (INTH 409-414)…Trying to get support for

a bill that we need that is going to benefit the school system. Politically, I

can see him [Superintendent A] get involved in that way, not directly but

indirectly through us. (INTT 278-280)
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Perhaps recruiting candidates for elected public education posts and delegating

other district leaders to publicly address or challenge politically heightened issues

was a political covert strategy used by the superintendent. This finding

substantiated Weber’s (1982) conclusion that superintendents used overt and

covert political strategies to influence the community to support school district

interests. Similarly, it affirmed Jackson’s (1995) assertion that superintendents

have never been completely apolitical, rather what has changed is the way they

have responded in response to changing social-political conditions.

Another community leader, the president of LULAC, proposed that

superintendents use their political and reputational capital to advocate for children

issues beyond the scope of public education. The Chamber of Commerce president

and the president of the local chapter of LULAC remarked that they did not know

whether Superintendent A was active in partisan politics apart from his duties as

superintendent. Furthermore, the city councilperson commented that the

superintendent was not seen out in the community unless it involved the schools.

The mayor of City A perceived the superintendent to be very active in

educational politics. The mayor alluded to the superintendent’s partisan inactivity

when he stated the following: “I’m sure he has his private views, but he keeps to

the task at hand as a superintendent of a school district” (INTM 43-45).
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Summary

The superintendent of District A observed a professional and personal

practice of intentionally omitting partisan rhetoric and references to his political

party affiliation. All, but two, of the other research participants claimed not to

know his political party affiliation. He was concerned with projecting a consistent

public image of fairness and did not want be perceived as biased. Superintendent

A reasoned that any level of participation in politics outside of activities in

educational politics would be detrimental to his leadership status. The

superintendent was aware of the citizenry’s propensity to pass judgements and

make decisions based on party identification. He was alert to partisan situations

and did not participate. Superintendent A made sure that District A was not used

by politicians during their election campaigns.

The superintendent identified his political ideology as moderate. He

alluded to personal and social experiences with poverty, segregation, integration,

and his current income level as influences on his position on certain public policies

and his approach to leadership.

The community’s leadership seemed to agree with the superintendent’s

approach to partisan politics or any kind of political involvement outside of

education. Nevertheless, there were two leaders, the Chamber of Commerce

president and the local LULAC president, who made a couple of bold

recommendations regarding the local political involvement of the superintendent.

They were in favor of an expansive covert political role for the superintendent. For

instance, the superintendent was to covertly direct the recruitment of prime

candidates for the school board. Complementing the recommendation, there were

several allusions that suggested that the superintendent exhibited covert political

behavior. The second suggestion called for the superintendent to expend political
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capital and advocate for children issues that extend beyond the scope of public

education.

Political configurations in American cities are structured in such a way that

apart from political activity relevant to educational responsibilities, the district-

transforming superintendent cannot overtly participate in partisan politics without

political cost. The superintendent of District A was limited to voting and bipartisan

campaign contribution at best.

Case Study: B

The following sources were consulted for compiling the case study’s

profile information: interview transcriptions, authorized web sites, national

education reports, state education records, census records, city records, and school

district records.

City B

According to the latest U.S. census, City B, with a population of nearly

657,000, was one of the 20 largest cities in the nation. The population was

comprised of approximately 53% White American, 31% Hispanic American, 10%

African American, 6% Asian American, Multi-Racial, and other. Nearly 31% of

the citizenry was 19 years old or younger. The racial composition of City B had

changed from 1990 when the population was about 62% White American, 23%

Hispanic American, 12% African American, and 3% Asian American. The

population has nearly doubled since 1980 when the population was about 345,500.

According to the city’s 2000 Economic Outlook Report, education, state

government, tourism, and high-tech manufacturing drove the local economy of the

area. Although the region gained numerous software and biotech firms, the anchor

of City B’s high-tech industry was hardware driven. Despite the slow down in the
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high-tech industry, it was identified as a key component of future economic

growth. The largest sectors of employment were services, government, wholesale

and retail segments. The area chamber of commerce indicated a 3.8%

unemployment rate in the region for 2001. However, city and chamber of

commerce documents did not report the unemployment rate according to race.

Furthermore, growth fueled by a healthy economy during the 1990s had led to

changes in the City’s demographics, economy and culture. Housing prices

increased approximately 70% from 1990-2000. The city struggled with rising

unemployment, a stagnating economy and declining sales tax revenue. More

people moved to the suburbs. This increased traffic and air pollution. This growth

pattern is known as “urban sprawl.”

City B had a council-manager form of government. The city council

included the mayor and six other council members. The entire council was elected

at-large. The city manager was appointed by the city council and was responsible

for the management of all city employees and the administration of all city affairs.

The city council consisted of four Whites (two males and two females), two

Hispanics (both male) and one African American male. The mayor resigned

shortly after his re-election in 2000 to pursue the state’s attorney general post.

The former mayor of City B created a Blue Ribbon Task Force to assist

District B with its search for a new superintendent of schools in the summer of

1999. The mayor took this controversial action when it became apparent that

trustees had mishandled the calling of a new superintendent when the candidate

refused the district’s offer at the last hour. A co-chair of the Blue Ribbon Task

Force eventually became the successor to the mayor.

 In the latter part of 2001, the voters of City B elected its first Mexican

American mayor, a long-standing civil rights leader and community activist. The

election was historically significant. It symbolized the political position of the
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minority enclaves. The city’s four political milestones were: 1) the first woman

council member was elected in 1948; 2) the first African American council

member was elected in 1971; 3) the first Mexican American council member was

elected in 1975; and 4) the first woman mayor was elected in 1977. On the other

hand, the City Manager was a Mexican American male. But he resigned in the

early part of 2002.

The new mayor of City B was not satisfied with the progress of District B

in its effort to educate minority children. He held the school board and its president

responsible. The local alternative newspaper’s news editor quoted the mayor:

The district is not educating our students or reproducing an educated work

force. And the mayor needs to do what he can to change that. As a whole,

the district now has the worst record for educating poor children of all the

major cities in the state. We’re not taking this problem as seriously as we

need to and there is no excuse for that.

On January 10, 2002, the city council passed a resolution that allowed the mayor

to create The Mayor’s Committee on K-12 Educational Excellence. The committee

was requested to develop a blue print to provide policy recommendations to

District B trustees regarding what the district could do to address raising the

academic standards for all students, closing the performance gap for students of

color, student cultural differences and student learning style differences. The

committee was expected to present their policy recommendations to the city

council and to the newly elected board of trustees’ first official meeting.

A major state university with numerous nationally ranked programs was

located in City B. A total of seven colleges and universities were located in the
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area. In addition to the local public school district, over twenty public charter

schools and more than twenty private parochial schools were located in City B.

Public School District B

The National Center for Education Statistics (2001) identified District B as

one of the 40 largest public elementary and secondary school districts in the

United States. In the fall of 2001, District B was a large city public school system

with an enrollment of nearly 78,000 students. The student population was

comprised of 48% Hispanic American, 34% White American, 16% African

American and less than 3% Asian and Native Americans. About 48% of the

students were identified as economically disadvantaged—this meant they received

free or reduced lunch. About 18% of the students were reported as limited English

proficient. This meant they were English language learners and most likely,

although not exclusively, the children of recent immigrants. The student

attendance rate was 94% and the school dropout rate was 2.8%. Nevertheless, 80%

of the district’s dropouts were Hispanic and African American students. Nearly

53% of the student population was enrolled in elementary schools. District B

consisted of 12 high schools (grades 9-12), 17 middle/junior high schools (grades

6-8), 74 elementary schools (grades PK-5), and 4 alternative education centers.

The state required public school students in grades three through eight and

grade ten to take the state’s assessment of academic skills. The exam covered

reading, writing, and math objectives. Of the students who received special

education and bilingual education services, some were exempted from the

assessment. Their results were not counted toward the school’s and district’s

academic performance and accountability rating.

During the 2000-2001 school year the state rated a school or a district

exemplary status if at least 90% of all students and each student group taking the
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exam passed each subject area and the previous year’s dropout rate for all students

and each student group was 1% or less. A score of 70 was the assessment’s

minimal passing mark. A school or district received a recognized status if the

passing percentage was at least 80% passing and the dropout rate was 3% or less.

Surprisingly, an acceptable status was at least 50% passing, with a dropout rate of

5.5% or less. Not surprisingly, an academically unacceptable or low-performing

status was below 50% passing on any subject area for all students or any student

group, with a dropout rate above 5.5% for any student group. According to the

state’s 2001 accountability manual, “African American, Hispanic, White, and

Economically Disadvantaged” were student groups. The state manual did not

mention Asian Americans, Pacific Islanders, or Native Americans in the student

group list even though the state assessment identified them.

During the 2000-2001 school year, School District B achieved

“academically acceptable” accountability rating status. At the elementary level, the

number of schools and ratings were: 14 exemplary, 22 recognized, 35 acceptable

and two low-performing. At the middle/junior high school level, the number of

schools and ratings were: 16 acceptable and one low-performing. At the high

school level, the number of schools and ratings were: two recognized, eight

acceptable and two low-performing. About 94% of the students in the

assessment’s grade targets were tested. In 1999 the school district had been rated

“academically unacceptable” and had serious data problems. Half of the high

schools were rated low-performing. Three middle/junior highs and five elementary

schools had similar ratings. Even though there was an improvement in the

district’s academic standing from 1999, there was nearly a 20 % gap between the

minority and White students’ performance on the three state examinations. In one

subgroup examination, the difference was greater than 23 %.
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District B employed over 10,400 personnel. The district’s personnel were

comprised of about 59% campus professional staff, 3% central office professional

staff, and 38% campus and central office support staff. The campus professional

staff included over 5300 teachers. The turnover rate was 18% for teachers, one of

the highest in the region. The teacher force was made up of 78% female and 22%

male. The district’s teachers were about 69% White American, 22% Hispanic

American, 8% African American, 1% Asian and Native American. It operated a

budget of about $665.5 million dollars and exercised a property tax rate of $1.5486

per $100 valuation. According to the area chamber of commerce, District B was

the fourth leading area employer.

The school board for District B was comprised of nine members: two

Hispanic males, one Hispanic female, one African American female, and 5 White

females. The president of the board of trustees was a White female. Among the

trustees, there were four former Parent and Teacher Association (PTA) presidents,

all female. Most of the board members were relatively new to their positions. The

president had the longest tenure. She was first elected in 1992. After the school

board election in May 2002, the board of trustees for the first time chose the

president from among their own ranks. Most of the other trustees were first elected

during the mid to late 1990s and two were elected in 2000 for their first term. The

minority members of the school board were employed in the following positions or

vocations: owner of a natural gas consulting company, deputy director of data

services (child division of the office of the state’s attorney general), director for

community outreach (local community college), and self-employed educational

consultant (previously worked for the state’s education agency). Among the

majority members of the school board, their vocations or employment positions

were clinical social worker in private practice, owner of a semiconductor

company, self-employed certified public accountant, pre-kindergarten teacher (at a
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church community center), and management consultant (focused on educational

and governmental organizations). One of the majority board members had been a

former public elementary school teacher.

Unfortunately, the two Hispanic males and the lone African American

board member were not able to participate in the study. The school board trustees

that participated in the study assessed their relationship with the new

superintendent in the following ways: “A work in progress” (INT G76), “I don’t

meet with him regularly” (INT T46-47), “I feel like I have a really good

relationship with Dr. [Superintendent B]” (INT W36), and “I have a fairly strong

working relationship” (INT R60). It appeared that the new superintendent’s

relationship with the trustees was positive but at different confidence levels.

Three former District B trustees were able to make contributions to their

communities on a higher political level. For instance, the first woman school board

president also became the first woman mayor of City B, the first woman elected as

state railroad commissioner, and the first woman elected as the state comptroller of

public accountants. Similarly, the first African American school board trustee, a

female, became a multiple term state legislator. Following the same path of public

service, the first Hispanic school board trustee and board president became a

member of the city council and the newly elected mayor of City B. The first

Hispanic American elected to the office.

Like most school districts that delayed to follow the federal court rulings

for public school desegregation and integration, District B went through several

decades of turmoil. Eventually, the first African American was elected to the

school board in 1968 and the first Hispanic was elected in 1972.  According to the

city’s newly elected mayor and former school board president, District B went

through two transition periods from 1980 to 2000 (INT G50-108). The first

transition had to do with the “dismantling of the cross town busing plan” (INT
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G61). Anti-school busing candidates were elected to the school board and the

transition lasted about ten years. Ultimately, the board did away with the busing

system in 1987.

The second transition was during the early 1990s. The school board

meetings were “contentious” (INT G64) and the state education agency had to

send a state monitor to the meetings. Simultaneously, the school district’s student

population changed from a White majority to a White minority. During the two

periods, there was a substantial increase in the population of suburban

communities that coincided with the economic growth in the area. All along there

was a heightened concern among the African American and Hispanic community

leaders over the lack of urgency by District B leaders for addressing the academic

needs of minority children.

From 1999 to the present, the new superintendent and the trustees for

District B faced a variety of difficult and complex issues. The first was the poor

academic performance of the district and the unreliable data provided to the state

education agency. The data tampering scandal prompted an investigation. In 1999

a count grand jury indicted the school district and two administrators on test-

tampering charges. In a plea bargain with prosecutors, District B pleaded guilty to

a single document-tampering charge and paid a fine. Second, the city’s minority

leadership and the newly elected mayor were not satisfied with the District’s

progress and seemingly lack of urgency in educating children of color. Political

and public pressure mounted against District B and the superintendent. Third,

personnel changes and district refusal of minority leadership school management

recommendations exacerbated distrust among the minority community and District

B leadership. Fourth, the state’s funding formula for public schools identified

District B to be a property-rich public school district. This meant that the district

had to return millions of dollars for redistribution to property-poor school districts.
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After the 1999-2000 school year, District B returned about $34 million and it was

projected to return $93 million for the 2000-2001 school year. The district was

operating under financial limitations. It was during this period that the teachers’

pay increase became an important issue. Fifth, several schools had mold

infestation that needed cleaning and other buildings required improvement repairs.

Ultimately, a $49.3 million health and safety bond package was taken to the voters

for approval. Sixth, the magnet school consolidation issue and high school class

scheduling tested the community, the school board trustees and the new

superintendent.

Superintendent B

In the latter part of 1999, the school board trustees of District B named a

new superintendent. He was the seventh superintendent in a decade.

Superintendent B began a partnership with a district mired in mismanagement,

criminal investigations, community distrust and poor student achievement. Almost

three years later, the school board trustees praised the superintendent for

improving academic performance, forming community partnerships, and winning

the voters approval for the health and safety bond proposal. Although District B

had improved with higher academic ratings and a decline in the dropout rate, there

have been requests from minority leaders and pressure from the new mayor for

better education of minority children. Some community leaders argued that

District B and the superintendent have not done enough. The co-president of a

teachers’ organization, which represents over 4,000 of the district’s teachers and

support staff members, issued the following assessment of Superintendent B to the

mainstream newspaper:
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He’s continued to tackle problems head-on, which I think is one of the

hallmarks of his administration. He doesn’t try to sweep stuff under the

carpet. He embraces challenges and invites the whole community to

become involved in addressing those challenges.

After District B trustees rejected the minority community’s request to

allow a school management company and a charter school organization to run the

low-performing schools, they requested that the superintendent and his cabinet to

develop initiatives for increasing student achievement at the low-performing

campuses. Even though the superintendent did not recommend to the board to

accept the school management proposal, he did recommend, with provisions, to

accept the charter school proposal. Nevertheless, five weeks later, Superintendent

B proposed a plan to improve six under-performing schools, all located in the

minority sector. He called the plan, “The [City B] Blueprint: To Leave No Child

Behind.” In a letter to the City B community, the superintendent explained the

Blueprint’s rationale:

We are standing at a crossroads. On the one hand, we have made real

progress over the past three years. We’ve stabilized the school district;

we’ve restored credibility to our data systems; we’ve raised our bond

ratings; we’ve lowered our dropout rate significantly; and we’ve seen a

steady increase in student achievement across the district, including

doubling our number of recognized and exemplary schools in one year’s

time. But on the other hand, we have not fulfilled our mission. We are

moving forward on a steady and promising trajectory, but not all our

students and not in all our schools…Now, I want to talk about the heart of

the matter: closing the achievement gap for our students in schools that
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are low-performing or under-achieving. We are going to take direct,

focused action in these schools. There will be no excuses for their

performance.

The board of trustees accepted the superintendent’s plan, but it was

described as a “very short sighted plan” by the local LULAC leadership, a member

of the Mayor’s Committee on K-12 Educational Excellence, and other members of

the Hispanic community. The superintendent’s Blueprint was not supported by the

local LULAC organization. On the other hand, an African American leader of a

community group expressed to the alternative newspaper that the Blueprint plan

was a political solution:

So, we have finally admitted there is a problem, Amen. But why only focus

on six schools, when there are children of color suffering in mediocre

schools across the East side? This is a political solution, not an honest

effort to raise standards across the board.

 Superintendent B was credited by several city leaders for getting District B

to recover from most of its problems. The superintendent appeared to lead the

district to incrementally transform itself into an urban district that educates and

values all its children, regardless of their socioeconomic standing and life

situation. Perhaps a key to understanding the superintendent’s leadership at

District B was found in his discussion of political skills:

Every place I’ve gone, I’ve had to invent a vision. The hardest thing for me

is building those strategic plans. I hate it, but now I’m gonna have to do it,

because I know at that point where they are going to run it. I hate doing
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that stuff. You know, I wish I could hire someone to do it. But you need it,

you need it at a certain point. To this point, I enjoy the flexibility of not

having it. I was vulnerable, but I had more degrees of freedom. Not having

this document, that was so constructive, you know. But I need it now, and

I’m gonna have to do it. But I’m gonna get the whole community do it with

me. I’m gonna get them to demand it from me. So, it’s not me doing it, it’s

having them demand it. (INT3 209-218)

A strategic plan for school district improvement appeared to be the missing

component. It might have alleviated much of the political anxiety among the city’s

interest groups and District B if the strategic plan was developed and initiated from

the beginning of the superintendent’s term.

To gain a deeper understanding of the transformational leader’s

development and political sophistication, a concentrated effort was made to

explore the superintendent’s early and contemporary influences. During the

interview process, Superintendent B was encouraged to reflect upon his

experiences.

Family Political Culture. Superintendent B was born during the mid-1940s

and was the youngest of two children. His father was the son of Italian immigrants

and had graduated as the valedictorian of his high school. Eventually, he graduated

from college with a degree in business. He was an accountant, with his own

business, and a hometown civic leader. Superintendent B’s father was affiliated

with the Republican Party, but he never ran for an elected office. He was active in

community issues like housing for World War II veterans. Superintendent B spoke

about his father in the following way:
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He was very committed to the boys coming back from the war, so it was

kind of a social consciousness…I think I am more like my father…He

would get the business community to give a boiler to a seminary. He would

find the men to install the boiler. He would go get that guy to give a camp

to the boy scouts. (INT1 147-148, 186-190)

Similarly, the superintendent’s paternal grandfather was known as a civic leader in

the close knit Italian immigrant community. He had formed a bank for his fellow

immigrants. The superintendent gave the following account of the first time his

paternal grandmother voted: “My grandmother went and voted—and voted wrong!

She came out crying. She pulled the wrong button. First time in her life she ever

voted” (INT1 152-153).

During Superintendent B’s first year of college, a debilitating disease

struck his father. Eventually, his father lost his business. He described his family

situation in the following terms:

For my dad, who was an accountant, to have Alzheimer’s, and we didn’t

know what it was. His business fell apart, but luckily my mother was well

known in the community and got a job working for the housing authority.

My brother came back, he was a lawyer. It was kind of a tragic event, but it

didn’t sour me on life. It kind of gave me a challenge that I had to live

with. (INT1 29-34)

This family crisis moved the superintendent toward “a sense of independence”

(INT1 51). It appeared that the situation required that he mature at a faster rate

than most first year college students.
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On the other hand, the superintendent’s mother was of Irish heritage and

worked for the housing authority. Ethnic enclaves in his northeastern community

taught him about ethnic differences, divisions and prejudices. Superintendent B

made the following commentary on this subject: “My mother was an Irish girl

from Philadelphia. The Irish and Italians did not get along, so it was interesting.

Some of my mother’s family were mad because she married this Italian…The Irish

put down the Italians” (INT1 11-13, 144-143). The superintendent’s brother was

eight years older and eventually became a lawyer and served on the hometown

school board. He described him as a member of the local political elite.

Superintendent B gave the impression that his father, paternal grandfather,

and, to a lesser extent, his brother influenced his understanding of civic duty and

political activity for achieving certain goals, particularly goals that resulted in

community benefits. They were his first role models for political involvement. His

father’s illness and his mother’s perseverance may have served as motivational

factors for achievement.

Education. During his elementary and middle school years, Superintendent

B attended parochial school. He described himself in the following way: “I was an

ADD kid very early on. Attention problems, I couldn’t focus, always distracted. I

would get in trouble all the time, but little stuff, nothing major and it would tick

them off” (INT1 54-57). His family was very religious and believed in a Roman

Catholic education. Since his hometown did not have a Catholic high school, his

parents sent him to a seminary-university where he boarded away from home.

Eventually, he began to study for the priesthood. He described himself as “not very

academically oriented,” “a B-minus student at best,” “somewhat socially active,”

and “a little athletic” (INT1 23-24). He played on the college tennis team.

It was during the last two years of college that Superintendent B “really

became a student” (INT1 53). He earned two bachelor’s degrees, one in
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philosophy and the other in theology. It was during this time that his brother

introduced him to an Italian American congresswoman who became governor of

his home state. She was a source of inspiration for him. He said, “She was an

image to me that I could reach higher” (INT1 464-465). Another individual that

had a “dramatic impact” (INT1 458) on the superintendent during this period was

the superintendent of his hometown public school district. His brother had been

elected to the school board and Superintendent B was introduced to her. He

described his relationship with the superintendent in the following way: “She

raised my expectations. Then I met with her once a year for the next five years. I

would call her and just talk to her” (INT1 454-456). Superintendent B provided the

following portrait of himself:

I was always seen as the runt, compared to my brother…I was always seen

as this marginal person…If you go ask my aunt and uncle, they never

thought I would have gotten to this point. They are probably amazed.

(INT1 157-159, 191-192)

After he graduated from the seminary-university, Superintendent B made

the decision to discontinue in the Catholic ministry and did not take any religious

orders. He wanted to do “something civic-social oriented” (INT1 37-38). Instead

of returning to his hometown, he accepted a teaching job at a predominately

African American and Jewish public high school in the same big city the seminary

was located. He taught for three years and completed an assistant principal

internship. He expressed his experience in the following way: “This was a great

training experience for this Catholic kid who came from a closed society” (INT1

245-246).
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Superintendent B obtained a Master’s degree in educational administration.

The degree introduced him to the field of educational administration, but it did not

make a significant contribution to his development as a public education leader.

He provided the following reflection:

I kind of took the basic courses like curriculum development, supervision,

you know, and all this stuff that kills ya.’ That stuff wasn’t very valuable at

all. It got me in the field though. But I didn’t really learn a lot of useful

stuff there. (INT2 399-402)

Superintendent B explained that his experience as an inner-city high school teacher

steered him in the direction of urban public schools. He expressed his decision in

this manner: “I just loved the kids and decided I wanted to make a difference. I

realized I really needed to go for a doctorate” (INT1 47-48). He decided to apply

to an academically elite university in California. To his surprise, he was accepted

into the university’s doctoral program in administration and policy analysis. He

went with the intentions of becoming a superintendent. He made the following

reflection: “I don’t know how I ever got in. I never did well on standardized tests. I

wasn’t that kind of student” (INT1 71-73).

The superintendent’s doctoral studies exposed him to several leading

professors and educational experts in the country. He took three years of full-time

course work and one year for dissertation research. The experience was

“intellectually stimulating” (INT1 74). He credited the university for extending an

opportunity to understand that he could think. Superintendent B discovered that he

was a “conceptual thinker” (INT1 86). He reflected on his doctoral studies

experience:
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The thing that [doctoral program] gave me was that strong social science

training—sociology, economics. I did a master’s in [urban] history because

I never thought I would finish my doctorate…Our program was very

interdisciplinary. We took policy analysis from a political scientist; we

took economics from an economist. (INT1 88-90, INT2B 407-408)

Ultimately, Superintendent B received a major grant to study the politics of early

childhood and how several state legislatures dealt with the policy issue of

kindergarten. The study became his dissertation. He provided the following

reflection on his research project: “I got to meet governors, people in the state

department. I got to meet people in the legislature…I had to look at interest

groups; I had to look at power structures in five states” (INT1 94-103).

Superintendent B indicated that he did not receive “good training” from

“school people” (INT1 258). The director of the superintendent program died and

the university altered the program. Superintendent B described the situation:

The guy who was supposed to train me, dies of a heart attack on my way

out there. He had a chessboard. You go to Fresno and you have Monterey

next. There was literally a chessboard. Of course the chessboard broke

down because urban parents aren’t going to let you appoint superintendents

anymore. But [university] had this elite network. I never got in it. (INT1

257-263)

Ultimately, his career was directed toward the state level. The superintendent

identified his experiences as an inner city high school teacher and as a doctoral

student to be the foundational experiences of his career in public education.
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Career Path. Superintendent B had entered the doctoral program with the

intention of climbing the career ladder to the superintendency. But he did not

follow the typical path to the public school superintendency—teacher, campus

level administrator, central office administrator and superintendent. Instead, he

entered public school leadership through the reputation of a premier doctoral

program and its national network system. After his last year in the doctoral

program, his advisor directed him to the state level of educational leadership.

Although Superintendent B had minimal experience when he entered the

superintendent doctoral program, he structured his program to include experiences

needed in the field. Superintendent B made the following candid remarks about his

inexperience and doctoral program:

What [doctoral program] didn’t appreciate, I wasn’t experienced enough to

benefit. I’ve only been three years in the profession. So I didn’t have the

depth of experiences as some of these other people who have been assistant

superintendents. So, part of what I did, was build in my program some

experiences. And then doing that dissertation really helped…You know,

they are expecting you to be a superintendent or a leader, and therefore you

are talking and seeing others. So in the courses, you had a lot of good

students and that really helped enrich it. That part of it was a good

preparation. I don’t think I could have had a better preparation, especially

for the first couple of jobs that I went into. (INT2B 411-423)

His dissertation research gave him an opportunity to compare and contrast

different state educational agencies and their cultures.

Superintendent B began to build an extensive background in educational

research and evaluation. His first position was with a northeastern state department
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of education, responsible for the accountability. Next, his doctoral program advisor

recruited him to work for a major university research corporation. His third

position was at a national center for research in vocational education at another

major university. A significant position for the superintendent was with his home

state’s department of education. It was his longest employment tenure, 12 years.

The state position broadened his understanding of certain educational issues:

I went from 10 people and $600,000 to 35 people and a $8 million budget

in 12 years. I did all the student testing, teacher testing, all the research,

teacher supply and demand. It was a terrific 12 years. That’s where

[University] fitted me because I wasn’t ready to lead a school. But through

my research I really got to understand issues, teacher supply and demand.

(INT1 293-298)

In the early 1990s, the country’s republican President invited

Superintendent B to head the U. S. Department of Education’s National Education

Goals Panel. For one year, he worked with six governors and four White House

staff members. After this assignment and for the next five years, Superintendent B

became another northeastern state superintendent for public instruction. He

provided the following reflection:

I had 200 schools, 100,000 kids, and I was state superintendent. I had to

deal with all the politics, the legislature. So that was a good expansion from

[first northeastern state]. I knew the state level. I knew politics. I’m a

standards guy. (INT1 316-319)
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The superintendent reflected on his career—he never thought of himself as the

chief executive officer (CEO) of an organization. Instead, he saw himself in a

supportive role to the CEO. Superintendent B learned about leadership,

particularly political leadership, from his employment contexts and from elected

leaders in state and national organizations. He provided the following insight:

I had two great [state] superintendents there. I really watched them a lot…I

never thought of being a CEO after leaving [university]…But then going

through the Goals Panel, seeing the nationals, the governors, watching

them. I really was processing it. They weren’t mentoring me as much as I

really was learning from the situations. So I think my experiences helped

me grow…But there were points in my early career, when I was in

[northeastern state]. People would say, ‘Oh, he is a researcher’ or ‘He is a

testing guy.’ They would say, ‘He can’t do this kind of stuff.’ I always

enjoyed that because they would peg me wrong. (INT2B 349-365)

In 1996 the nation’s democratic President appointed Superintendent B as

the U.S. Commissioner of Education Statistics with the National Center for

Education Statistics. He operated a $100 million budget and conducted a national

study. In the process, he had the opportunity to work with the president in the

White House. However, during the spring of 1999 Superintendent B was not re-

appointed to the position by the president. There was controversy over data

released to the public by the vice-president, who was preparing to run for

president. The superintendent explained the situation:

The vice president made a mistake, and I called him on it. He tried to

release data and it’s my job to release data. And he only told half the story,
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not the full story. And I got burned for it. The President told me he was

going to appoint me, and ten weeks away from my re-appointment,

something happened…They made up a story that I had a tax problem!  My

tax guy said, ‘You don’t have any problems.’ But they made up an excuse.

Politically, they didn’t want an independent commissioner. That was quite

an experience. I tell you, from March 15 to August 15, that was probably

the hardest five months of my life. No one wants to touch you because they

think you are nuclear! You are radioactive!…If they wanted a more

political person, fine!…I refused to talk to the newspaper. They wanted to

do stories on this and put me on Nightline…But, that’s when you have to

have a sense of who you are and say, ‘Hey, I’ll look for something else.’

And that’s when I decided I wanted to be a superintendent. (INT1 349-387)

 Superintendent B filed his income taxes late but did not owe any taxes. Instead, he

received a refund for that income year. Apparently, Superintendent B was not re-

appointed by the White House since he publicly rejected the vice president’s

interpretation of the student achievement data. He demonstrated loyalty to the

integrity and independence of the agency rather than to the vice president.

Furthermore, the superintendent not only made an ethical decision, but he resisted

turning the situation into a larger controversy for the administration by rejecting

media proposals, especially TV interviews and shows.

Until this setback, Superintendent B had been able to work with elected

officials from either political party. At the state and national levels, he worked

with governors and presidents from both political parties. The superintendent

expressed the following ethical convictions that underpin his administrative

actions: “A lot of children don’t have advocates and the system needs to be their

advocate” (INT2A 20-21); “If I think I’m doing the right thing, I’ll do it for the
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kids” (INT1 279-280); I would say if the issue came up for our children, I think

you gotta stand up for what is right” (INT3 569-570); “This isn’t politics, it’s

about children and education” (INT3 225-226); “I want the best for kids” (INT1

363); “Do what is right and respect others for doing what they are doing” (INT1

376-377); “I don’t play mind games with people” (INT1 478-479); and “I am a

very independent person” (INT1 428).

Superintendent B decided to search for an urban superintendent position.

His search led him to three large city public school districts. All three rejected him

in the first round of interviews. One district was searching for their thirteenth

superintendent in ten years. In an interview article with the City B alternative

newspaper, Superintendent B expressed that he specifically wanted to be a

superintendent in an urban community, not in a suburban or rural one. He offered

the following rationale to the researcher for wanting the complex and challenging

position of urban superintendent:

My wife and I were ready for this. I wanted to be a local, urban

[superintendent]—I really wanted to try it. It was the right time in my

career where—You know, I could have been dean or I could have been

chief of state. There were a few states that were always after me. But I

really wanted to do the local thing. (INT2A 292-296)

Ultimately, Superintendent B became the finalist in two big city superintendent

searches. He rejected one offer—the school board mishandled his contract and

appeared dysfunctional. Eventually, the trustees of District B called him as the

new superintendent, and he accepted.  He provided the following reflection on

District B’s superintendent search:
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But I couldn’t believe what [trustee] said, ‘You are back in the finals.’ So I

had to come back and do this public thing and that was the best thing for

me. The open process saved me because it allowed me to be myself, and I

got through some of these other issues that weren’t real issues. I was

thought of as a statistician…But you know, it was the role I played, but it

did not define who I am. (INT2A 311-317)

Superintendent B accepted the challenges of serving a diverse and

transitional community. He made a general political assessment of the

community’s major population segments:

I knew I had this challenge. I had an emerging Hispanic majority. I had an

African American community that was really up tight about loosing

political power. I had an Anglo community that is college oriented, but

does not understand how it’s falling apart. But I really felt that an organizer

here, a healer, could bring a lot to this community. (INT1 391-395)

Although City B had the image of a progressive community, the performance of its

public school system did not fit that image. The superintendent understood that

“the urban superintendency is about doing what is right in ways that are

successful” (INT2A 85-86).

The superintendent for District B recognized that his former leadership

positions provided the appropriate contexts for his professional development. He

made the following reflection about his earlier work:

There is no substitute for experience. Experience and having the ability to

practice. Some of it is not conscious with me, but then I do reflect on it.
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But it was also having a good grounding in the political analysis, you

know, that whole area of understanding the contacts and the actors. So, I

think it is a mixture of those. You gotta apply it, you gotta learn from

experience and you gotta have good experiences to help you grow. You

have to stretch yourself. (INT2B 371-376)

Superintendent B described his leadership: “I guess I am a change agent by nature”

(INT2B 382-382). The superintendent perceived himself to be a transformational

leader. In addition, he has been a CEO for four organizations at three different

levels: state, national, and now local. He interpreted his work in the following

way: “How many people had to work in four different venues? I think it has been a

collective set of growing experiences. I think I’m a reflective practitioner” (INT1

518-520).

The inquiry into the life and career of Superintendent B affirmed Neuman’s

conclusions (1989) concerning the beginnings of an individual’s political

sophistication. He reasoned that early political socialization and exposure to

formal education were its roots and it was maintained through reinforcing

mechanisms involving group participation. Similarly, the findings strongly alluded

to Luskin’s (1987, 1990) position that intelligence coupled with motivational

variables like political interest and politicizing occupations lead individuals to

become politically sophisticated. Most importantly, the research findings placed

early political socialization, political experience, political knowledge and political

skill as critical complex categories of transformational leaders’ political

sophistication.
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Study Participants

There were 23 community leaders that were interviewed for this study.

Superintendent B was interviewed on three different occasions and observed as he

worked in the district for three days. However in an attempt to gather data from a

representative sample of the community’s leadership, individuals in elected or

appointed leadership positions were interviewed. A network and purposive

selection process was used (see LeCompte & Preissle, 1993; Patton, 1990). The

researcher reasoned that this would provide the most appropriate data from diverse

segments of the population. The interview respondents were the following

individuals:

1) District Leadership- superintendent, general counsel for legal and

external affairs, school board trustees (only six of the nine school

board trustees);

2) Teacher and Administrator Organization Leadership- co-president

of local teachers and support staff organization (member of former

Mayor’s Blue Ribbon Task Force), president of local association of

public school administrators (elementary principal), president of

local bilingual teachers association (vice president of local teachers

organization and elementary teacher);

3) Other Public Education and Parent Group Leadership- retired state

board of education committee member (representative of local area,

former school board trustee president, former president of state and

national school board associations, former state chairman of the

Democratic Party, and lawyer), president of the local council of

parent and teacher associations (PTA);
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4) Business Leadership- vice president for workforce development and

education of the area chamber of commerce (executive director for

the area training foundation and school board candidate);

5) Civil Rights Organization Leadership- president of the local

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP), President of the local League of United Latin American

Citizens (LULAC), LULAC deputy director of education (member

of the Mayor’s Committee on K-12 Educational Excellence

Committee), president of a community coalition group (member of

the Mayor’s Committee on K-12 Educational Excellence

Committee and Baptist minister);

6) Elected City Leadership- mayor (former school board president,

former mayor pro-tem and co-chair of the former Mayor’s Blue

Ribbon Task Force), city manager, and a city council member

(community activist);

7) Media Leadership- editorial pages editor of the local mainstream

newspaper and the news editor of the local alternative newspaper.

Demographically, the study participant group consisted of 10 females and 13

males. The group included 12 Whites, nine Hispanics and two African Americans.

Unfortunately, the African American deputy superintendent, the only African

American school board trustee and the two Hispanic male trustees were not able to

participate in the study.
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Research Question #1:

How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the political

dimension of their positions?

Superintendent B

The superintendent of District B described his first and second years as

being “under pressure to put out fires” (INT2 385-386). For instance, he addressed

high profile issues like school scheduling, teacher pay raise and personnel

removal. In his third year, he assessed his work environment to be intensely

political. He made the following reflection:

Now I’m getting a lot of political issues, they are hitting me now…It’s

much more now…But more politics are probably taking a third of my time,

cause’ I’m trying to reconnect to the community in some strategic ways.

But it is hard when you are under fire to do that. I tried to make those

connections. I can’t tell you how many people told me, just in the few days,

that they are offended by what [the Mayor] said. My reaction is, we will

work this through and he is a good man. I really want us to work together.

Will he cut me any slack to allow it? Will my ego allow it? All these things

come in there…My future is really at stake here. We’ll see if we can work

our way through it…If it becomes a muscle game on patronage, I can tell

them right now, it’s no! I just won’t play that game and this board won’t

play it. But you know, I sense it’s going to be a lot of pressure. It’s not bad

to higher a consultant who can be sensitive to an issue, that’s a little

different, that’s not patronage…So, some things you can do symbolically,

strategically that are good things to do, you know. (INT2 383-410)
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Superintendent B used the following descriptors to define his work environment:

“dynamic” (INT3 9), “volatile” (INT3 10), and “complex” (INT3 219). He

understood the political dimension of the superintendency to be a component of

leadership, but it did not define the leadership role of the superintendency. He

explained his view: “I think first you gotta be an educational leader and your

leadership is what’s going to define you. If the politics define you, then you’ve

lost. So I think it’s one component” (INT3 437-439).

Superintendent B determined that the urban superintendency operated

within a political culture. It required making “value choices” (INT2 13) and

managing “conflict” (INT2 18). The superintendent suggested making decisions

that have “the best interest of students in mind” (INT2 15). By interest, he meant

“academic interest” (INT2 16). He rendered the following commentary:

The nature of the business is one that has to operate in a political culture,

nothing wrong with politics—lower ‘p.’ You are always making value

choices. I think that it is very important that one needs to keep calibrating

against ultimately what decisions have the best interest of students in mind.

By that, I mean their academic interest. Are we being fair and equitable?

So, it’s just something that I want to keep bringing up. It is hardly ever

articulated, but it is not unusual to see that some people may be trying to

minimize conflict and that way avoid what might be in the best interest of

children. But in fact, you know, it’s certainly less difficult to move

forward. Because a lot of children don’t have advocates and the system

needs to be their advocate. (INT2 12-21)
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Superintendent B acknowledged his participation in the local political arena. But

he alluded to the ethical principle of fairness, which he seemed to interpret as

decisions that do not compromise the academic interest of students in exchange for

minimal community conflict. According to the superintendent, the public school

district was responsible not only for meeting the academic needs of children

without advocates, but actually advocating for the best interest of such children.

He expressed this view in the following way: “I decided that if I’m going to be an

educator, I’m going to speak for kids. I’m not going to be part of the political

structure, but I will advocate. I always had a sense of independence” (INT1 167-

170).

Superintendent B explained his conceptualization of politics in the

following passage:

Some people are offended by the word ‘politics.’ In my training as a

political scientist and policy analyst, all decisions involve an allocation of

values, that’s little ‘p.’ You got to distribute these values, you gotta make

decisions about of who gets what. You know, who benefits, who governs.

So politics to me is a very acceptable word. It’s a word about allocating

resources based on values. Capital ‘P’ is when you become identified with

a party or some label, and that has a whole different structure. There you’re

an institutional member of a political party, often partisan.  And that brings

with it ramifications, that’s why early in my career I made a decision to

become a registered Independent. And it meant something where I was.  It

meant you weren’t a Democrat, or a Republican…But the key is, it’s very

hard when you get to this senior level, and in one that is so important in the

community.  State superintendent with the legislature and all the political
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constituencies or local superintendent with all the jobs and stuff, how do

you keep a degree of independence? (INT2 138-164)

The superintendent of District B made a distinction between “politics as the

allocation of resources based on values” and “politics as partisan politics.”

Apparently, Superintendent B wrestled with the dilemma of partisan politics. He

expressed his disdain for partisan politics:

Values to me are political in a sense that they define who you are. That is

not bad, it’s good. What I don’t like is capital ‘P.’ Partisan political, that is

what is not good. But I believe there is nothing wrong in politics—shared

values, articulating values, defining them and finding out democracy says

majority rules. (INT1 484-488)

Although Superintendent B considered himself as “a trained and certified

educator” (INT2 116), he also described himself as a trained “political scientist

and policy analyst” (INT2 139). Furthermore, Superintendent B described his

ideology as “progressive” (INT1 491). He interpreted progressive to mean “a deep

believe in the power of people” (INT1 494) and their development. His doctoral

studies provided a theoretical foundation for understanding educational politics.

His work now required a practitioner’s political expertise.

Other Case Study B Participants

Two implicit questions in this research project were, “Do community

leaders perceive Superintendent B to act politically? and “In what ways do they

perceive him to be politically sophisticated?” It was necessary to explore the
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community leaders’ perspectives in order to have a contextual understanding of the

district-transforming superintendent’s political dimension.

The consensus among the interviewed trustees of District B was that the

superintendent did engage in a manner that was interpreted as political by the

school board trustees. However, they defined the superintendent’s political

engagement in several ways. The president of the school board described

Superintendent B as “more active and involved in the community”  (INTR 97).

She identified his local political role as that of a “diplomat” (INTR 796). The

school board president explained that the new superintendent’s political activity

was a “mandate” given to him by the board.  She provided the following

reflection:

It was very important to us to have a superintendent who could get out into

the community and do part of the work of re-establishing trust and

reconnecting with various folks in the community. So we gave him that

mandate. (INTR 114-120)

The district had been cited academically unacceptable by the state. The district’s

data was regarded unreliable by the state and the district was indicted for “test

tampering.” District B needed a politically active superintendent. Several board

trustees mentioned that it was good for the district that the superintendent build

“relationships”  (INTT 58) with the community and different organizations in

order to “obtain useful information and form political allies” (INTWH 179-181).

One regarded Superintendent B to be a “public figure” (INTT 319) and “an

advocate for the public school system” (INTT 341). While another reflected, “I

think Dr. [Superintendent B] really tries to do what is politically correct” INTWA

50). On the other hand, one trustee expressed the following assessment:
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I think he wants to be [political]. I don’t know that he is. I think he has seen

how other superintendents are political and what they do. They are not

supposed to be, but they get drawn into things. I think our superintendent

would like to be more [political]. (INTG 92-95)

Yet another made this distinction about politics and the superintendency: “I would

find it sort of offensive for a superintendent to play politics, you know, in the sense

that they are building a future for themselves. They are building relationships so

they can move on” (INTW 169-171).

The calling and hiring of Superintendent B by District B trustees emerged

from mayoral intervention and inevitably was a joint effort by the district and the

mayor’s task force. Several trustees expressed their disapproval of the

intervention. The president of the school board explained the board’s cooperation

with the task force: “Politically, we felt it was more to our advantage to work out a

compromise” (INTR 239-240). She described the situation as one in which the

local powers—city, county, chamber of commerce and Democratic Party—did not

have an “insider” on the board and wanted a voice in the superintendent search

process. She described the board as primarily made up of inexperienced

individuals who were not “savvy and involved in the local political scene” (INTR

146-138). The new superintendent for District B was called to a politically charged

environment from the very beginning of his tenure.

The general counsel for legal and external affairs made a distinction

between internal and external politics. Internal politics referred to politics within

the organization and external politics referred to politics outside of the

organization. He further explained his view in the following passage:
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The reason I make the distinction is because I have seen superintendents

who are very good with the internal politics and not the external. Also I

have seen superintendents who are pretty good with the external and not

the internal…In Dr. [Superintendent B] case, I think he sees the importance

of both, the internal and external…When we talk about politics, it really is

about identifying all the various stakeholders who have an interest in or are

impacted by the district and being able to create and sustain relationships

with these people, all these people. I think he works very hard at it. I think

he is good at it. (INTW 186-196).

The general counsel’s perception of the superintendent’s political behavior

substantiated two relevant conclusions made by Leach and Wilson (2000) about

the behavioral tasks of mayoral political leadership—maintaining cohesiveness

among the internal or organization’s political network and representing the

authority or organization in the external world. The District B official implicitly

considered the work environment of the superintendent to be political. The actual

political task involved the establishing and sustaining relationships with the

district’s constituents, including interest groups.

The leaders of teacher and administrator organizations described

Superintendent B as politically active and involved. They regarded his work as

having a political engagement component. For instance, the co-president of the

largest teacher organization made the following reflection:

The last 10 to 15 years, we have not really had a school board composed of

people who have relished the political aspect of their work. And as a

result, unlike the city where you have a mayor who goes out and is the

emissary to the people, we have not had that in this school district. Dr.
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[Superintendent B] has stepped into that role and is a very public face for

the school district. That’s a departure from what we’ve had in the

past…We needed somebody who was political in that sense, who was a

public figure that people could listen to and relate to and who would come

to the meetings of the Chamber of Commerce, the Baptist ministers

organization and the community groups and speak to them about the

public school system, take their input and listen to their concerns. (INTM

121-132)

The president of the local association of public school administrators mentioned

that Superintendent B focused on establishing “partnerships” with the local state

university and city government. She shared the following impression of the new

superintendent: “He’s been in political situations in his previous jobs, so I guess it

seems like a lot of that interaction comes very easy and very natural to him. It

doesn’t seem phony. It seems easy and natural” (INTB 129-131). The president of

the local bilingual teachers association, who has taught in District B for 14 years,

considered Superintendent B “more political than the ones that we’ve had in the

past” (INTH 109-110). She defined political to mean the following: “I would say

that being political, for the superintendent, would mean that you have the ability to

engage with different groups and different constituencies that directly impact you

as the superintendent and the district you represent” (INTH 110-113).

A retired state board of education committee member suggested that

politics must be utilized in order for the superintendent to accomplish certain

district goals. He made the following statement concerning the new

superintendent:
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He understands, I think, that as a superintendent you have to bring the

community and the board members along with you. You can’t go off

independently and attempt to change the system or change the school

district by yourself…You have to utilize politics to accomplish all of that.

(INTD 64-75)

The president of the local council of parent and teacher associations understood

politics to mean “working with people to make goals happen” (INTC 12).

Furthermore, she suggested that the superintendent “doesn’t do things for sheer

political self-interest but because it is right” (INTC 9). The two leaders expected

the superintendent to engage in politics, particularly in the kind that persuades and

galvanizes community and interest group support for the public school district.

The vice president for the area chamber of commerce suggested that

politics was “a way of getting things done” (INTF 51). He viewed education as an

issue that impacts everyone in the community, particularly for anyone interested in

public education as a tool for economic development and a healthy community. He

provided the following commentary on educational politics:

I think whether you want it to be or not, education is a political world,

whether you are dealing with elected trustees or the mayor…So I think it’s

public service and it’s important for the superintendent and the citizens to

play in ensuring quality public education. (INTF 54-61)

He assessed the new superintendent in the following interview exchange:

Researcher: Do you think he’s more or less political than previous

superintendents you may have worked with in the past?
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Participant: I think he’s, I’ve worked with three superintendents…I

think [Superintendent B] is more effective as a communicator, more

effective communicating a passion and commitment and a belief in public

education and that all kids should learn. I think he’s been a good political,

sort of public face and image for [District B]. (INTF 63-70)

It appeared that the chamber of commerce officer viewed the superintendent’s

political role as a district ambassador to the public.

The local civil rights organization leaders viewed the job of the

superintendent saturated in politics. The local NAACP president regarded

Superintendent B to be “very well schooled in politics” and “very experienced”

(INTL 75-77). The civil rights leader suggested that superintendents are “basically

political tools” (INTL 83). Furthermore, he explained his perspective in the

following interview passage:

The problems that he inherited here have not really been addressed by any

superintendent, which tells me the focus is to control the situation

politically, but not really concerned about trying to address the problems.

They are concerned about having the right personality…The problem

doesn’t get addressed and we keep going down the same street…In fact, if

you look at the situation honestly, there is no way the superintendent can

really solve this problem. It’s going to take a community kind of approach

to this thing. Yet, he’s put into a position where he’s being very, very

alienated because he’s at odds with the community…I get the impression

that folks in this city, particularly the superintendent are afraid to really call

a spade, a spade. I think they are afraid to say, we really made a mess of
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this and we’re going to roll our sleeves up and go to the people and talk to

them on their level and make a commitment. We have not been good

educators, but we are going to apologize and correct the system. We’ve

never heard that. He’s never said that. So I think, for the most part, he

doesn’t know how. He should say that to gain people’s confidence. (INTL

83-92, 210-216)

Similarly, the local LULAC leadership regarded the superintendent’s political

involvement as necessary. However, they determined that Superintendent B

aligned himself with the political “gatekeepers” (INTDC 158) and did not know

“the dynamics or working relationships of the different community groups”

(INTDC 172-173). They suggested that he needed to reach out to the “grass root

folks” (INTDC 190) since they are directly involved with the parents and students

of the community. The leader of a community grass roots group asked several

mission-oriented questions concerning the work of the superintendent: “If you are

not helping kids, what good are you to the community? Why are you here? Why

are we paying you all these dollars?” (INTLA 383-385). Although he agreed with

the civil rights leaders’ view of the superintendent’s political experience, he

suggested the superintendent would serve the community well if he took on the

role of “facilitator” (INTLA 131). He defined this term in the following way:

If we take the term to facilitate, means to make easy or facilitate means to

bring about with the least amount of difficulty, then the superintendent as

facilitator could bring together the dreams and aspirations of a community.

And thereby bring people into the system as opposed to isolating them and

making them feel like they are unwelcome or that they are just being used
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and abused for the sake of a dollar…I don’t think that this superintendent

has that capacity given his current results. (INTLA 131-137)

Furthermore, he advocated that the superintendent should participate in activities,

even politics, if it would lead to educational opportunities for children. He

expressed his view in this manner: “If you are talking about politics as it relates to

elected officials and there are opportunities there for kids, you should be involved”

(INTLA 394-396).

The involvement of the former mayor and the newly elected mayor

indicated that the work environment for Superintendent B was politically charged

and complex. The newly elected mayor implied that the relationship between the

minority community and District B (including the new superintendent) was not a

positive one. The minority community did not trust the school district to address

the educational needs of their children. District B lacked credibility with the

African American and Hispanic communities. The newly elected mayor assessed

the school district in the following way:

This district does the poorest job of any [State] urban district as it regards

to educating poor kids…This district has a reputation in the circles of

superintendents that it is a racist district, that it doesn’t address the needs of

the kids that we have. (INTG 102-103, 212-214)

The mayor provided the following rationale: “I think what has happened is that

this superintendent and this board do not understand what the communities want”

(INTG 135-136). The mayor issued the following commentary about

Superintendent B:
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I don’t think [Superintendent B] has anything to do with this. He’s been

here just two years. He didn’t establish the policy that’s in place. He

doesn’t establish policies in the first place. He is the administrator. Can he

do it? Can he be the transformation agent? Well, I suspect the board gave

him that direction. He could do it. He certainly has charisma and he is a

good speaker and from all indications he knows how to manage the district.

But he would need somebody telling him how to develop the approaches

that need to be at the campuses…We can solve this. It’s going to be hard,

but the first thing we have to do is get out of the state of denial and we’re

there, big time! And [Superintendent B] is there. You tell him something is

wrong and he denies it. Oh, but we are improving! And here are the

statistics, here are the charts! The community doesn’t believe that because

they see too many kids dropping out of school. (INTG 215-222, 478-482)

On the other hand, the city manager defined the arena of superintendent

involvement when he made the following commentary concerning the urban

superintendency:

I think what’s critical to an administrator is not to be political, but it’s to

understand the politics. And by this I mean, don’t put forward proposals

where you are going to be asking your board to commit political suicide

because it’s quote unquote the right thing to do. You gotta pick and choose

each of your conflicts. And there’s many, as an administrator you run into

many, many conflicts. And you have to be judicious about which ones you

want your board to expend its political capital to achieve its goal and

objective. (INTG 46-52)
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The arena was local politics but the engagement was to be pragmatic. The city

manager viewed Superintendent B as “more public” (INTG 110) and suggested

that he “understood politics better than the previous [superintendents]” (INTG

113). He alluded to the symbolic role of the urban superintendency. He provided

the following reflection:

I think the other side of that equation is when things don’t go well, because

you are a public figure, I think people identify that with you. It’s a dual

edge sword. I think that there are things that have happened in the school

district that have not worked well or have concerns. Dr. [Superintendent B]

is the one that gets the blunt criticism, the blunt concerns that are raised

here. (INTG 114-119)

The city manager assessed that the superintendent has built support among the

media and the PTA but among the minority community, “he’s got some difficult

issues to deal with” (INTG 129-130) and “he’s got a bridge to build there” (INTG

131). A member of the city council held a similar view in regards to the urban

superintendency and politics. For instance, the city councilman suggested that

urban superintendents “need to be political beings and not just focus on academics

solely” (INTA 260-261). He interpreted the superintendent’s attempt to meet with

various groups and to keep the public informed as a positive activity. He alluded to

the community’s unfamiliarity with the superintendent’s modus operandi perhaps

sufficient trust had not been cultivated. The following interview passage supported

this perspective:

I haven’t seen that he’s kind of changed a decision based on some

criticism, but that can be construed as a positive or negative thing. Because
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you might say, ‘he is not listening to what people are telling him’ and on

the contrary you might say, ‘well, he is sticking to his position’ because

you know that he thinks this is the best thing to do. So, it’s been very hard

for the community to figure out. (INTA 352-357)

Among the print media leaders, there were contrary views regarding the

superintendent and politics. The editorial page editor of the local mainstream

newspaper made the following observation of Superintendent B:

He’s not the most politically astute. If he were, he’d talk less and listen

more…I mean he is a smart man and he’s got a lot to say obviously. You

know—he wears you out. And that is usually not a sign of a skillful

politician. That sort of thing invited suspicion from people of different

cultures. (INTG 103-104, 118-121)

He assessed the local community, presumably the elected and appointed

leadership, to be in denial about its racist policies and lack of urgency in

addressing the problems of minority children and youth. He issued the following

reflection about City B and its public school district:

There are an awful lot of people around here that say, ‘Oh man! [City B] is

just the end of the world,’ you know. And my view of the community is

considerably different from that. I mean, there are a lot of things to like, but

this community is in denial about its racism and pats itself on the back

about how progressive it is. I don’t see it as progressive at all…It is a

community scandal that in a town that says, ‘Oh man! We are the be-all,

end-all. We are the most educated and we are this and we are that and
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we’re so great!’ You have the highest, at least until recent, the highest teen

pregnancy rate in the country. You have an appalling dropout rate

approaching 50% for Hispanic kids. And the school district keeps trying to

treat these kinds of maladies with remedies that clearly don’t work! It’s not

that those kids are god damned stupid! And that’s what these people will

have you believe. We can’t teach them, you know, we can’t teach

them…The mission is not to run a school district. The mission is to educate

kids, so they can be tax paying productive citizens. This is a matter of

community self-preservation.  (INTG 67-82, 161-163)

On the other hand, the news editor of the alternative newspaper described

Superintendent B as “capable of working with and resolving the various interests

that affect the school district” (INTK 37-38). He viewed the superintendent as

more political than previous superintendents and better at managing competing

interest groups. However, the news editor made the following observation about

the superintendent and the city’s political environment:

But his honeymoon may be running out. There’s been a lot of opposition

developed. The new mayor has made it clear that he’s not happy with the

leadership in the school district. And so I guess this will be, this next year

or two, will be a test of [Superintendent B] political survivability and his

leadership. If the district can manage to work with the city to improve the

schools, most specifically address the serious problems of minority

students, which has developed over the last decade, then [Superintendent

B] will survive. If he can’t convince the powers that be, most specifically

the new mayor, that he’s going to manage to do that, then he won’t. (INTK

44-52)
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The consensus among the two editors was that the superintendent inherited several

deep-rooted educational problems and must politically engage in a complex

environment made up of competing interest groups and an alert media presence.

Summary

The responses by the new superintendent of District B and the other

research participants suggested that the work environment for the large city

superintendent was politically intense, complex, and time consuming.

Superintendent B determined that his leadership position had a political

component. However, he made a distinction between politics as allocating

resources based on values and politics as partisan politics. He interpreted his

political role as advocating for children. In addition, he described this leadership

component as managing conflict. Superintendent B defined his ideology as

progressive. He believed in the power of people and their development. The

superintendent revealed his struggle to be independent. He wanted to make

decisions centered on what was academically best for children instead of making

decisions in light of political patronage. Superintendent B implicitly viewed

politics as part of the decision-making process in community governance. This

included establishing policies that determined the allocation of public resources

and goods.

The other interview respondents expected the urban superintendent to

engage in city politics but as a diplomat or ambassador for the city’s public

schools. This finding affirmed the terms used by educational leadership scholars

and experts to define this superintendent role. The terms were  “educational

statesmanship” (Counts, 1928), “politician” (Eliot, 1959; Blumberg, 1985),

“negotiator-statesman” (Cuban, 1976), “skilled politician” (Kowalski, 1995) and
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“political leader” (Owen, 1997). One of his tasks was to build partnerships with

city interest groups and increase the school district’s political capital. This made

him a public figure, a political symbol of the city’s public school system. A few

did not interpret his actions to indicate political astuteness. Nevertheless, most

interpreted his political behavior to be engaged with the community’s interest

groups—cultivating positive relationships and support for district initiatives. The

superintendent was expected to participate in the local political process. Some of

the interview respondents suggested that effective communication was part of the

superintendent’s political leadership skill. Others viewed the superintendent as a

political tool to be manipulated by the local power groups. Even a few suggested

that the superintendent’s community role or task was determined and framed by

the school board. This finding supported McCarty and Ramsey’s (1971) premise

that the school board and community power alignments frame the superintendent’s

political role behavior. In short, Superintendent B seemed to be perceived more of

a political manager rather than a change agent.

In conclusion, the president of a local community group expected the

superintendent to answer a higher ethical calling and to facilitate in providing

educational opportunities for children. It appeared that the interview respondents

preferred Superintendent B to take a pragmatic political approach in fulfilling his

mission’s central objective: educating children particularly the chronically

neglected student. A few wanted Superintendent B to demonstrate his commitment

to the mission by taking educational policy positions that maximized district-

transformation but seemingly posed a political risk for the new superintendent.
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Research Question #2:

To what extent do district-transforming superintendents perceive their

success to be attributed to political knowledge and skill?

Superintendent B

The superintendent of District B defined “success” in a variety ways. First,

he indicated that “change” was the term that described his work in four

organizations. He revealed the following:

When you become a CEO, and especially when you are a change agent—I

mean, in my last four jobs, I’ve gone into cultures and I’ve changed them. I

wasn’t a maintenance superintendent, you know. I didn’t take over

organizations that were terrific. I had to really build them…In each case I

built an education agenda…There was a substantive part, it wasn’t just

political. I think that’s the difference, I would say in my career. I literally

have been substantive, there’s been a substantive agenda, but then I had to

move it political because I’m a change agent. (INT3 376-388)

Superintendent B referred to himself as a “change agent” and he inferred that

building and transforming an organization involved a political process. Secondly,

he determined that a successful superintendent was one who united the

community. He made the following interview comment: “If a superintendent can’t

bring people together and do it—you can’t say you are successful” (INT3 192-

193). Thirdly, he issued a contextual definition of success:

Success for me would be leaving this community with a sense of

commitment to public schools and a system that is educating all the kids
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every day…So success is maintaining that fidelity of the public to public

schools and then being able to build quality programs of teaching and

learning. (INT3 347-348, 352-354)

Superintendent B understood his superintendency to have the complicated task of

uniting the community and its interest groups to support public schools and to

build a quality public school system. Ultimately, he described a politically

successful superintendent as one who could develop a vision for the district, build

community and teacher allegiance to it, show student results, and stay a minimum

of five years. He expressed his definition of a politically successful superintendent

in the following way:

I guess, is one who could stay a minimum of five years. The stability is

very important. One could build allegiances of teachers and community to

the vision. And then, one who could show improvement on a set of

indicators. (INT3 397-399)

Superintendent B made the following assessment of his leadership

development: “I’m not a brilliant guy, but I had some good foundations” (INT1

470-471). The success of the urban superintendent not only depended on

educational expertise but also on political knowledge. Superintendent B revealed

several aspects or components of political knowledge. For instance, he assessed

the culture of City B: “The hard thing was the culture in this place, so

decentralized, so ideographic” (INT2 528-529). This suggested that an

understanding of the city’s community was essential to the success of the

superintendent. This meant that knowledge of the community’s social-power

structure, historical and emergent issues were important components of political
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knowledge. This knowledge was not to be comprehended as superficial knowledge

rather it was to be interpreted as knowledge gained through contextual

understanding and analysis. Superintendent B provided the following commentary

as an argument for this point:

I think you gotta have a deep knowledge of your community, the historical

issues, the emerging issues. But you gotta have a good antenna and a good

radar screen. You can’t have that because you’re insulated. You need to

have those in your senior leaders…You can have good political instinct,

but if you haven’t done the intelligence and know the context…It’s you

doing the homework …A lot of superintendents failed here. They are

probably smarter than I am. So if they failed, what chance do I have? So

part of it is you gotta get ready for it. (INT3 242-245; INT2 500-506)

This finding substantiated Kirby’s (1970) conclusion that an understanding of

local politics was important to the work of the urban superintendency.

Superintendent B alluded to the idea of using other school leaders like deputy and

area superintendents as political barometers—community information and

knowledge gatherers and filters. Also he implied that the large city context and the

organizational structure “insulated” the superintendent from emerging community

concerns. This suggested that emergent issues affecting the school district and

other community concerns could be proactively addressed or resolved by a

politically knowledgeable superintendent and alert staff. The superintendent

expanded this perspective in the following interview passage:

With my area superintendents, I thought I was getting more of that. But I
haven’t gotten enough of that…I mean, I got to get them to do more of that.
My area superintendents probably are going to become my eyes and ears,
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because they are in that community and they are going to be sensing it.
Getting it back to me, getting ahead of issues and boy, let me tell you!
(INT3 250-255)

Similarly, he expected the trustees of District B to assist in obtaining local political

knowledge by bringing community concerns to the superintendent. He made the

following assessment of District B:

Certainly some people, I respect their political knowledge more than

others. So I guess, some of it is credibility…But I must admit, my

organization has been so dumb, in the sense of numb. I mean, gee no clue!

I mean, they are in a bunker. They still haven’t gotten their radar screens

up. Letting them know, you gotta get ahead of the issues. You gotta know

it’s coming and get out there. You gotta find out why. I mean proactive-

ness is very important and that’s been a real problem in [City B] culture.

We have been so independent by nature, you know, in thinking we are so

better. Then the idea, we start to get beat up. They went into a bunker. But

I think that hurt. And my board, see, the board should be really good at

that. In fact, the other night, they said we should be your antennae because

we are really in the community. But then, they really aren’t. The board

isn’t really seen as major political actors in this community. People don’t,

the power brokers don’t call them. That’s who you need, you need a [local

retired state education committee member], when people call, you know.

That’s why, I guess that’s one of my limitations I have. My board should

be my antennae, eyes and ears, helping me to pick out issues ahead of time.

(INT3 262-279)
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He acknowledged that coming from another region of the country has made it

difficult to connect with the culture of City B. Yet, he considered himself to have a

“multicultural strength” (INT1 479). He cited the ethnic diversity of his cabinet as

evidence (INT1 405-406). Superintendent B provided the following reflection: “I

have ten members in my cabinet, seventy percent of them are minority…I really

built a diverse cabinet…I have always been able to bring diversity and quality to

where I am. I believe diversity is an asset” (INT1 405-409). Furthermore,

Superintendent B questioned the kind of relationship the Hispanic members of his

cabinet had with the city’s Hispanic enclave. He expressed his thoughts in the

following way:

I’m not from this community, which makes it harder. With a Hispanic

mayor coming in, I have a whole bunch of issues about Hispanic visibility.

I mean, I have a Hispanic deputy. I got three area superintendents…So, I’m

in better shape than anybody. But the problem is—are they connected, you

know? And do they stay connected. (INT3 75-80)

According to Superintendent B, the quality of local political knowledge

depended on his ability to determine the reliability of the source and the accuracy

of the political information or advice. In addition, he alluded to the importance of

political forecasting—anticipating and predicting the emergent issues or outcomes

from certain political conditions and situations. He described this complex activity

in the following interview commentary:

To some it’s obvious, when it gets red hot and you can see there is a lot of

emotion or something with it. But sometimes you have to balance it. Can

you pick it up early enough? Do you know that this is going to be a major
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issue, if you don’t handle it? Is the [local newspaper] going to write a big

article on it? Or are they going to pound you on it? So that’s where I think

your instincts come in. And as superintendent, you can easily turn people

off, so that they’ll never give you the hard messages. I mean, I can see it. I

do it maybe once a month, but when I do it, I know I’ve done it. I got to

say, gee! Stop that! What you did instead of letting people be open, you

just shot them down, you know. What you need to do is encourage that

openness, but then you gotta get the right people. Cause’ some of them

don’t have a clue. Some of the wrong people can give you political advice

and that is when you gotta calibrate it and check with a couple of sources.

My communication guy is a good communication guy, but he is not a great

political operative, when I think about it, you know.  And that should be

one of the places where you are getting your scoop. (INT3 282-297)

Superintendent B described his manner of interpreting political information and

community issues. It was important to him to gather different perspectives. He

even asked a confidant outside of the school district organization for a political

reading on a particular issue. He expressed the effort in the following way:

Part of it is that you gotta get a definition of what it is. That is why you

gotta get it from multiple perspectives. That is when you could make a call

to the outside and say, ‘Is this a real issue? How do I deal with it?’ You

would like to know it’s coming before it comes. I’ve had a couple of those

where I’ve been able to pick them off ahead of time. (INT2 280-285)

Besides understanding how to obtain local political knowledge and having

knowledge of the local social-power structure and its issues, another component of
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the superintendent’s political knowledge was identifying the local influential and

political actors. Superintendent B used his knowledge of the political network

system to obtain the uncompromising cooperation of political elites who had local

political ties and community information. He recruited their cooperation by virtue

of his reputational and political capital. The following commentary was an

example of this activity:

I would start with names, phone numbers, and titles. And I picked four

people in the community. [Senator’s wife] worked in Washington…I had a

great reputation…Then I started talking to her, I said, ‘I don’t want you to

advocate for me. I don’t want you to use any capital on my behalf. I just

want to know that I can call you in any moment and you’ll be straight with

me. Cause’ I need to know someone who knows [City B], but I don’t want

you to be vulnerable’…So before I came here, I knew who the political

actors were. (INT2 424-432, 462-463)

In one instance, the researcher accompanied the new superintendent and two other

staff members to an early breakfast meeting with a retired political elite who the

superintendent trusted for community culture insight and local political guidance.

Another way Superintendent B increased his local political knowledge was by

doing what he called “homework” (INT2 504). The superintendent not only

obtained political advice, guidance, and information from credible individuals who

were familiar with City B’s social-power structure, but he researched the latest

data and newspaper articles on the city and District B.

An essential element of the urban superintendent’s political knowledge was

his conceptualization of the media’s role in society, particularly their role in public
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school reporting. Superintendent B rendered the following explanation about the

media’ role in American society:

I think they [the media] play an essential role. They should be informing

and not forming public opinion. They should be informing about the news

and the reporters should be reporting the news, not creating it. This is the

problem you can get every now and then, where they get to the point where

they, you know, they are too active in leading the public. But generally, I

would air on the side of openness. I found that I rather have a good give

and take. I rather have a smart reporter than a dumb one any day. Cause’ a

dumb one can’t get it right…The only thing I do compulsively is that I file

every article. They summarize it all…It’s kind of like therapy for me. It

does capture some of the issues, but it shows you the microscope you are

under here and just how you get pounded by it…The hard thing is that in

this town, we aren’t getting a fair coverage of the good stuff. So, in urban

areas it’s so much complex and intense. Once the piling on stuff starts, it’s

almost a shark frenzy feeding to it. That is the problem, it just eats away at

ya.’ You wanna’ be rational and say, ‘Stop! Let me explain.’ You might as

well go into a monastery cause’ no one is going to listen at that moment,

when the shark frenzy is starting. (INT3 304-345)

Superintendent B appeared to have interpreted the media, particularly the print

media, as framing the news for the reading public. He determined that the media

did not provide fair coverage of positive public school news, instead the urban

media provided an overwhelming barrage of coverage to targeted news items. The

superintendent’s statements alluded to the blurred lines between speculative, trivial

and factual news reporting conducted by the mass media and the public’s inability
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to distinguish them. He implicitly placed the importance of public opinion within

the big city context and described the media’s propensity to influence it. His

statements described the high public profile of the big city superintendent and the

media’s scrutiny of the public school district.

On the other hand, Superintendent B offered the following caveat about the

thought process involved in the retrieval and interpretation of contextual political

knowledge—“avoid the seduction of rationality” (INT3 459). In his discussion of

community conflict, Superintendent B expanded this aspect of political

knowledge:

But I think the way you have to approach it is by getting the full sense of

what the issue is. Too often, I think educators are rationalistic. They think,

‘Oh, if I could just give you the facts that would solve it!’ [Colleague] has

told me a hundred times if she’s told me once. ‘You are right on the facts,

but you’re wrong. You shouldn’t have done what you did.’ They don’t care

whether the facts are right or wrong. I’m bringing out a survey with

[university professor] saying this is why I did it. When people are saying,

‘We don’t care, we want this to stay.’ So, I think you just gotta avoid the

seduction of rationality. (INT3 451-459)

The superintendent interview discussions and observations suggested that

successful work in the urban context depended on the superintendent’s reservoir of

political knowledge.

Superintendent B alluded to the importance of political knowledge and

skill apart from educational expertise. He advised searching for a compatible

school district and community that matched the superintendent’s expertise level.

But he emphasized a professional growth dimension to the accepted job
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assignments. Superintendent B suggested diverse experience or practice was an

integral part of the superintendent’s professional growth and expertise. However,

he regarded political skills as difficult to acquire. He perceived political skill as an

inherited instinctive leadership quality, similar to a natural talent. Superintendent

B expressed his perspective in the following commentary:

I think you gotta practice your craft for a few years. The political skills are

hard to train, you know. I mean, they’re not easily trainable. You can fine-

tune some instincts, but some of this is in your genes. And that’s why you

gotta find the right place to be superintendent. You gotta find that

community that matches you. I didn’t do well on an interview for [other

superintendency]. But I didn’t like that board from the moment I walked in

there, and I wouldn’t want to be their go to person. I just knew it wasn’t

good for me, and so, I didn’t mind not making that, you know. So that is

the hard part of this, cause’ often you take a job because you want one.

And how do you find the one that is going to grow you well enough? I’ve

been very lucky that my career opportunities have been very checkered.

But I’ve grown in each and every one of them. I think I left behind, a

stronger organization and I’ve grown in it. You know, I think that’s part of

it too. (INT3 141-153)

Superintendent B regarded “communication” to be an essential “political

skill” (INT3 218-219). His early career assignments provided the opportunity to

develop this skill. His political communication role models were experienced

politicians, namely state governors and two national presidents. He made the

following reflection:
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You gotta hire a superintendent that can communicate…It has taken me a

decade…I didn’t learn this in superintendent school. You kind of have to

go through the goals panel and watch governor [A] and watch governor [B]

and see what these people do. And president [C]—what a master! I mean

this guy is so good. So, communications is very important. (INT2 262-267)

He described his initial communication with the community of District B in the

following interview passage:

The first thing you have to do is get out there and meet them. Luckily, that

is what I’ve decided. I’m gonna write my speeches. I’m gonna put them on

the web…I knew this was a literate town. And if I give a talk, I try to throw

it on the web. See, that is part of connecting…Finding ways of doing that,

and then it’s also pressing a lot of flesh. I just went out and visited a lot of

organizations. But again, I sounded articulate. You know, a little bit of

passion. I sound like a bus you want to get on. That’s important too…In

some ways, this situation played to my strengths. I can communicate and if

anything I got endurance. This place was thirsting for a message and for

someone who could get them back on the right path. The hard thing is the

culture in this place, so decentralized, so ideographic. (INT2 512-529)

His communication approach was conducted like a political campaign, sometimes

called political marketing. It required platform development and salesmanship.

This kind of communication consisted of concise and quotable messages or sound

bites, consistent speech making and interest group recruitment.  Superintendent B

valued the electronic media, particularly the Internet. His section of the district’s

web page was informative and descriptive. Although Superintendent B was
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capable of writing his own speeches, he recruited a local writer to assist him (INT2

496-498). He provided the following reflection about his initial communication

effort with the community of City B:

I felt people might remember these three words—better data, better

collaboration, better student achievement. And every talk I gave, I built it

around it. So, in having a message, having a focus—What are you about?

I’m about better data…I’ve learned how to communicate. (INT2 483-487)

Superintendent B did not shy away from controversial radio talk shows. He

appeared on one that resulted in positive coverage for District B and the

superintendent. He even welcomed a lengthy interview by the city’s alternative

newspaper. However, Superintendent B expressed his frustration with some critics

and emphasized that it was important to listen: “I don’t want them to get defensive

with me and start calling me stuff…I’m tired of hearing this…But you gotta listen”

(INT3 99-101). Superintendent B made this intriguing point—he drew a

distinction between informational communication and communicating for desired

audience perception. He provided the following commentary:

As educators we are educating, you know. We wanna’ believe that people

are going to think—‘Yeah, that makes sense.’ This ain’t about that. This is

about communication, perception. I think you gotta assess all of that. It

doesn’t mean that facts can’t be helpful. (INT3 459-462)

Superintendent B identified a weakness in his style of political marketing. He

viewed himself as not being an effective persuader and not a good “deal-closer”

(INT1 496). He made the following assessment of his communication skill:
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You got to really convince people about the power of your ideas and that

may be one of my weaknesses. I’m not a good deal closer. I’m good at the

set-up, defining it…I’m really not a political operative. I don’t kibitz at all.

It’s a real weakness. (INT1 496-498, INT3 94-95)

It appeared that the superintendent was highly skilled in communicating to large

audiences and in presenting informational messages but less skilled at

communicating for persuasion in small group and individual contexts. This

implied that context and objective were significant dimensions of communication

that influenced a communicant’s approach to his or her audience.

Another political skill identified by Superintendent B was his ability to

reflect and analyze a problem or situation. He referred to himself as a “reflective

practitioner” (INT1 521) and as an educator that writes “analyses” (INT1 122). He

considered it an essential skill for the urban superintendent (INT1 128). An

additional political skill that Superintendent B perceived to have was the ability to

identify and to manage conflicting values held by community interest groups

(INT3 207-220). The superintendent demonstrated this skill when he formed the

task force on public school dropouts. The task force was a representation of the

city’s diverse interest groups. Superintendent B provided the following account:

The dropout [task force] was the smartest thing I did. I put 55 people on

this task force. Some people said, ‘Oh, it’s too many.’ I said, ‘Hey, I want

them inside the tent.’ I said, ‘I know there is a lot you in this room who I

would call hand grenade throwers. But I ask you, don’t pull the pin,

because we’re going to go out together. Let’s work together.’ (INT2 539-

544)
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He suggested that the local political environment and the complexity of issues

made demands on the urban superintendent’s expertise. He valued his ability to

adapt and cope with the ambiguity and complexity of the community’s political

climate (INT3 165-166). Superintendent B seemed to indicate that urban

superintendents did not control the pace of political events and engagements. He

described his perspective in the following interview passage:

The problem is that in the superintendency, you can have all the right

attributes but if that environment is not there, you know…You don’t have

to be deprived by your environment, but in this urban job, it’s so hard not

to be, I can’t control these headlines. They are probably going to ask me

tomorrow about prayer…But it’s also having the guts to enter the lion’s

den, you know. You can fail big, but also you can win big…I don’t want to

say the external defines your success, but it can certainly overwhelm you.

(INT3 172-190)

Superintendent B viewed himself as “someone who had been allowed to grow”

(INT1 508) and “develop his own style” (INT1 471). The superintendent interview

and observation data inferred that political skill proficiency was important, but its

usefulness and effectiveness was determined by the quality of political knowledge.

Other Case Study B Participants

According to several District B leaders, a successful superintendent was

defined by three major tasks: (1) a consistent focus on the education of children;

(2) the ability to manage the organization; and (3) maintaining an effective
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superintendent-school board relationship. One school board trustee expressed the

following perspective:

A successful superintendent, I think is a two-prong thing. Number one, I

think he has the support of and gives support to the board and works with

them. Unless you have teamwork, you end up having a lot of difficulties,

which some school districts in the state have had. The other thing is the

superintendent’s main purpose is to stay focused on what public education

is about and that is to educate children. (INTWH 102-107)

Another school board trustee provided this definition:

I guess there are a couple of factors. One would be that there is clear

progress in student achievement…but really, that is the ultimate test of how

well we are doing as a district and as the leader of a district that has to be

one of the criteria that we hold our superintendent to. From a board

perspective, he has to definitely be very knowledgeable and articulate

about our budget. He has to be, in fact, a leader of understanding in depth,

what goes into the budget, the process behind the budget and presentation

of that budget to the board and to the public. He has to be very familiar

with how the numbers play out. He has to have great people around him. I

would give a lot of credit to somebody who would be able to do that and

somebody that was effective with their board. (INTT 198-212)

An implicit and essential part of the superintendent’s tasks for success was her or

his political expertise, namely political knowledge and skill.
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The leadership for District B, the general counsel for legal and external

affairs and several school board trustees, including the president, provided their

perception of the new superintendent’s political knowledge. The general counsel

assessed Superintendent B to understand the importance of local politics and the

value of political intelligence or information. This meant creating political

relationships and partnerships. He made the following commentary:

Intelligence is the name of the game. It’s relationships and

information…The real successful people have this ability to understand the

importance of relationships, to create those relationships, and to go through

the process in order to create the results. That takes time, patience, vision,

and perseverance…And I think he [Superintendent B] does blend

relationships and process…I think [Superintendent B] understands the

importance of knowledge of the local politics. And what he did, he first

came in and he just worked very hard to try to meet people and to

listen…So it’s a combination of coming in and working hard and

surrounding yourself with people who can help you get to know who to

know and keep those lines of communication open. (INTW 224-250)

Similarly, some school board members perceived Superintendent B to obtain local

or contextual political information, including political advice from staff members,

the school board and specific community leaders. One school board trustee

commented:

I think what he has done is that he surrounded himself with people who

know a little bit more about the different politics in the community that can

advise him. This group tends to look at these issues a little bit more…He
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has developed some relationships with both his staff and other community

members to help him understand those political aspects in the community.

(INTWH 72-78)

Another board member made the following reflection on the superintendent’s

source of contextual political knowledge: “He gets advice from different groups

and I guess one of them is the board” (INTT 107). Yet, when the board member

was asked if they considered themselves to have the pulse of the community, she

gave this response: “I would like to think that, But I don’t know that we do that

particularly well yet” (INTT 112). On the other hand, the school board president

confirmed that Superintendent B did not “see [the school board] as a source of

information” (INTR 477). She explained her perspective:

He does not see us as a source of information. I think that’s

problematic…But in his defense, the caliber of board members we have are

not connected politically beyond their local PTAs and do not have business

or political ties. (INTR 477-500)

Understanding the city’s diverse community was an important component

of local political knowledge. Several of the school district’s trustees suggested that

Superintendent B did not understand the community of City B. One suspected that

the superintendent did not engage effectively with the Hispanic and African

American communities. The school board president shared the following

perception about the superintendent and his staff: “At times you get the idea that

they do not care about the history. They do not know the history or they do not

want to know the history” (INTR 296-299). Another school board trustee

expressed a similar concern:
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I think he probably doesn’t understand our community because he’s from a

whole different part of the country. I think that probably works against

him…He’s brought in people from other part of the country who aren’t

really from this town…I think people perceive him as a Yankee…I don’t

know how well he relates to the Hispanic community and the Hispanic

community is growing. And we haven’t served the Hispanic student as well

as should have. In terms of the African American community, I don’t really

know how they perceive him. But I’m sure it’s very difficult for him.

(INTW 142-145, 154-160)

Yet, another trustee attempted to explain her perception of the superintendent’s

failure to understand the community’s culture:

Sometimes he misinterprets and part of that, I look at it as he is not from

around here. And it’s not just that he is not from around [City B], he’s not

from [the state] and so that’s another layer of culture that is just difficult

for him. I see him struggle with that a lot. (INTG 121-124)

The general counsel and the school board trustees perceived

Superintendent B to have an important political skill, communication. The general

counsel for District B described it in the following manner:

He’s good at engagement. By that I mean he understands the importance of

reaching out and listening. I do believe there are a number in this

community that do believe that he is not a good listener…Sometimes he

moves into what I call a justify, explain, and defend state. And that
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typically comes across as not listening…At those times where he’s not

feeling as if he has to justify, defend, and explain, he’s a very good listener.

(INTW 204-206, 210-212, 215-216)

He identified the superintendent’s political skill as engagement or communication

and he defined it as reaching out and listening. Most of the school board trustees

indicated that communication was the superintendent’s most developed political

skill. However, they defined it in various ways. The president of the school board

used the following descriptors for this skill: “people person,” “engages folks,”

“attempts to listen,” and “makes a lot of contacts” (INTR 485-488). Another

trustee described the superintendent as having the ability to “empathize” and had

“people awareness” (INTE 1). A third school board member indicated that

Superintendent B effectively communicated with a variety of city groups. She

presented her perspective in the following interview passage:

I would say one of his strong points is able to communicate with a variety

of different people. Now, there have been difficulties in [City B], there are

so many different groups…The district had a very bad reputation for not

communicating with different groups in the community…We asked him to

make that one of his priority issues. And he did that. He has gone out and

met with all kinds of groups, church and civic groups. I think the feedback

that I have gotten is that he is a very good communicator. And he does stay

focus on issues that have to do with children. (INTWH 57-65)

Even though several members of the district leadership seemed to agree that

communication was a strong political skill possessed by Superintendent B, there

were two trustees that offered a dissenting perspective. One suggested that the
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superintendent had expertise in a specific communication format and context, but

not as effective in another. He did not demonstrate effectiveness in all modes of

communication. She explained her distinction:

I think he is very, very good at presenting district initiatives and operations.

He’s good at talking about what we are doing. He doesn’t resonate with

every group that he meets…He meets with so many of them, some groups

resonate more with him than others…I can’t identify the reason that he

doesn’t resonate with some and not with others. I think if there is one thing

that is not a strength of his, it’s his ability to listen and try and integrate

what he is doing with what others express as their concerns. Sometimes

that’s hard. (INTT 78-95)

According to the trustee’s account, Superintendent B was an effective

communicator when delivering one-way communication messages like speeches

or presentations. However, he was not an effective communicant when he used a

discussion approach. The school board trustee appeared to question the

superintendent’s ability to dialogue with his constituents for consensus. A minority

school board member expressed a similar concern. She clarified her position in the

following interview response:

I think to be effective politically you have to be a good communicator and

he [Superintendent B] has difficulty being an effective

communicator…You have to be articulate, knowledgeable, and those are

really the tangible things. But you also have to be compassionate and a

good listener and forthright. (INTG 102-111)
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Another group of leaders, the presidents of teacher and administrator

organizations expanded the views of District B’s leadership and expressed them in

a variety of ways. For instance, the co-president of the local teacher and support

staff organization suggested that being an “efficient manager” did not mean a

superintendent was successful (INTM 443-446). On the other hand, the president

of the local bilingual teachers association contextually defined superintendent

success:

All our students no matter where they are—are being successful. And we

will have those few that aren’t, but they are not just concentrated in one

part of town. That all areas in the district feel they are being served to the

best of their ability. In a good superintendent you would see that, you could

feel that…If a superintendent can create an atmosphere of trust between

himself, his employees and the community, it would be outstanding. I think

that is a major stumbling block for us right now. (INTH 264-267, 276-278)

Local success for Superintendent B was specifically and implicitly defined in

terms of student success, equity, district credibility and community trust. Most

strikingly, efficient organizational management by the superintendent was not

sufficient for success. This implied that the superintendent’s political knowledge

and skill would be essential in the process of achieving success.

The co-president of the teacher and support staff organization suggested

that Superintendent B understood “power politics” (INTM 232), “power

relationships” (INTM 257), and “institutions” (INTM 242). In addition, the

superintendent brought a team that he could trust and that would help him address

complex problems. Their ability to solve district problems allowed the
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superintendent to build credibility with the public and to politically survive. The

co-president of the teacher organization explained this perspective:

I think what kills a lot of superintendents is it’s just an awesome job. How

can one person do all of this? They can’t. Knowing how to bring good

people along with you, who you can trust, who you can put your faith in

and then delegating out to them—I think it’s a political survival tool. He’s

good at that. He does that well. (INTM 265-270)

The president of the local bilingual teachers association recommended that some

local issues require the superintendent to investigate it himself instead of relying

on secondary sources, particularly if he sought to understand the community’s

perspective. In one instance, during her interview, she voiced her suggestion in the

following way: “But in situations and problems where it is very important that he

truly understands what is going on, he should get himself into it and get himself

out, check it out on his own” (INTH 183-185). She considered Superintendent B to

have a broad knowledge of the state’s political structure and policy process and its

local affect. She provided the following commentary:

I think his knowledge is very broad. He is aware of the legislature and the

laws that impact him directly as a superintendent. I saw him several times

down at the capital, last session…He is very astute, that is his forte. He

knows the political process. (INTH 195-197, 201-202)

On the other hand, the president of the local association of public school

administrators credited the political experiences from Superintendent B’s former

leadership positions as the training ground that enabled him to learn and develop
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the necessary political expertise, namely knowledge and skill. As a result, his

political interaction and image was described as having an instinctive quality. She

provided the following commentary:

He has such a background that he’s been in political situations in his

previous jobs. So, I guess it seems like a lot of that interaction comes very

easily and very naturally to him. It doesn’t seem phony. It seems easy and

natural. (INTB 131-133)

Furthermore, she suggested that “if you don’t have people skills, in this day and

age, you are not going be as successful” (INTB 162-163). The three presidents

perceived Superintendent B to have communication as a political skill. The

president of the local association of public school administrators described the

superintendent as an effective public communicant. She perceived him in the

following way: “I think he listens…I think he knows how to relate to people in

such a way that they experience his sincerity” (INTB 127-129). Although the

president of the local bilingual teachers association mentioned that Superintendent

B was able to get people to meet together, she perceived him as having difficulty

getting groups to reach agreements (INTH 144-153). She speculated that the

superintendent had a tendency to listen only to his top aides when it came to

understanding certain problematic situations instead of going to the source for a

firsthand interpretation (INTH 173-175). The president of the local teachers and

support staff organization regarded the new superintendent of District B to

inconsistently use his skill at recognizing and comprehending political situations.

Even though he expressed the following about Superintendent B, “I’ve watched

him and he’s good at reading a political situation” (INTM 253), he made a

distinction:
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I do think there are some times when he doesn’t read the context of a

situation and he kind of makes up his mind that things are the way they are.

And he keeps hitting the theme that he’s developed. He’s good at staying

on message, but if the message isn’t resounding with those that are hearing

it. It starts to grate on you…But people who’s concern was that we still

have a lot of low-performing kids, every time they heard him singing the

praises of the school district, it was grinding on them. I think there is a

danger in going out there with a simple message and trying to grind that

message, drive that message. It can end up really alienating people who

feel like you are over simplifying…In fact, I heard [the newly elected

mayor] say that, ‘You know, he has to stop just talking about the successes.

He needs to talk about how he is going to fix the problem.’ (INTM 291-

295, 322-329)

The organization president considered the superintendent to be “a good public

speaker” (INTM 187).

A former public education leader and the president of the local council of

PTAs held a slightly different perspective on superintendent success and on the

political knowledge of the new superintendent. For instance, the former area

representative on the state board of education committee suggested that “a long

tenure is the best barometer of how successful a superintendent really is and how

they involve their leadership skills” (INTD 130-132). He specifically stated that a

successful superintendent was “one who lasted longer than five years” (INTD

122). The president of the local council of PTAs defined a successful

superintendent as one who improves the school districts academic performance

and works well with all groups while uniting them under a common goal (INTC).
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Like the other leaders, she perceived Superintendent B to be knowledgeable of the

city’s political structure (INTC).

The vice president of the area’s chamber of commerce reflected on the

political knowledge and skill of Superintendent B. He suggested that the

superintendent’s local political knowledge was inadequate. He alluded to the lack

of political sophistication and community familiarity and communication among

the superintendent’s cabinet and other District B leaders. In addition, he implied

the superintendent did not have the knowledge to organize an effective system for

retrieving and understanding community information and issues. He made his

point in the following passages:

I think he’s been handicapped by not necessarily having top notch advice

from inside his, advisors of the district…My perception is that he doesn’t

necessarily have, you know, a real effective networking system to gather

information other than what he gets from the staff, you know, from the

organization. So my perception is that it’s largely through the media and

through people within [District B]. (INTF 69-70, 112-116)

Furthermore, the chamber of commerce vice president alluded to the

superintendent’s inability to sufficiently understand and effectively communicate

with the citizens of color. He provided the following commentary:

I just don’t know if he’s figured out how to connect with people of color, in

a visceral way, so they feel like he is on their side and he’s, you know, in

there, fighting for their community. And I’m not sure he’s necessarily

surrounded himself with the type of talent, you know, be it an African

American or Hispanic, that either inspires or at least soothes parts of the
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African American and Hispanic community, who have generational axes to

grind, very legitimately with [District B]. (INTF 226-232)

Having worked with two previous urban superintendents, the chamber of

commerce vice president considered Superintendent B to be a better communicant.

He thought the superintendent needed improvement in developing “one-on-one

relationships” (INTF 90) for the purpose of establishing “a foundation of trust and

respect” (INTF 95) among the diverse leaders of City B. He explained his

perception in the following way:

I think he certainly worked hard at being a public presence and giving talks

and getting out there in front of folks. But I think you really have to have a

foundation of trust and a personal relationship with people. You have to be

able to do business and I think it’s even more important to have that

foundation of trust and respect because when you have the inevitable little

or small bumps in the road, as a superintendent, it helps to have that

foundation of goodwill in the tank to draw upon. I think it’s hard for him to

balance between schmoozing or politicking or sort of developing those

one-on-one relationships, versus focusing on the big area policy or budget

issues. (INTF 89-100)

He offered the following interpretation of the superintendent’s manner of

communication within a small group setting:

I think if there was one criticism that I’ve heard repeatedly and experienced

somewhat, but more heard, is his learning style, his processing of

information during a meeting. My sense is that he learns from writing
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down what people are saying to him. So there is a sense when you meet

him that he’s writing on his yellow pad the whole time. To me, I know to

some other people, that’s how they listen, that’s how they process. But that

seems to be perceived by a lot of people as rude and he’s not listening to

what I’m saying, instead of making eye contact and listening. And there’s

the criticism that he talks too much. As an East Coast guy, I’m sympathetic

to that. But I think there’s a sense that he’s got so much energy and so

much to say that people would just like him to shut up and listen for a few

minutes about their point of view. I think that it’s a perception issue and

it’s the medium. It’s not the actual content, but I think he gets killed

because of what I think are pretty superficial things that maybe aren’t

really easy to fix and reign in, but are not core competency issues. (INTF

206-221)

Apparently, the superintendent’s culture and learning style interfered with his

efforts to communicate within a small group context.

The leadership of City B’s civil rights and ethnic community organizations

provided their interpretation of superintendent success as well as their perception

of the new superintendent’s political knowledge and skill. The president of the

local NAACP defined superintendent success in the following way:

A very effective superintendent is going to be liked by the community. It’s

going to be a mutual kind of relationship: trust, honesty, and

communication…I think its essential that they get people’s respect…I think

you gain people’s confidence through your actions…I think that’s part of

the problem we have now—no communication, no trust. So there is very

little integrity. (INTL 183-196)
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He assessed the new superintendent to be responsive to technical or managerial

problems but unresponsive to student learning and equity issues (INTL 202-208).

He described the new superintendent’s agenda in the following terms: “His

programs are very conservative for the most part. He hasn’t done anything risky.

The things that he’s done have been pretty much supported, rather safe, rather

conservative” (INTL 234-236). On the other hand, the president of the local

chapter of LULAC and its deputy director of education succinctly stated: “[District

B] has not had a successful superintendent” (INTDC 223). The president of a

community coalition group suggested a successful superintendent was one who

followed this mission statement: “My primary mission is to raise the academic

standards for all students and close the performance gap between those students

who are not doing as well and that’s what drives everything else” (INTLA 295-

297).

Regarding the new superintendent’s political knowledge, the president of a

community coalition group reasoned that Superintendent B did not have a

significant interest in establishing a relationship with the African American

community since he primarily depended on his subordinates’ interpretations of the

minority community. The community leader interpreted the superintendent’s

immediate subordinates to function like a perceptual defense. He expressed this

perspective:

I don’t get the impression that this superintendent has a significant interest

in knowing the community. I believe that he relies quite heavily upon those

persons who report directly to him to give him insight as to the community

and he believes them without testing the validity of their statements. I think

it has gotten him into hot water. (INTLA 180-184)
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The LULAC leaders perceived Superintendent B as lacking experience with “grass

roots” (INTDC 192) political issues. They described their point of view in the

following interview passage:

It’s because of his experience and where he came from that he has more

ties to those types of folks at the national and state levels. He can get in

there and discuss the issues with them on a broader base. However, when

he comes down to the local level because he is the new kid on the block, he

doesn’t know all the different ramifications of the political areas. (INTDC

128-132)

Although Superintendent B was knowledgeable and skillful in state and national

political arenas, the LULAC leaders perceived him to have insufficient political

knowledge for the local political arena and to contextualize previous political

experiences (INTDC 100-108). In addition, they perceived the superintendent to

lack cultural diversity awareness. They perceived him to be insensitive to equity

issues and to ethnic community treatment. Ultimately, this resulted in strained

relations between Superintendent B, the school board and the leaders of the two

largest ethnic enclaves. The president of LULAC and its deputy director of

education provided the following two accounts:

Dr. [Superintendent B] put an academy together to grow our own principal.

And when he put it together, there were fifteen participants and out of the

fifteen only one was a Latino. I don’t remember how many African

Americans…Let’s take the mold problem. I forget which West Side school

that was. When it was first discovered that we had mold in our schools, of
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course, we knew we had mold, but that was on the East Side. But because

it was the East Side it wasn’t a big problem. Until this other school and I

can’t remember the name of that school on the West Side. You know, he

goes out there, he meets with the families and the community and he finds

a good place for them [students] and so forth. And he addressed that very,

very well and the White community was very pleased. Now, we still have

that mold problem in many of our schools. Here where I live, there are

quite a few other schools that have a mold problem, but he doesn’t address

those as effectively as he did that very first one. So, he has the right idea,

but he doesn’t follow through. (INTDC 434-437, 271-282)

 It appeared that the leaders of the three groups perceived ethnic community

knowledge to be a component of political knowledge. The president of NAACP

provided a rationale for its importance:

Without a profile of a community, you really can’t address the problems

anyway. So, I would think a very good focus on sociology and

history—knowing where you are and how the people function and what the

challenges are. You really can’t address the problems if you don’t know the

situation that you are in. I think if we spent more time doing that, just

studying the situation itself and people. There are very little resources spent

on how people think and how they react and how they learn. We are so

programmatic…The [school] system has become people unfriendly, in my

opinion. So, we are getting folks in the system now that really don’t

understand people and as a result they don’t know how to motivate people.

This is a team thing, really. We’re all in the same boat, but people don’t
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believe that, so they don’t act it out. The people are secondary. (INTL 149-

161)

The leaders of the three organizations perceived communication to be a

political skill. They perceived Superintendent B’s communicate skill in several

ways. The president of the NAACP and the president of a community coalition

group assessed Superintendent B to have the sophistication to frame messages, or

to spin messages—as it is called in the vernacular. They said the following about

the superintendent’s message framing skill:

He probably comes with a lot more experience, coming from Washington,

and he probably knows how to spin things a little bit better. And he has

proven that over time…I think he’s very good at taking data and making

data say what he wants it to say. He’s a very good statistician, basically

that’s his background. He takes numbers and he has a neat way of making

numbers look well. But the reality is the problem is still the same (INTLA

127-129, INTLB 100-103)

Even though the two leaders determined Superintendent B to have a sophisticated

political skill, yet they perceived him to be an ineffective communicant with the

minority community. The NAACP president shared the following perspective:

I think his problem is, he’s not a good communicator…He’s been put in

this position to be so goal directed in terms of results, he really can’t see

the forest for the tree. I think his worst aspect probably is, he doesn’t listen

to people. I think his mind is so bent on retrieving results here that it’s gone

straight through his head. He just isn’t listening. He feels that if he doesn’t
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achieve his results he’s not going to be, I think there’s a certain fear factor

here that if we don’t get results, not in terms of satisfying people, but

numbers, we are all going to be in trouble. That’s the impression that I get.

And I think he’s motivated by that kind of challenge. (INTL 132-141)

In his response to an interview question about the superintendent’s political skill or

ability, the president of the community coalition group suggested that

Superintendent B has not authentically engaged or communicated with the

minority community. He made the following commentary:

Well, let me clear it up. I don’t know that he lacks the ability. I just see the

capacity is not there, in this setting, and it may be constrained by his board

and how he perceives himself from their perspective. So, I don’t really

know that. I’ve not seen the ability demonstrated, so from that perspective I

can say that he has not done certain things. One is engaging the community

in a very authentic way, where you don’t see yourself as being superior to

them and them being inferior to you. I don’t believe that this

superintendent even understands that is going on. I think that if you would

ask him, and I’m sure you’ve probably had these conversations, he would

probably see himself as being just the opposite of what I’ve just said. But

that is my optic view. And that is the problem when you are only willing to

accept your view of what you do. (INTLA 161-172)

The perspectives shared by the leaders suggested that cultural awareness or

knowledge was critical to the communication effectiveness of the superintendent

among the ethnic community.
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Although the governmental leaders of City B, primarily a city council

member and the city manager, did not provide exhaustive data for this research

question, they were an important voice in the study since the city manager and

council governance format was analogous to the superintendent and school board.

The interview with the newly elected mayor did not render data related to this

research question.

The city manager perceived that Superintendent B demonstrated his

political expertise, particularly his political knowledge, when he prioritized the

recruitment of local interest groups for support. The city manager expressed his

perception in the following interview passage:

I think Dr. [Superintendent B] correctly has looked at the business

community for that base leadership. I really do think you need a level of

support within the community, Hispanic and African American…I think he

has a lot of support from this community, he built that. I think he’s been

able to build a great amount of support from the newspaper, the media. I

think he’s done a good job with that. I say those are kind of his anchors. He

may have support from his PTAs…I think within the minority community,

he’s got some difficult issues to deal with…He’s got a bridge to build

there…I think that some of the strengths he’s had are probably with the

business community and the newspaper. (INTG 139-141, 125-132)

It appeared from the city manager’s perspective that the new superintendent

recruited support from the business and media community first and failed in

building a supportive relationship with the minority community. However, the city

manager emphasized the value of knowing the community collectively, from
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ethnic enclaves to interest groups, but also interpersonally including political

actors and elites. He expressed this view in the following manner:

It’s not like being a general. Where you get your troops and say, ‘This is

where we are going, this is how we’ll do it.’ Because I really think you

need to build a case and get people to follow you, cause’ it’s not the army

and it’s not the marines. So you need to build consensus within your own

organization to get things done. Then I think you need to understand who

are the interest groups that your board listens to? Who are their advisors?

You need to get in that loop of information. So, that you understand how

they react to things, how they think through things. So, that you can get a

better understanding of how that board is going to deal with various issues.

So, it is on the job training, but it’s not really complete rocket science. It is

just people and figuring out what makes them tick. What are their interests?

Where are your interests? Where are your common objectives? And

understanding that whole, kind of holistic, rather than you doing things in a

vacuum. I would never recommend someone just come in and just start

making policies and suggestions and/or recommendations without

understanding the community, understanding what makes the board tick?

Who the supporters for the board are? You see, you get a better idea of

how the politics are going to play out. (INTG 175-191)

Community knowledge as discussed by the city manager was the kind of

information needed for developing and planning political strategies and

communication. On the other hand, a city councilman identified communication as

the superintendent’s political skill (INTA 134-137).

The city’s media leadership held slightly different views on the
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superintendent’s political skill. Only one editor provided interview data relevant to

the superintendent’s political knowledge. The editorial page editor for the local

mainstream newspaper suggested that Superintendent B has not demonstrated or

indicated that he understood the Mexican American point of view or Hispanic

issues. He perceived a gap in the superintendent’s political knowledge:

He is not culturally sensitive as it pertains to Mexican Americans. The guy

is from the Northeast and people from that part of the world tend to view

the world as black and white. When it comes to Hispanic issues, he doesn’t

have a clue…If he’s got any kind of outreach or some kind of plan to

understand the Mexican American point of view, I haven’t seen it. (INT

125-131)

The editor considered communication to be a political skill. He perceived the

superintendent’s communication skill to be one-dimensional. He provided the

following reflection: “I think communication ought to be two ways. And I’ve

mentioned this several times, so obviously it bothers me about him, that his notion

of communicating is him talking” (INTG 318-321). Contrary to this view, the

news editor of the local alternative newspaper identified the superintendent’s

political skill as people skills:

I think he’s better at number and data than he is with people skills, but his

people skills seem to be decent, at least as I’ve been able to see them at

something of a distance. I think his perception in the community is better

than [previous superintendent] for example…He just seems to be more

genuinely interested in what the community has to say about the conditions

of the schools. (INTK 61-66)
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Summary

The superintendent’s interviews and observations revealed that

effectiveness and success, within the large city context, relied on the depth of

political knowledge and quality of political skill. Superintendent B described

himself as a “change agent,” not as a “maintenance superintendent.” He defined

his previous work successes as building organizations and changing cultures. His

contextual definition of success was building community support for its public

schools, building a school district that educates all its students, and maintaining

tenure for at least five years. Superintendent B reasoned that organizational

transformation required the development of a substantive agenda and effective

political engagement. The complexity of the urban social-power structure and the

high public profile of the superintendency made difficult demands on the new

superintendent’s educational and political expertise. Political knowledge and skill

were considered essential to the work and success of the new superintendent.

Superintendent B considered political knowledge to include knowledge of

the city’s community. It included the following: 1) understanding the city’s social-

power structure, which included interest groups, political actors, and local elites;

2) comprehension of the community’s diverse cultures and histories; and 3) an

awareness of emergent issues. Due to the urban school district’s expansive

organizational structure and the complexity of the city, Superintendent B

considered urban superintendents to be insulated from ground level issues

originating from local campuses and their immediate communities.

In response to this condition, Superintendent B suggested that community

knowledge could be covertly gathered and filtered by his cabinet and other school

district leaders. The superintendent perceived this political activity to be poorly

performed, at best, by his staff for the following two reasons: the cabinet and
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board members were not politically sophisticated enough; and members of the

cabinet were not from the region’s culture and community. Superintendent B

alluded to the importance of community knowledge by describing its foundational

role in political forecasting and in the designing of political strategies.

Furthermore, he indicated that local political knowledge was gained by accessing a

political network system and seeking non-compromising advice, guidance, and

information from political elites with ties to the community. The participation of

political elites was encouraged by the superintendent’s reputational and political

capital. In addition, the superintendent increased his knowledge of local political

information by seeking research data and print media articles on the community

and its school system. On the other hand, superintendent B implied that political

knowledge was incomplete without understanding the role and operations of the

mass media. He described the urban superintendent as a public figure and the

difficulty in responding to the media that magnify the activity or inactivity of the

superintendent and school district.

Superintendent B perceived political skill as an inherited instinctive

leadership quality, similar to a natural talent and difficult to acquire. However, he

indicated that political expertise, among other competencies, could be developed

through practical and diverse leadership experiences. The superintendent regarded

communication as a political skill. His former leadership positions exposed him to

experienced politicians like state governors and national presidents. He perceived

communication to be his strength, but he acknowledged a weakness in his ability

to persuade others. The superintendent’s interviews revealed that the context and

the communication objective influenced communication approach. An

inappropriate communication approach resulted in poor communication. A second

political skill recognized by the superintendent was his ability to analyze a

situation and determine its political meaning. He called himself, “a reflective
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practitioner.” Superintendent B determined that his third political skill was the

ability to identify and manage conflicting values held by interest groups.

On the other hand, several community and school district leaders

considered the new superintendent successful at solving major technical problems

and credited the school district’s improved academic performance to his initiatives

and policies. However, the new mayor, the presidents of several civil rights and

ethnic community organizations, and an editor of the mainstream newspaper did

not perceive Superintendent B to be successful at improving the educational

program for children of color.

Nevertheless, the leaders of City B indicated by their responses

thatpolitical knowledge and skill were essential aspects of urban

superintendent’s leadership. They broadly defined political knowledge in

cognitive and relational terms. Several implied that political knowledge

included understanding city politics and its social-power structure. Terms

used by them to describe this concept were power politics, power relations,

and political intelligence. The community leaders considered political

knowledge as knowing the community—the people’s histories, cultures,

and issues. Cultural awareness was regarded as part of this knowledge.

They suggested that political knowledge could be expanded through

collective relationships between the superintendent and community sectors

or interest groups as well as through personal relationships between the

superintendent and individual community leaders. The city manager

explained political knowledge as the foundation for the design and

selection of political strategies.
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A majority of the city’s diverse group of leaders perceived the new

superintendent to understand the importance of local politics and the value of

political intelligence. Although the city manager and other leaders acknowledged

that Superintendent B successfully recruited support from the local business

interest group and made attempts to meet with all sectors of the community, they

observed that the superintendent did not have the support of the two major ethnic

communities and their leaders. A few on the school board noted his difficulty in

establishing an effective relationship with the minority community. A newspaper

editor indicated that the superintendent did not seem to understand Mexican

American issues. Several leaders perceived the superintendent’s cabinet and

school district trustees as ineffective in retrieving political information, diffusing

schisms, and identifying emergent issues. They viewed the new superintendent’s

staff lacking political sophistication and the school board trustees politically

disconnected. A few suggested that Superintendent B needed to go directly to the

community sectors and ethnic enclaves for information instead of relying on

politically ineffective cabinet members and advisors. Leaders from the African

American community reasoned that the superintendent lacked interest in

establishing a relationship with their community. From their perspective, the

school district and Superintendent B lacked credibility with their community.

The president of the local association of public school administrators

suggested Superintendent B’s political expertise was a result of his previous

employment experience. However, the LULAC leaders perceived the new

superintendent to lack sufficient experience at the micro-political level and

considered him to be insensitive to minority concerns and treatment. Yet, most

leaders considered Superintendent B more politically sophisticated than the

previous superintendents.
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The diverse of leadership of City B overwhelmingly described political

skill in communication terms, which included large group presentations or speech

making, small group discussions and dialogues, and interpersonal communication.

A significant majority of the community’s leadership perceived Superintendent B

to have this political skill. Many described his skill with the following terms:

“good public speaker,” “good presenter,” “understands the importance of

listening,” “listens,” “people person,” “people awareness,” “relates to people,”

“people skills,” and “empathizes.” However, a few leaders perceived

Superintendent B to be more skilled in delivering large group presentations than in

the dialogue format. And a couple perceived Superintendent B to have the skill to

frame his messages. Most considered Superintendent B to be a better

communicator than the previous superintendents.

Others viewed the new superintendent’s communication skill differently.

For instance, a newspaper editor perceived the new superintendent’s

communication skill to be one-dimensional. Others described his skill with the

following terms: “not a good communicator,” “talks too much,” “does not listen,”

“not able to connect with people of color,” and “not authentically engaged with the

[African American] community.” A leader of the local business organization

suggested that the superintendent’s learning style and regional culture might have

contributed to this perception. This view complemented the superintendent’s

learning style self-assessment and awareness of how he might be perceived by

others. Superintendent B made the following self-reflection:

I’ve always been an active learner, but I am really this ADD guy. I got to

process it that is why I take notes. I don’t mean to offend people. I’m trying

to listen. I hope I give eye contact, but by writing it down, I am thinking it,

restructuring it. (INT1 301-304)
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The findings for this research question affirmed Johnson’s (1996) assertion

that political demands required for the contemporary superintendent to draw on

analytic, strategic, and interpersonal skills. On the other hand, the findings of

research questions one and two described what Weber (1982) identified as an

“actively bullish” superintendent type. Weber found that an actively bullish

superintendent type eventually evolved into the “networking type” as the

superintendent became place bound.

Research Question #3:

How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the way they use

specific political strategies and skills to influence others to adopt their

agenda?

Superintendent B

Within the political context of City B, the adoption and support of the new

superintendent’s agenda by the community’s sectors and interest groups depended

on the execution of appropriate political strategies. The superintendent’s agenda

consisted of a three-pronged objective, which he interpreted as the

superintendent’s success: 1) increase public commitment to public schools by

unifying the community; 2) educate all children and build quality programs of

teaching and learning; and 3) have a service period of at least five years.

Superintendent B used several political strategies to elicit public support

for his agenda. Although he wanted the support of City B’s diverse sectors, he

needed the support of parents and teachers. Superintendent B called them, “my

biggest allies” (INT2B 116). The new superintendent worked at solving the most

urgent and visible district problems in a way that maximized credibility, political
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capital and reputational capital, which were important for educing the city’s

diverse sectors to adopt his agenda. However, if one were to consider the typical

short tenure of urban superintendents, the complexity of City B’s social problems

and the organizational weaknesses of District B, then a strategy that facilitated the

third part of the agenda would allow for additional time to realize the other two

parts. This undercurrent rationale seemed to define the new superintendent’s

approach to local politics and community educational concerns. He expressed this

political inclination in the following interview passage:

It’s Baltimore City all over again, its all the same race issues, in your face!

The problem is I don’t blink. You can beat with a bat and I don’t blink. If I

think I’m doing the right thing I’ll do it for the kids, you got to decide if

that is a good trait or a bad trait. You got to make it in this job. We don’t

need Joan of Arcs. We need [superintendent] who can make it for seven,

ten years. We don’t need Joan of Arc who burn out…you know, that does

not help kids…I don’t want to be Joan of Arc. I don’t want to be right and

crucified, that’s not gonna help kids. It’s not gonna help this district, you

know. (INT1 277-283, INT2A 82-83)

Superintendent B described himself as a “strategic incrementalist.” He defined his

political approach in the following way: “I’m a strategic incrementalist. I know

how to get where I have to get to, but I get there in stages” (INT1 170-171). In

addition, he explained:

I think you gotta pick your strategy and what you are comfortable in doing.

I tend to be in many ways, a more strategic incrementalist, but I do have a

latent rationalist approach. I feel rational, you know, scientific and all that.
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But, it’s more about finding the means to get where I wanna’ get to. (INT3

234-238)

The incremental change strategy required a political forecast of community

support, opposition, and fallout or consequences as a result of the superintendent’s

decision on an issue. His political analysis skill was essential in the strategic

process. Superintendent B expressed this point in the following way:

You gotta calculate your ability, you gotta live another day to fight another

battle. But then, there are some battles you gotta say, ‘we gotta do this’ and

you know you are right. Your enemies never forget and your friends go

away. So that’s the hard part of this job. (INT3 484-488)

The superintendent alluded to the tension and temptation between compromising

and making an unpopular decision. According to the superintendent, the political

strategy also involved “building community readiness” for superintendent-led

proposals or initiatives. Superintendent B provided the following reflection:

I think if he [a superintendent] wants to push some initiatives or agendas

that are going to help him. I think in [City B] you gotta build the readiness

for it. The readiness of people to accept whatever initiative…But I need it

[strategic plans] now and I’m gonna have to do it. But I’m gonna get the

whole community do it with me. I’m gonna get them to demand it from

me. So, it’s not me doing it, it’s having them demand it. (INT3 465-468,

216-218)
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In addition, the incremental change strategy necessitated the recruitment of support

from diverse interest groups. Superintendent B recruited support from various

interest groups by uniting the groups around a high-interest issue. He did this by

assigning community leaders to a task force panel. By taking an inclusive

approach, the superintendent increased his reputational capital and stood to gain

political capital. Superintendent B gave the following account:

I went after the data problem and I went after dropouts. I know if I could

move those two, I deserved to go to heaven for at least a day. Now, these

were tough ones and the dropout task force was the smartest thing I did. I

put fifty-five people on this task force. Some people said, ‘Oh, it’s too

many.’ I said, ‘Hey, I want them inside the tent.’ I went to that first

meeting and I said, ‘I know there is a lot of you in this room who I would

call hand grenade throwers. But I ask you, don’t pull the pin, because were

going to go out together. Let’s work together’…But that task force was

very important cause’ it galvanized my external with my internal. I put the

task force at the table and my staff on the outside. And I made my staff

members come to that meeting. And you know, at the end of it they

understood we weren’t the problem. The problem is this issue that is

complex. You know I turned them, it was a love feast at the end. Then we

got a two-year plan and every six months, I’m reporting back. It was the

smartest thing I ever did, and I’m not that smart. (INT2A 535-542, INT2B

22-30).

Another way the new superintendent recruited support was by using a

political marketing strategy. Even though he regarded his ability to persuade as a
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weakness, he still campaigned for support. He went out to local organizations and

gave speeches. He described his political activity in this manner:

I just went out and visited a lot of organizations. But again, I sounded

articulate, you know, a little bit of passion. I sound like a bus you want to

get on…This place was thirsting for a message and for someone who could

get them back on the right path (INT2A 519-525)

Another political strategy used by Superintendent B in his effort to

influence the district’s constituents was a covert strategy. This strategy involved

the cooperation of the superintendent’s cabinet members—the deputy and area

superintendents, and the school board trustees. As they handled local campus-

community concerns, emergent issues were proactively channeled to the

superintendent. The information advancement provided an opportunity for the

superintendent to develop a proactive plan and address the community’s concern

before it became sensationalized by the media and politicized by interest groups.

This avoided negative press and public opinion. Subsequently, it strengthened the

superintendent’s public image of a competent leader. In addition, the cabinet

members and school board trustees were expected to use their network system and

their political and reputational capital to advocate on behalf of the superintendent’s

initiatives. But Superintendent B was not able to use this strategy to its fullest

potential. The vast majority of the cabinet and school board trustees did not have

sufficient political relationships within the community and lacked political

sophistication. The superintendent expressed his perception in the following

interview statements:
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I’m at a disadvantage, I got a board that is not plugged in, and this is very

difficult…My board is disconnected right now…You hope, people are

seeing the radar screen and coming over and talking to you about it…I got

a great intuitive sense when I hear an issue, I know when to get on it.

Unfortunately, a lot of people I have around here don’t have a clue at that,

but luckily I can make up for that…My people here are not connected well.

I have layers of that, but it’s not around the cabinet. It’s deeper in the

organization…It is hard to hold people accountable for these political skills

when they have never been asked to develop them, you know. And yet, I

don’t like these politicians coming in here, so it is hard to find that

balance…My area superintendents are probably going to become my eyes

and ears because they are in that community. And they are going to be

sensing it…You gotta get ahead of the issues. You gotta know it’s coming

and get out there. You gotta find out why. I mean, proactive-ness is very

important, and that has been a real problem with the [City B] culture.

(INT2B 62-68, 91-108, 310-323; INT3 252-270)

This finding supported Weber’s (1982) conclusion that superintendents use overt

and covert political strategies. Weber emphasized that the objectives were to

influence the community on educational issues and to support public schools.

However, Superintendent B desired to do the same but he additionally wanted to

use the covert strategy as a proactive mechanism for addressing emergent issues.

Superintendent B advised that in delicate situations, particularly during a

negotiating phase, it was an advantage to keep your end-goal to yourself. This

advice was another tactic under the political covert strategy. The superintendent

provided the following reflection:
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I’ll sell it to them but at a fair price…And I’ll let them have Rio Grande for

eight million dollars cause’ that is what it is worth. A million dollars for

eight years, if you can’t pay it, you don’t own it. But see, that is what I

gotta do. But I can’t tell people. They would be offended. This is where

you gotta keep your end goals almost to yourself. I can’t even tell staff

some of this, because then some people would be presuming it. You don’t

want to be playing mind games with people, you know. (INT3 285-294)

A fourth political strategy used by the new superintendent was political

timing, an attempt to influence the timing of events in such a way as to increase

political benefits or decrease political costs (see Gibson, 1999, for further

discussion). This strategy was designed to augment credibility with the public and

increase or, at the very least, sustain the superintendent’s political and reputational

capital. The superintendent presumed engagement with the local media.

Superintendent B provided the following insight to this strategy:

This is a tough town to manage media. I mean you are right in their

microscope, and they are very sophisticated…The good news is that they

sometimes say, ‘Well [Superintendent B] is okay, but the board isn’t.’ But I

can’t make it on that. So, I’ve been trying to stay close to my board. That

probably doesn’t please them, you know. They rather have me come and

squeal and tell them all, you know. But I can’t do that. That is not fair. That

would break our relationship. See you gotta be careful on that because you

gotta remember, my philosophy is—it will always become public. If I give

you a bonus, it will become public. So whenever I do anything, I always

have the attitude, they are going to know about it. So, if they are going to

know about it, then let’s tell them right now. I mean, I learned these
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lessons. Put it on the agenda now, make the board approve [cabinet

member] next Monday. Don’t just do this yourself because you are much

better. Later, you can say you were a part of it. I took you through it. You

take a risk in it, you know, because you can loose it. I guess part of my real

strength is timing and strategic planning. I’m terrific at finding the moment

of opportunity to bring the issue. Get it carved through and lock it away

before the storm hits…The timing is a big issue, but again, you make your

own timing of it. (INT2B 145-166)

Superintendent B reflected upon another situation in which political timing was

critical. The following interview passage described a potential audit to District B

by state education officials:

When you get that issue, get a good definition of it and get opinions to

make sure you understand it. Then look at who are all the audiences you

gotta touch base with. Too often we are in a very reactive mode, but I think

it is the nature of public institutions, you know. We don’t create our own

media, you know. This damn stuff happens out of nowhere, you know.

Then you gotta decide, when you gotta get hot and heavy. That is probably

where I show good judgment. I’ve been thinking when to make that phone

call to him [state education deputy commissioner], but I don’t even have

my notes outlined. But if I take enough time, I’ll find the right moment.

Then call him and catch it, you know. When you make that, if you do it too

early, you could really set it off wrong. If you do it too late, [state

education commissioner] already decided to come and get me, you know.

That is when you gotta kind of think it through. (INT2B 294-306)
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Superintendent B used political timing to curb criticism, minimize tension, and

sustain support among community leaders. This strategy implicitly required

message framing, a political communication skill. The superintendent gave the

following account:

Monday, I got word that the [state] comptroller was going to skunk me. So,

I came back in and now I’m developing a document that I’m going to

release next Monday to 40 of the most important people, telling them what

I’ve done. So, before the comptroller can get out there and beat the hell out

of me, people are going to know—You did this and we did this! Maybe I

didn’t finish it, but I’m not asleep at the switch…So, those are the issues of

politics. It’s not just the substance of it. It’s your ability to respond. And

how you respond and your ability to get ahead of the issue to frame

that…So [state comptroller] can beat me up, but if I can get this report to

40 people, they’ll know that I’ve done a lot. (INT3 82-114)

Superintendent B made the following reflection about his communication effort:

“So, communication is very important and early on it was important, now it’s less

important. So, I gotta have strategic moments now” (INT2B 266-268).

A fifth political strategy used by Superintendent B was media management.

This strategy was designed to reinforce the superintendent’s credibility and

reputational capital with the community. This strategy required the superintendent

to identify or create a reportable story for the media. This gave him the opportunity

to define the story while he simultaneously portrayed a competent public image.

The superintendent issued the following reflection:
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Now when I create an issue, can I manage it? (You bet!) I got to take on

the parents and nine hundred people in an auditorium and tell them I’m

closing your school and moving you to four locations. You know this is my

premier school. And then Casey, I got to go over there and tell them, ‘You

got asbestos.’ By handling those, I think that imagery. In fact a newspaper

guy once said to me, ‘I’ll know how good you are in a year. We’ll test your

metal.’ And it was actually true. I’ll never forget the morning I walked in

here and the guy said to me, ‘We got evidence that there’s stachybotrys at

Hill.’ And I told that faculty, if I find the killer mold at Hill, I will close

that school. And thank God I had that contingency plan. But I had the

experts tell me the day before, ‘Oh, it’s okay.’ See they do these statistical

tests and they don’t think it’s going to be significant. It came back

significant. Holy [cow]! I knew that was going to spread in the newspaper

in an hour. So, in two hours I was outside of Hill, I had the parents all

informed, I had the kids on buses going to, you know. So, they might have

said you jumped, you pulled the trigger too quick. Yeah, (bull)! Later, they

had to say, man! But I made sure they knew that I was in control, you

know, because I didn’t want them coming in and running around here with

the cameras. You know you got the black mold? And the kids crying, you

know. I went to the faculty and I said, ‘We are moving.’ And we had them

on a bus. I mean, I nuked them. And that is part of it, you gotta take that

moment cause’ if you don’t that reporter…He was waiting for his sixty-

minute story and I was his poster guy…I hadn’t been trained in

stachybotrys you know. But see I think that’s what gave me the credibility

with the public…But the newspaper has been very important, cause’ they

can shake the message. ‘He is inept, he is inept,’ say it enough and they are

going to feel it. (INT2B 184-225)
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There were five identifiable political strategies used by the new

superintendent to influence the public and its leaders to adopt or support his

agenda. The strategies were not only used independently from each other, but

often the strategies were used simultaneously. The five political strategies used by

Superintendent B implicitly required skills from two major skill

categories—political analysis and communication. The primary political skills

used by Superintendent B were political forecasting and message framing.

Other Case Study B Participants

Most of the interview participants alluded to the political strategies and

skills used by Superintendent B to influence the diverse sectors of City B to adopt

or support his agenda. However, several respondents did not yield data related to

the research question. Two members of the District B leadership, the general

counsel for legal and external affairs and a school board trustee, alluded to the

superintendent’s political timing strategy and his analytical skill. The general

counsel provided the following perspective:

I think you have to be proactive, and he is, in a very constructive way. He

also has a real sense of time…You have to know what to prioritize. You

have to, if you are constantly in crisis mode, then you will never get ahead

of the curve. You won’t ever be able plan for the future. It’s an interesting

dance that must occur in order to be able to take care of the problems that

existed and still plague you, while still tending to all the day-to-day routine

operations that must go on and at the same time be on the cutting edge. So

that you are looking at the future and staying focus on the vision and
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planning and getting to where you need to go. And all of that is real time

stuff. And I think he does a very good job of this. (INTW 364-379)

The school board trustee made the following assessment about the

superintendent’s ability to analyze an issue and make a recommendation to the

board: “I do think he’s solid in his logic and reasoning and philosophy when he

brings forth a recommendation to the board” (INTT 298-299). A couple of District

B trustees alluded to the superintendent’s political marketing strategy. The strategy

required a highly developed communication skill. They provided the following

reflections:

His deliberate attempts to move out into the community were absolutely

crucial to his success and the school district’s continued success…If you

look at his list of activities, I mean, you shadowed him, you know. The

man is on the go and he’s out there. I think he spends a lot of time trying to

get people to understand, and trying to persuade them, that we are doing

better than we were. Even though we’re not exactly where we should be,

but he makes a constant effort. I think he’s out there trying to convey that

constant message. I think that he’s tried really hard. When he first came,

we were in the newspaper every day. I mean they were just blasting us.

(INTT 64-65; INTW 109-117)

The president of the school board provided an example of the superintendent’s

skill in framing an educational issue:

For example, the dropout issue…He was able to articulate to folks. Yes,

this is a school district problem. Yes, these are the things we are going to
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be doing. But it is also a community problem, a community justice

problem. It’s a law enforcement problem. (INTR 764-769)

Another school board trustee alluded to the superintendent’s media management

strategy when she made the following reflection:

He really kind of took it as his mission when he first came on board to try

to build a relationship with the editorial board and to try to change their

perception of the school district because we really were trying to change. I

thought that he was really powerful when he first got here. Just like

anything, the newspaper wants to sell newspapers and they’re still going to

beat you up. We are doing better, I think to his credit. He has worked hard

on that. (INTW 119-125)

The leaders of several local teacher and administrator organizations made

interview statements that alluded to several political strategies and identified

several political communication skills. The president of the bilingual teachers

association provided the following relevant commentary about the new

superintendent’s incremental change strategy:

I think he is very careful not to take one side over the other. For instance,

since we are a chapter 41 school district, I think several of the school

districts got together and filed a lawsuit, you know, against the policy and

the law. Well, [District B] was not included in that, we decided not to be a

part of that. So, I think he is very aware of not walking on one side versus

another side. And he understands the reasons why. He is very careful, I

think, when he goes into a political area. (INTH 386-391)
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The co-president of the teachers and support staff organization provided

commentary that described the superintendent’s political marketing strategy. He

said the following about the superintendent’s engagement with the community’s

interest groups:

Dr. [Superintendent B] makes it a point to go out into the community and

in his, I guess two-and-a-half, going on three years, has exposed himself to

a very broad cross-section of the community. He does everything from talk

radio programs to the Baptist Minister’s Union. He’s on the board of the

[City B] area research organization, which is mostly a business-dominated

group that looks at public policy issues. I see him out at ribbon cutting

ceremonies, not new schools, but community centers. He came to [City B]

at a time when the school district was really at a low point. We had taken a

lot of hits in the press. We had a [state] test cheating scandal that had called

into question the ethics of the administration. We had grading and

computer reporting problems with the state. And he, I think, he realized

that it wasn’t going to be enough to just deal with the school community.

He really had to speak to the public. We have had a history in the last ten

years of a school board who has shied away from that kind of activity…We

needed somebody who was political in that sense. Who was a public figure

that people could listen to, relate to, and who would come to the meetings

of the chamber of commerce, the Baptist minister’s organization, and the

community groups and speak to them about the public school system.

(INTM 105-133)
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This leader recalled events that alluded to the superintendent’s media management

strategy. He outlined several steps or tactics the superintendent took to manage

media coverage. He gave the following account:

He’s an excellent crisis manager. He’s very good, when a problem comes

up. He is able to face it head on and I watched him in the early stages of his

superintendency take problems and make them public immediately…They

found out that the food service department in the school district had been

running at a deficit and it had been masking that deficit over a three- year

period because it had a fund balance. And every year, it was dipping into

that fund balance. The year he came, was the year there was no more

money in the fund balance and they had to do, I forget, it was a million or a

million and a half dollar transfer over to the food service budget to balance

it. That was starting to come to light. He held a press conference about it. I

thought at first, why are you going to highlight this problem? But it turned

out to be a smart thing to do because then once he named the problem, he,

you know, he didn’t say it’s not my problem. Although he did talk about

how it was a long-term problem, then he talked about how to fix it. He

appointed a citizens group to study the food service department. They

made recommendations about the deficiencies and then the next year

adjusted the budget, so they wouldn’t have that problem again. And it

ended up being a feather in his cap. (INTM 165-182)

The account substantiated the political value of the superintendent’s message-

framing skill. In addition, the account revealed that the superintendent addressed

certain district problems by using an inclusive strategy. By recruiting specific

community leaders to participate and to make recommendations, the
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superintendent created an independent party with sufficient political capital that

will not invite intense media scrutiny. Ultimately, Superintendent B defined the

issue, pacified the media, and earned credibility with the public. Furthermore, the

co-president of the teachers and support staff organization described the

negotiating skill of the new superintendent in following interview passage:

He comes to you on the merits of his argument. He lays it out for you.

Now, we’re in a relationship where we are asking for things from the

school district and what we want and what he wants are not always the

same thing. So, we’ve actually gotten into negotiations and in that arena, he

uses a full array of negotiating strategies. He will try to win you over by

logic. He will tell you take it now or it’s off the table. He knows how to use

hardball tactics in settings where they are appropriate…He knows how to

play hard, but he also knows how to compromise. I think you have to be

able to do both. You have to know when to say, okay, you know, I’m going

to come to the middle and when to say, I’m gonna hold my ground. He’s

not afraid to do that. (INTM 516-522, 541-544)

The chamber of commerce vice president for workforce development and

education provided another perspective on the new superintendent’s media

management strategy. He made the following comments that alluded to this

strategy:

I think he’s really impressive under the gun. I think he’s exemplary in a

crisis…I think one criticism I would have about [District B] is that its

media marketing is much more reactive than proactive. I would love to see

[Superintendent B] have a monthly TV show on cable where he sat down
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with what really should be the face of the district—teachers and principals.

(INTF 204-205, 331-335)

On the other hand, a leader from one of the city’s ethnic enclaves held a

distinct perspective on the new superintendent’s agenda. For instance, the

president of the local NAACP made the following reflection:

The magnet school issue was here before he came here. He’s made some

concessions for the political forces here that really control the school

system. But as far as, the real problem here, he hasn’t really done anything.

His program is very conservative. For the most part, he hasn’t done

anything. The things that he’s done have been pretty much—rather safe,

rather conservative…He’s working for a board that basically has shown no

interest in trying to address any of our problems…So, I see trends here

taking place now that is going to cause some changes to really take place.

Unfortunately, it took a new mayor to cite those things. (INTL 235-240,

253-269)

This perception also alluded to the incremental change strategy’s limitation. It

failed to appropriately address seemingly high-political risk issues.

The governance leaders of City B, the new mayor and the city manager,

expressed their impressions of the new superintendent’s political skill and

strategies used to influence the public. The city manager noted a weakness in the

superintendent’s execution of the covert political strategy. For instance, the

superintendent did not involve cabinet members in publicly addressing district

issues. The city manager made the following observation:
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I think, one of the things that you need to do as an administrator is to figure

out when you can get your staff to go out on some issues on their own with

your support…I don’t know if I’ve seen anyone else in this school district

be very visible. (INTG 148-157)

However, the new mayor perceived the new superintendent to lack credibility and

influence among the minority enclaves of City B. The mayor expressed his view in

the following interview passage:

He needs to know who the intellectuals in the African American

community, the education community, and the Hispanic community are.

He needs to build partnerships. He needs to be able to build partnerships

with them and listen to them and have them help him go into the

communities. Because, quite frankly, Dr. [Superintendent B] is not known

in the community. As, you know, as the superintendent they know who he

is, but he doesn’t connect. He connects with the upper groups, with the

chamber, and you know, that kind of stuff. But I’m talking about getting

down into the neighborhoods. I never see him there. (INTG 266-274)

Furthermore, the mayor recounted his impression of the new superintendent’s

interpersonal communication skill:

I went to see [Superintendent B] to tell him what we thought needed to be

done. We were there 40 minutes and for the first 30 he talked, defending

the district. I don’t need anybody to defend this district. That’s not his job.

He wouldn’t let us get a word in once. I wouldn’t do that. If I was going to

go into a district that had a problem and I hadn’t been there, the first thing
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is to listen. Set up the meetings with the community and say, ‘I’m here to

listen.’ And I’m gonna get the things that you’re telling me, study and then

I'll tell you what I think ought to be done. But you have to do it. (INTG

403-411)

The mayor apparently interpreted the new superintendent to be defensive and

demonstrated an inadequate interpersonal communication skill. On the other hand,

the city manager revealed that Superintendent B demonstrated a more proficient

interpersonal communication skill within a political marketing context:

I think the way you win support, if you go visit privately with people, and

say, here are some issues, here are the mutual concerns, here’s what we’re

trying to get done. And I’ll say that the superintendent has done that with

me on a lot of issues, where he’s come to visit with me about different

points of what he wants to get achieved. (INTG 256-259)

The news editor of the local alternative newspaper attributed the improved

cooperation between District B and the media as an initiative of Superintendent B.

The editor revealed the following about media and school district relations: “The

most important thing is openness and direct cooperation when it comes to

information. That’s pretty good at [District B] now and I assume that starts at the

top” (INTK 316-317). The editor’s statement revealed an important objective of

the superintendent’s media management strategy.

Summary

The new superintendent of District B revealed an agenda that consisted of

the following: 1) increase public commitment to public schools by unifying the
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community; 2) educate all children and build quality programs of teaching and

learning; and 3) have a service period of at least five years. Furthermore, the

research data indicated that Superintendent B valued his political communication

and political analytical skills, particularly message framing and political

forecasting. The skill sophistication seemed to determine the effectiveness of the

political strategies used to educe the public to adopt or support the agenda.

The political strategies were designed to earn credibility, reputational

capital, and political capital for the new superintendent and District B. The trust-

induced qualities were essential in the process of increasing public support and

superintendent influence. The research data revealed that Superintendent B

executed the following political strategies: incremental change strategy, political

marketing strategy, political covert strategy, political timing strategy, and media

management strategy. However, Superintendent B considered the political covert

strategy to be the least productive of the five.

On the other hand, a majority of the interview respondents alluded to

similar political strategies and skills used by Superintendent B to encourage and

influence the diverse sectors of City B to adopt or support his agenda. The diverse

group of leaders provided significant qualitative data that revealed the following

strategies: incremental change strategy, political timing strategy, political

marketing strategy, and media management strategy. A few expressed concern

over the school board trustees and other high-ranking officials’ inability to fulfill

their role in the execution of the covert strategy. The interview respondents alluded

to the importance of the superintendent’s political skills in the political strategic

process. Several leaders noted the following skills: political analysis skill, message

framing skill, negotiation skill, and interpersonal communication skill.

Nevertheless, there were a few significant and influential leaders with a

different perception of the new superintendent’s agenda. The superintendent’s
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agenda and program were considered to be conservative and politically safe. They

suggested that the superintendent lacked credibility and influence with the city’s

African American and Hispanic enclaves. A major city leader perceived

Superintendent B to lack adequate interpersonal communication skill and

emphasized the deteriorated condition of the superintendent’s relations with the

city’s minority communities and their leaders.

Research Question 4:

How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the way they involve

themselves in political activities outside of education?

Superintendent B

The new superintendent of District B revealed several significant

perspectives concerning his political behavior and engagement outside the public

education context. First, he made a distinction between political behavior and

partisan political activity. Superintendent B revealed the following in this regard:

I’m a registered independent. Where I come from that means something.

Most people are democrats or republicans. I decided that if I’m going to be

an educator, I’m going to speak for kids. I’m not going to be part of the

political structure, but I will advocate…My politics have always been not

capital “P” but lower “p”…Capital “P” is when you become identified with

a party or some label. And that has a whole different structure. There you

are an institutional member of a political party, often partisan. And that

brings with it ramifications, that is why early in my career I’ve made a

decision to become a registered independent. (INT1 166-169, 184-185;

INT2A 143-146)
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Superintendent B implied that engagement in partisan politics would limit the

scope of his work and mission, which was to advocate for the interests of children.

Also he defined himself as an independent who most likely facilitated entry into

diverse political camps. The superintendent alluded that he engaged in the political

arena as an independent advocate for children, not in the partisan sense.

Superintendent B avoided any appearance of overt political participation

within the context of partisan politics. Although he expressed the struggle to

remain politically independent, yet he recognized the potential loss of political

capital. Superintendent B provided the following experience that illustrated this

point:

You know, a few people send me notes to give to campaigns. I’ve decided

I don’t give to campaigns. Probably, it’s going to cost me, because people

are not going to like me, but you gotta be very careful. See, a republican

governor helped bring me to [state], the board appointed me. And they

made their own decision, but the governor was republican. Two years later,

he leaves and a democrat comes in and he adopts me. The board stayed the

same. But I was able to walk the line and I was in the cabinet of both

governors, you know. But whenever they start talking about politics. I get

up and leave the room. You know you pay a price for it. (INT2A 150-158)

Superintendent B purposively projected a politically independent public image.

This kind of political behavior disarmed partisan loyalties and minimized political

costs to politicians from different parties. The superintendent suggested a covert

strategy for supporting politicians’ campaigns. On the other hand, he forecasted
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the loss of his position as a political cost, if he participated in partisan politics and

supported the losing candidate. He made the following interview reflection:

I’ve been very reserved about getting involved in partisan politics. In fact, I

don’t contribute to campaigns. But there are ways to do it. I mean, our

spouse can do it, but I’ve been able to deal with that, it’s hard. When these

people help you, it’s hard enough not to send them a hundred dollars when

they are running for election…If I politicize this role, then I’ll be gone

when the next party changes…But maybe there is value in this. You gotta

be careful how you do it. I’ve been very reserved about that. You can get

lonely too, when people stop supporting you. (INT3 536-550)

Nevertheless, Superintendent B determined that there are situations when

educational leaders do take political risks and advocate for children even at high

political costs. He provided the following reflection:

I can see a situation where I would have to get up and say, ‘No, governor,

you will not have prayer in my school. We’ll have a moment of silence and

that’s as far as I can go, because that’s the constitution.’ But boy! You

gotta be real careful…If you don’t respond you lose, if you respond you

lose. You know, it’s very hard. But I would say, if the issue came up for

our children, I think you gotta stand up for what’s right. Whether it’s [the

mayor] or [the governor]. You would like to find alternative ways of

dealing with this, you know. So, you don’t embarrass them and become

politicized. (INT3 562-572)
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The superintendent of District B disclosed an experience that challenged his

political expertise as he sought a way to minimize political cost within a national

context. He practiced political constraint by not accessing the available political

levers—network systems and the media. Superintendent B recounted the following

episode:

I worked with the President in the White House. And I did it, but then I ran

into trouble. The vice-president made a mistake and I called him on it.

Because he tried to release data and it’s my job to release data, and he only

told half the story, not the full story. And I got burned for it. The President

told me, he was going to appoint me. Ten weeks away from my

reappointment something happened. I don’t know what it is. I don’t care!

Just tell me you don’t want me. Then they made up a story that I had a tax

problem!…Politically, they didn’t want an independent

commissioner…I’m a professional. If you don’t think my work is good

enough, I’ll leave here tomorrow. Because I want the best for kids, but you

better make sure you are accurate in it and treat me fairly. That was quite

an experience…The senate, congress got so mad at them. They had a

hearing and again, I became Joan of Arc, and I don’t want to be Joan of

Arc. So, I refused to talk to the newspaper. They wanted to do stories on

this and put me on Nightline. I’m a professional, if that’s their judgment,

fine! One thing you got to learn is when not to be political. It is very

different, at that moment I was hurting so much. You would love to have

people rally around you. But that wasn’t the professional thing to do, it

would have hurt my agency. I don’t think it would have helped me, but it

would have felt a lot better. (INT1 347-385)
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The account described a political situation that could have easily moved into a

media-intensive context. Even though the superintendent experienced a political

loss by denying a political favor, he avoided further political cost by refusing to

access available retaliatory levers. Perhaps the apolitical route was the best

strategy to take, since it placed the other party in an uncomfortable position. Most

likely, Superintendent B calculated the political reprisal before he took action.

On the other hand, the researcher’s observation notes indicated that the

superintendent held a brief conversation with an election official at a school site

and asked for an “I voted” button since he voted earlier. It appeared that voting

was the only acceptable political activity that offered Superintendent B the

flexibility to exercise partisan or candidate support. The superintendent’s other

political activities were bipartisan and relegated to public education ends.

Other Case Study B Participants

A majority of City B’s leaders perceived the new superintendent to

participate in local and state political activities, but only within the interest

boundaries of public education. The diverse group of leaders did not identify overt

partisan activity by Superintendent B, however one District B leader reflected on

the possibility of covert partisan behavior. None of the interview respondents

revealed that the new superintendent of District B overtly participated in political

activities beyond the scope of his position. A few were not privy to the new

superintendent’s partisan activities. Unfortunately, a few interviews did not reveal

data relevant to the research question.

Several District B leaders, the general counsel for legal and external affairs

and a majority of the school board trustees, perceived the new superintendent in

the following ways. The president of the school board made the following

assessments about the superintendent: 1) The superintendent is the “educational
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leader” of the community (INTR 688); 2) He is not a member of the republican or

democratic party (INTR 752); 3) He has not supported a particular [political] cause

(INTR 776). Also several trustees indicated that the superintendent participated in

the local and state political process, like policy lobbying, but only for advancing

the interests of District B and public education. For instance, one expressed the

perspective in the following interview passage:

I know that when the legislature was in session, he went and testified on

several issues…I think in a sense if you are talking about politics, it’s not

that he is trying to get somewhere with his own politics. But, he is trying to

draw people in to be involved in the school district and our purpose of

educating and see how we can work together to make things as best as we

can for kids (INTWH 150-160)

Another trustee emphasized the superintendent’s political activity indirectly

through organizations: “I think he is [politically active]. He sure seems to be out

there a lot. He really seems to value more a national perspective. He’s involved in

a lot of national organizations” (INTW 270-273). The trustees did not perceive the

superintendent to be engaged in partisan politics. One trustee expressed her

impression in the following manner: “In information moments, we banter a little

bit about local or state or national politics. I really have no sense of his being

partisan at all…It’s very appropriate for him to be engaged in [politics] as it relates

to education” (INTT 314-316, 323-324). Besides regarding the overt engagement

of superintendents in partisan activities as detrimental to their tenure, another

school board member determined that superintendents could exercise their political

autonomy by supporting certain political causes with no political costs to their

districts or themselves. Furthermore, she explained that superintendents could not
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participate as leaders of education organizations without the cooperation of their

school boards. However, she alluded to the level of organizational participation as

a superintendent expectation in some communities while in other communities the

expectations are different. Community contexts and values seemed to be the

implied influential elements. The trustee provided the following reflection:

I don’t know that I would say they should be publicly—for their own

health and safety—involved in partisan politics…If they have a strong

feeling about a cause like ‘habitat for humanity’ or ‘save the whales’ or

whatever, they should probably do what they see fit in that regard. Of

course, there are some hot issues out there that would be difficult to

support…I’ve seen superintendents who have taken, you know, the lead in

being the president of the state association of school administrators or

whatever, which is fine, but that’s not something you can do alone. That is

something you should do in full cooperation with your board. So, you see,

a lot of superintendents get in trouble for being away from their job too

much…I know there are some people that want—I think Dallas would

want their superintendent to be president of this, you know, member of

that. And while Llano, probably would not. You know, he needs to be there

for the Friday fish fry. That is his political statement that he needs to be

making. (INTG 248-275)

Another District B leader, regarded by Superintendent B as a member of his

cabinet, alluded to a covert partisan activity beyond the scope of education. Yet, he

discouraged the appearance of partisan favoritism since the superintendent needed

community-wide support for his agenda initiatives. The general counsel for

District B made the following reflection:
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I am aware that his wife has given a campaign contribution to this

candidate or that candidate. But for the most part, I think he is the

superintendent and frankly, I worry about this for me, more than I worry

about him. I’ve been very politically active for a long time and it’s hard

being in this position and not continuing to support friends and people that

I’ve known for a long time. But the truth of the matter is I don’t think it’s a

good idea. When we talk about politics as relationships, I think that’s a

good idea and it doesn’t matter whether it’s a democrat or a republican. It

just doesn’t matter. It’s about education. It’s about kids and we can all find

things in common. But in terms of being a democrat or being a republican,

when you are a superintendent, appearing to favor one party over the

other—not a good idea. Not a good idea at all because you need these

people to support the initiatives that make you successful as a

superintendent. And while not everybody can be your friend and supporter,

it does seem to me that you don’t want to act in ways that would lead

people to separate themselves from you for no really good reason. Does

that make sense? (INTW 419-434)

The presidents of teacher, support staff and administrator organizations

perceived Superintendent B to be engaged in educational politics and not in

partisan politics or any other political issue apart from public education. The co-

president of the teacher and support staff organization provided the following

insight:

To my knowledge, he’s not engaged in partisan politics at all. However, I

mean in his capacity as superintendent, but the thing is, everything that he
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does I view through the lens of his role as superintendent…Dr.

[Superintendent B] went and spoke to a group I had never heard of…I

guess there is this kind of more conservative group that started up and

[former state education commissioner] is their president…They are like

pro-voucher, very into charter schools and that kind of stuff. And

[Superintendent B] went and spoke to this group and I think he did because

[former state education commissioner] asked him to and kind of leaned on

him. Again, that’s in his capacity as superintendent…I don’t know if he’s a

republican or a democrat, as far as that’s concerned. (INTM 553-590)

Moreover, the president of the association of public school administrators provided

the following commentary on the superintendent’s political activity: “He is on

boards from across the country. He’s involved in many things, in a school sense

within the state, within the area” (INTB 267-270). The president of the bilingual

teachers association also provided a similar interview reflection on this topic:

I know that he went to the capital several times and testified for the

national board certification, to get teachers a stipend, to get paid extra

money from the state. And I think that was very good, cause’ he wasn’t

speaking as I’m supporting the republican party versus democratic party or

whatever. He was talking on an educational issue and he spoke very well

for it. But, I think he knows that if he does stick his neck out personally

and says, I’m gonna endorse so and so for governor versus so and so, you

know, that could have long term implications. (INTH 423-431)

The superintendent’s political activity was described as lobbying for a specific

educational policy and a state budgetary decision. However, the association’s
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president presumed the superintendent knew partisan political activities, like

candidate endorsement, risked loss of valuable political capital.

Although a retired state board of education committee member did not

know the extent of the new superintendent’s partisan activities, he supported

lobbying as an acceptable superintendent political activity, if it was relevant to

public education. The retired public education leader expressed his point of view

in the following interview commentary:

There’s nobody who ever says to the superintendent, ‘I want you to involve

yourself in state activities or national activities and go and do great things

out there.’ His job is to the local schools and to meet the objectives and

visions of the local schools. Now, there are superintendents who do visit

themselves at the state level, primarily to impact and affect legislation at

the state legislature. To try as a group of all superintendents form around

the state, to come together, and to cause the legislature to take a particular

course involving state legislature, particularly the finance bill that everyone

talks about now. The superintendents are all very active trying to get the

schools finance matter resolved favorably. So, they do organize, coalesce,

and pressure leaders at the state legislature to do particular things. I think

that’s appropriate because where the activity at the state and/or national

level is directly impacting and effective and is beneficial to the local school

district. I think that is very appropriate. (INTD 164-177)

Even though the chamber of commerce vice president did not view the new

superintendent of District B as a participant in partisan activities, he presented a

pragmatic view to the research. For instance, the vice president provided the

following commentary:
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It’s not appropriate to be throwing fundraisers at his house for a particular

candidate. But, you need to have a relationship with the movers and

shakers in the political world. You know the way you need to have a

relationship with movers and shakers of the business world, the PTA

world, the Hispanic world and the African American world. You need to

have at least, if not yourself, you need to have some people that work for

you, you know, that have contacts and connections with the environmental

community in [City B], the business community. You don’t necessarily

have to do it all yourself. (INTF 282-290)

The leader of the business interest group suggested that the superintendent

cultivate relationships with the influential leaders of City B’s sectors and enclaves.

In addition, he described overt and covert political strategies designed to earn

political capital while operating within the scope of school district interests.

The leaders of ethnic enclaves and civil rights organizations did not

perceive the new superintendent to be especially aligned to any one particular

political party. Instead, one civil rights organization leader described

Superintendent B as political and aligned with the local political power elites. The

president of the local NAACP conveyed his perspective in the following manner:

I don’t see him as being partisan, but I think he’s very political and I think

he’s very knowledgeable about politics. I think he’s a political survivor.

You don’t survive in DC and not know something. So, I think he’s very

adept at that. I think he’s very well suited here as well. I think he has a lot

of relations here among the power brokers. I think they allowed him to do

some things. I think he’s very political, but not partisan…I think when it
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comes to certain issues of public education, whether you like it or not, they

turn out to be partisan just by the nature of the public school system. First

of all, non-partisan for logical reasons, because of your political platform. I

think public education by itself is a partisan issue for the most part…What

I see here is, I see conflict. I see this city being forced in a civil situation to

address past remedies. I think it’s going to take that to bring in the right

kind of people to right the system. (INTL 275-294)

The president of the local NAACP presented a distinct perspective. He made

reference to the city’s social-political power structure, where partisan lines were

indistinguishable. The power elites, regardless of party affiliation, dominated

community decisions. In this paradigm, it was possible to view the public school

platform as non-partisan but partisan when it came to issues and their

management. However, among the local leaders of LULAC, Superintendent B was

perceived to engage only in educational politics. The organization’s deputy

director of education provided the following commentary regarding the new

superintendent:

I don’t hear his name discussed at all other than in educational

circles…He’s got so many fires that he has to put out, but I don’t think how

he would have time to get out of his own circle for that involvement in

politics. (INTDC 365-366, 379-380)      

Among the city governance leaders only the city manager provided

relevant data to the research question. The city manager indicated that he had not

seen Superintendent B engage in politics beyond his role as the city’s educational
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leader (INTG 270). Yet, he contributed to the discussion by providing the

following perspective on the topic:

I think a superintendent needs to be seen as impartial…I think the minute

that you are seen as a republican or a democrat or into partisan politics,

then I think you end up losing your leverage, your position may be, in

terms of your effectiveness. (INTG 273-279)

The leaders among the print media perceived Superintendent B to be

preoccupied with educational politics at the city and organizational level and did

not perceive him engaged in partisan political activity. For instance, an editor of

the mainstream newspaper revealed the following thoughts:

I think his politics extend to managing the board and trying to maintain

four votes or five votes in his case…I would not be comfortable with

superintendents saying, vote for this guy for mayor as opposed to this other

guy because this one would be better for education. I think that would put

them in a very precarious situation. (INTG 280-281, 293-295)

The news editor of the alternative newspaper expressed the following related

commentary:

The illusion of city politics in [state] is there are no partisan politics at the

city level…The school district does not seem to me to be very partisan. I

couldn’t begin to tell you, although I could guess what parties are

represented on the board of trustees. This is a city dominated by democratic

party politics in any case. So, it doesn’t impress me if somebody tells me
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that he’s a democrat or republican. I want to know what he wants to do for

the schools. I haven’t seen any real activity in that regard in

[Superintendent B], which I think is proper. He doesn’t need to get

involved in that nonsense. (INTK 273-282)

Summary

Superintendent B made a distinction between political engagement on

behalf of children, a political euphemism for educational politics, and involvement

in partisan activities outside of the role as educational leader. He described himself

as an independent advocate for children. As such, he revealed that he was a

registered independent. The new superintendent avoided any appearance of overt

political behavior beyond the scope of public education interests. He purposively

projected a politically independent image. However, he alluded to the possibility

of superintendents financially contributing to political campaigns. The

superintendent revealed an indirect or covert strategy by suggesting that the

superintendent’s spouse can make a campaign contribution. Apparently, the

political involvement boundaries for Superintendent B were voting and possibly a

political covert activity, like campaign contributing. The superintendent stated the

ultimate political reprisal for partisanship—“If I politicize this role, then I’ll be

gone when the next party changes…”

On the other hand, the vast majority of City B’s leaders perceived the new

superintendent to engage in local and state political activities for promoting the

interests of District B and public education. Within this context, lobbying was an

acceptable political activity. However, they considered overt and covert

partisanship detrimental to the superintendent. Furthermore, the LULAC deputy

director of education suggested that the superintendent could support a few
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political causes if the issues were not highly politicized and would not result in

loss of political capital and reprisals.

The most intriguing finds were the two unique perspectives by the

president of the local NAACP and the news editor of the local alternative

newspaper. The president of the NAACP described the superintendent as political,

nonpartisan, and aligned with the local power elites. Regardless of party

affiliation, the power elites dominated community decisions. It was possible to

accept the public school platform as nonpartisan. But, when it came to the

development of solutions for addressing platform initiatives then it reverted to

partisanship support and divisions. On the other hand, the news editor described

local politics as partisanship incognito. According to him, partisanship and the

superintendency did not ultimately matter. What mattered most were the results of

the superintendency.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS,

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The current economic, political, and social environments in and around

large American cities have created urgency for determining who will influence or

control urban public schools. The contemporary urban superintendent must

maneuver with expertise in this complex environment, if he or she is to educate all

city children. The contemporary political environment’s attraction to public

education suggests that the urban superintendent cannot avoid engaging in politics

and, with the media (Kowalski, 1999). The superintendent of urban schools must

integrate politically with local political entities and advocate politically for

community investment in public schools. The superintendent’s effectiveness

depends on his or her political sophistication and expertise (Luskin, 1990, p. 336;

Owen, 1997, p. 270). The purpose of this study was to explore the perceived

political sophistication of two urban superintendents. It was an attempt to

understand and to describe the political thinking, knowledge, skill, and

participation of two transformational leaders.

Two public school districts were studied. Both had been mired in poor race

relations, low student achievement, inequitable distribution of resources, and

organizational mismanagement before the arrival of the superintendents. Under the

leadership of these superintendents, one district was transformed into a

significantly improved school system while the other has successfully initiated

measures toward improvement. An inquiry into the political thinking and behavior

of the superintendents provided a model for the kind of political expertise needed

by today’s urban superintendent.
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Four research questions guided this qualitative study:

1 .  How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the political

dimension of their position?

2. To what extent do district-transforming superintendents perceive their

success to be attributed to political knowledge and skill?

3. How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the way they

use specific political strategies and skills to influence others to adopt

their agenda?

4. How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the way they

involve themselves in political activities outside of education?

Field Procedures

The methodology for this research was qualitative and followed a multi-

case design. The participants’ uniqueness and field contexts were significant to the

study. The public school districts and superintendents studied met the following

characteristics:

•  Public school districts located in cities described as urban—one city

having a population over 100,000 but less than 125,000 and the other

having a population over 500,000;

•  Racially diverse urban school districts that have no less than two

student racial groups that comprise at least 25% of the districts’ average

daily attendance (ADA), and have a non-White student majority;

•  Urban school districts with contrasting student performance records

based on the State Education Agency’s School Accountability Ratings;
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•  Urban school districts with superintendents at opposite ends of the

tenure continuum—one with a service record of at least six years and

the other with no more than three years;

•  Urban school districts with racially different and same gender

superintendents.

The primary means of data collection were individual interviews. The researcher

used an in-depth, phenomenological interviewing method for conducting the

interviews with the two superintendents (Seidman, 1991). This approach required

three separate field interviews with each superintendent. The first interview

focused on their life history; the second interview concentrated on their

professional experience; and the third interview explored their reflection on the

meaning of their experience. Political sophistication and behavior were

investigated within the context of the selected urban superintendents’ lives and the

lives of those around them. Besides the superintendents, other respondents were

interviewed in order to explore their perceptions of the superintendents’ political

activity and interest. A network and purposive strategy were used to select them

(LeCompte & Preissle, 1993; Patton, 1990). Elected, organizational, and perceived

leaders from City A and B were interviewed.

In qualitative research, the researcher is the primary instrument for data

collection and analysis (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In addition to the researcher, three

different interview instruments were designed to explore the topic of political

sophistication within the context of the superintendents’ life history, present

professional experience, and reflection on the meaning of their experiences. Each

instrument had a series of open-ended questions indexed to the research questions.

However, another interview instrument was developed for the other respondents. It

was designed to examine the respondents’ perceptions of the superintendent’s
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political knowledge, skill, and activity. The interview questions were indexed to

the research questions.

A pilot study was conducted with two former superintendents who were

experienced in improving high minority public school districts. One had

substantial experience in the desegregation of a big city’s public school system.

The other is currently a state education commissioner. The pilot study assisted the

researcher in refining the data collection plans. Suggestions provided by the pilot

study participants were invaluable to the researcher and were integrated into the

data collection instruments and plans.

The superintendents in the two selected districts were formally contacted

and their permission to study the districts was secured in writing. The research

sites were visited during the 2001 fall semester. The Case Study A site was visited

for nine days while the Case Study B site was visited for 22 days. Site B was

visited frequently because of schedule changes and its proximity. At each site,

three days were spent observing the superintendent and taking field notes. During

the “shadowing period,” the researcher witnessed the superintendent at work. The

other site visits were designated for other study participant interviews. Due to

conflicting schedules, telephone interview conferences were held with four Case

Study A participants and with one Case Study B participant. Case Study A had 20

research participants and Case Study B had 23 participants. The total number of

research participants for each case study included the superintendent.

The data collected from the interviews were transcribed, aggregated, and

coded. The study’s data were analyzed using methods suggested by Miles and

Huberman (1994). This involved data reduction, data display, and conclusion

drawing and verification. Data analysis was a continuous cycle conducted by the

researcher.
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Two primary limitations may have influenced the results of this study.

First, the study included two urban school districts from one state, therefore

limiting generalizability. Second, the data may not generalize to all urban school

districts and superintendents because of gender, ethnicity, and context limitations.

District Profiles

District A was located in a city with a population slightly over 114,000.

The population demographics was about 46% White American, 46% African

American and the rest Hispanic, Asian, and Native American. Even though there

was an improved economy for City A and the region, there was a staggering

unemployment rate of 7.9% in 2000. The city had a history of racial strife. District

A had an enrollment of nearly 21,000 students. The student population was

comprised of 65% African American, 24% White American, 9% Hispanic

American and a small percentage of Asian and Native Americans. About 61% of

the students were identified as economically disadvantaged and 5% of the students

were reported as limited English proficient. During the 2000-2001 school year,

District A achieved state “recognized” accountability status. According to the local

Chamber of Commerce, the district was the leading area employer. District A

employed over 1700 certified personnel and 1200 non-certified personnel.

Introduced by Superintendent A in 1996, District A provided an incentive salary

bonus for campus employees based on student performance on the state academic

examinations, student attendance, and campus staff attendance. Everyone who

worked on the improved campus, even janitors and nurses, were eligible to receive

the incentive bonus for reaching certain levels in the three areas. In addition, the

school board had seven members, three White Americans and four African

Americans. Most of the board members had served multiple terms and were

experienced public representatives, two were newcomers to the school board. The
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superintendent was the first African American superintendent for the district. He

served for 19 years in a West Texas school district, from elementary teacher,

coach, assistant principal, and principal. His first superintendency earned him the

reputation as a reformer of troubled school districts. The career path of

Superintendent A was probably more about emergent leadership, professional

networking, and opportunity than about following a planned course to the

superintendency. He completed his sixth year as superintendent of District A.

On the other hand, District B was located in one of the 20 largest cities in

the nation. City B had a population of nearly 657,000 and was comprised of about

53% White American, 31% Hispanic American, 10% African American, and 6%

Asian American and others. The city struggled with rising unemployment, a

stagnating economy, and declining sales tax revenue. In the latter part of 2001, the

voters elected the first Mexican American mayor. The new mayor and other

community leaders were not satisfied with the progress of District B in its efforts

to educate minority children. He held the school board, its president and the new

superintendent responsible. The state of race-relations between the district’s

leadership and the city’s ethnic enclaves were poor. District B was a large city

public school district with an enrollment of nearly 78,000. The student population

was 48% Hispanic American, 34% White American, 16% African American, and

less than 3% Asian American and others. In addition, about 48% of the students

were identified as economically disadvantaged, and 18% of the students were

reported as limited English proficient. In 1999 the District was given an “academic

unacceptable” accountability rating status from the state. Half of the district’s high

schools were rated by the state as low performing. In addition, the district was

indicted for test tampering and its data was regarded as unreliable by the state.

During the 2000-2001 school year, District B achieved “academically acceptable”

accountability rating status. District B employed over 10,400 personnel. In the fall
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of 2000, the school board was comprised of 9 members: 2 Hispanic males, 1

Hispanic female, 1 African American female, and 5 White females. The president

had the longest tenure, first elected in 1992. The rest of the trustees were new to

the school board. The new superintendent completed his third year as

superintendent. Superintendent B hailed from the Northeast and is of Italian-Irish

descent. He had three years of experience at the local public school level and he

entered public education leadership through the reputation of a premier doctoral

program from an academically elite university and its national network system. He

served on several state education agencies and at the national level under two

presidents. District B was his first public school superintendency.

The design of this study required entry into the superintendents’

workplace—the organization and the community. It was critical to understand how

district-transforming superintendents perceived the political dimension of their

position and how they interpreted their political thinking, behavior, and skill.

Furthermore, interviews with education, city, community, and media leaders

provided another perspective for making sense of the superintendents’ political

behavior and skill. The purpose of the study was to interpret and to describe the

district-transforming superintendents’ political sophistication—their political

behavior, knowledge, and skill.

Summary of Findings

Research Question #1: How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the

political dimension of their position?

Superintendent A was reluctant to refer to this dimension of the

superintendency as political. Instead, he defined it through the term

“communication” and described it as “just getting things done.” The data indicated

that Superintendent A perceived the political role of the superintendency as mere
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pragmatic problem solving. In addition, he identified “fairness” and “a genuine

concern for students” as the democratic and ethical values that underpin this role.

His political activity sprang from these two guiding values. On the other hand, all

the respondents described him as political, but they used the term within the

context of building relationships. The data indicated that Superintendent A and the

respondents held that certain skills and knowledge were critical for the urban

superintendent’s effectiveness. Furthermore, the data indicated that Superintendent

A displayed a charismatic quality.

Superintendent B perceived the large city political environment as

politically intense, complex and time consuming. He determined that the

superintendency had a political component. But, he drew a distinction between

politics as allocating resources based on values and politics as partisan politics.

Superintendent B interpreted his political role as “advocating for children.” He

identified his ideology as “progressive.” He viewed himself as a leader who

believed in the power and development of people. The data indicated that

Superintendent B interpreted politics as part of the decision-making process in

community governance. He viewed the political dimension as the leadership role

that manages conflict. In addition, the data indicated that a few respondents

described the political role of the superintendency as the work of a diplomat or

ambassador on behalf of the city’s public schools. The data indicated that the

superintendent’s political role or task was determined and framed by the school

board and he functioned as a “political tool” by the local “power groups”

(McCarty & Ramsey, 1971).

The following is a summary of the congruent and incongruent aspects of

the data findings for Superintendents A and B. For instance, Superintendent A

primarily defined his political role as pragmatic problem solving while

Superintendent B viewed it as allocating resources based on the community’s
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values. This can be problematic for the superintendent if a power group is

perceived to determine the resource allocation while the rest of the community’s

interest groups are excluded from the resource allocation process. On the other

hand, it appeared that both superintendents’ political activity sprang from an ethic

of care. However, Superintendent A was highly concerned with fairness and

inclusion of all community interest groups in the district’s decision making

process. Although Superintendent B was concerned with advocacy for children,

several key City B leaders perceived him to be aligned with the political power

group, namely the business community.

Research Question #2: To what extent do district-transforming superintendents

perceive their success to be attributed to political knowledge and skill?

Superintendent A defined success as providing an exemplary public school

system for the children of City A. The respondents perceived Superintendent A to

have knowledge of the local political power structure, influential actors, and

interest groups. From the reports of the respondents and Superintendent A, the

researcher inferred that this knowledge was essential to the superintendent’s

success. The superintendent established relationships with community leaders and

other influential people with the purpose of understanding their concerns and

interests. The respondents perceived him to have a multicultural awareness.

Furthermore, he used this knowledge for developing strategic plans designed to

influence them to support District A initiatives and projects. Another component

of the superintendent’s political knowledge was an understanding of public

perception. The data revealed that he used this knowledge, coupled with his

knowledge of groups’ and individuals’ interests, to make proactive decisions and

extinguish potential problems for District A. In addition, the superintendent

perceived his success as simply “finding out what people need and meeting that
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need.” Superintendent A held meetings in multiple settings to understand the

“thinking” and opinions of interest groups and their leaders. The data indicated

that the superintendent had an extensive knowledge of a variety of political

strategies. This intimate knowledge of influential groups and leaders enabled

Superintendent A to politically forecast potential issues and community concerns.

According to the data, the skill regarded as essential to Superintendent A’s

success at District A was communication. The superintendent demonstrated

interpersonal communication expertise. The superintendent’s interpersonal

communication skill was perceived by respondents as “people skills,” “public

relations,” “open communication,” and “reads people well.” Still, others described

him as “persuasive,” “charismatic,” and “charming.” Several respondents noted his

ability to listen, not only for information but for understanding too. He spoke in a

variety of settings and for a variety of end-goals, from individual meetings to small

interest group dialogues and large community forums. His communication skill

was effectively used in the process of guiding the community to support public

schools. Furthermore, Superintendent A was perceived to use the communication

skill to motivate the organization and instill the vision for educating all children.

An analysis of the data indicated that Superintendent A conducted several kinds of

communication: contextual communication, making the message understandable

and meaningful to the target audience; cross cultural and cross-class level

communication. His ability to listen and synthesize information enabled him to

identify common themes among the diverse interest groups and parents. The data

indicated that Superintendent A was a highly skilled communicant. Respondents

perceived that the superintendent’s communication skill enabled him to

successfully bargain and compromise for the school district’s interests.

On the other hand, Superintendent B defined his previous work successes

as “building organizations and changing cultures.” His contextual definition of
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success was building community support for its public schools, building a school

district that educates all its students and maintaining a service period for at least

five years. Superintendent B perceived political knowledge to include knowledge

of the city’s community. He defined it in the following way: 1) understand the

city’s social-power structure, which included interest groups, political actors, and

local elites; 2) comprehension of the community’s diverse cultures and histories;

and 3) an awareness of emergent issues. Due to the urban school district’s

expansive organizational structure and the complexity of the city, Superintendent

B considered urban superintendents to be “insulated” from ground level issues

originating form local campuses and their immediate communities. In response to

this condition, Superintendent B suggested that community knowledge be covertly

gathered and filtered by members of his cabinet and other school district leaders.

The superintendent interviews provided data that alluded to the importance of

community knowledge by describing its foundational role in political forecasting

and in the planning of political strategies. Furthermore, Superintendent B pointed

out that local political knowledge was gained by accessing a political network

system and seeking non-compromising advice, guidance, and information from

political elites. In addition, the data indicated that Superintendent B increased his

knowledge of local political information by seeking research data and print media

articles relevant to City B and its public school system. Furthermore, the data

indicated that Superintendent B considered political knowledge incomplete

without an understanding of the role and operations of the mass media.

The new superintendent of District B perceived political skill as an

inherited instinctive leadership quality, similar to a natural talent and difficult to

acquire. But he recognized that political expertise, among other competencies,

could be developed through practical and diverse leadership experiences.

Superintendent B perceived communication as one of his stronger political skills.
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Another political skill recognized by the superintendent as significant was his

ability to analyze a situation and determine its political meaning. The

superintendent also perceived he possessed a third political skill, an ability to

identify and manage conflicting interest group values.

Data analyzed from the other interview respondents indicated that most

were in agreement with Superintendent B’s perception of political knowledge and

skill and its affect on his success. However, a few significant respondents

expressed a different perception of the superintendent’s success, political

knowledge and skill. For instance, several leaders viewed the Superintendent

successful at solving technical problems and had noted district academic

improvement. Nevertheless, the new mayor, the leaders of several civil rights and

ethnic enclave organizations, and an editor of the mainstream newspaper did not

perceive Superintendent B to be successful at improving the educational program

for children of color. Other respondents perceived the new superintendent to have

difficulty building a positive relationship with the City’s African American and

Hispanic enclaves. A few perceived the superintendent’s regional culture behavior

and personal learning style as affecting his ability to communicate interpersonally

with certain interest groups and influential individuals. On the other hand, a few

perceived the new superintendent to be a better communicator as a presenter or

speaker in a large audience context but not as effective in small group contexts

with a dialogue format. Yet, a few perceived Superintendent B to have the

sophisticated skill, message framing. Most city leaders perceived Superintendent B

more politically sophisticated than the previous superintendents for District B.

The data from Case Studies A and B indicated a link between the urban

superintendents’ effectiveness and the depth of political knowledge and the quality

of political skill. The use of political knowledge and skill were critical to the

superintendency. Both superintendents interpreted success as public school
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improvement, however Superintendent A precisely defined it. On the other hand,

Superintendent B included an extended service period as a measure of success.

One of the main differences between the two superintendents was that the

respondents of Case Study A seemed to have an intimate knowledge of

Superintendent A while the respondents of Superintendent B did not. The data

indicated that an extensive political knowledge was essential for success. But

Superintendent A was perceived to have a multicultural awareness while

Superintendent B was perceived as having difficulty maintaining a positive

relationship with the city’s African American and Hispanic enclaves.

Superintendent A seemed to have an extensive and intimate knowledge of the

community, its interest groups, and its leaders, while Superintendent B did not. On

the other hand, both superintendents were keenly aware of public perception.

Superintendent A and B considered communication to be their most developed

political skill. However, Superintendent A demonstrated interpersonal

communication expertise.

Research Question #3:How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the

way they use specific political strategies and skills to influence others to adopt

their agenda?

Superintendent A defined his educational agenda more like a mission

rather than a set of initiatives or specific goals. He revealed it as an effort to

educate children in such a way that would result in a better, improved society. He

alluded to human development, human capital, and social capital. He linked it

directly to public education. The data revealed several political strategies and skills

used by Superintendent A to influence the constituents of District A to adopt or

support his education agenda and other relevant propositions. For instance, the

analyzed data identified the superintendent’s communication expertise as essential
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in executing strategic plans. The following aspects of the superintendent’s

communication expertise emerged from the data: persuading, negotiating,

bargaining, and compromising. These aspects or types of communication

significantly contributed to the effectiveness of political strategies, namely

political marketing and consensus building. The data indicated that Superintendent

A was skilled at contextualizing messages, problems, and solutions in order to

communicate meaning not only information. Another skill that emerged from the

data was the superintendent’s analytic skill. It was the ability to analyze problems

and solutions within the context of the district’s goals and its mission to educate all

children.

The following political strategies, used by the Superintendent A, emerged

from the analyzed data: 1) consensus building strategy; 2) inclusive-democratic

strategy; 3) political marketing strategy—coupled with political timing strategy

and message framing skill as critical components; 4) media management

strategy—coupled with political timing strategy and message framing skill as

essential components; 5) networking strategy; 6) apolitical image projecting

strategy; and 7) political covert strategy. The researcher inferred from the analyzed

data that the political strategies and skills were not necessarily used in isolation

from each other, rather the skills and strategies often overlapped and blended into

an effective directional and influential force. The political strategies were executed

concurrently into the targeted arena in an effort to maximize and widen the

superintendent’s influence.

The new superintendent of District B revealed an agenda that included the

following objectives: 1) increase public commitment to public schools by unifying

the community; 2) educate all children and build quality programs of teaching and

learning; 3) have a service period of at least five years. An analysis of the research

data indicated that Superintendent B valued his political communication and
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political analytic skills, particularly message framing and political forecasting. In

addition, the data analysis indicated that the effectiveness of the political strategies

used by the superintendent to educe public support or adoption for his agenda

depended on skill sophistication. Data from the respondents alluded to the

importance of the political skills in the political strategic process. In addition,

some respondents perceived Superintendent B to have the skill of negotiating and

an interpersonal communication skill. However, several respondents perceived the

new superintendent to have poor interpersonal communication skill.

The analyzed data indicated that Superintendent B used the following

political strategies: 1) incremental change strategy; 2) political marketing strategy;

3) political covert strategy; 4) political timing strategy; and 5) media management

strategy. However, Superintendent B perceived the political covert strategy to be

the least productive. Furthermore, the respondents indicated concern over the

inability of the covert participants to fulfill their role in the strategic process. The

data indicated that several respondents perceived the new superintendent’s agenda

and educational program to be educationally conservative and politically safe. The

analyzed data indicated that Superintendent B lacked credibility and influence with

the city’s African American and Hispanic enclave leaders.

The analyzed data indicated that the political strategies used by the two

superintendents were designed to earn credibility, to develop reputational capital

and to increase political capital. The variety and execution of strategies were

important in the superintendents’ efforts to influence the communities and its

leaders to support their agendas. The data indicated that Superintendent A was

skilled at contextualizing messages, problems and solutions. This skill implied an

intimate knowledge of the audience and the emphasis was on making the message

meaningful and understandable. Both superintendents were skilled at message

framing and political forecasting. It was evident from the respondents that the
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skills were critical in the execution of political strategies. The superintendents for

the most part executed the same strategies, however Superintendent A used a

consensus building strategy and an inclusive-democratic strategy.

Research Question #4: How do district-transforming superintendents perceive the

way they involve themselves in political activities outside of education?

Superintendent A perceived that political participation beyond the scope of

public education would be detrimental to his leadership status in the community.

The superintendent was concerned with projecting a consistent public image of

fairness. He did not want to be perceived as biased. The data indicated that

Superintendent A was aware of the citizenry’s propensity to pass judgements and

make decisions based on political party identification. In addition, the

superintendent was alert to partisan situations and did not allow politicians to use

the schools during their election campaigns. However, Superintendent A indicated

that when he contributed to political campaigns, he made contributions to both

candidates. In addition, the analyzed data indicated that Superintendent A

observed a professional and personal practice of intentionally omitting partisan

rhetoric and references to his political party affiliation. An interesting datum piece

revealed that the majority of the respondents were divided over the

superintendent’s political party identification. The analyzed data that focused on

this question indicated that Superintendent A perceived himself to be a moderate.

However, his personal and social experiences with poverty, segregation,

integration, and his current income level have influenced his position on public

policy issues and his approach to leadership. The experiences were foundational

impressions that shaped his unique insight to public education, poverty, equity,

democracy, and politics.
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The respondents were in agreement with Superintendent A’s approach to

partisan politics or any other kind of political involvement outside the scope of

public education. However, a respondent revealed that the superintendent should

covertly participate in the recruitment of prime candidates for the school board.

The data analysis indicated that the superintendent participated in covet political

behavior but within the scope of educational politics. Another respondent revealed

that an influential superintendent like Superintendent A should expend political

capital for children issues beyond the scope of public education. The data analysis

revealed that Superintendent A’s political activity outside of education was limited

to voting and to bipartisan campaign contribution at best.

On the other hand, the analyzed data disclosed that Superintendent B made

a distinction between political engagement on behalf of children and involvement

in partisan activities outside of the role as educational leader. Superintendent B

revealed that as an advocate for children, he had to remain politically independent.

The new superintendent for District B disclosed that he was a registered

independent. The data indicated that the new superintendent avoided any

appearance of overt political behavior beyond the scope of public education and he

projected a politically independent image. In addition, the data indicated that he

covertly participated in partisan politics by making political campaign

contributions. The data indicated that the superintendent perceived the political

reprisal for partisanship not only as loss of support but ultimately the loss of the

superintendency. The respondents perceived the superintendent to participate in

political activities like lobbying at the state legislature, but only on behalf of public

school interests. One respondent suggested that superintendents should participate

in political safe causes, but only if political costs and reprisals to the school district

could be avoided.  However, one respondent perceived the new superintendent to

be politically aligned with the local power elites who were viewed as dominating
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community decisions. The data indicated that Superintendent B engaged in voting

and in covert campaign contribution as the only political activities outside of

education.

The case study data indicated that both superintendents participated in

voting and in political campaign contribution, outside of education. However,

Superintendent A indicated that he made contributions to both candidates while

Superintendent B indicated that he made campaign contributions covertly through

his spouse. It was interesting that the superintendents gave two contrasting reasons

for not engaging in overt partisan politics. For instance, Superintendent A

indicated that he wanted to be viewed as fair and unbiased while Superintendent B

indicated that he did not want to maximize his political cost.

Conclusions

Based on this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The urban superintendency is a knowledge intensive and knowledge

applied profession. It requires political expertise. Urban district-

transforming superintendents have a sophisticated level of political

expertise as manifested by their use of political knowledge, political

skill, and political strategies to impact the educational trajectory of

troubled public school districts.

2. District-transforming superintendents understand the political

dimension of the urban superintendency as a political symbol,

contextual engagement, communication, children-centered advocacy,

values driven resource allocation, and pragmatic problem management.

3. Urban district-transforming superintendents’ political expertise has at

its core —a value for fairness, a care ethic and an agenda that calls for
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maximizing human development through quality education through

public schools.

4. Urban district-transforming superintendents’ political sophistication

roots have their origins in the family’s political culture and

environment, their practical introduction and development in the

education stage, and ultimately reaches expertise level during the

occupation-experience stage of their political socialization process. The

latter is a critical period in the development of district-transforming

superintendents. The teacher and campus-level administrator

experiences are essential to the leadership development of district-

transforming superintendents.

5. Political sophistication and expertise can be developed and sharpened

in aspiring superintendents through the study of politics, political

theory, and experiential political knowledge. The latter could be

described as tacit knowledge.

6. Political sophistication and expertise are critical components of

transformational leadership. The two comprise the contextual

dimension of transformational leadership.

7. Urban district-transforming superintendents view communication as a

political skill category under political expertise. Communication as a

political skill category includes interpersonal communication (often

identified as human relations, community relations, personal

communication, people skills, charismatic, relationship building,

listening, empathizing, salesmanship, lobbying, negotiating, and

persuasive); cross-cultural communication; contextual communication;

message framing; and oratorship.
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8. Urban district-transforming superintendents perceive political

knowledge use as a conceptualization category under political

expertise. Political knowledge includes social-political power structure

analysis; political situation analysis; political forecasting; knowledge of

political actors and influential groups; operational knowledge of the

mass media; multicultural awareness; community histories and an

understanding of public perception and opinions. It is complex political

thinking. It is the continuous and concurrent integration of political

information, analysis, and use within the context of immediate purpose

and long-term end-goals.

9. Urban district-transforming superintendents view political strategy as a

thinking/planning category under political expertise. Political strategies

used by the superintendents include networking strategy; apolitical

image projecting strategy; political marketing strategy; consensus

building strategy; inclusive-democratic strategy; incremental change

strategy; media management strategy; political timing strategy and

political covert strategy. The strategies are executed independently or

in various concurrent combinations. Besides short-term and long-range

agenda objectives, organizational, community, and political contexts

determine the use of appropriate political strategies.

10. Outside of education, urban district-transforming superintendents

engage in two types of political activities: voting and contributing to

election campaigns.

11. Transformational superintendents over time earn reputational and

political capital. Eventually, they become political influentials in the

community.
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12. The superintendency and its programs need people of color with

campus level experience. They bring unique perspectives that are

compatible with contemporary public school settings.

Implications

As urban communities wrestle with seemingly low academically

performing schools, high drop out rates, dwindling financial resources, and high

teacher attrition rates, can superintendents guide public school systems to

transform and finally educate its students? Furthermore, the economic, political,

and social environments of large cities have produced competing interest groups.

If the superintendent is to be effective in this politically charged environment, he

or she must be politically sophisticated and demonstrate political expertise.

This study suggests that the urban superintendent is in the unique position

to influence and to introduce educational improvement. One superintendent has

proven that it is possible and the other is moving toward the mark. The

superintendents have demonstrated that political expertise and sophistication is

needed to accomplish the feat. However, there are competing voices in the school

district. In some large cities where there has been chronic educational neglect of

minority children, the voice that demands urgent action for improving the

education of the city’s children has been the community activist’s voice. Richard

C. Hunter (1997) apparently leaves a vacuum for this kind of reform in his

description of mayoral takeovers of city public schools.

Theoretical Implications

There appears to be a vacuum in the educational leadership literature

regarding the political sophistication and expertise of district-transforming

superintendents. Researchers and other experts primarily allude to the topic by
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centering the discussion on the political role of the superintendency, the political

skills of the superintendent, or the micro-political environment of public

education. The political sophistication and expertise of superintendents has been

understudied.

This study not only provided a research methodological model, but also a

theoretical model for studying the political thinking, knowledge, skills, and

behavior of superintendents. Although most political sophistication research,

which is a branch of public opinion research, has focused on mass publics, it is a

concept that should be used to explore the political dimension of the

superintendency. In addition, a framework for exploring the political sophistication

of educational leaders has been constructed by integrating the influences on

political sophistication, the political socialization continuum, and political

expertise development—which includes the components of political sophistication

and political participation (see Figure 2, page 72). It is a way to think and study the

development and importance of political sophistication.

Furthermore, this study provided a model for the usefulness in

understanding the political dynamics of a school district. The model can be

modified and used for studying educational policy issues and the superintendency.

Implications for Educational Leadership Programs

The case study superintendents are exemplars of two distinct career paths.

They augmented their political sophistication and expertise through life

experiences, multi-level educational preparation and a variety of work

assignments. The superintendents had an academic preparation in government or

educational politics. In addition, they had initially prepared for fields that required

sophisticated levels of communication and analytical skills. In short, educators

who aspire to the urban superintendency need to develop their political expertise.
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There is the explicit need for educational leadership programs to emphasize the

study of politics and the political nature of the superintendency. Although some

educational leaders may have educational and management expertise, without

political sophistication or expertise they will not maximize their effectiveness. The

difficulty encountered in studying an elusive topic like political sophistication is

that the superintendent’s political dimension is firmly rooted in professional

experience. This kind of applied knowledge is called tacit knowledge. It is

personal knowledge so grounded in experience that it is difficult to explain or fully

discuss (see Nestor-Baker & Hoy, 2001, for a discussion of tacit knowledge and

superintendents). Perhaps this is what Superintendent B meant by “political

instincts.” Other scholars and professors have used the term “political intuition” or

“instincts” to describe an elite politician. This is speculation on part of the

researcher, but it seems that they are referring to the politician’s tacit knowledge,

which would mislead one to think that it is intuition or instinct when it is most

likely political experience in the form of an automatic flexible response. Similar to

how a chess player responds to a move when the opponent’s move triggers a

known counter move within the context of the game and within the context of the

chess player’s strategy and within his accumulated chess knowledge and game-

playing experience.

Nevertheless, both superintendents revealed the variety of employment

assignments that provided opportunities to expand their political knowledge and

sharpen their political skill. Superintendent B revealed the level of political

sophisticates that served as his role models. On the other hand, Superintendent A

revealed the leadership qualities gleaned from his renowned college football

coach. An aspiring urban superintendent must be exposed to the kind of political

knowledge, skill, and strategies used by transformational educators. Ultimately,
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what is needed in the preparation of educational leaders is the merger of tacit

knowledge and explicit knowledge.

Recommendations for Further Study

The literature addressing the political sophistication or expertise of

superintendents is almost non-existent. Research that examines the political

behavior of superintendents is limited. The research and scholarship usually points

to the identification of the political role, certainly not enough is researched about

“how” to act out the role. The political environment of large cities places a real

demand for urban superintendents to be politically sophisticated.  

A study of superintendents at various stages of their career in educational

leadership would determine whether their political behavior role has evolved or

remained the same. This would possibly indicate a leadership behavioral pattern

linked to reputation, service period, and influential leader status.

In addition, a study can be conducted to identify the most favorable

political and economic conditions for the work of transformational

superintendents. For instance, if McCarty and Ramsey (1971) are correct about

community and school board alignments framing the political behavioral role of

superintendents, then are the conditions favorable for the work of transformational

superintendents when social realignments and school district failure threatens the

economic investments and interests of the power group?

Another study that would expand the understanding of the superintendent’s

political dimension is the exploration of this question: “Do political influential

superintendents expend local political capital for children issues beyond the scope

of education?” The conclusions may possibly lead to integrated approaches to

addressing community problems affecting children.
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A study is needed to determine whether educators that eventually become

transformational superintendents and effective leaders in problematic school

districts possess, in addition to political sophistication, the following intelligences:

interpersonal intelligence (Gardner, 1983); successful intelligence (Sternberg,

1996); and emotional intelligence (Mayer, Caruso, & Salovey, 2000). Gender

differences may even be explored. It may be that effective transformational

superintendents are cut from a very different psychological and ethical cloth. The

conclusions may assist in the recruitment and training of superintendents to serve

in diverse or problematic communities.
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LETTERS TO THE SUPERINTENDENTS
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 (Date)

(Address)

Dear Dr. (Superintendent):

American public school educators are increasingly aware that there is an urgency to
transform urban public school districts. This need arises from the fact that not all children
have the same opportunities for a quality education. Without this transformation, many
children will not receive the kind of schooling that will enable them to realize socially and
economically viable lives. On the other hand, the political, economical, and demographic
environment of American cities requires that superintendents demonstrate political
sophistication if they are to advocate for investment in public schools.

The educational transformation you have initiated at ____________ Independent School
District is exemplary. ________ISD is a public school district that has reversed its
direction through your leadership.

The mission of the Educational Administration Department of the University of Texas at
Austin is to prepare school leaders to transform the educational process so that all children
are equipped for the twenty-first century. Because of the distinctive progress made at
__________ISD, we would like to study this district and explore an aspect of your
leadership.

Your permission for this study will be appreciated. This study will make a valuable
contribution to the existing body of knowledge in educational leadership. An abstract of
the proposed study is attached. Please contact us if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Nolan Estes, Ed.D.
L. D. Haskew Centennial Professor in Public School Administration
Director, Cooperative Superintendency Program
Department of Educational Administration

Lonnie H. Wagstaff, Ed.D.
M. K. Hage Centennial Professor
Department of Educational Administration
Dissertation Committee Chairperson

Delfino Alemán
Doctoral Candidate
Cooperative Superintendency Fellow
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 (Date)

(Address)

Dear Dr. (superintendent):

American public school educators are increasingly aware that there is an urgency to
transform urban public school districts. This need arises from the fact that not all children
have the same opportunities for a quality education. Without this transformation, many
children will not receive the kind of schooling that will enable them to realize socially and
economically viable lives. On the other hand, the political, economical, and demographic
environment of American cities requires that superintendents demonstrate political
sophistication if they are to advocate for investment in public schools.

The educational transformation you are initiating at ____ Independent School District is
commendable. Under the direction of your leadership, the school district has the capability
of reversing its direction.

The mission of the Educational Administration Department of the University of Texas at
Austin is to prepare school leaders to transform the educational process so that all children
are equipped for the twenty-first century. Because of the progress made at _____ ISD, we
would like to study this district and explore an aspect of your leadership.

Your permission for this study will be appreciated. This study will make a valuable
contribution to the existing body of knowledge in educational leadership. An abstract of
the proposed study is attached. Please contact us if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Nolan Estes, Ed.D.
L. D. Haskew Centennial Professor in Public School Administration
Director, Cooperative Superintendency Program
Department of Educational Administration

Lonnie H. Wagstaff, Ed.D.
M. K. Hage Centennial Professor
Department of Educational Administration
Dissertation Committee Chairperson

Delfino Alemán
Doctoral Candidate
Cooperative Superintendency Fellow
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(Date)

(Address)

Dear Dr. (Superintendent):

We thank you for agreeing to participate in a study sponsored by the University of
Texas at Austin. You and the _______ Independent School District were
purposively selected because of your uniqueness and urban context. This is
significant to the study.

The purpose of this study is to explore the perceived political sophistication of two
selected urban superintendents. The social, educational, economic, and political
environments in and around large cities have created an urgency to determine who
will have influence or control over the urban public schools. The contemporary
urban superintendent must effectively participate in politics, if he or she is to fulfill
the mission of providing a quality education for children. This study is an attempt
to describe and to understand the political knowledge, skills, and participation of
district-transforming superintendents.

The research is a multicase study design. It includes three interviews with the
selected superintendents and other respondent interviews (e.g., school board
members, political leaders, media reporters, teacher organization leaders, business
leaders, community leaders, and other interest group leaders). Each interview will
take about one hour to complete. In order to assure confidentiality, the names of
respondents and their school districts will remain anonymous. A copy of the final
report will be sent to each participating school district.

In order to triangulate the data, the study requires direct observation of the
superintendents and document review. This involves "shadowing" the
superintendent for a day during each district visit. The researcher will need access
to documents like school board agendas and minutes, community meeting
agendas, district newsletters, media presentations, and the superintendent's
speeches and appointment calendar.

Dr. (superintendent), much of the district's progress can be attributed to your
leadership. Your insight and experience will make a valuable contribution to this
study.
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We are grateful for your willingness to participate in this study. We will schedule
the three district visits, including your interview sessions and observations, with
your assistant______. If you have any questions, please call Delfino Alemán at
(210) 223-1107 or (512) 475-0181.

Sincerely,

Delfino Alemán Lonnie H. Wagstaff, Ed.D.
Doctoral Candidate M. K. Hage Centennial Professor
Cooperative Superintendency Fellow    Dissertation Committee Chairperson

Department of Educational Admin.
Nolan Estes, Ed.D.
L. D. Haskew Centennial Professor
in Public School Administration
Director, Cooperative Superintendency Program
Department of Educational Administration
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(Date)

(Address)

Dear Dr. (superintendent):

We thank you for agreeing to participate in a study sponsored by the University of
Texas at Austin. You and the ________ Independent School District were
purposively selected because of your uniqueness and urban context. This is
significant to the study.

The purpose of this study is to explore the perceived political sophistication of two
selected urban superintendents. The social, educational, economic, and political
environments in and around cities have created an urgency to determine who will
have influence or control over the urban public schools. The contemporary urban
superintendent must effectively participate in politics, if he or she is to fulfill the
mission of providing a quality education for children. This study is an attempt to
describe and to understand the political knowledge, skills, and participation of
district-transforming superintendents.

The research is a multicase study design. It includes three interviews with the
selected superintendents and other respondent interviews (e.g., school board
members, political leaders, media reporters, teacher organization leaders, business
leaders, community leaders, and other interest group leaders). Each interview will
take about one hour to complete. In order to assure confidentiality, the names of
respondents and their school districts will remain anonymous. A copy of the final
report will be sent to each participating school district.

In order to triangulate the data, the study requires direct observation of the
superintendents and document review. This involves "shadowing" the
superintendent for a day during each district visit. The researcher will need access
to documents like school board agendas and minutes, community meeting
agendas, district newsletters, media presentations, and the superintendent's
speeches and appointment calendar.

Dr. (superintendent), much of the district's progress can be attributed to your
leadership. Your insight and experience will make a valuable contribution to this
study.
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We are grateful for your willingness to participate in this study. We will schedule
the three district visits, including your interview sessions and observations, with
your assistant ______. If you have any questions, please call Delfino Alemán at
(210) 223-1107 or (512-475-0181).

Sincerely,

Delfino Alemán Lonnie H. Wagstaff, Ed.D.
Doctoral Candidate M. K. Hage Centennial Professor
Cooperative Superintendency Fellow    Dissertation Committee Chairperson

Department of Educational
Administration

Nolan Estes, Ed.D.
L. D. Haskew Centennial Professor
in Public School Administration
Director, Cooperative Superintendency Program
Department of Educational Administration
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PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORMS
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PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

A Study of
The Political Sophistication of District-Transforming Superintendents

You are invited to participate in a study of urban superintendents. I am Delfino
Alemán, a graduate student at The University of Texas at Austin, Department of
Educational Administration. This study is related to my dissertation requirement. I
hope to learn about the district-transforming superintendent's political knowledge,
political skill, and political participation. You were selected as a possible
participant in this study because of the leadership position you hold in the
community or the public school district. You will be one of several participants
from your community/public school district. I will be studying two urban
communities/public school districts.

If you decide to participate, I will schedule an interview session with you in order
to discuss the political dimension of the urban superintendency. The interview will
last approximately one hour.

Any information that is obtained in connection with this study will be collectively
organized and analyzed in order to assure confidentiality.

Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your future relations
with The University of Texas at Austin. If you decide to participate, you are free to
discontinue participation at any time.

If you have any questions, please ask me. I may be contacted at (210) 223-1107. If
you have any additional questions later, please contact Dr. Lonnie H. Wagstaff at
(512) 471-7551. You will be given a copy of this form.

You are making a decision whether or not to participate. Your signature only
indicates that you have read the information provided and have agreed to
participate.

_____________________________________ _____________________
Signature of Participant Date

_____________________________________ _____________________
Signature of Researcher: Delfino Alemán, Jr. Date
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PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

A Study of
The Political Sophistication of District-Transforming Superintendents

You are invited to participate in a study of urban superintendents. I am Delfino
Alemán, a graduate student at The University of Texas at Austin, Department of
Educational Administration. This study is related to my dissertation requirement. I
hope to learn about the district-transforming superintendent's political knowledge,
political skill, and political participation. You were selected as a possible
participant in this study because of the leadership position you hold in the public
school district. You will be one of several participants from your
community/public school district. I will be studying two urban communities/public
school districts.

If you decide to participate, I will schedule three interview sessions with you in
order to discuss the political dimension of the urban superintendency. Each
interview session will last approximately one hour. I will observe your interactions
on three separate dates. I will also review district documentation.

Any information that is obtained in connection with this study will be collectively
organized and analyzed in order to assure confidentiality.

Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your future relations
with The University of Texas at Austin. If you decide to participate, you are free to
discontinue participation at any time.

If you have any questions, please ask me. I may be contacted at (210) 223-1107. If
you have any additional questions later, please contact Dr. Lonnie H. Wagstaff at
(512) 471-7551. You will be given a copy of this form.

You are making a decision whether or not to participate. Your signature only
indicates that you have read the information provided and have agreed to
participate.

____________________________________ _____________________
Signature of Participant Date
____________________________________ _____________________
Signature of Researcher: Delfino Alemán, Jr. Date
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INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Purpose of the Study:

The purpose of this study is to explore and to describe the political sophistication,
knowledge, skill, and participation of selected district-transforming
superintendents.

Research Procedures:

Thank you for agreeing to contribute to this research. I especially appreciate the
time you are giving to me. Although I will be taking notes during our discussion, I
might omit something, and everything you have to say is important to this study.
With your permission, I will be audio taping the interview. If you would like to
turn the recorder off at any time during the process, please feel free to do so.
Assurance of Confidentiality:

Since I will be interviewing several individuals at each of the communities and
public school districts that I visit, I will be labeling the audiotapes for review and
analysis. The final report will address the political dimension of the urban
superintendency. Names of specific public school districts and individuals will not
be used. Other than myself, only the typist who transcribes the tapes will be
listening to the taped interviews. After they are transcribed, the original audiotapes
will be destroyed. Copies will not be made.
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APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW GUIDES
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Superintendent Interview One: Focused Life History

Part A: Family Life

1. Will you describe your family background?

2. What is your family's political behavior?

3. In what ways did your family experience have an influence on your
political behavior and views?

4. How are your political views similar to your family's political beliefs? If
not, how are they different?

5. What reasons can you attribute for the difference in your political views
from that of your family's? What reasons can you attribute for the
similarity?

Part B: Community Life

1. Will you describe the communities you lived in from childhood to the time
before you entered the public education profession?

2. Who were the individuals in the community that have had an influence on
your political views or behavior? On your understanding of politics?

3. What were the critical incidences in community organizations that have
had an influence on your political views or behavior? On your
understanding of politics?

Part C: Schooling

1. Describe your schooling---from childhood through adult years.

2. What were the school-experiences that have had an influence on your
political views or behavior? On your understanding of politics?
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Conclusion
Of the experiences described which have the most influence on your understanding
of politics? Why? Will you describe your political belief system? What is your
definition of politics?
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Superintendent Interview Two: Professional Experience

1. What made you decide to pursue the superintendency as a career? How did
you enter the superintendency?

2. Of your daily activities mentioned, which activities pertain to politics?
How much of your total work responsibilities involve politics?

3. How do you identify and assess the political environment and actors of the
school district's community?

4. How do you recruit community support for the public school district's
educational agenda?

5. How do you identify and engage with your political supporters? Your
political opponents?

6. How do you obtain local political information? What kind of political
information do you seek?

7. Describe your relationship with the media. In what ways do you engage
with the media? How do you recruit the media to positively promote your
agenda?

8. When confronted with a political conflict, how do you approach it?

9. How did you prepare for the political dimension of the urban
superintendency? Of the many ways you prepared for the political
dimension of the superintendency, which do you consider the most
effective? Why?

10. How did your university preparation for the superintendency address the
political dimension of the job?
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Superintendent Interview Three: Reflection on the Meaning

1. What is your assessment of the current political environment and its
relationship to public education?

2. How do you understand the political dimension of the urban
superintendency? How different is it from other superintendency contexts?

3. If you were to create an individual for the job of the urban
superintendency, how would you describe this individual? What kind of
preparation would this person need to meet the political dimension of the
job?

4. What are your political abilities? Which do you consider the most valuable
for your job? Why?

5. How do you define political skill?

6. What is your understanding of political knowledge? How do you maintain
your political knowledge? How do you determine the usefulness of
political knowledge?

7. How do you identify a political situation?

8. What is your understanding of the media's role in American society?

9. What is success for you? How much of your past successes depended on
your political knowledge and skill? What about your present professional
successes?

10. How do you describe a successful superintendent?

11. What term would you use that best captures the dynamics of the
superintendency's political dimension (i.e., role, function, attribute,
characteristic, etc.)?

12. How should urban superintendents approach a political conflict? Should
they approach it from a pragmatic position or an ideological one?

13. What can an urban superintendent do to cultivate his political capital?
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14. Apart from your career responsibilities, how involved are you in other
political activities? What is your view on the political participation of
superintendents at the local, state and national levels?
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Community Leader Interview

1. Will you describe your relationship with the superintendent?

2. Do you consider the present superintendent to be more political or less
political than previous superintendents? If so, in what ways?

3. What is your definition of politics?

4. What political abilities does the present superintendent possess or not
possess?

5. In what ways is the present superintendent politically knowledgeable?

6. What abilities and training would a present-day superintendent need to lead
an urban school district?

7. How would you describe a successful superintendent?

8. How does the superintendent address problems in the community?

9. When you disagree or agree with the superintendent's initiatives, how does
he win or lose your support?

10. Apart from the superintendent's educational responsibilities, how
politically active is he?

11. What is your view on the political participation of superintendents at the
local, state, and national levels?

12. How should the superintendent engage with the media?
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